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Abstract 

This thesis examines the political career of Henry Percy, Ist earl of 

Northumberland. Chapter one examines the background of the Percy 

family, and Henry Percy's career in the years leading to his elevation to 

the earldom of Northumberland. Chapter two considers his 

relationships with John of Gaunt and the Neville family both at times of 

crisis and during times of relative stability. It also examines his 

relationship with the wider political community in the north of England 

and his role on the Scottish border during the late fourteenth century. 

Chapter three focuses on the turbulent years of 1399-1403. It offers 

new interpretations of Percy's participation in the revolution of 1399 

and in the events leading to the 1403 rebellion led by his son Henry 

`Hotspur'. Chapter four traces the final years of Percy's life from 1404-8. 

It re-interprets the events leading to his flight to Scotland in 1405, his 

years there, in Wales and on the continent and his final, fatal return to 

England in 1408. 
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Introduction 

At some point during the last quarter of the fourteenth century, two 

northern English knights, Sir Thomas Grey of Heaton and Sir William 

Swinburne, wrote to their friend Sir John de Middleham in an attempt to 

convince him to join their company on a chevauchee into southern 

Scotland. They also hoped, the letter continued, to be accompanied by all 

of the earl of Northumberland's men. Urging Middleham to come with his 

men to a ford on the river Tweed before midnight on the next Thursday, 

they then emphasised the need for secrecy in this matter. They did not 

want news of this chevauchee to reach Percy's ears. 2 Grey and 

Swinburne's call for secrecy was based on the knowledge that if he 

discovered their plans, Percy would not only stop them, but punish them 

as well. 

This is the same Percy who has long been saddled with a reputation 

for violence, greed and avarice and who has been accused of perpetuating 

for his own gain the chronic violence that plagued the borders for decades. 

In the case of Grey, Swinburne and Middleham's proposed chevauchee, it 

is quite certain that Percy was doing anything but encouraging violence on 

the border. 

If this aspect of Percy's reputation is questionable, then what of the 

others? Did he deny his old friend John of Gaunt refuge during the 

Peasants' Revolt in a jealous fit of pique? What was his role in the great 

political events of his time such as the Good Parliament, the political crisis 

2 Swinburn MSS l/ 104, printed in J. A. Tuck, "Richard II and the Border Magnates" 
Northern History iii, 1968, p. 31. There were many Henrys in the Percy family during this 
period. For the sake of clarity, the subject of this thesis, Henrv Percy, 401 Percy lord of 
A1nxt-ick and first earl of Northumberland, shall simply be referred to as `Percy'. His son, 
also Henry, will be referred to by his popular nickname `Hotspur. ' Other Henry Percies 
xvill be clearly identified as, for example, the 2nd lord of Alnwick. 



of 1386-8 and the revolution of 1399? What of the `Percy rebellions' of 

1403-1408? By re-examining Percy's life and career, it is possible to arrive 

at a radically new portrait of the first earl of Northumberland. 

Chroniclers 

It is difficult to overstate the importance of the works of 

contemporary chroniclers to our understanding of late mediaeval society. 

The various writings of monks, clerks, friars and even lay people 

collectively form one of the most important pillars upon which we build our 

knowledge of the period, and the selection from which historians are able 

to draw for the period is impressive indeed. Even in the following limited 

study of the political career of one English magnate, the works of well over 

twenty chroniclers of varying scope and quality have been consulted. 

Mediaeval chronicles hold in their pages the power to inform and 

inspire, but they also possess the capability to infuriate, confound and 

confuse. One only has to look at the widely varying accounts of the 

revolution of 1399 to bear witness to all of these traits. 3 However, for all 

their faults and imperfections, chronicles remain invaluable tools for the 

study of late mediaeval England in general, and for the completion of this 

thesis in particular. Because of their tremendous importance to this study, 

it may prove useful to begin with a few words about he chronicles used. 

See, for example, Annales, Continuatio Eulogii, Creton, Dieulacres, Hardyng, Kirkstall, 
Traison et Mort, Usk, Vita Ricardi Secundi. 
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Thomas Walsingham4 has long occupied a dominant position in the 

minds of historians studying late mediaeval England. A glance through the 

footnotes of many studies of the period might well suggest that without the 

St Albans chronicler, modern historians would be lost, such is the 

preponderance of references to his works. Located in St Albans, 

Walsingham was ideally placed for the collection of information regarding 

national events from the many travelers who visited the abbey on their way 

to and from London. The presence of a St Albans satellite priory at 

Tynemouth also provided Walsingham with a ready source of information 

from the far north -a detail of particular significance to this study. He 

was also ideally located temporally, as the abbey underwent something of 

an intellectual renaissance in the second half of the 14th century under the 

brilliant leadership of its abbot Thomas de la Mare, who encouraged 

Walsingham and other St Albans monks in their intellectual pursuits. 5 In 

addition to these environmental factors, there is also the fact that 

Walsingham was an extremely prolific and gifted writer with an insatiable 

curiosity about, and interest in, the world around him. This combination 

of talent and opportunity allowed Walsingham to create the most 

The question of the precise authorship of the St Albans chronicles will not be addressed 
here. While it is itself an extremely interesting and important topic, its relevance to this 
thesis is limited. What is important here is not the actual identity of the author of the St 
Albans chronicles, but the dominance with which the St Albans chronicles have come to 
influence modern opinion regarding Percy. For the sake of brevity and clarity, 
`Walsingham' will be used to refer to the author or authors of the St Albans chronicles 
which have come to be published in Chronicon Angliae, Historia Anglicana, Annales, St 
Albans and Ypodigma Neustriae. For a recent consideration of the authorship of these 
chronicles, see James Clark, Thomas Walsingham Reconsidered: Books and Learning at 
Late Medieval St Albans', Speculum, 77/2 (2002), pp. 854-883. 

5 James Clark, `Monachi and Magistri: The Context and Culture of Learning at Late 
Mediaeval St Albans' in Joan Greatrex (ed. ) International Mediaeval Research 5, The 
Vocation of Service to God and Neighbour (Turnhout, 1998), pp. 5-7; Antonia Gransden, 
Historical Writing in England ii c. 1307 to the Early Sixteenth Century (London. 1982), 
pp. 121-122; John Taylor, English historical Literature in the Fourteenth Century (Oxford, 
1987), pp. 60-62,71,73. 
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influential body of historical writing in England since the time of his 

predecessor Matthew Paris. 

For all the positive qualities of Walsingham's work - and there are 

many - its very popularity raises the possibility that modern historians 

have come to rely somewhat too heavily on his chronicles without giving 

due weight to other, sometimes less well known, works. The `Walsingham 

question' is a leitmotif that has been virtually omni-present during the 

writing of this thesis. The reason for this is quite straightforward: the 

commonly accepted modern image of Percy bears a striking resemblance to 

that presented by Walsingham. 6 

But what exactly was the image of Percy presented by Thomas 

Walsingham? Percy's early life does not figure at all in the works of the St 

Albans chronicler. This is not surprising, as Walsingham was primarily 

concerned with either local St Albans, or national, affairs, and Percy did 

not truly enter the national political stage until the good parliament of 

1376. However, once Percy did begin to figure in national politics, no other 

chronicler commented on his life and career as consistently and 

frequently. 

For all his recurrent references to him, Walsingham did not maintain 

a consistent attitude towards Percy. Initially positive, albeit foreboding, his 

attitude would fluctuate many times during the thirty or so years in which 

Walsingham commented on Percy's life and career. Although Walsingham 

showed himself on more than one occasion to have been prejudiced 

6 For an early example of the characterization of Percy, see Gerald Brenan, A History of 
the House of Percy (London, 1902), pp. 31-88. A strikingly similar, albeit rather less 

rousing, modern depiction of Percy may be found in Richard Lomas, A Power in the 
Land: The Percies (East Linton, 1999), pp. 65-81. The attitude of these modern writers is 

also echoed by the most recent historian of the Percy family, who writes of `the innate 

avarice and growing arrogance' of the Percies: Alexander Rose, Kings in the North, The 
House of Percy in British History (London, 2002) p. 353. 
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against northerners, 7 this does not appear to have factored in his early 

estimate of Percy's character. Percy did appear alongside his mother and 

brother as benefactors of the St Albans cell at Tynemouth, 8 but there is no 

reason to believe that this alone would have been sufficient to make 

Walsingham predisposed to a favorable view of Percy. For example, John of 

Gaunt was also a benefactor of Tynemouth priory, a fact which certainly 

did not shield the duke from the bitterest of Walsingham's attacks. The 

following are but a few examples of Walsingham's attitude toward Percy. 

Percy's first appearance in Walsingham's chronicles came during the 

Good Parliament of 1376, when he was appointed to the intercommuning 

committee of four bishops, four earls and four barons. 9 This was Percy's 

first, but certainly not last, appearance on the national stage in a 

conciliatory role. Although he was not explicitly appointed to act as 

mediator between the commons and Gaunt, this committee of twelve was 

intended to help smooth the rocky proceedings which lay ahead, and to a 

large extent it succeeded. In Walsingham's account, one is left with the 

impression that the committee was good simply in that it was proposed by 

those who opposed Gaunt, whom was viewed by many as being overly 

ambitious, anti-clerical, immoral and driven by pride -a few of the 

qualities which made Gaunt a favourite target of Thomas Walsingham for 

many years. 10 
Walsingham's initial opinion regarding Percy was best shown by 

another incident from the time of the Good Parliament. It had emerged 

7 Below, p. 8. 
8 Liber Benefactorum in Trokelowe, pp. 436-437. 
9 Chronicon Angliae, p. 69; RP, ii, p. 322. 
10 Chronicon Angliae, pp. 68-70; Anthony Goodman, John of Gaunt (Harlow, 1992), pp. 
260-261. 
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that lord Latimer had illegally imprisoned a messenger who had come from 

la Rochelle bearing letters for the king. Upon hearing of this, Percy brought 

the incident to the attention of parliament, 

having initially been ardent in his desire to save the 
kingdom... I wish he had persevered in such a course of 
action right through to the end. " 

However foreboding this passage may be, Percy did not immediately 

become the villain of Walsingham's chronicle. After parliament had 

dissolved, and as Gaunt was both re-asserting his authority and seeking 

revenge on those who had incurred his wrath during the parliament, Peter 

de la Mare, lately the speaker of the commons, had been summoned to 

appear at court. When he failed to appear, Gaunt had him imprisoned in 

Nottingham castle with the intent, according to Walsingham, of cutting his 

head off in the nearby woods. Percy, however, managed to dissuade the 

duke, and de la Mare survived. 12As Gaunt was the great villain of 

Walsingham's account of the Good Parliament, and de la Mare his hero, it 

is clear that at this point, Walsingham still viewed Percy in a positive light. 

However, this attitude was to be short lived. However positive 

Walsingham may have been about the inclusion of Percy on the 

intercommuning committee of 1376, and of his role in dissuading Gaunt 

from murdering de la Mare, he was not to remain so for long. In the 

aftermath of the Good Parliament, Percy continued to rise to even greater 

prominence and to gain considerable notoriety. At some point prior to the 

beginning of December 1376, Percy was made marshal of England under 

questionable circumstances and Walsingham's regard for him plummeted 

immediately. 13 

11 Chronicon Angliae, p. 81. 
12 Chronicon Angliae, p. 105. 
13 Chronicon Angliae, p. 108. 
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The following period was not a happy one for Percy in the pages of 

Walsingham's chronicles. He portrayed both Percy and Gaunt in the worst 

of lights during Wycliffe's raucous trial at St Paul's and delighted in their 

discomfiture at the hands of a London mob. 14 During these episodes, both 

Percy and Gaunt were shown by Walsingham to be violent, proud and 

arrogant - three of the characteristics which are still commonly associated 

with Percy. 

During these early years, Walsingham's condemnation of Percy was 

the result of his relationship with Gaunt. However, this was not always to 

be the case. When the friendship between Gaunt and Percy shattered so 

violently in the wake of the Peasants' Revolt of 1381, Walsingham's 

attitude to both changed dramatically. 15 Whereas before Percy had been 

harshly condemned for his close links to Gaunt, this period saw a marked 

relaxation of the St Albans chronicler's attitude towards Gaunt, who by 

then had repented his adulterous affair with Katherine Swinford. The first 

hint at this change of attitude came in Walsingham's description of 

Gaunt's negotiations with the Scots in 1381. Although clearly not pleased 

with the cessation of certain lands to the Scots, Walsingham justified 

Gaunt's actions and then went on to be quite sympathetic to the plight of 

the duke, isolated, alone and ill-informed as he was on the Scots border. 

He is portrayed as having been abandoned by those who should have 

remained loyal, and emerged from this episode depicted as a loyal, humble 

penitent. 16 
Percy fared much worse than the duke in this episode. He is one of 

those of `doubtful loyalty'17 who abandoned the duke in his time of need, 

14 Chronicon Angliae, pp. 119-12 1. 
15 For the Percy-Gaunt dispute, see below, pp. 57-78. 

16 Historia Anglicana, pp. 41-45. 
17 Historia Anglicana, p. 42. 
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and is portrayed as having taken advantage of the volatility of London, 

whose citizens 

did not care which of the magnates they followed to battle, 
while [there existed] such an opportunity, just as in the 
previous time of uprising, of running about unrestrained, to 
seize the government... 18 

Walsingham also betrayed his bias against northerners in his account of 

this dispute. When Percy refused to obey the duke, `his fellow provincials 

followed his example, and gave no small fear to the duke-'19 Similarly, 

when Percy lost his self-control and resorted to abusive language in his 

outburst before the council at Berkhampstead, he did so `in the manner of 

his people. 120 

That is not to say that Walsingham was universally critical of Percy. 

When, in 1378, Berwick castle was lost to a group of Scots raiders, 

Walsingham was highly complimentary of Percy and his efforts in quickly 

recapturing it. 21 Percy's reputation as a military commander emerged from 

this episode unscathed. This was not to be the case six years later when 

the loss of the castle was repeated. Notwithstanding the fact that he had 

been summoned away from the north by the king to attend parliament, 

Percy was heavily censured in parliament for losing Berwick for the second 

time. In spite of this, Walsingham was surprisingly muted in his criticism 

of Percy. Even though the earl had twice lost this vital stronghold, and had 

on this occasion been unable to retake the castle by force, the St Albans 

chronicler did not loose his formidable tongue on this occasion. 22 

18 Historia Anglicana, p. 45. 
19 Historia Anglicana, p. 43. 
20 Historia Anglicana, p. 44. 
21 Walsingham's account of the retaking of Berwick is also notable in that it includes a 

short list of those who were in Percy's retinue: Percy, his son Hotspur, Alan Heton, 
Thomas Ilderton and the Heron family were all present. Chronicon Angliae, p. 219. 

22 Historia Anglicana, p. 118. 
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However, on other occasions, Walsingham was quite critical of 
Percy's military activities. For example, in 1393, he was roundly 

condemned for what Walsingham saw as the neglect of his duty as warden 

of the east march. 23 Walsingham's criticism of Percy stands in sharp 

contrast to his praise for the earl's son Ralph, who during the same period 
had effectively defended the western march. 24 

While the battle of Homildon Hi1125 and the Percies' ravaging of the 

south of Scotland in the following year26 did much to resurrect the military 

reputation of Percy in the eyes of Walsingham, it would again be tarnished 

by the events of 1403.27 The destruction of what had once been a mighty 

military reputation was completed in 1405 and 1408 as the rebellions led 

by Percy and lord Bardolf utterly collapsed. 

The image of Percy presented by Walsingham was very much that 

which has been adopted by historians from Shakespeare to de Fonblanque 

to Brenan to Lomas. In spite of the early hopes that Walsingham had for 

Percy, he was ultimately presented as a greedy, violent northerner whose 

ambition and scheming knew no bounds. 

What then of the other chroniclers? Written at Alnwick abbey, of 

which the Percies were patron, the Alnwick chronicle was the only 

chronicle which contained information regarding the formative years of 

Percy's life. 28 The Alnwick chronicler told us of Percy's upbringing in the 

household of Henry, duke of Lancaster; of his early campaigns on the 

continent in the company of John of Gaunt; of Percy and his sons taking 

23 Annales, p. 164. 
24 Annales, p. 164. 
25 Annales, pp. 344-347. 
26 Annales, pp. 360-361. 
27 Annales, p. 371. 
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the fraternity of the chapter of Alnwick; and of a feast held at the abbey in 

Percy's honor. 29 However, the most interesting aspect of the Alnwick 

chronicler's description of Percy was his mention of Percy's eloquence and 
learning. 30 This passage was the first of many to be found in the chronicles 

which indicate that Percy was a much more complex figure than one would 

expect if he were to be judged solely by the works of Walsingham. In 

particular, it foreshadows a vital aspect of Percy's character which has 

been largely ignored by modern historians. Percy as mediator was a theme 

which would recur time and again throughout his life and career. 

The Alnwick chronicler did not however focus solely on Percy's 

eloquence and learned nature. In his account of Gaunt's `Great March' 

from Calais to Bordeaux in 1373, he glossed over the disastrous outcome 

of the campaign and preserved a positive account of his patron's role 

which would not have been out of place in the pages of Froissart. 31 

While it is easy to dismiss this as the expectedly fulsome praise of a 

chronicler directly connected to the house of Percy, the Alnwick Chronicler 

was not alone in portraying Percy in such chivalric terms in the midst of 

this disastrous campaign. Froissart, too, singled out Percy in his depiction 

of the proximity of the English army and their French pursuers, and in 

typically romantic terms portrayed Percy in the most gallantly chivalrous 

terms. 32 Froissart maintained a largely positive attitude towards Percy 

throughout his works. For example, although wildly inaccurate, his 

28 Even John Hardyng, with his close connections to the Percy family, does not include 

any information on the early life of Percy. 
29 Alnwick Chronicle, pp. 42-43. The exact reason for this feast was never given. However 

it may have been related to Percy's grant of the same year of the hospital of St Leonard 
by Alnwick to the abbot and convent of Alnwick: C 143/388/3 

30 Alnwick Chronicle, p. 42. 
31 Alnwick Chronicle, p. 43. In 1373 Percy had been contracted to provide a retinue 

consisting of 59 knights, 140 esquires and 300 archers. E 364/9 m. 60d. 
32Froissart, viii, p. 156. 
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account of the loss and recapture of Berwick castle in 1378 was full of 

praise for Percy. Froissart singled out Percy for the manner in which he 

deployed his troops to ward off an attempt by the Scots to relieve Berwick, 

as well as for the final assault on the castle itself. 33 Although this was an 

entirely invented episode as the Scots did not attempt to relieve Berwick 

castle, it did reflect a positive image on the part of Froissart of Percy as an 

effective tactician. Froissart also praised the diligence of Percy in the 

period leading up to the battle of Otterburn34 

Other chroniclers present something of a mixed bag of opinions 

regarding Percy. Adam Usk, although very brief in his account, 

nevertheless provides an image of both Percy and Hotspur as effective 

campaigners against the Scots35 The Monk of Evesham was also 

favourable towards Percy's military endeavours. Although his account of 

the retaking of Berwick castle in 1378 differed from others in terms of the 

length of time it took Percy to recapture the castle, it agreed with them in 

its portrayal of Percy as an effective leader and tactician. 36 This favourable 

description of Percy's actions at Berwick in 1378 was echoed by the 

Anonimalle chronicler in what was both the most informative and the most 

lively account of this episode. 37 

On the whole, the Anonimalle chronicler presented a positive view of 

Percy. Although he was critical of Percy's association with Wycliffe, and his 

attempts to exercise the office of marshal in London, this was by no means 

unusual. As will be shown below, Percy's actions during this time were 

33 Froissart, ix, pp. 34-37. 

34 Thomas Johnes (ed. ) Chronicles of England, France and Spain (London, 1868. Vol. ii, p. 
363. 

35 Usk, p. 147. 
36 Vita Ricardi Secundi, p. 52. 
37 Anonimalle, p. 126. 
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certainly ill-advised and he was universally condemned for them. However, 

in his discussion of Percy's dispute with Gaunt, the Anonimalle chronicler 
followed the version of events presented in his own defence by Percy 

himself. 38 Percy was also portrayed as having defended himself `well and 

advisedly' against the charges brought against him by Gaunt. 39 

Of all the chroniclers who commented on the Percy-Gaunt dispute of 

1381, none was more passionately biased than Henry Knighton. An 

Augustinian canon at St Mary's in the Fields, Leicester, of which Gaunt 

was patron, Knighton left no doubt where his sympathies lay. Although 

Knighton was not entirely uncritical of Gaunt, 40 Percy was clearly 

portrayed by Knighton as being responsible for the escalation of the 

dispute. 41 

In his account of the loss and recapture of Berwick in 1384, the 

monk of Evesham was rather restrained, neither criticising nor praising 

Percy to any great extent. Although he did mention the forfeiture with 

which Percy was threatened if he were not to recover the castle, he does so 

in much less dramatic terms than either Walsingham or the monk of 

Westminster, who was the most outspoken of all contemporary chroniclers 

in his depiction of Percy's difiiculties. 42 Percy's shrewdness was again 

emphasised by the monk of Westminster in his account of the events of 

1389.43 

38 Anonimalle, p. 152. 
39 Anonimalle, p. 155. 
40 Even Knighton was critical of Gaunt's relationship with Katherine Swinford. Knighton, 

p. 237. 
41 Knighton, p. 233. 
42 Westminster, p. 105. 
43 Westminster, p. 397. 
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As shown by the few examples given above, these chroniclers did not 

always contradict Walsingham. In fact they, and the many others whose 

works are cited below, quite often were in agreement with the great St 

Albans chronicler. However, they remain extremely useful in that they also 

did not always agree with Walsingham. On occasion, they directly 

contradicted his version of events and his portrayal of Percy, while also 

shedding light into areas of Percy's life and career that were passed over by 

Walsingham. At times this was due to either their local knowledge or 

personal connection with Percy, and at other times it was simply due to 

their having different interests, emphasises and biases from Walsingham. 

Because of this, it is possible to arrive at a much more complex portrait of 

the first earl of Northumberland than has hitherto been proposed. 
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Chapter One 

Percy's Family Background, Early Life and Career 

Henry, 4th Percy lord of Alnwick, who in 1377 would become the 

first earl of Northumberland, was born in Scarborough castle on 4 July 

1341 to his father, another Henry, the 3rd Percy lord of Alnwick, and Mary, 

daughter of Henry, earl of Lancaster. 44 By this time the Percy family had 

already risen to be one of the most powerful families on the northern 

marches. This had not long been the case. Originally based firmly in 

Yorkshire, the Percies had taken full advantage of the opportunities offered 

by the Anglo-Scottish wars to enhance their position in the north. For 

example, as early as 1297, Henry Percy - great grandfather to the first Earl 

of Northumberland - was in correspondence with king Edward I regarding 

his affairs in Scotland. 45 This Henry Percy was also active in the wars 

against Bruce. In September, 1306, he, along with Robert Clifford, laid 

siege to Dunaverty castle on the southern tip of the Mull of Kintyre. 46 

During this campaign he also garrisoned Caerlaverock castle and made 

arrangements for repairs to be made to Ayr castle. 47 His influence in the 

north continued to grow after this campaign, and he was named as deputy 

44 And sister of Henry, first duke of Lancaster. See genealogy below, p. 301. The fact that 
Percy was born at Scarborough castle was noted in two chronicles, both obviously 
composed for the Percy family, now held at Alnwick Castle. 
In die translaconis sancti Martin epi' Natus fait iste Henrico Percy vita in cast' de Scrburgh. 
Ex maria filia co'it' lankastre anno dm' mcccxli: Alnwick MS 80. 
Henry his sonne and heire a man of great might 
supplyed his fathers place as nature did him call 
borne in the Castle of Scarborow on st Martins night: Alnwick MS 522. fol. 123. 

45 A certain Gilbert de Chalfunte had come to the king with letter from Percy, returning to 

Percy with letters from the king, and payment of 8s. 4p. Unfortunately the exact nature 

of this correspondence is unknown: Cal Doc Scot, iv, p. 446. 

46 Colm McNamee, The Wars of the Bruces (East Linton, 1997), pp. 33,37. 

`17 Cal Doc Scot, iv, pp. 390,391,394. 
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to Robert de Umfraville, warden of the northernmost area of English 

influence in Scotland `beyond the Scottish Sea. '48 

The early years of the fourteenth century also saw the family's first 

significant purchase of land in Northumberland. In 1309, they acquired 

the castle, barony and manor of Alnwick. 49 The purchase of Alnwick was a 

highly significant move for the family. For the first time, the Percies had a 

territorial base upon which to base their ambitions in the north. As was 

shown many decades later during John of Gaunt's tenure as the king's 

lieutenant in the north, any attempt to exert political control over the 

border region without a territorial base could prove extremely difficult. 5° 

The son and heir of the purchaser of Alnwick, another Henry, 

accelerated the process of the family's acquisition of lands in the north. 

Upon the accession of Edward III to the English throne, the second Percy 

lord of Alnwick had entered into an indenture whereby he pledged to 

remain in the king's service for life in return for 500 marks annually. 51 In 

1328, the second Henry Percy of Alnwick was granted, in lieu of this fee, 

the reversion of the estates held in Northumberland by John Clavering, 

namely Warkworth, Rothbury, Newburn and Corbridge. 52 When, in the 

parliament of 1331, such peacetime indentures were deemed illegal, Henry 

Percy surrendered his claim to these lands. It is a measure of the esteem 

in which the lord of Alnwick was held, that the king immediately returned 

48 Cal Doc Scot, iii, pp. 40-41. 
49 J. M. W. Bean, The Percies' Acquisition of Alnwick', AA, 4th Series, xxxii (1954), pp. 

309-319. 
50 See below, pp. 59-60. 
51 J. M. W. Bean, The Estates of the Percy Family, 1416-1537 (Oxford, 1958), p. 6; 

Northumberland County History, x, pp. 83,86-7. In an interesting portent of his 

grandson's actions in 1399, Henry Percy had been quick to join Isabella and Mortimer 

upon their return to England: Henry Richards Luard (ed. ) Flores Historiarum, iii, (RS, 

1890), p. 233; McNamee, Wars of the Bruces, pp. 239-241. 

52 Percy Chartulary, p. 154. Warkworth castle, with its ingeniously designed new keep, 

became the Percy's favourite residence by the end of the fourteenth century. 
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the lands in question to Percy, to be held without condition as they had 

been by Clavering, `for good service rendered and to be rendered. 153 In 

addition to these estates, the Percies were also granted the castle, 

constabulary and forest of Jedburgh, 500 marks a year from the customs 

of Berwick upon Tweed, and the keeping of the castle there. 54 

With these acquisitions, the position of the Percy family in 

Northumberland was utterly transformed. When Henry, the purchaser of 

Alnwick came into his inheritance as the lord Percy towards the end of the 

thirteenth century, the family had no territorial interest in 

Northumberland. Apart from the manor of Petworth in Sussex, some lands 

in Lincolnshire and one manor in Durham, all of the family's holdings were 

in Yorkshire. 55 In the twenty-five years from the acquisition of Alnwick to 

the grant of the Clavering estates, the Percy family had transformed itself 

from being relative outsiders to occupying a leading position as the single 

largest landholding family in Northumberland. 56 

As they increased their holdings in Northumberland, the Percies also 

undertook increasing numbers of diplomatic and military functions on the 

border. The second Percy of Alnwick was particularly active in this regard 

during the 1330's and 1340's. Twice ordered to attend Scottish 

Parliaments held by Edward Balliol for the confirmation of a treaty 

between Edward of England and the Scottish King, 57 he was also 

53 CChR., iv, pp. 233-4. The Percies took possession of these lands upon the death of 
Clavering in 1332: CCR, 1330-1333, p. 390. 

54 Henry Percy had originally been granted the estates of Lochmaben and Annandale in 

return for his support for the Balliol claim to the Scottish throne. However, as a result of 

a dispute with Edward Bohun, Henry Percy was forced to surrender these lands. As 

compensation, in 1334, Edward III granted these offices and lands in Jedburgh and 
Berwick-upon-Tweed to the Percies: Bean, Estates, pp. 6-7. 

55 Bean, Estates, pp. 3-4. 
56 Bean, Estates, p. 7. 
57 1 October, 1333 and 1 February, 1334: Foedera, ii, p. 870. 
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responsible for mustering troops for the defence of the north, 58 and was 

given the power to treat for peace with the Scots, as well as to grant 

pardons to and receive fealty from those Scots who wished to return to the 

English king's grace. 59 He was also, along with Gilbert Umfraville earl of 
Angus and the Archbishop of York, one of the commanders at the battle of 

Neville's Cross. 60 The conduct of this `most worthy lord'61 and his fellow 

commanders was such that they received a letter of thanks from the king 

for their service against the Scots. 62 

The third lord Percy of Alnwick, father of the first earl of 

Northumberland, 63 continued the family's tradition of royal service in the 

north. He often served as a warden of the Marches, and was involved in 

negotiations for truces with the Scots, as well as for the release of David 

Bruce. 64 

Although there are some similarities between the rise of the Percies 

in Northumberland and the great marcher families of the Welsh marches, 

there is one vital difference. The Percies appear to have usually worked 

both for and with the English crown, while the Welsh marcher lords were 

notorious for their fierce independence and frequent clashes with the kings 

58 16 February, 1339: Foedera, ii, p. 1070. 
59 18 8v 28 April, 1340: Foedera, ii, p. 1122. 
60 Anonimalle, pp. 23-28; Knighton, pp. 68-72; Herbert Maxwell (ed. ) Scalacronica 

(Glasgow, 1907), p. 115; Michael Prestwich, `The English at the Battle of Neville's Cross' 
in Michael Prestwich and David Rollason (eds. ), The Battle of Neville's Cross, 1346 

(Stamford, 1998), pp. 1-14. 
61 C. J. Rogers and M. C. Buck, "The Scottish Invasion of 1346" Northern History, xxxiv, 

1998. Pp 78,81. BL Cotton Caligula A XIII, fol. 15; Harleian MSS, 624, fol. 34v. 

02 Foedera, iii, pp. 91-2. 
63 d. 1368. 
64 Foedera, iii, pp. 264,279,286,831,832,878-8,895-6. This particular Henn- Percv 

appears to have utterly failed to capture the imagination of his contemporaries. The 

Alnwick Chronicler damned him with faint praise, describing him as being `a man of 
little stature, but brave, faithful, and grateful; and content with the lordship left him by 

his father, he wished to obtain the lands or possessions of no one': Alnwick C/iron, p. 41. 
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of England. A succession of families rose and fell on the Welsh marches: 

Braose, Marshal, Clare, de Burgh, Bohun, Mortimer, Despenser and 

Fitzalan. While some, such as the Marshals, fell from power as the result 

of a lack of male heirs, others, such as the Braoses and Mortimers found 

their positions on the marches compromised as the result of conflict with 

the king. 65 

While it may not be unusual for magnates to have found themselves 

in dispute with the crown, the impunity with which the Welsh marcher 

lords asserted their rights was remarkable. In addition to attempting to 

extend the areas in which they claimed marcher status into territory which 

had previously been under the direct jurisdiction of the English king, they 

jealously guarded their marcher privileges and often put their own 

interests well before those of their king. For example, in 1179 Roger 

Mortimer risked the wrath of the king by ambushing and murdering 

Cadwallon ap Madog ap Idnerth in order to settle a personal score. 66 The 

fierce independence of the Welsh Marcher lords was perhaps best 

expressed by John Fitzalan, who was reported as having said that `he was 

obliged to do nothing at the king's command in the march, nor would he 

do so. '67 

In the early 14th century, however, the Percies worked in accordance 

with the wishes and interests of the crown. As one of the `disinherited' 

families who had suffered the loss of their Scottish estates and titles, they 

would have had every reason to encourage the continuation of war with 

Scotland in order to reclaim their lands. However, the Percies dutifully 

65 R. R. Davies, Conquest, Coexistence, and Change. Wales 1063-1415 (Oxford, 1987), pp. 

277-279; David Walker, Mediaeval Wales (Cambridge, 1990), pp. 50-59. 

66 J. J. Crump, "The Mortimer Family and the Making of the March" in Michael Prestwich 

et al (eds. ) Thirteenth Century England VI (Woodbridge, 1997), p. 118. 

67 R. R. Davies, "Kings, Lords and Liberties in the March of Wales, 1066-1272" TRHS, 5th 

Series, xxix, 1979, p. 60. 
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carried out their king's instructions, and worked towards peace when 

ordered to do so, while at the same time continuing to both prepare and 

maintain the border's defences. While the Welsh marcher lords served in a 

similar way as a buffer between the King and his enemies, they were far 

less ready to sacrifice their own interests for those of the English crown. 

As a result of the efforts of his ancestors, the family into which Percy 

was born was one of great standing in the north of England. His ancestors, 

particularly his grandfather and great-grandfather, almost entirely through 

service to the English crown, had gradually extended their family's 

influence north from Yorkshire into Northumberland. 

As well as increasing their presence in the north, the Percy family 

had become increasingly close to the house of Lancaster. Percy's 

relationship with his Lancastrian cousins would prove to be one of the 

most important aspects of his life. As went his relationship with his 

Lancastrian cousins, so went his family's fortunes. Percy's military career, 

political fortunes and personal prestige would all rise and fall very much in 

accordance with that relationship. According to the Alnwick Chronicler, 

Percy's close links to the house of Lancaster began at a very early age. 

According to him, Percy was raised'... sometimes in the King's court; 

sometimes with his uncle the illustrious and first Duke of Lancaster'. 68 

Percy's mother was, after all the daughter of earl Henry of Lancaster. 69 

However, the most interesting aspect of the Alnwick chronicler's 

description of Percy was the following: 

in his father's life-time he was feared by the Scots, and by 

reason of his eloquence in treaties was somewhat beloved, 

68 Alnwick Chron, p. 42. 
69 See Genealogy below, p. 301. 
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for he was well learned, and watched well; and wisely, 
maturely, and eloquently answered to things proposed... 70 

This passage is the first of many to be found in the chronicles which 
indicate that Percy was a much more complex figure than one would 

expect if he were to be judged solely by the works of Walsingham. In 

particular, is foreshadows a vital aspect of Percy's character which has 

been largely ignored by modern historians. Percy as mediator was a theme 

which would recur time and again throughout his life and career. 

As well as being active in the military campaigns of both Duke Henry 

and his son-in-law and successor as duke of Lancaster, John of Gaunt, 71 it 

is apparent that Percy was personally very close to the dukes, particularly 

to his contemporary Gaunt. For example in 1372, Gaunt granted Percy the 

right to hunt on his lands whenever he so desired 

for the very great and complete affection and perfect love 
that we have and carry towards the person of our very dear 

and beloved cousin my lord Henry the lord of Percy72 

One year later, he also ordered his chief forester of Bouland to give six 

dogs held in the forest to Percy. 73 

70 Alnwick Chronicle, p. 42. 
71 See below, pp. 26-30. 
72 JGR, 1372-1376, no. 414. "Johan par la grace de Dieu etc. a touz etc. Savoir vous 

faceons que, pur la tres grant et entiere affeccion et parfait amour que noun avons et 

portons envers la personne de nostre tres cher et tres ame cousin monsire Henry le sire 
de Percy, Iv avons ottroiez congie et licence a quelle heure qu'il passera parmy noz terres 

et seignuries it purra deinz chescun de noz forestes ou chaces par survewe d'aucun de 

noz forestiers illeoques prendre deux ou trois bestes savages, c'estassavoir cerfs ou 
bisses deymes ou daymes solonc ce que le saison del an demande et requiert, et ce sanz 

empeschement de nous ou de noz heirs. Par qouy noun mandons et commandons a touz 

nos senechax forestiers baillifs et noz autres ministres queconques que au dit sire en ce 
fesant soient obeissans et duement entendans. Donnee etc. a la Savoye le xiiij jour de 

May l'an xlvi": [ 14 May, 1372] 
73 JGR, 1372-1376, no. 1293. Another example of the close relationship between Gaunt 

and Percy came on 4 Nov 1380 when Gaunt ordered his butler William de Overburv to 

deliver a tonel of wine of the duke's gift to Percy: JGR, 1379-1383, no. 415. 
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Although available evidence shows that there existed a very close 

and personal relationship between Percy and Gaunt, this evidence is very 
limited for this period. We are afforded little more than tantalising glimpses 

of their early relationship. Fortunately, more evidence survives regarding 
Percy's public career. 

During the early years of his career the most frequent way in which 
Percy appears in official records is as a member of various forms of 

commission. As well as commissions of oyer et terminer, 74 Percy also was 

named to commissions of the peace, array and de kidellis. The majority of 

such commissions are commissions of the peace, to which he was named 

some twelve times in the years 1368-1376. Perhaps indicative of the Percy 

family's deep roots in Yorkshire, all but two of these were from that 

county, with only two from Northumberland. 75 Even after the acquisition of 

the Umfraville and Lucy inheritances and Percy's assumption of the title of 

earl of Northumberland, this situation remained largely unchanged. From 

1368 until 1405, the bulk of commissions of the peace to which Percy was 

named were in Yorkshire. 76 

Percy was also frequently called upon for the settlement of local 

disputes, even prior to his assumption of the title of lord of Alnwick in 

1368. For example, on 13 October 1367, he was named to a commission to 

inquire into the ruinous condition of the abbey of Whitby. According to the 

terms of the commission, the abbey had, through the overly liberal 

Unfortunately, less than eight months after this gift, their friendship would be shattered 
in the wake of the Peasants' Revolt. See below, pp. 57-78. 

74 General commissions to inquire into lawlessness and/or breaches of statues as well as 

specific commissions in response to complaints made by individuals. 

75 Of the Yorkshire commissions, 6 were to the east Riding, 2 each to the West and North 

ridings, and one to both the East and West ridings. CPR, 1367-1370, pp. 350,419,427; 

CPR, 1370-1374, pp. 106,475.476; CPR, 1374-1377, pp. 53.136,159,137-139,330- 

331. 
76 See Commissions table below, p. 310. 
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granting of corrodies and pensions as well as alienations of lands and 

advowsons, arrived at such a state of disrepair that the monks were 

unable to carry out their pastoral duties. 77 

This was not the first time that a Percy had been called upon to 

remedy the situation at Whitby. Some seventeen years earlier, Percy's 

grandfather had been commissioned to investigate a complaint by the 

abbot that a group of men had prevented him both from enjoying his 

liberties in the town and from buying victuals for the abbey. 78 Chief among 

those accused was one Alexander de Lyth. This same Alexander did not 

mend his ways, for he was again at the centre of the dispute when Percy 

was once more summoned to rectify the situation at Whitby in May, 1371. 

This time Lyth was accused of inciting the monks of the house to make 

false accusations against the abbot, preventing the abbot from correcting 

his wayward monks, arranging for the imprisonment of the abbot in York, 

and stealing the house's great seal and issuing himself a bond worth 300 

florins. 79 

Percy was named to two other local inquisitions prior to his 

succession to the lordship of Alnwick. On 12 February 1367, he was 

commissioned to inquire as to whether the rights of the Bishop of Durham 

had been infringed by the Chamberlain of Berwick upon Tweed. It had 

been alleged by the Bishop that the Chamberlain had infringed upon his 

rights by taking, on the king's behalf, the entire profit of vessels passing 

Norham on the river Tweed. 80 Four months later Percy was commissioned 

77 CPR, 1367-1370, p. 61. 
78 24 November, 1350. CPR, 1350-54, p. 29. The Percies had a long association with 

Whitby Abbey. See for example, the genealogical chronicle of the Percies included in the 

abbey's register. BL MS Harley 692, fols. 245-249. 

79 CPR, 1370-74, p. 109.300 Florins was equal to approximately £45. 

80 Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 129; CPR, 1370-1374, p. 495. 
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to investigate accusations against one Robert de Angerton who had been 

accused on several counts. These included plotting against the nuns of 
Newcastle upon Tyne, taking victuals to Scotland against the king's 

prohibition, interfering with shipping on the Tyne and stealing silver 

vessels which had been forfeited to the king. 81 

The number of local commissions to which Percy was named did not 

increase significantly after his succession to the lordship of Alnwick. Of 

those commissions with which he was involved, many concerned 

accusations of breaking of closes, theft of livestock, destruction of property 

and/or muniments and unlawful hunting or fishing. While all of these 

inquisitions took place in the north, none occurred within 

Northumberland. They were located in: Whyterigg and Naward in 

Cumberland, Gisburn and Hertlyngton in Yorkshire. 82 

Percy was, however, certainly not excluded from other types of 

inquiries in Northumberland. In 1372 and again in 1374 he was 

commissioned to look into the illegal exportation of wool and sheep from 

Northumberland into Scotland. On 15 July, 1375 he was named to a 

commission de kidellis on the Tyne, and in November of the same year, he 

was commissioned to survey the defences of Bamburgh castle. 83 

In these early years of his political career, Percy also held many 

offices on the marches. At various times for example, he was warden of the 

march, warden of the truce, constable of Berwick, warden of Jedburgh 

castle, surveyor of castles and forts on the East March and keeper of the 

peace in Northumberland. 84 Percy first appeared as a warden of the 

81 8 June, 1367. CPR 1364-1367, p. 437. 

82 CPR, 1367-1370, p. 201; CPR 1370-1374, p. 310; CPR 1374-77, pp. 225,229-230. 

83 CPR, 1374-1377, pp. 53,226; Foedera, iii, pp. 936-937. 

84 Cal Doc Scot, iv, nos. 189,192,225,235: CPR, 1370-74, p. 177; Foedera, iii, pp. 831, 

895-6,936-7: Rot Scot, i, pp. 911,913,914. 
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marches in 1367, when, on 4 September, he and his father - as joint 

wardens of the East March - were signatories to a treaty for the keeping of 

the marches agreed between the earl of Warwick and the bishops of St 

Andrews and Glasgow. 85 It is most likely that his father had deliberately 

sought his inclusion in order to ensure a smooth transition of authority to 

his son. Percy himself appears to have done much the same thing with his 

own son Hotspur, seeking his appointment as sole warden of the march on 

his 21st birthday. 86 He was again warden in 1370 and 1372, a position 

over which he and his son would in time come to hold a near monopoly. 87 

These offices and commissions were very much of the same sort to 

which Percy's ancestors had been named. The keeping of Berwick and 

Jedburgh, for example, had been held by the family since 1334, and his 

antecedents had long been involved in both the negotiation and 

enforcement of truces with the Scots. Far from being unusual, these are 

exactly the sort of offices one would expect to be held by the head of a 

powerful border family. Depending on their respective dynastic fortunes, 

such offices were at different times also held by members of the Umfraville, 

Neville, Lucy and Clifford families. People naturally turned to the great 

families of the region for protection and leadership, and for much of the 

fourteenth century the Percies were the leading family on the border. 

In light of his positions as warden of the marches and guardian of 

castles on the border with Scotland, it is not surprising that he 

occasionally clashed with the earl of Douglas. Commissions were named to 

inquire into disputes between Percy and Douglas on 13 February, 1371, 

85 Foedera, iii, p. 831. 
86 See below, p. 141. 
87 Foedera, iii, pp. 895-6,936-7. He would later be appointed warden of part or all of the 

marches in 1377,1380-1384,1391,1399-1403: R. L. Storey, "The Wardens of the 

Marches of England Towards Scotland, 1377-1489" EHR, cclxxxv (1957), pp. 609-612. 
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and 29 August, 1374.88 The winter of 1372-1373 also witnessed a dispute 

between these two great border families. At some time between 4 Oct. 1372 

and 16 April 1373, a certain John Crulle received payment for delivering a 

commission under the great seal to Henry le Scrope, Ralph Hastings and 

Roger Fulthorpe to `hear and settle certain debates and dissentions' 

between Percy and Douglas. 89 

This is not to say that there existed a state of constant hostility and 

outright violence between them. While there were certainly points of 

contention between Percy and Douglas, 90 they were both signatories to a 

truce, 91 and it appears that they did make genuine efforts to implement its 

terms. For example, when Hugh Dacre was found guilty of having broken 

the truce, and subsequently refused to pay his £100 fine, Percy himself 

made restitution to Douglas. 92 Although it has been suggested that border 

magnates had good reason to perpetuate anarchic conditions on the 

border, 93 Percy not only complied with the terms of the truce, he also acted 

in the interests of and with the blessing of the king. As much as this may 

have gone against any desire on Percy's part to perpetuate conflict with the 

Scots in order to advance his own interests, actions such as these in the 

case of Dacre certainly helped to endear Percy to his King. In that 

instance, Edward ordered not only the arrest of Dacre, but also the 

immediate seizure of E100 of his goods to compensate Percy. And, In 

addition to maintaining both the letter and spirit of the truce, by 

88 Foedera, iii, pp. 971,1011-1012. 
89 Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 203. 
90 For example, their dispute of August, 1374, was over Jedburgh forest which was 

claimed by both families. Foedera, iii, 1011-1012. 

91 In 1369, a 14 year truce had been agreed: Foedera, iii, 158-9,161-3; Cynthia J. Neville. 

Violence, Custom and Law (Edinburgh, 1998), p. 55. Cumbria Record Office [CRO] DRC 

1/2 fo. 41d. 
92 Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 192. 

93 J. A. Tuck, "Richard II and the Border Magnates" Northern History, 3, pp. 29-30. 
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compensating Douglas for the actions of Dacre, Percy averted a series of 

retaliatory raids. 94 

As with so many other aspects of his life, Percy's early military 

career was characterized by close links to the house of Lancaster. As early 

as August 1359, aged 17, Percy was part of the retinue of Henry, duke of 

Lancaster in the campaign which was to end with the treaty of Bretigny. 95 

His closest association, however, was with John of Gaunt, duke Henry's 

son-in-law and, as of 13 November, 1362, his successor as duke of 

Lancaster. 96 There is some doubt as to exactly when Percy began his 

association with Gaunt. According to Armitage-Smith, Percy was not only 

present, but also actually commanded one of the wings of Gaunt's army at 

the battle of Näjera, which took place on 3 April, 1367.97 However, a later, 

revised edition of one of the sources cited by Armitage-Smith in his 

account of the battle maintains that it was not Henry Percy but rather his 

younger brother Thomas who was present at Näjera. 98 Unfortunately 

neither the Anonimalle Chronicler nor Froissart mention either of the 

Percies in their accounts of the battle. Chandos Herald does refer to a 

Percy being in the Black Prince's army at Näjera, but does not specify 

whether it was Henry, his brother Thomas or even, however unlikely, his 

father. The Chandos Herald does, however, include Thomas Percy in his 

94 Foedera, iii, 158-9, Neville, Violence, p. 54. 
95 GEC, p. 708. Treaty Roll, 33 Edward III, pt. 2, mm. 10,16. Henry Percy was again 

planning to go overseas in 1363, but it is unclear exactly where he was serving and with 

whom. On 8 October, he nominated Ralph Neville, Richard Ask, William de Ryse and 
William Aynstanes, parson of the church of St Nicholas, Durham as his attorneys in 

England for one year: CPR, 1361-64, pp. 408,423. 

96 RP, ii, p. 273. 
97 Armitage-Smith, John of Gaunt, pp. 51-53. Although the Black Prince was in command 

of the army at Ndjera, Gaunt had been placed in command of the vanguard: Anthony 

Goodman, John of Gaunt (Harlow, 1992), p. 228. 

98 Charles Oman, A History of the Art of War in the Middle Ages (London, 1924), p. 186. 

Thomas Percy would later become earl of Worcester. 
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list of `high officers' in the retinue of the Black Prince in Aquitaine. It is 

most likely that it was not the future earl of Northumberland who was 

present at Najera, but rather his younger brother Thomas. 99 

There has also been a false assumption regarding Henry Percy's 

presence in the earl of Pembroke's failed expedition to Rochelle in 1372. 

Complete Peerage states that he `sailed with the King's unsuccessful 

expedition for the relief of Rochelle and Touars. '100 Froissart contradicted 

this on two counts. Firstly, according to Froissart, it was once again 

Thomas rather than Henry who was present at Rochelle. Secondly, he also 

states that the Percy present at La Rochelle arrived there by land as part of 

a relieving force, rather than by sea as part of the earl of Pembroke's 

expedition. 10 1 In this case, there is also documentary evidence which 

proves that if there was in fact a Percy present at Rochelle at the time of 

Pembroke's expedition, it could not have been the future earl of 

Northumberland. On 25 June, just two days after Pembroke's fleet was 

defeated, Gaunt surrendered his title of earl of Richmond to the king in 

return for several manors including Tykhill, High Peak and 

99 Anonimalle, pp. 53-55; Froissart, vii, (1878), pp. 32-48,279-292. Froissart gives a list of 
the principal combatants, in which Percy is not included: pp. 38-9,287; Mildred K. Pope 

and Eleanor C. Lodge (eds. ) Life of the Black Prince by the Herald of Sir John Chandos 
(Oxford, 1910), pp. 102,131. Knighton does not mention either of the Percy brothers in 
his account, nor did the Black Prince in his letter to his wife after the battle. The 
Portuguese chronicler Fernäo Lopes also fails to mention the presence of a Percy at 
Najera, saying only that king Pedro and the Black Prince were accompanied by Gaunt, 
John Chandos, Robert Knollys, Hugh Calveley, Oliver Clisson and `many other English 
knights': Anonimalle, p. 171; Fernäo Lopes, The English in Portugal 1367-87, eds. Derek 

W. Lomax Sv R. J. Oakley, Warminster, 1988; Knighton, p. 194. 

100 GEC, p. 709. Pembroke was defeated off La Rochelle on 23 June, 1372. 

101 Froissart, viii, 1888, p. 44. 
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Knaresborough. 102The two charters that effected this transfer were sealed 
at Westminster, and Henry Percy was amongst the witnesses. 103 

Much more is known of his participation in Gaunt's campaigns of 
1369 and 1373. In 1369, the retinue that Percy brought to Gaunt's army 

was one of the largest amongst the barons who took part. 104 This was also 

the case in 1373, when he accompanied Gaunt on the `Great March' from 

Calais to Bordeaux. '°5 On that occasion, Edward, lord Despenser, was the 

only person below the rank of earl to contribute more men to the campaign 

than Percy. 

In addition to the indentures of retinue, other records of his 

participation in these campaigns survived. On 5 October, 1369, Percy 

received payment for himself, 60 men-at-arms, 100 archers and 40 

Scotsmen for service in France. 106 The Alnwick Chronicler also recorded 

his participation in this campaign, with the added information that he was 

forced to make an early return from France in 1369 due to illness. 107As for 

Percy's conduct during these campaigns, the Alnwick Chronicler was 

suitably fulsome in his praise of his patron: 

... 
in the year of our Lord 1373, [Percy] went over the sea 

with a great army, with the Dukes of Lancaster and Britany 
[sic] and other great men of England, and going through the 
kingdom of France he behaved himself valiantly, destroying 

102 This was done to appease the duke of Brittany, who had made his signing of an 

alliance with the English conditional upon the return of his ancestral earldom of 
Richmond. Goodman, John of Gaunt, pp. 51-52. 

103 Foedera, iii, pp. 948-950. 
104 J. W. Sherborne, "Indentured Retinues and English Expeditions to France, 1369-1380" 

EHR, cccxiii, (1964), 718-746, p. 721. See p. 307 below. 

105 Sherborne, "Indentured Retinues" p. 722. See p. 309 below. Indentures for this 

campaign: JGR 1371-76, i, 37-39, no. 52; E 10 1/68/5. No. 120; E 10 1/68/6 nos. 121-7, 

131,133,135: E 101/32/26 
106 An even greater number than the already impressive figures of 12 knights, 47 esquires 

and 100 archers which he had originally been contracted to retain for this campaign: Cal 

Doc Scot, iv, no. 165. 
107 Alnwick Chron, p. 43. 
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the country, killing those making resistance, burning towns 
and cities, and, beyond all others, governing his army well, 
he returned to his country with the highest honour and 
noble fame. 108 

Following the `Great March, ' Percy remained in Bordeaux until at least 4 

April, when he witnessed a charter granting 6,000 florins to the keepers of 
Lisinham castle. 109 

Although it is clear that Henry Percy participated in the campaigns 

of 1369 and 1373, his roles in the other, earlier campaigns is rather less 

than certain. He may well have accompanied duke Henry in 1359, and was 

clearly making preparations in anticipation of being overseas somewhere 

in 1363. However, it is unlikely that it was he and not his younger brother 

Thomas who was present at Näjera. Finally, it is apparent that he did not 

accompany Pembroke on his failed expedition to La Rochelle, as shown by 

his witnessing of a charter sealed in Westminster only two days later. 

In spite of these doubts regarding his early military service, by 1369 

at the latest Percy was able to command sizeable retinues which dwarfed 

those of most of his fellow barons. In 1369, his retinue included 12 

knights, 47 esquires and 100 archers, ' io and in 1373 he received payment 

for 59 knights, 140 esquires and 300 archers. " In 1369, his retinue was 

considerably larger than even that of the earl of Oxford. In 1373, Percy was 

once again able to muster a massive number of knights, esquires and 

108 Alnwick Chron, p. 43. 
109 On 4 April, 1374, Gaunt made a grant of 6,000 florins to John Cressewell and 

Geoffrey St Quintin, keepers of the castle, after having 'venue es partes d'Aquitaigne et 

aye trove la pais en grantz meschief... senz que tute la chastel de Lisinham en Partton': 

JGR, 1372-1376, no. 42. 
110 See Table 2 below, p. 307. 

111 See Table 3 below, p. 309. 
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archers. On that campaign only Gaunt, John, duke of Brittany, and 
Edward, lord Despenser had larger retinues. 112 

Henry Percy's early career was one of solid competence rather than 

spectacular brilliance. Militarily, when he did participate in continental 

campaigns, he did so with a large body of retainers and he appears to have 

acquitted himself well. However, his presence on continental campaigns 

was not a constant one, and in spite of his close connections with 

Lancaster, it must be seriously doubted whether he participated in any 

continental campaign prior to 1369. This however does not mean that he 

was militarily inactive during this period. As was the case with his father, 

grandfather and great-grandfather, Percy's emphasis was clearly on the 

Scottish Marches. This was due to two primary considerations. Firstly, 

with the Percy family's greatly increased landed wealth being increasingly 

centred in the North, he would have had a great deal to lose through his 

absence from the borders as well as to gain by his presence on the 

continent. Secondly, and perhaps most importantly, the Percies were seen 

by the king as the realm's principal bulwark against the Scots. To call 

upon Percy to leave for France or Iberia would have left the north exposed 

to Scottish incursions. When Percy was summoned to take part in 

continental campaigns, he did so with large retinues. However, his place 

was on the borders, and as would be the case throughout the vast majority 

of his career, it was there that he focused most of his energy. 

Away from the battlefield, he was not quick to violate a truce or to go 

against the wishes of his king to further his own interests. And, although 

he was named to a myriad of commissions of the peace, array, de kidellis 

11 2 See below, pp. 307-309. 
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and oyer et terminer, this is nothing less than would be expected of any 

significant baronial lord, and it was also very much in keeping with the 

Percy family's record of royal service. The most significant aspect of his 

early career was the developing bond between him and John of Gaunt. 

This friendship, which would shatter so violently in the summer of 1381, 

marked the first stage of an undulating relationship with the house of 

Lancaster that would lead not only to Percy's obtaining the office of 

marshal and his elevation to the earldom of Northumberland, but also to 

his participation in revolution, rebellion and, ultimately, to his own death. 
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From Lord to Earl: 1368-1377 

Percy first truly entered onto the national political stage during the 
final years of the reign of Edward III. Before this time he, like his ancestors 
before him, had to a certain degree been a significant figure in English 

politics, but he had always occupied a peripheral rather than central 

position. As well as participating in campaigns in France, he had been 

regularly involved in both military operations and diplomacy on the 

Scottish marches. Although he did not participate directly in negotiations 
for peace with the French at this time, he was clearly seen to have some 
degree of influence over those who did. 

This was a reputation which extended even as far as Rome. In 

October, 1373, pope Gregory XI wrote to `nobles and prelates' in France 

and England - among whom Percy was named - urging them to give 

credence to papal nuncios and to use their influence with the king in favor 

of their mission. Gregory had dispatched John, cardinal of Sancti Quator 

Coronati, archbishop Pileus of Ravenna, and William, bishop of Carpentras 

to king Charles V of France, Edward III of England and John of Gaunt in 

September 1373, in an attempt to secure an Anglo-French peace. 113 

Similarly, in 1374, Percy was twice called upon by Rome to use what 

influence he had with Gaunt to aid the work of papal nuncios. He was also 

thanked by the pope for service already done in aid of the bishop of 

Carpentras - presumably in the execution of his mission of 1373.114 

But it was not only foreign affairs that occupied the minds of 

England's political classes in the mid-1370's. Several factors had 

contributed to a particularly charged domestic political atmosphere in the 

113 W. H. Bliss and J. A. Tremelow (eds. ) Calendar of Entries in the Papal Registers relating 

to Great Britain and Ireland, iv. London, 1902. pp. 125-126. 

114 Papal Registers, iv, pp. 131-132,136. 
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period leading up to the Good parliament of 1376. The first of these was 
the rapidly worsening military situation. As Palmer so eloquently put it, 

No Crecy or Poitiers shed their lustre on the later period; no 
captive kings paraded through London, and the Tower was 
very nearly empty of French aristocrats for the entire twenty 
years. [1369-1389]115 

The catalogue of English campaigns against the French in the years 
immediately prior to the Good Parliament reads like a list of failure and 
disappointment. In 1372, while on his way to Gascony, the earl of 
Pembroke suffered a massive defeat off La Rochelle at the hands of a fleet 

of Castilian galleys. 116 A disaster in itself, this defeat prevented Pembroke 

from carrying out his mission in relief of Gascony, which subsequently led 

to the loss of Poitou, Saintonge, and Angoumois - the very scenario which 

Pembroke's presence in Gascony had been intended to avert. These losses 

effectively eliminated the territorial gains which Edward III's armies had 

made earlier in the reign. In addition, the destruction of the English fleet 

at La Rochelle ushered in a period of naval ascendancy on the part of the 

French and their allies, particularly Castile, which in turn led to near 

constant fears of invasion along the channel coast. The early 1370's were 

`not triumphal times for people with bullish hopes for the future. " 17 

While the English did not capitulate in the face of these setbacks, 

their response was uncoordinated and, in the end, ineffective. In August, 

1372 a large force including some 6,000 soldiers gathered at Sandwich to 

take part in a naval expedition intended to `battle and grieve his [the 

king's] enemies as well as it could' and to `resist and counter the malice of 

1 15 J. J. N. Palmer, England, France and Christendom, 1377-99. London, 1972, p. 2. 

116 Anonimalle, pp. 70-71; R. Delachenal (ed. ) Chronique des Regnes de Jean II et de 

Charles V. Paris, 1916 pp. 164-16; Froissart, viii, pp. 36-38; Historia Anglicana, I. 314. 

117 Hunter S. Thompson, Hey Rube: Blood Sport, the Bush Doctrine, and the Downward 

Spiral of Dumbness, (New York, 2004), p. 96. 
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his enemies. ' 118 This expedition was to be a disappointment, however, and 
the fleet returned home after unfavourable winds prevented it from 

crossing the channel. 119 Soon after, in October, 1372, John Neville of Raby 
led a force to Brittany to assume custody of Brest. 120 This was an 

essentially defensive action as Neville intended simply to secure the 
fortress of Brest until John de Montfort, duke of Brittany, had gathered 

sufficient forces to re-assume control. 121 The next expedition, led by the 

earl of Salisbury, was largely ineffective, managing only to pillage St Malo, 

while failing to relieve the siege of Brest. 122 

The largest expedition of 1373 was John of Gaunt's `Great March' 

from Calais to Bordeaux. While the Great March, which traversed France 

in a wide semi-circle from Calais, moving to the north-east of Paris near 

Reims then south and west via Troyes, Tulle and Brieve, finally arriving at 

Bordeaux, must have been a serious blow to French morale, it failed to 

bring the French forces to a pitched battle. It also failed in its original 

intent of relieving the English strongholds of Normandy and Brittany. 123 In 

effect the Great March amounted to little more than a grande chevauchee. 

As they progressed through France, Gaunt's forces were constantly 

118 JGR, 1372-1376, p. 47; RP, ii, p. 310. 
119 After a month at sea, the fleet had progressed only as far as Winchelsea. Historia 
Anglicana, i, p. 315; J. W. Sherborne, The Battle of la Rochelle and the War at Sea' 
Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research, vol. XLII, No. 105, May, 1969, p. 24. 

120 It had been intended for him to lead 480 men at arms and 480 archers to Brest, but 
in light of later accusations of fraud levied against Neville, it must be doubted whether 
anything approaching these numbers actually accompanied him. J. W. Sherborne, 
`Indentured Retinues and English Expeditions to France, 1369-1380. ' EHR, lxxix (1964), 

pp. 725-727. 
121 Michael Jones, Ducal Brittany. Oxford, 1970, p. 147; Sherborne, `Indentured 

Retinues', pp. 725-727. 
122 George Holmes, The Good Parliament. Oxford, 1975, p. 23; Jones, Ducal Brittany, p. 
74. 

123 Froissart's assertion that this was the objective of the expedition is supported by a 
letter from Edward III to the marshal of the duke of Brittany. Foedera, iii, 981; Froissart, 

viii, p. 137. 
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observed and harassed by French forces who consistently refused to 
engage in any pitched battles. At one point, according to Froissart, the two 
forces were close enough for the opposing forces to converse as they rode: 

Henry Percy, who rode a fine courser, looked to his left and 
said to sir Aymery of Namur... `It is a fine day for hawking, 
why don't you fly, since you have wings? ' `Sir Percy, ' said sir 
Aymery, moving out from his line and making his horse 
curvet, `what you say is true; the hawking is good for you 
and, if I had my way, we would be flying after you. ' `By God, 
Aymery, I believe you well; just convince your companions to 
fly: there is good game to be had. 1124 

But the French refused to be drawn into battle while maintaining sufficient 

pressure on Gaunt's forces to prevent them taking any significant castles 

or towns as they progressed through the country. 

There are two possible explanations for the reference in the above 

passage to Aymery de Namur having wings. First, it may have simply been 

intended by Percy to taunt the French by mocking their harrying tactics 

and refusal to give pitched battle. However, a second explanation, given 

Froissart's fascination with all things chivalric, is perhaps the most likely. 

Aymery de Namur was the son of William, count of Namur. 125 William of 

Namur made use of wings in his heraldic devices: his crest consisted of a 

white wing tipped with black feathers. 126 Several other members of the 

house of Namur also included wings in their blazon. It would appear, 

124 Whether apocryphal or not, this story does serve to illustrate the proximity of the 

armies. Froissart, viii, p. 156. 
125 There is a reference to his being called `The Bastard' but it is uncertain whether he 

was in fact an illegitimate son of the count. Froissart, viii, p. xci. 
126 "C.: [crest] un vol d'arg. les extremites garnies de plumes de sa. ": Claes Heinen (ed. ) 

L'Armorial Universel du Heraut Gelre (1370-1395). Neuchatel, 1971, no. 410. The Gerle 

Armorial also contains references to several other members of the house of Namur whose 
heraldic devices contained wings: Robert de Namur, lord of Beaumont ('C.: un vol coupe 
d'hermine et de gu. seme de coeurs d'or'); Louis de Namur, count of Roucy ('C.: un vol 

coupe d'arg. et de gu. seme de coeurs d'or, plus nombreux et plus petits que le 

precedent'); Philip. Bastard of Namur ('C.: chapeau d'herm, rebrasse de gu.; somme d'un 

vol d'arg. '). Heinen, Armorial, nos. 411,412.1523. The author wishes to thank Angus 

Stewart and Francois Velde for their assistance in tracing the arms of Namur. 
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therefore, that Percy's remark was at least a reference to the arms of 
Namur's family, and perhaps to those of Aymery himself. 

Gaunt's Great March was ultimately a failure. The armies of Charles 
V were not drawn into a decisive battle, Normandy and Brittany remained 
in a precarious position, there appears to have developed a serious rift 
between Gaunt and the duke of Brittany during the course of the 
expedition, and Gaunt's army suffered terrible hardship and appalling 
losses en route to Bordeaux. 127 In addition to being a military failure, this 

campaign was a serious political failure at home. The commons were 
growing increasingly restless at having to contribute to continental 
campaigns which were repeatedly proving futile. 

As well as draining the resources of both England and France, the 

seemingly endless Anglo-French conflict was something of a thorn in the 

side of Pope Gregory XI. Elected to the Holy See in December 1370, 

Gregory's actions were to influence greatly the course of English politics in 

the years leading up to the Good Parliament. 

First, Gregory was instrumental in co-ordinating efforts to secure an 

Anglo-French truce. Gregory had long hoped to launch a crusade against 

Islam, and as long as the two realms were at each other's throats, his 

dream of a crusade would remain just a dream. 

Second, Gregory was in great need of money. As well as wishing to 

secure an Anglo-French peace in order to facilitate a crusade against 

Islam, Gregory was also determined to protect the interests of the papal 

states in Italy, and to return the papal court to Rome. In the early 1370's, 

protecting the interest of the papal states meant war with the Milanese-led 

Lombard states. This did not come cheaply. Leading an alliance which 
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included Ferrara, Padua, Genoa, Florence and Savoy, and relying largely 
on mercenary forces, led to spiralling military costs. 128 Gregory began to 
seek ways to increase his income from all available sources. 

This acute need for funds affected England in two ways. First, 
Gregory presented the English archbishops with the choice of paying 
either a mandatory tenth amounting to approximately E18,750 or a 

voluntary subsidy of £15,000.129 In spite of threats of excommunication 

should the subsidy remain unpaid, the English church resisted making 
this payment. They finally agreed some three years later to a compromise 
by which they agreed to pay 60,000 florins, with a further 40,000 florins 

should peace be made with the French. However this, too, remained largely 

in arrears as late as 1378.130 Second, a new papal collector was appointed 
in England with a mandate to accelerate the collection of annates. 131 

Although this was on a much smaller scale than the subsidies demanded 

by Gregory, the new collector did succeed in increasing revenue from this 

source from £335 to £1,080 per annum between 1372 and 1374.132 

127 Anonimalle, pp. 73-75; Delachenal, Chronique des Regnes de Jean II et de Charles V, 

vol. ii, pp. 171-172,174; Holmes, Good Parliament, pp. 23-28; Jones, Ducal Brittany, p. 
77. 

128 Holmes, Good Parliament, pp. 7-9. For example, nearly half of the annual expenditure 

of 500,000 florins of the Apostolic Chamber, just one branch of the Papal 

administration, was directed towards the war with Milan. 500,000 florins was equal to 

approximately £75,000. The value of the cameral florin at the time of the conflict was 

approximate to that of the Florentine florin, which in turn was worth approximately 3s. 

in 1370. Peter Spufford, Handbook of Mediaeval Exchange. London, 1986, pp. 125-126, 

201. The Apostolic Chamber was `nominally responsible for spiritual income from the 

church at large. ' Holmes, Good Parliament, p. 10. 

129 125,000 and 100,000 florins, respectively. W. E. Lunt, Financial Relations of the 

Papacy with England 1327-1534 (Cambridge, Mass.: The Mediaeval Academy of America. 

1962), p. 104. 
130 A truce was finally reached with the French on 27 June, 1375. Holmes, Good 

Parliament, p. 12; Lunt, Financial Relations, pp. 104-109,111-112. 

131 An `annate' was a portion of the first year's income paid to the papacy by the new 

incumbent of a benefice from which services were not due. 

132 Holmes, Good Parliament, p. 12: Lunt, Financial Relations. p. 379. 
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In making these demands on the English clergy, the pope managed 
to alienate virtually the entire political class in England. The king was 
angered as he needed the financial support of the clergy as much as 
Gregory did in order to finance his own war against the French. The 

parliamentary commons resented the pope's demands as they wished the 

clergy would contribute as much as possible to the English crown, and 
they were well aware that any shortfall from the church would have to be 

made up elsewhere - most likely from their own pockets. And finally the 
English clergy was itself placed in an extremely difficult situation. With 

both the king and the pope making demands on their resources, they 

would be forced to choose which to heed. In fact resentment in England 

was such that the king actively interfered with the new collector by 

preventing the pope's letters being delivered to the English prelates. 133 

In the end it was the deteriorating military situation as much as 

papal pressure which culminated in the truce of 27 June, 1375. And, in 

addition to the truce with France, England also reached agreement with 

the pope regarding the outstanding clerical subsidy. 134 Although the two 

agreements were separate, they were in one important aspect intertwined. 

The collection of the English subsidy would have been dependant on the 

two realms reaching a truce. Had the war continued, there was no way 

that king Edward could have afforded to allow such large sums of money 

to slip out of the country. With this in mind, the pope then continued to 

press the French to sign the truce. And with the death of archbishop 

Wittlesey of Canterbury in June 1374, the king wanted to remain on good 

terms with the pope in order to assure the smooth translation of his own 

preferred candidate Simon Sudbury into the vacant seat. 135 

133 Homes, Good Parliament, p. 13. 

134 See above, p. 37. 
135 Among the other possible candidates was William Courtenay who had already proven 
himself to be less than pliant in his relations with the crown. See below, p. 40. 
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In addition to the tension caused by the increasing financial 
demands of the papacy, there was growing unrest among the political 
classes within England. The king was making requests for increased 
financial aid for his war efforts, but the commons and clergy were seeing 
less and less return for their investment. Following Pembroke's disastrous 

expedition, Neville's fraudulent activities in Brittany, 136 the fruitless naval 
expedition of 1372 and the grand but ultimately unsuccessful Great March 

of 1373, English military confidence had been dealt a series of blows, 

culminating in what was seen as a humiliating truce. And although the 

clergy were in a less difficult position than before the Anglo-papal 

agreement over the subsidy, the agreement itself was a difficult and 

expensive pill for the English to swallow. The king himself was ill and had 

long ceased to take an active role in governing the realm, and his son the 

Black Prince lay on his death bed. And, to complete the scenario, although 

some now believe that he worked consistently in the interests of the crown 

and not, as held by others, in his own interests, John of Gaunt was 

increasingly mistrusted by all parties. 137And so it was in an atmosphere of 

mutual recrimination, mistrust, tension and outright hostility that the so- 

called "Good Parliament" opened in April, 1376. 

The good parliament was remarkable for a number of reasons. First 

was the election as speaker of the commons of the Herefordshire knight 

and steward to the earl of March, Sir Peter de la Mare. In order to facilitate 

their attack on the courtiers whom they blamed for the rapidly 

deteriorating state of the realm, the commons requested, through de la 

136 Neville had contracted to lead a force of some 480 archers and 480 men at arms, and 

would later be accused in Parliament of not only taking a smaller force, but of also 
taking men unfit for service ('boys and others of no value', RP, ii, p. 329. ), thereby 

seriously deceiving and defrauding the crown. Even Neville's own defence against these 

charges reveals some serious discrepancies, supporting the claims that - intentionally- or 

not - Neville had to some degree at least misled the crown. RP, ii, pp. 328-329: 

Sherborne, 'Indentured Retinues', pp. 726-727. 

137 Goodman, John of Gaunt, pp. 64-5. 
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Mare, that a committee be appointed to `intercommune' between the 

commons and the lords. Once the king had agreed to the assembly of this 

committee, and having taken some time to consult with the bishops, earls 
and barons of the committee, the commons - again through de la Mare - 
launched into a remarkable series of attacks on the court party. 

The committee named by de la Mare was made up of four bishops, 

four earls and four barons. Its purpose, according to the roll of parliament, 

was to 

go to the same Commons in order to help them, to treat and 
commune with them regarding those things declared to 
them. 138 

The four bishops - William Courtenay of London, Henry Despenser of 

Norwich, Thomas Appleby of Carlisle and Adam Houghton of St David's - 

were most notable for their lack of connections with the court. And those 

bishops and archbishops who were central to the operations of the court, 

such as archbishop Sudbury of Canterbury, archbishop Neville of York, 

and the bishops of Salisbury, Hereford and Worcester, were all excluded 

from the committee. Although Courtenay would have been seen as being 

potentially hostile to the royal court, 139 the others, although not as 

outspoken in their criticism of the court as Courtenay, were certainly not 

closely associated with it, and none of them owed their career to the court. 

Appleby and Despenser had both risen to the episcopate largely through 

138 RP, ii, p. 322. 
139 In the convocation of December 1373, Courtenay, then the bishop of Hereford, had 

been very outspoken against the king's request for a subsidy, saying: `Unless the injuries 

done to himself and his church of Hereford in various ways unjustly by the king and his 

council were reformed the said lord king should not have a penny from him or his clergy 

on account of that grant and he expressly rejected the grant': Holmes, Good Parliament, 

pp. 16-19. 
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papal service, and Houghton's only connection to the royal administration 

was that he had once been a royal clerk. 140 

The four earls - March, Warwick, Suffolk and Stafford - were most 

notable for their roles as military commanders. They had all campaigned in 

France with Gaunt either in the campaign of 1369141 or that of 1373.142 In 

terms of the Good Parliament, March was also important in that his 

approval and support allowed his steward, Sir Peter de la Mare, to openly 

attack the courtiers. 143 

The bishops and earls were joined on the committee by four barons: 

Percy, Guy de Brian, Henry Scrope of Masham and Richard Stafford. These 

barons had all risen through service - both military and diplomatic - to the 

crown. Richard Stafford, the uncle of the earl of Stafford, had long been 

associated with the Black Prince, and Guy de Brian was nearing the end of 

a long and distinguished military career stretching back many decades. 144 

Even these distinguished careers were somewhat overshadowed by that of 

Henry Scrope of Masham. Scrope had been knighted at the siege of 

Berwick in 1333, had taken part in the battles of Halidon Hill (1333), Sluys 

(1340), Neville's Cross (1346), and was present at sieges at Dunbar (1333), 

Tournai (1341), Vannes and Morlaix (Brittany, 1343), Calais (1346-7), and 

Berwick (1356-7). He had also served the king on diplomatic missions to 

140 Dictionary of National Biography, v. pp. 860-862; Holmes, Good Parliament, pp. 140- 

141. 
141 March and Warwick. 

142 Warwick, Suffolk and Stafford. 
143 Warwick and Suffolk would later prove great friends of Percy in 1381 when they stood 

surety for him after he had been charged with lese majeste following his remarkable 

outburst directed at Gaunt at the council of Berkhampstead. Historia Anglicana, ii, p. 

44. 
144 Guy de Brian had received a grant as a king's yeoman in 1339, had been the king's 

standard-bearer at Calais in 1349, and was made a Knight of the Garter in 1369 upon 

the death of John Chandos. CP, ii, p. 361; Holmes, Good Parliament, p. 154. 
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Scotland and France and, at the age of 63, was both experienced and 
highly respected. 145 

In comparison to the other barons included on this commission, 
Percy was relatively young. He was at that time 34 years old and although 
he had some experience in terms of campaigning and diplomacy, compared 
to the other barons on this committee he was inexperienced. 146 This was a 
clear indication that in spite of any possible negative connotations which 
may have been attached to Percy as a result of his association with Gaunt, 

the parliamentary commons had a great deal of confidence in him and his 

ability to work as an intermediary between them and the lords. 

This confidence was reaffirmed when Percy was named to another 

council which was intended to `redress the trespasses which had been 

previously committed'147 against the interests of the king and the realm. 

Unfortunately little is known about this council beyond the names of its 

members, but even this serves to reinforce the confidence that the 

commons had in Percy. His inclusion on this second committee is an even 

greater indication of the high regard in which he was held. While the 

intercommuning committee was important in that it helped to facilitate the 

workings of the commons during the Good Parliament, this second 

committee was intended to remain fully functional after the Parliament 

had ended and to take an active and continuing role in the actual 

governance of the realm. 

Percy was also involved in the prosecution of one of the commons' 

principal targets, the London merchant Richard Lyons. Lyons had been 

accused, along with lord Latimer, not only of profiting by arranging for 

145 GEC, xi, pp. 561-563. 
146 As compared to Guy de Brian at 56 and Henry le Scrope at 63. Richard Stafford has 

been described as "oldish" by the time of the Good Parliament. GEC, il, 361; xi, 561; 

Homes, Good Parliament, p. 154. 

147 Anonimalle, pp. 91-2. 
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unnecessary loans to the king but also of reaping tremendous profits by 
buying royal debts at less than half their value. 148 But the specific offence 
into which Percy was to later enquire was evasion of the staple. On 1 July, 
1376 and again on 23 July, 1376, Percy was commissioned to enquire into 

accusations that Lyons had extorted fees in excess of the subsidies 
granted by the `prelates, magnates and merchants of the realm' in 
Northumberland and Yorkshire, respectively. 149 And on 20 April, 1377, 
Percy in his capacity as one of the wardens of the march, certified that 
William Elys, Lyons' deputy, had satisfied those whom he had wronged, 

and as a result was pardoned. 150 

In the aftermath of the Good Parliament, Percy continued to rise to 

even greater prominence and to gain considerable notoriety. At some point 

prior to the beginning of December 1376, he was made marshal of 
England. '5' For the circumstances surrounding his appointment as 

marshal, and for contemporary opinion regarding his appointment, we are 

entirely reliant upon the works of Thomas Walsingham. Other 

contemporary chroniclers were universally silent regarding his 

appointment. Of the major chroniclers of the period, the Anonimalle 

chronicler offers no opinion whatsoever regarding his appointment and 

resignation, nor of his conduct as marshal. Both Froissart and the Vita 

Ricardi Secundi are silent on the matter, and the period 1376-77 

unfortunately falls into a gap left by Knighton's chronicle. 

148 They had arranged to make a loan of 20,000 marks to the king, who paid a 10,000 

mark premium, while two London citizens, Adam Francis and William Walworth, had 

offered a loan of 15,000 marks without premium. Holmes, Good Parliament, pp. 102-3. 

149 CPR 1374-1377, pp. 327,332. 

150 CPR, 1374-1377, p. 455. 

151 For timing of appointment: Holmes, Good Parliament, p. 183; Reports of the Lords' 

Committee Touching the Dignity of a Peer, iii, p. 67. 
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Walsingham however was outspoken regarding Percy's replacement 
of the earl of March as marshal. Walsingham even accused Gaunt of 
having driven the earl from office. Although he did not claim that Gaunt 

made any direct threats to the person of the earl, the St Albans chronicler 

was clear in his contention that the earl did indeed perceive a potential 
threat from Gaunt and that he resigned the marshal's staff under 
duress. 152 It is easy to see why March would have felt threatened at the 

time of his resignation as marshal. Gaunt had recently taken his revenge 

against the speaker of the Good Parliament, March's steward Peter de la 

Mare, whom he had imprisoned in Nottingham castle. 153 Another factor 

which Walsingham suggests contributed to March's resignation was 

Gaunt's `designs' to send him abroad to inspect the king's castles 

overseas. 154 It must be seriously doubted however that Gaunt planned to 

send March overseas simply to rid himself of the marshal, or indeed to 

induce him into surrendering the office. Rather it would appear that such 

a mission on the part of the marshal was genuinely needed, as Percy 

himself was sent to inspect the state of the defences in the Calais region 

only a few months after he replaced March as marshal. 155 

Whether such a mission was justified at the time of the earl's 

resignation is less important than the suggestion by Walsingham that 

March was driven from office by Gaunt. Walsingham stated that the earl 

resigned the marshal's staff 

saying that he did not wish to entangle himself in such great 
danger in return for so little 156 

152 Chronicon Angliae, p. 108. 

153 Chronicon Angliae, p. 105. Walsingham also states that Gaunt had intended to kill de 

la Mare, and was only dissuaded from doing so by Percy. 

154 Chronicon Angliae, pp. 107-8. 

155 He was sent on 8 May, 1377. See below. p. 51. 

156, 
... 

dicens se nolle pro modico magnis periculis implicare. ' Chronicon Angliae, p. 108. 
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and he was very clear in his assertion that Gaunt drove the earl of March 
from office. According to Walsingham, Gaunt was more than pleased to see 
the earl of March leave office, writing that: 

the duke, rejoicing on account that he then had an honour 
to bestow upon Henry Percy, immediately handed over the 
staff to him, and made him marshal of England. 157 

This was seen by Walsingham as incontrovertible evidence that Percy had 
`long been attached to the duke and to his vile council, '158 and that he had 
lost both his self control and his conscience. As a result of this, 
Walsingham felt that Percy also lost the goodwill of the people. 159 

As well as associating himself more closely with John of Gaunt, who 

was then one of the most hated figures in the realm, Percy's own actions 

also alienated the people of England. At some time between his 

appointment as Marshal and the beginning of the Hilary Parliament on 

Tuesday, 28 January, 1377, Percy had provoked the fury of London by 

attempting to extend the jurisdiction of his new office over the city. This 

move by Percy was supported and most likely instigated by Gaunt, who 

suggested in parliament that the government of the city should be 

drastically altered. He proposed that the office of mayor should be 

eliminated, to be replaced by a captain, and that the marshal should have 

power to make arrests within the City. 160 In response to this, three 

petitions were presented to parliament complaining of infringements of the 

rights of the City. 161 

157 `Dux autem gaudens, eo quod aliquem posset honorem praestare domino Henrico 

Percy, illico tradidit ei virgam, et fecit eum Angliae marescallum. ' Chronicon Angliae, p. 

108. 
158 Chronicon Angliae, p. 108. 

159 Chronicon Angliae, p. 108. 

160 Chronicon Angliae, p. 120. 

161 RP, ii, pp. 366.368.369. 
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Exactly why Percy attempted at this time to undermine the rights of 
the city is unclear. He surely knew that such an action would cause 
tremendous resentment on the part of the Londoners, and he previously 
had shown little interest in London affairs. It is most likely that in 

proposing these changes, Percy was simply carrying out the wishes of his 

friend, cousin and patron Gaunt. At the time, as well as being close 
friends, Percy owed a great deal to Gaunt, who had so recently procured 

the marshal's staff for him, and Gaunt certainly would have had a vested 
interest in seeing the right of the Londoners eroded to the benefit of a royal 

officer of state, if not the crown itself. The removal of the mayor and the 

extension of the marshal's jurisdiction over the city would have greatly 

increased the amount of political pressure that the crown could bring to 

bear upon the city, while at the same time significantly reducing the 

degree to which the city could act independently and in opposition to the 

wishes of the crown. 

Even had this attempt to infringe the liberties of the city occurred in 

isolation, it surely would have provoked the strongest of reactions from the 

Londoners, who always jealously guarded their city's liberties. However, 

these events did not occur in isolation. They took place at the same time as 

the trial of one of the most controversial personalities of the period, the 

Oxford scholar John Wycliffe. 

The fact that Percy was at all involved in the trial of a suspected 

heretic and outspoken critic of the church is illustrative of an about-face 

on the part of the English crown regarding the papacy. When, in 1375, the 

Anglo-papal agreement was reached, England had been bargaining from a 

position of weakness. They desperately needed to secure a truce, and at 

the time the papacy was at the height of its power and influence. Its long 

war against Milan was about to come to a successful end, and Gregory 

could optimistically look forward to a triumphant return to Rome. 
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However, in late 1376 the situation had changed drastically. Gregory's 

return to Rome had been delayed by the outbreak of unrest in the papal 

states themselves. These risings, led by the Florentines, dealt a serious 

blow to the power and security of the papacy. It was largely because of this 

that Gaunt was able to reverse the policy of the last year, and re-instate 

the policy of demanding money from the clerics on behalf of the king. 162 

The dispute between the Florentines and the pope also provided an 

opportunity for the English court to demonstrate its new position 

regarding clerical finances and the papacy. On 18 May, 1376, a letter was 

sent by the pope to Edward III asking for his assistance in the execution of 

certain processes against Florentines for offences against the church. 163 No 

action was taken regarding the Florentines until the following January 

after bishop Courtenay of London had once again proved himself to be no 

great friend of the court. Between Christmas 1376 and the beginning of 

the Hilary parliament, and against royal prohibition, he published a papal 

bull which ordered that Florentines were to be arrested and to become 

serfs of their captors and that their goods were to be confiscated. 164 

Although he did technically comply with the terms of the bull, king Edward 

made no secret of the court's new attitude towards the pope by first 

arresting the Florentines and seizing their goods, but then announcing 

that they were to be free to reside in London and Calais as his servants 

and ordering that their goods be restored to them. 165 

It was in this newly revived atmosphere of anti-clericalism that 

John Wycliffe entered into his trial before bishop Courtenay under the 

protection of Gaunt and Percy. 166 The trial which followed was witness to 

162 Holmes, Good Parliament, pp. 165-166. 
163 Foedera, iii, 1050. 
1`4 Chronicon Angliae, pp. 110-11 1. 
165 Foedera, iii, 1071. 
166 Thursday, 19 February, 1377. 
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some extraordinary scenes. Wycliffe entered St Paul's at the head of `a 

great multitude' with Percy `abusing the power entrusted to him' in 

clearing a way through the road and inciting the people in the church. 167 

This angered the bishop who condemned Percy's actions and declared that 

had he known how he was going to behave there, his way to the church 

would have been barred. Hearing this, the duke grew angry and joined the 

dispute, ordering Percy to exercise his authority despite the bishop's 

objections. 168Harsh words were then exchanged between the bishop and 

Percy, as to whether Wycliffe should be allowed to sit during his trial. 

Gaunt then joined the fray, causing an uproar by first questioning the 

parentage of the bishop, then threatening to drag him from the church by 

his hair. In the resulting uproar, the trial descended into chaos and 

Gaunt, Percy and Wycliffe withdrew. The situation in London was finally 

thrown into utter confusion when the tinder box of Wycliffe's trial was 

ignited by the assaults of Percy and Gaunt on the liberties of the city, their 

suggestions that the mayor be replaced by a captain, and that the marshal 

should have the power of arrest within the City. 169 

The final straw for the Londoners came on the following day when it 

was made known to them that Percy had in fact already arrested a man 

within the city- a certain John Prenting of Norwich - contrary to the 

liberties of the city, and was currently holding him prisoner in his 

house. 170 Upon hearing this, a mob descended upon Percy's house, 

smashed the door, led away the prisoner and proceeded to ransack the 

marshal's house. It is interesting that although they vehemently opposed 

167 Presumably `the power entrusted to him' refers to his newly obtained office of marshal 

of England. This appears to have been the first occasion in which Percy and Gaunt 

publicly flaunted their desire to extend the powers of the marshal over the city. 
Chronicon Angliae, p. 119. 

168 Chronicon Angliae, p. 119. 
169 Chronicon Angliae, pp. 120-12 1. 

170 Anonimalle, p. 104. 
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Percy's power to arrest within the city, the mob apparently did not dispute 

the cause of the arrest having been made in the first place. Having 

released Prenting from his captivity in Percy's house, the mob immediately 

deposited him in the city's gaol at Newgate. 171 Clearly it was not the simple 

fact that John Prenting had been arrested which so enraged the 

Londoners. Rather, it was the fact that he had been arrested by the 

marshal, against the liberties of the city. 

Wishing to find Percy in order to have their revenge for this 

infringement of their rights, the London mob then proceeded to Gaunt's 

manor of the Savoy in the belief that Percy was there, only to find that he 

was in fact at the house of Gaunt's retainer John d'Ypres, enjoying a fine 

luncheon of oysters. Hearing of the approach of the mob, Percy and Gaunt 

beat a hasty retreat across the Thames to the Princess of Wales' manor of 

Kennington. 172 

This was Percy's only significant involvement with Wycliffe and 

Lollardy. It is unclear whether he abandoned his short-lived support for 

Wycliffe as a result of his being chased across the Thames by a mob, or 

whether his flirtation with Wycliffe and Lollardy had simply been a matter 

of convenience born out of his increasingly close ties to Gaunt. The former 

is rather unlikely. As he would demonstrate some 30 years later, Percy was 

not one to shrink from a fight, nor was he given to abandoning something 

in which he believed. It is more likely that he supported Wycliffe out of 

political expediency. At the time of the trial he was closely involved with 

Gaunt in the reconstruction of English court policy. Trying as he was to 

revert to the earlier policy of retaining ecclesiastical money for the use of 

171 Arionimalle, p. 104. 
172 Walsingham delighted in telling the story of the panic caused by the news of the rising 

of the Londoners; Percy and Gaunt's panic at the approach of the mob causing Gaunt to 
leap from the table so suddenly that he injured his shins on the bench; their 

subsequent undignified flight across the Thames and their fearful arrival at Kennington. 

Chronicon Angliae, pp. 122-124. Usk pp. 7-9,8n.: Goodman, John of Gaunt, p. 61. 
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the king rather than allowing it to fall into the hands of the pope, it would 
have been essential for Gaunt not to allow the Wycliffe trial to pass without 

a show of support. Had bishop Courtenay been allowed to conduct the trial 

on his own terms and without any significant show of solidarity against 
him, Wycliffe would have been left in an extremely precarious position. As 

it was, Gaunt and Percy managed both to provide some degree of 

protection for Wycliffe, while at the same time underlining in no uncertain 

terms the new administration's anti-clerical stance. 

Once the fracas surrounding the Wycliffe trial was brought to an 

end, with the assistance of bishop Courtenay who did much to quell the 

riot and of Princess Joan who mediated between Gaunt and the 

Londoners, 173 Percy was able to concentrate on more orthodox expressions 

of his authority as marshal. In addition to ceremonial duties, 174 the office 

of marshal carried with it certain judicial responsibilities. In particular, the 

marshal sat alongside the constable on the bench of the Court of Chivalry. 

The Court of Chivalry decided cases arising out of disputes over arms, 

prisoners and ransoms as well as offences committed during or arising 

out of campaigns overseas, and offences committed against bearers of 

royal letters of protection. 175 In addition to these functions, the office of 

marshal also carried with it certain military functions. As well as being 

responsible for maintaining order in the ranks of the army in the field, the 

marshal could be called upon to ensure a state of readiness in the king's 

173 Chronicon Angliae, pp. 125,127-9. 
174 For example his role at the coronation of Richard II. 
175 Maurice Keen, Nobles, Knights and Men-At-Arms in the Middle Ages. London, 1996, ch. 
8 passim. Jurisdiction over cases of offences committed against bearers of letters of 
protection was not however limited to the court of chivalry. In November, 1376 - shortl-%- 
before being appointed marshal - Percy was named to a commission to enquire into the 
taking and killing of merchants bearing patent letters of protection from the king. CPR, 

1374-1377, p. 410. 
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defences. 176 In this capacity, Percy was sent to Calais shortly after his 

appointment as marshal with a mandate to survey and reinforce the 
defences of both the town and the march. 177 

Percy's tenure as marshal was a short one, but it was a highly 

instructive period. As marshal, Percy consistently followed the political 
lead of John of Gaunt. His two most significant acts as marshal - his 

support for Wycliffe and the attacks on the liberties of London - were 
initiated by Gaunt. Although he may not have been personally responsible 
for the conception of these policies, he did pay a high price for supporting 

them. Quite apart from being chased across the Thames by an irate mob, 

the loss of the `goodwill of the people'178 must have awakened Percy to the 

dangers of blindly following the political agenda of another without due 

consideration of the possible repercussions for himself. The next time that 

Gaunt asked Percy to put himself in harm's way to help him, during the 

Peasants' Revolt of 1381, Percy's response was quite different. 179Rather 

than bowing immediately to Gaunt's request, he considered his own 

interests first and calmly yet firmly turned Gaunt away. When he resigned 

the marshal's staff, Percy did so 

claiming that he was not himself able to properly govern his 

own affairs, and [to properly carry out the duties ofJ such a 
weighty office. 180 

However, one suspects that in addition to the administrative weight of his 

new earldom, the negative reaction to his tenure as marshal also 

176 John Taylor, English Historical Literature in the Fourteenth Century. Oxford, 1987, p. 
317. 

177 8 May, 1377. E 403/461 (3); Foedera, iii, 1078. 

178 Chronicon Angliae, p. 108. See above, p. 45. 

179 See below, pp. 57-78. 
180 Chronicon Angliae, pp. 164-165. 
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contributed to his decision to resign. This decision did not mark the end of 
his either Percy's association or friendship with Gaunt. 

It was at the coronation of Richard II that Percy finally entered into 

the highest ranks of the English nobility. The day prior to the coronation 
itself, he rode alongside Gaunt through the streets of London, clearing a 

way through the crowds for Richard to proceed from the Tower to 
Westminster, where the prince had spent the night. 181 According to 

Walsingham, it was during this procession and subsequent events during 

the coronation celebration that Percy and Gaunt won back the support of 

the people. 

The marshal of England, who at the time was Lord Henry 
Percy, and the steward of the realm, that is to say the duke 
of Lancaster, accompanied by their knights and riding their 
huge, noble horses, advanced so as to make a way through 
the crowds for the king to pass without hindrance. In fact it 
happened that, though they had previously been feared not 
only by the people but also by magnates because of their 
great wealth and their host of flatterers, in this procession 
they acted so modestly, and instructed the crowds so 
respectfully and so courteously to make way for them, that 
no one in that great crowd was harmed by them either that 
day or the following day by word or by deed in any way at 
all. The result was that they gained the favour of almost all 
the common people, by whom they had previously been 

mistrusted and hated. 182 

On the day of the coronation itself, Percy was one of four men to be 

created earl. Thomas of Woodstock was created earl of Buckingham, 

Guichard d'Angle became earl of Huntingdon, John Mowbray earl of 

Nottingham and Percy was created earl of Northumberland. 183 

181 Gaunt and Percy were acting as steward and marshal, respectively. Chronicon Angliae, 

pp. 154-155 
182 Chronicon Angliae, pp. 154-155; Historia Anglicana, i, p. 331. 

183 Chronicon Angliae, p. 162. 
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While these new earldoms were fully justified, if not overdue, 184 they 

were not particularly fortunate ones, either for the new earls themselves or 
for the king. Woodstock would famously turn on his nephew and, as duke 

of Gloucester, be murdered in Calais as retribution for his opposition to 

the Ricardian court. Guichard d'Angle died less than three years after 
becoming earl of Huntingdon, and Mowbray, too, died childless in 1383 at 
the age of 27.185 And, in 1399, Percy would be one of the greatest 

supporters of Henry Bolingbroke in the revolution that removed Richard 

from the throne. 

Although this period saw the rise of Percy to new heights in the 

heart of the English political world, he did not abandon his power base in 

the north. He continued to be involved in commissions to enquire into 

breaches of the peace186 as well as commissions of oyer and terminer and 

of array, and he continued to serve as warden of the marches towards 

Scotland. 187 And, in spite of there being a truce agreed between England 

and the Scots, Percy also had occasion to be active militarily on the border. 

184 Woodstock was the young king's uncle, and the Percies and Mowbrays were both 

great northern families. It is likely that Percy's recent actions in support of Gaunt in the 
wake of the Good Parliament also influenced the decision to raise him to the earldom. 
While the elevation of Guichard d'Angle to the earldom of Huntingdon may have raised a 
few eyebrows, it was strictly an honorific title which was granted only for life in 

recognition of his services to the Edward III, the Black Prince, and to Richard himself, to 
whom d'Angle had been tutor and governor. CP, vi, p. 651. 

185 Although the earldom technically became extinct upon Nottingham's death, it was 
immediately conferred upon his brother Thomas. CP, p. 781. 

186 For example in June, 1376, he was commissioned to make enquiries concerning a 
jailbreak and subsequent assaults on the sheriff in Carlisle as well as an assault against 
the person and property of the prior of Gisburn, Lancashire. In the following months. 
Percy was part of commissions to enquire into several complaints in Westmorland, 
Yorkshire and Northumberland. CPR, 1374-1377, pp. 325,329-30,414,486; CPR, 
1377-1381, pp. 44,307,308. 

187 For the duration of the reign of Richard II, Percy would be appointed warden of one or 
both of the northern marches on an almost uninterrupted basis. R. L. Storev, `The 
Wardens of the Marches of England towards Scotland, 1377-1489' EHR, cclxxxv, 
October 1957, pp. 609-612. 
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In December, 1378, he had to re-take Berwick castle by force. 188 The 

castle had been lost after its captain, Robert Boynton, so angered one of 
his servants that he helped a group of Scots take the castle by surprise via 

an underground passage. When Percy heard of the loss of the castle, he 

hurried north to Berwick and demanded that the Scots immediately 

surrender and return the castle to his control, pointing out that it had 

been taken in violation of a truce which had been agreed between himself 

as warden of the march, and the king of Scots. By their reply, the Scots 

vividly illustrated the tremendous potential for chaos on the border, saying 

that 

they did not attend to the king of Scots, nor to him [Percy] 
nor to any other, but that they were men of war and of 
purchase, and therefore they would not deliver the castle to 
him, but retain it to their use and profit from it as they 
may. 189 

Percy, less than impressed with their response, immediately began 

operations to retake the castle. In less than two hours, his forces had 

retaken the castle, freed the prisoners taken by the Scots, and killed all 
but one of the Scots. 190 

The taking of Berwick was not an isolated example of violence on the 

border. In March, 1380, Percy was commissioned along with Ralph, baron 

of Greystoke, to compel 

188 This episode is mentioned in various sources including Chronicon Angliae, pp. 119- 
120; Historia Anglicana, vol. i, pp. 388-389; an English continuation of the Polychronicon 
(Joseph Lumby (ed. ) Polychronicon Ranulphi Higden Monachi Cestrensis. RS, 1882, vol. 
viii, p. 449); and was known to Roger Burtun, a clerk of York (James Raine (ed. ), 
Historical Papers and Letters from the Northern Registers. RS, 1873, pp. 419-420. 
However the best account is that found in Anonimalle, pp. 125-126. 

189 Anonimalle, p. 126. 
190 Thomas Banaster, a knight of the royal household who was with Percy at Berwick, 
had intervened to spare the life of one of the Scots. Anonimalle, p. 126. 
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all lay persons having lands and rents of inheritance in the 
county of Northumberland and liberty of Durham of the 
value of 100 marks and upwards to remain upon them; and 
also to see that all castles and fortalices within three or four 
leagues of the frontier are fortified, repaired, suitably 
manned and provisioned. 191 

This commission was made in response to a series of raids by the Scots 

who had taken advantage of the weakened state of the north of England in 

the wake of serious flooding as well as a revisitation of the plague. 192The 

so-called `fourth pestilence' first appeared in the south of England 

in 1374.193 By 1375 it had reached the `north country', finally arriving in 

York before Michaelmas, 1378 where it lingered for over a year. 194 

According to Walsingham, this outbreak of the plague was the worst the 

region had yet experienced, although he quickly added that the pestilence 

was as nothing compared to the Scottish raids that followed. 195 In addition 

to preparing the defences of the north by compelling landholders to remain 

on their lands, Percy was also appointed to examine the defences of 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, which had been reported to have suffered great 

losses as a result of the pestilence. 196 

The years leading up to the coronation of Richard II were crucial for 

the fortunes of Percy. Although he did not abandon his northern power 

base, it was at this time that he first moved from the periphery of the 

191 CPR, 1377-1381, p. 455. 
192 Chronicon Angliae, p. 109. 
193 `In this same year 1374 the fourth pestilence began in several towns towards the 

south of England, and lasted for a long time. ' Anonimalle, p. 77. 

194 Anonimalle, pp. 79,124. 
195 Historia Anglicana, i, p. 409. 
196 On 4 May, 1380, Percy, along with bishop Hatfield of Durham, Ralph de Euer, 

Bertram Monboucher, William Heselrigg and John de Mitford were commissioned to 

survey the town of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and its defences 'on supplication by the good 

men and burgesses that provision be made for their relief, as owing to the death of 6,054 

of them in the pestilence of the present year the remainder are oppressed by their 

expenses. ' CPR, 1377-1381. p. 510. 
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English political world to assume a more central and leading position. The 

confidence in Percy's abilities shown by the commons during the Good 

parliament of 1376 demonstrate that it was not only Gaunt who 

considered Percy worthy of consideration as a political ally. His elevation to 

the earldom of Northumberland was not only a recognition of his position 

of ascendancy on the Scottish marches and his growing power at the heart 

of the English political world. It was also a justification of the faith shown 

by the pope as early as 1373 in Percy's abilities to influence the course of 

the most important of political events. 

This period also represented something of a learning period for the 

new earl of Northumberland. Chastened by the reaction to his activities 

while marshal, he never again blindly followed the political lead of another. 

In years to come he refused to jeopardise his own position for the sake of 

the interests of Gaunt, or anyone else, and in times of crisis such as the 

Peasants' Revolt, the political crisis of 1386-8, and the turbulent years of 

1403-8, he acted very much as his own man. This, along with his 

increased participation in `national' political events, was the most 

significant result of these years in Percy's life. 
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Chapter Two: The 1380's and 1390's 

The Percy-Gaunt Dispute 

In the summer and autumn of 1381, a dispute erupted between two 

of the most powerful magnates in England, Henry Percy, earl of 
Northumberland and John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, bringing armed 

retinues to the streets of London and threatening the very stability of the 

realm. 197 Shocking as this situation was, it was made all the more so by 

what appeared to be a sudden and complete reversal of what had been a 
long-standing, friendly and co-operative relationship. From the time when 
he was a child, Percy had been very close to his Lancastrian cousins, 
having been partly raised in their household. 198His close ties to the house 

of Lancaster continued after the passing of duke Henry and rise of John of 
Gaunt to the duchy. 199 Also, in 1377 Percy and Gaunt were forced mid- 

meal to flee together across the Thames to escape a mob; and later as 

Marshall and Steward of England respectively, they battled crowd 

congestion and over-eager champions in an admirable attempt to keep the 

coronation of Richard II running as smoothly as possible. 20° In less than 

four years, however, their relationship took a dramatic turn for the worse 

as a result of a series of events, misunderstandings and overreactions that 

took place both during and after the Peasants' Revolt of 1381. 

From the outset of the uprising, Gaunt had been one of the principal 

targets of the rebels. His name was first on the list presented by the rebels 

to the King at Blackheath of those whose heads they were demanding, and 

197 Westminster p. 21; RP, iii, p. 98. 
198 Henry, 1St duke of Lancaster, father-in-law to John of Gaunt. Alnwick Chron, p. 42. 

199 Alnwick Chron, p. 43. John of Gaunt was created Duke of Lancaster 13 November, 

1362 at Westminster. Goodman, John of Gaunt, p. 43. 

200 Usk, pp. 7,8n., 9; Goodman, John of Gaunt, p. 61; Chronicon Angliae, pp. 123-124; 

Walsingham, Historia Anglicana, p. 337. 
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the Savoy, his magnificent London manor, was utterly demolished by the 

rebels. It was at the sacking of the Savoy that the rebels made the most 
dramatic demonstration of their utter contempt for the duke by destroying 

rather than looting the contents of what was then universally considered 
to be the finest private residence in all of England. 201 In his chronicle, 
Henry Knighton presented the most vivid description of the destruction of 
the Savoy, including the account of one among the commons who 

seized a fine piece of silver, and ran out with it in his bosom, 
but when someone saw it, and told the others they threw 
him and the plate together into the fire, crying that they 
were zealots for truth and justice, not thieves or robbers. 202 

The sheer violence and intensity of the hatred of the rebels for the 

duke led even those closest to him to be wary of offering assistance. For 

example, abbot Kereby of Leicester abbey, of which Gaunt was patron, 

refused to allow Gaunt's goods to be placed within the abbey's precinct for 

safekeeping, for fear of reprisals by the rebels. 203 Even more dramatically, 

Gaunt's own wife, the duchess Constance, was turned away from the gates 

of the duke's own castle of Pontefract. 204 Like abbot Kereby, the keeper of 

Pontefract was fearful of the wrath of the rebels, and the Duchess was 

forced to travel by night to the rather run-down and leaky Knaresborough 

201 Anonimalle, pp. 139,141-142; Knighton, pp. 215-217. 
202 Knighton, p. 215. Interestingly, this is not the only passage in which Knighton, 

however briefly, paints the rebels in something of a romantic light: `And when the 

commons of Kent and neighbouring parts found themselves so gravely harassed, and 
ever new and all but intolerable burdens laid upon them, without hope of redress, 
unable longer to bear the injury of such oppression, they conferred amongst themselves 
to discover what remedy or support they could devise... [they] began with the greatest 
triumph to assemble in their multitudes, glad that the day was come in which they could 
look to each other for relief from such oppressive need': Knighton, p. 209. 

203 Knighton, pp. 228-230. 
204 Gaunt's favourite castle north of the Trent. Goodman, John of Gaunt, p. 308. 
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castle, where she was at least more honourably, if less comfortably, 
received by the keeper Richard Brennand. 205 

At the time of the outbreak of the Peasants' revolt, John of Gaunt 

was on the Scottish marches negotiating an extension to the truce between 
England and Scotland. He had been appointed the king's lieutenant in the 

marches on 6 September 1380, a commission renewed on 2 May, 1381. As 
lieutenant, Gaunt had the authority to negotiate and enforce truces, as 

well as to supervise English defences on the marches towards Scotland. 206 

This clearly must have been seen by those - particularly Percy - who had 

previously held such powers as wardens of the marches, as a significant 
intrusion into their spheres of influence. For all his wealth, power and 

status, Gaunt was a relative outsider to the borders. 207 Suddenly, as a 

result of his appointment as lieutenant, the northern magnates found 

themselves subordinate to one who, with the notable exception of the 

castle of Dunstanburgh in Gaunt's barony of Embleton, lacked any 

significant territorial basis for his newly exalted position on the marches. 

John of Gaunt's appointment marked a significant shift in the 

structures of power in the far north. For example, on 8 November, 1380, 

Gaunt appointed his deputies Roger Clifford, Hugh Dacre, Matthew 

Redmane, Ralph de Euere, Gilbert de Culwen and John Thirwell to hold a 

march day to obtain `due and reasonable' compensation for infringements 

of a truce which had previously been agreed between Percy and Archibald 

205 `... le graunt toure et les autres tourres et maisons deinz nostre dit chastel de 
Knaresburgh enbusoignment grandement de plumbe et des autres reparillementz deinz 
brief temps pur eschivere greindre costages... ': John of Gaunt to Robert de Morton, 

receiver of Knaresborough. 2 June, 1381. JGR, 1379-1383, no. 542; Goodman, John of 
Gaunt, p. 309; Knighton, p. 230. The Anonimalle Chronicler suggests that the Duchess 

stayed briefly at Pontefract before leaving for Knaresborough because of doubts she had 
for her safety: Anonimalle, p. 153. Simon Walker, The Lancastrian Affinity 1361-1399 
(Oxford, 1990), p. 236. 

206 Goodman, John of Gaunt, p. 76; Rot Scot, ii, pp. 27-29.36; R. L. Storey. "The wardens 

of the Marches of England towards Scotland, 1377-1489" EHR, October 1957, pp. 595-6. 
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Douglas on the western March. 208 Percy, who had only recently been in a 
position to personally arrange and enforce such a truce with his Scottish 

counterparts, suddenly found himself having to not only pursue 

compensation through Gaunt, but to place his claims in the hands of 
Gaunt's deputies. 

Simon Walker has recently played down the role of John of Gaunt's 

appointment as lieutenant on the march in escalating tensions between 

Percy and Gaunt. 209 Walker's interpretation, however, has more to do with 

the confrontation between Percy and Gaunt at the council of 

Berkhampstead in August, 1381,210 than any tensions which may have 

been building between the two men in the period leading up to the 

Peasants' Revolt. Percy's violent eruption at the Berkhampstead council 

was certainly the immediate result of the charges of disobedience, betrayal 

and ingratitude which Gaunt was to lay before the king there, rather than 

any simmering resentment which he may have felt towards Gaunt. 211 

However, it is difficult to see how such an intrusion into his sphere of 

influence would not have alienated Percy to at least some degree in the 

months prior to the Peasants' Revolt. He was an extremely proud man who 

jealously guarded what he saw as his rightful position as a leading border 

magnate and it surely must have irritated him to be so suddenly relegated 

to a secondary, or, as in the case of the infringements of the Percy-Douglas 

truce noted above, a tertiary position. 

There was, however, no indication that Gaunt's newly exalted 

position on the marches was itself sufficient to threaten the destruction of 

207 For a discussion of the English Lancastrian estates, see Armitage-Smith, John of 
Gaunt, pp. 214-229, also map facing p. 218. 

208 JGR, 1379-83, no. 1206. Archibald `The Grim' Douglas would become the 3rd earl 
Douglas in 1389. Michael Brown, The Black Douglases (East Linton, 1998), p. 88. 

209 Simon Walker, "Letters to the Dukes of Lancaster in 1381 and 1399" EHR, January 

1991, p. 73. 
210 See below, p. 73. 
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the long-standing friendship and working partnership which had for so 
long existed between the earl and duke. Nor did Gaunt's appointment 

occasion the exclusion of Percy from marcher offices. Apart from the 

period 7 December 1379 to 10 March 1380, when only gentry served as 

wardens of the marches to the total exclusion of all magnates, Percy was 
the senior warden on the east march from 16 July 1377 to 16 December, 

1381.212 Although Percy surely would have resented Gaunt's intrusion, 

this resentment alone would not have been sufficient to provoke Percy to 

attack Gaunt. It may, however, have made him less than eager to place 
himself in harm's way to protect the Duke. And, this was exactly what 
Gaunt was seeking in June 1381. 

According to the chronicler Thomas Walsingham, news of the revolt 

first reached John of Gaunt prior to the conclusion of negotiations on 18 

June 1381, a view echoed by Henry Knighton. Although the Anonimalle 

chronicler states that the Duke first received the news while travelling 

back to England after concluding the negotiations, Walsingham's and 

Knighton's versions seem far more plausible. Not only was Walsingham 

ideally placed for news gathering at St Albans, Knighton, too, was 

exceptionally well placed at Leicester to collect information from his 

Lancastrian patrons. There were also hints contained in entries in John of 

Gaunt's Register which supported this version of events. On 17 June, he 

sent several orders which indicate that he was shifting his household 

north from Leicester to Pontefract, presumably to distance it from the 

uprising in the south. 213 

211 Historia Anglicana, p. 44. 
212 Storey, "Wardens", pp. 609-610 
213 The earls and dukes of Lancaster were patrons of Knighton's abbey, St Mary of the 

Meadows, Leicester. Antonia Gransden, Historical Writing in England II c. 1307 to the 

Early Sixteenth Century (London, 1982), pp. 178-181: Anonimalle, p. 152: JGR, 1379- 

1383 nos. 541.55 1; Historia Anglicana, pp. 41-2; Knighton, p. 233. Walter Bower also 
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Another reason to prefer the chronology suggested by Walsingham 
and Knighton to that of the Anonimalle chronicler was the timing of the 
arrival of a royal sergeant-at-arms from London bearing news of the 
uprising. The sergeant-at-arms left London for the north on 11 June, and 
returned to the city on the 22nd. 214 To make this round trip in 12 days was 
impressive indeed. Considering the distance from London to Berwick' 15 

and allowing a rate of travel of up to 50 miles per day, 216 he must have 

arrived in Berwick on the 17th. Any earlier or later would require one leg of 
the journey to have been completed in five or less days, a seemingly 
impossible task. It is clear, therefore that the duke was aware by 17 June 

that something was happening in the south which posed a potential threat 

to the stability of the realm in general as well as to his own interests in 

particular, but he could not possibly have yet grasped the magnitude of 
that threat. 

On 11 June, the day the sergeant-at-arms left London for the north, 

the rebels were still two days removed from their domination of London 

and the destruction of the Savoy, and three removed from the executions 

of the Archbishop of Canterbury and his fellow victims. Because of this, 

Gaunt's initial reaction to the news of the revolt was, as would be expected 

for such an experienced man, swift, yet calm and measured. Prudent 

delights in telling of the duke receiving the news of the revolt on his way back to 
England, then `humbly' asking for asylum from the Scots in something of a state of 
panic. Again, there is no reason to prefer this version to those of Knighton and 
Walsingham. Walter Bower (eds. A. B Scott and D. E. R. Watt), Scotichronicon (Aberdeen, 
1996), vol. 7, p. 391. 

214 Walker, "Letters" p. 70n. 
215 Approximately 340 miles today. Depending on routes available, it may of course have 

been a greater or lesser distance in 1381. 
216 Norbert Ohler (trans. Caroline Hillier) The Medieval Traveller (Woodbridge, 1989), p. 

101. Ohler gives the distance a mounted courier with a change of horses could cover in a 
day as 30-50 miles. This chronology is also supported by events in 1403. On 14 
September 1403, the battle of Homildon Hill was fought. Following the battle, Percv 

wrote to the King with news of the victory. It was not until six days later on 20 
September that the king was able to relate the news to his council: SC 1/ 57 no. 122. 
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precautions were called for, but there was as yet no cause for alarm. He 

ordered the victualling and garrisoning of several of his castles both in 
Wales and in the north of England, yet was careful not to betray his 

anxiety to the Scots while negotiations were still underway. 217 

Gaunt in fact appears to have remained ignorant of the full gravity of 
the situation to the south until at least 20 or 21 June. Following the 

conclusion of the negotiations on 18 June, he moved his household from 

Berwick, which had served as his base during his stay on the March, to 
Bamburgh, from where he continued to conduct routine duchy 

business. 218 Sometime on 20 or 21 June, however, sufficient news of the 

rebellion must have filtered up to Bamburgh to cause genuine concern. By 

22 June, Gaunt had both obtained a safe conduct from the earl of 
Carrick, 219 and had received the less than welcome news that Percy was 

unwilling to open his doors to the duke. 220 

This message was delivered by Sir John Hothum and Thomas 

Motherby, messengers sent by Percy to locate the duke. Sir John's family 

were long time tenants of the Percy manor of Topcliffe in the North riding 

of Yorkshire, and appear to have maintained quite close ties to their Percy 

lords well into the fifteenth century. 221 Apart from his serving as a witness 

to a charter of enfeoffment dating from 1383, however, there is no evidence 

217 The castles in question were: White Castle, Skenfrith, Grosemond, Tutbury and 
Tickhill. JGR, 1379-1383, nos. 530-536; HA, pp. 41-2; Knighton, p. 233. 

218 JGR 1379-1383, nos. 537-539,1097,1176-1177. For Gaunt's Movements during this 
period, see map above, p. xi. 

219 The son of Robert II of Scotland and future Robert III of Scotland. JGR 1379-1383, no. 
1186. 

220 Percy had previously invited the duke to dine with him at Alnwick. Anonimalle, p. 152; 
Knighton, p. 233. 

221 As early as January 1303, a John Hothum was witness to a grant by which Henry 
Percy, great-grandfather to the first earl, gave the manor of Pocklington, the advowson of 
the church of Nafferton, and some land, to the Abbot of Melsa. M. T. Martin (ed. ) The 
Percy Chartulary (Surtees Society, cxviii, 1911), pp. 43-44,116,213-214,228,230,233: 
Walker, "Letters", p. 72 n.; A later Sir John Hothum (d. 1460) was still receiving `fees' 
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of his having served Percy in any official capacity following the delivery of 
this message to Gaunt. 222 

His colleague Thomas Motherby, however, not only appeared 
frequently alongside Percy in various land dealings, he also received 

commissions and held offices of his own right. The most common way in 

which he was associated with Percy appears to have been as attorney or 

mainpernor. On several occasions between 1375 and 1380, lands were 

committed to Percy by mainprise of Thomas Motherby, among others. 223 In 

addition, just months before the outbreak of the Peasants' Revolt, 

Motherby acted as mainpernor along with Hugh Ardern, another Percy 

retainer, and Percy himself, for the commitment of the keeping of alien 

churches in Scarborough to one Brother Peter of Newcastle. 224 

As well as being active alongside Percy, Motherby also went on to 

hold several positions of responsibility of his own right. In 1384, he served 

as MP for Northumberland in the parliament summoned to meet at 

Salisbury on 29 April. 225 His other positions focused specifically on the city 

of Newcastle upon Tyne. On 11 April, 1389 he was appointed along with 

Matthew Redmane, 226 Thomas Umfraville, John Mitford, Sampson Harding 

and Henry Byngfeld to 

from the Percies as late as 1453-54: J. M. W. Bean, The Estates of the Percy Family 1416- 
1537 (Oxford, 1958), pp. 92 n. 1,97. 

222 CCR, 1381-85, p. 403. Although not serving Percy directly, Hotham was later involved 
in an enquiry touching Percy's affairs. He, along with John de Aske, William de Holme 
and Hugh de Arderne were `appointed to enquire by jury of the county of York how a 
barge called 'la Christofre' of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and which Henry de Percy, earl of 
Northumberland, gave into the custody of one Robert Aldere, was lost and broken up, by 

whose default and when, and into whose hands its tackle and furniture and cargo have 

come. ' 22 May, 1392: CPR 1391-96, p. 87. 
223 CFR, 1369-77, p. 306; CFR, 1377-83, pp. 126,137,195. 
224 CFR, 1377-83, p. 253. 
225 Charles Henry Hunter Blair (ed. ), "Members of Parliament for Northumberland 

(September 1327 - September 1399)" AA, Fourth Series, Vol. XI (1934) pp. 71-72. 

226 One of Gaunt's retainers sent on 8 November, 1380, to hold a march day to seek 

compensation from the Scots for violations of a truce. Above, p. 59. 
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survey from time to time all vessels called `keles' used for 
measuring sea coal at Newcastle upon Tyne and the 
neighbourhood which should be of a certain size according 
to age and custom, but which dimensions certain 
extortioners there for their private gain are using in selling 
coal to the deceit of the people, and order to amend or 
destroy all such vessels, punishing those who use them. 227 

Considering the importance of the coal trade to Newcastle, 228 this was 

anything but an insignificant commission. In December of the same year, 

Motherby was appointed along with Percy's son Hotspur, and others, to 

enquire into a complaint by certain Newcastle burgesses that some of their 

fellow citizens had not contributed their share to the upkeep of the city's 

defences. In addition, they were to determine whether those sums that had 

already been levied had been properly applied towards improving the 

fortifications of the city. He must have impressed in his execution of these 

commissions, for on 30 November 1390, he was appointed 

to the office of controller of customs and subsidies of wools, 
hides and wool-fells in the port of Newcastle upon Tyne, on 
the condition that he writes the roll in his own hand and 
execute the office in person ... 

229 

Percy's messengers appear, therefore to have been both well known to him 

and well trusted by him. Particularly in the case of Motherby, in view of 

the trust placed in him first by Percy and later by the King himself, it is 

somewhat surprising to find that Hothum and Motherby were later 

accused of having blatantly exceeded their brief in delivering their message 

227 CpR, 1388-92, p. 30. The coal trade was vital to the Newcastle economy, and 

corruption and dishonesty within the trade was a persistent problem, as shown by a 
petition brought before parliament in 1421. This called for the carrying capacity of all 
keels to be inspected and clearly marked on the hulls of the ships themselves, as the 

problems which led to Motherby's commission in 1389 had not yet been eliminated. 
Gilliam Hutchinson, Medieval Ships and Shipping (London, 1994), pp. 95-96; RP, vol. 4, 

p. 148. For a description of keels, see Hutchinson, Medieval Ships and Shipping, pp. 5- 

10. 
228Richard Lomas, County of Conflict: Northumberland from Conquest to Civil War (East 

Linton, 1996), pp. 94-96 
229 CPR, 1388-92, p. 356. 
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to Gaunt. In doing so, they risked not only the wrath of the duke, but that 

of their own patron Percy as well. There is of course also the possibility 

that along with the credence, Percy gave Hothum and Motherby verbal 
instructions to the effect that Gaunt was to be made to understand in no 

uncertain terms that he was neither safe nor welcome in Northumberland. 

There was however no evidence to support this assertion, so the question 

of the messengers' motives, instructions and, indeed, the message itself 

must remain open. 

Exactly where and when Gaunt was told by Percy's messengers that 

Percy's earlier offer of hospitality had been withdrawn is uncertain. While 

Knighton asserts that their meeting took place virtually at the gates of 

Alnwick, where Gaunt had expected to be welcomed and entertained by 

the earl, other chroniclers are less specific. 23o Whether the meeting took 

place at Alnwick, Bamburgh or at some point in between, and whether it 

was on 20 or 21 June is, perhaps, less important than what actually 

transpired at the meeting, and the repercussions thereof. 

Any attempt to determine just what was said to Gaunt by Hothum 

and Motherby must begin with the credence given by Percy, with the 

agreement of the Bishop of Hereford and earl of Stafford, to his 

messengers. It reads as follows: 

This schedule was delivered in parliament by Moderby, 

esquire, saying that it was his credence and that he had 
declared this credence, and no other. 

The credence recounted to the duke of Lancaster by Sir 
John Hothum and [Thomas] Motherby is as follows. 

My Lord. The lords of Hereford, Stafford and 
Northumberland recommend themselves to you and send to 

you that having regard to both the privy seal letters directed 

to the earl of Northumberland and to the news recounted to 

230 Walker, "Letters", p. 70. Walsingham ignores altogether the confrontation between the 

messengers and Gaunt. Histona Anglicana, pp. 42-43. 
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him by one of his valets being among the commons at 
London the day of Corpus Christi and the next day 
following231 until the hour of None, their counsel is that, 
failing better advice from your knights and esquires, you 
maintain yourself in the castle of Bamburgh and stay there 
for a time until you should be well informed of the condition 
of the king and of the business of the Commons. 232 

This is hardly the rude, brusque message one would expect to be 

necessary to shatter such an apparently strong association and to trigger 

such a significant dispute. Percy, as well as, significantly, the Bishop of 
Hereford and earl of Stafford, 233 appear simply to have been urging caution 

on the part of Gaunt, saying that unless he had better advice from his own 

advisors, they would urge him to stay at Bamburgh until he was better 

and more fully informed as to the situation in the south. There was no 

mention in this credence of a refusal to show hospitality nor of a refusal to 

allow Gaunt entry into any castle in Percy's keeping. This however was 

exactly what Knighton claimed was the message delivered by Hothum and 

Motherby. 234 

The advice given by Percy, Hereford and Stafford in the credence was 

in fact remarkably level-headed considering that Percy's spy had been 

present in London not only at the time of the sacking of the Savoy, the 

priory of St. John at Clerkenwell and the manor of Highbury, but also at 

231 Thursday, 13 and Friday, 14 June 1381. 
232 `Ceste cedule fust liveree en parlemen' par Moderly esquier en disant qe ce fu sa 

credence et celle credence it dist et nul autre. La credence countee al duk de Lancastre 
par Mons' Johan de Hothum et Motherby est tiel. Mons[ire]. Les sires de Hereford, 
Stafford et Northumbr' ses recomaundent a vous et vous envoient que eiant regarde 
sibien as lettres du privee seal directez au count de Northumbr' come as novelx as luy 

countez par un de ses varletz esteant entre les Comunes a Londres le four de Corpore 
Christi et lendemayn proschein ensuiant tanque a heure de None, lour counsaille est 
sanz meillour avys de vos chivaliers et esquiers que vous vous reteignez en le chastell de 
Bamburgh et y demorer pur un temps tanque vous soiez bien appris del estate du rov et 
del affaire des Comunes': PRO C. 49/12/1 1, Walker, "Letters", pp. 68-69. 

233 Hereford and Stafford were John of Gaunt's fellow commissioners at the recent march 
day: Rot. Scot. ii, pp. 35-36; PRO E403/484; PRO E364/ 15 m. 5; PRO E364/ 16 m. 2; 
Walker, "Letters", p. 68. 
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the time of the executions of the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Treasurer 

of England, William Appleton, a surgeon to the duke of Lancaster, one 
Richard Somenour and John Legg, a royal sergeant-at-arms. 235 As well as 
news of actual events in London, Percy's valet would surely have 

acquainted him with the many rumours concerning Gaunt that were 
circulating at the time. Among these were rumours that Gaunt's southern 
castles - including Leicester - lay in ruins, and that two bands of armed 

rebels, each 10,000-strong, were scouring the country for him. It had also 
been rumoured in the south that Gaunt was leading an army of 20,000 

Scots south against the king. Although the Scots had in fact offered an 

army for Gaunt to lead against the rebels, he had rejected the offer with 
the boast that if such an army entered England, `... they would find fighting 

enough before ever they reached York' and that, should they attempt to 

march into England, they would soon be made a laughing stock, even 

though there may be twice as many of them. 236 

In addition to the disturbing news from the south and the many 

rumours circulating concerning Gaunt, there was also the question of the 

privy seal letters mentioned in the credence. Although their exact contents 

remain unknown, it is possible that they were letters sent by the king at 

the insistence of the rebels, and as such they would have no doubt bode ill 

for Gaunt, their principal target. 237 As Percy would later produce these 

letters in Parliament in an attempt to explain his actions, 238 it is apparent 

that they contained some information or instructions which justified his 

hesitation to offer support to Gaunt. However well or poorly informed 

Gaunt may have been at this time, Percy, Hereford and Stafford were 

234 Knighton, pp. 234-235. 
235 Anonimalle, p. 145; W. C., pp. 5-7 and 7n.. 
236 Armitage-Smith, John of Gaunt, pp. 250-251; Goodman, John of Gaunt, p. 81: HA, pp. 

42-43: Walker, "Letters", p. 71. 
237 Above, pp. 57-59; Goodman, John of Gaunt, p. 82. 
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becoming all too painfully aware of the growing extent of the emergency to 
the south. 

But what exactly was the message delivered to Gaunt? The available 

evidence suggests that Percy's envoys had seriously overstepped their 
bounds when delivering their message to the Duke. First, although there 

was no threat of exclusion from Percy-controlled castles contained in the 

credence itself, Knighton was very clear in his assertion that this threat 

had indeed been made. Indeed, Gaunt did ultimately decide that it was 

necessary for him to seek shelter with his recent adversaries in Scotland. 

However, even had Percy refused to admit Gaunt into any castle which he 

controlled, the Lancastrian stronghold of Dunstanburgh was close at 
hand, standing as it does on the coast between Alnwick and Bamburgh. 

Although its defences may well have been less than 100% intact at that 

time, 239 it was nonetheless an imposing structure and must have been a 

tempting option for the duke. For Gaunt to decide to flee to Scotland, it 

would appear that Hothum and Motherby made some sort of threat or 

innuendo regarding the Duke's safety in England which was not explicit in 

the credence itself. This view is also supported by the fact that when the 

Percy/ Gaunt dispute finally came before parliament in November 1381, 

Gaunt was particularly incensed at the two messengers, seeking and 

obtaining their imprisonment in the Tower. The Anonimalle chronicler is 

explicit in saying that Gaunt sought their imprisonment for having said 

more to him than had been authorized. 240 

238 Below, p. 75. 
239 During the years 1380-81, Gaunt was experiencing some difficulties with John Lewvn, 

the mason he had hired on to improve the castle's defences in 1380: Goodman, John of 
Gaunt, pp. 309-310. 

240 "En quel temps monsire Johan de Hothum, chivaler, et Thomas de Motherby esquier, 
furont mys en le toure de Loundres en prisone pur mesme la cause al suv-t del duc et en 

eese de son coer, qare ils furont messagiers al duc depar le count par lettres de 

credence; et come fuit mys sour eux ils dissoient al duc plus qils ne furont charges": 
Anoniinalle., p. 155. 
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However, another intriguing possibility raised by Knighton's 

chronology of events is that Gaunt expected to be turned away by Percy, 

and made preparations to turn this possibility to his advantage: 

Meanwhile he did all that he could to bring to a conclusion 
the business for which he had come, for the two sides were 
close to an agreement. That business done, and indentures 
drawn up and sealed, he first asked the Scots for permission 
to return to Scotland, and to spend some time there if he 
should wish to do so, and to come and go with his retinue 
as he wished, for the Scots had not yet learned the reasons 
for his requests. Those matters arranged as he wished, he 
then assembled his council and household, and told them of 
the calamity that had befallen the south of England. 241 

From this it is absolutely clear that Knighton believed Gaunt to have 

applied for his safe conduct well before the confrontation with Percy's 

messengers. 

In the credence given by Percy to his messengers, it is plainly stated 
that Percy's actions were based in part on the information received from a 

spy present among the commons on 13 and 14 June. Allowing a minimum 

of six days for the trip from London to Alnwick242 the earliest Percy could 

have received the news from his spy was 20 June. As the negotiations for 

the extension of the truce were concluded on 18 June, Knighton's 

sequence of events had Gaunt requesting his safe conduct two days before 

any possible encounter with Percy or his agents. If his account is to be 

believed, Gaunt either had an incredibly convenient and coincidental 

desire to visit Scotland, or he foresaw some eventuality which would 

require his hasty removal from the country. 

Walsingham's account of Gaunt's movements and motives at this 

time was rather less specific than that of Knighton. He agreed with 

Knighton that Gaunt accelerated the negotiations upon hearing of the 

24 1 Knighton, p. 233. 
242 Above, p. 62. 
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uprising in the south, and that, by granting what Walsingham viewed as 
extraordinary concessions, the truce was extended before the Scots 

received news of the troubles. 243 He does not, however say that Gaunt 

requested his safe conduct prior to the Scots learning of the revolt. Rather, 

he states that 

... 
because he [Gaunt] perceived the doubtful loyalty of many 

who found their devotion to him had decayed, such as the 
earl of Northumberland, also other knights who had custody 
of castles in those parts, moreover, knights of his own table, 
and indeed almost all of his household, since in the face of 
terror of the aforesaid tumult they had melted away to such 
an extent that only a few stood with him - having heard 
without doubt that the king, led by fear, had agreed to have 
given to the commons at their request the body of their lord 
the Duke - he [Gaunt] asked the leader of the Scots, 
whether, if they esteemed him as they said, they would 
grant to him a safe conduct in their lands244 

According to Walsingham, therefore, Gaunt suspected that Percy's loyalty 

was anything but certain. What was unclear was just why this was so, and 

exactly when he came to this conclusion. Did he, as Knighton's account 

suggests, simply suspect that Percy would not support him? Or had he 

already met with Hothum and Motherby and come to the realisation that it 

would be both unsafe and unwise for him to remain in England? 

Assuming that, as Knighton claims, Gaunt asked for the safe 

conduct immediately following the conclusion of negotiations on 18 June, 

there remains an unexplained four day delay between the making of the 

request and the earl of Carrick's issuing the safe conduct on 22 June in 

Melrose. 245 Carrick and Gaunt were both present when the truce was 

243 Walsingham both justified these concessions and criticized Gaunt by writing: "But the 

extraordinary circumstances of the aforesaid uprising accounts for the extraordinary 

nature of this concession, for it would justifiably have caused anybody, even the most 

worthy of people, to have been confused and terrified. " Historia Anglicana, pp. 41-2. 

244 Historia Anglicana, p. 42. 
245 JGR 1379-1383, no. 1186. 
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concluded, 246 so there should have been no time lost in locating and 
petitioning the earl. Although it would have been understandable for 
Carrick to check his own intelligence before issuing such a pass, four days 
does seem a rather long delay. Because of the unexplained gap between 

the conclusion of the truce and Carrick's issuing of the safe conduct, 
Knighton's chronology must be suspect. It is most likely that, rather than 

anticipating Percy's decision to withdraw his offer of hospitality and 

requesting the safe conduct prior to the conclusion of negotiations, Gaunt 

made his request after having already met Hothum and Motherby, 

probably on 20 or 21 June. It is possible that they could have met late on 
20 June, but 21 June is the more likely of the two dates. This allows six 
days for the messenger from London to reach Alnwick, and one for Percy, 

Stafford and Hereford to consider the news and prepare the credence, and 
for Hothum and Motherby to locate Gaunt. 

The encounter between Gaunt and Percy's messengers marked only 

the beginning of their dispute. Things began to get truly out of hand at a 

series of councils held by king Richard between August and October 1381. 

At the first of these, held at Reading on 4 August, Gaunt accused Percy of 

having been `not only disobedient, but unfaithful and ungrateful as well' 

towards him during the summer crisis. 247 The language used by Gaunt in 

making these accusations against Percy illustrated the extent to which this 

was very much a personal, as well as simply a political dispute. Gaunt had 

clearly been deeply hurt by what he saw as his cousin's betrayal of their 

friendship. Emotions continued to run high following the Reading council, 

leading to a violent confrontation between Gaunt and Percy during a feast 

held at Westminster on 15 August. 

246 Stephen Boardman, The Early Stewart Kings: Robert II and Robert III (East Linton, 
1996), p. 117. 
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In the wake of the duke's accusations against Percy, their failure to 

subsequently settle the dispute, and what appeared to be a rapidly 
deteriorating situation, the king had summoned the earl and duke to a 
council to be held at Berkhampstead on 9 October, which was intended 

... to reconcile the duke of Lancaster and the earl of 
Northumberland, who, from having been close friends, had 
for particular reasons become deadly enemies. The king 
therefore sought by interposing the efforts of his magnates 
to recall hearts warped by passion to the proper courses of 
harmony and peace, lest intensified ill-feeling between the 
estranged nobles should cause the sparks of sedition, still 
smouldering, to be fanned into a blaze which would destroy 
the whole of England: but when the assiduity of the 
councillors had been exhausted in vain endeavour the two 
disputants departed in undiminished, or even increased, 
hostility. 248 

At Westminster, the king had intervened on Percy's behalf, making excuses 

for him and asking that his uncle Gaunt contain his anger. At 

Berkhampstead, however, Percy was about to allow no one to speak for 

him, nor was he prepared to remain silent. In reply to Gaunt's 

accusations, he loosed a volley of verbal abuse that very nearly led to the 

former friends partaking of a judicial duel. 249 Much more importantly, his 

outrageous outburst and his refusal to obey the king's order to remain 

silent so enraged Richard that Percy found himself `arrested as being guilty 

of lese-majeste. '250 He was in fact only released after the earls of Warwick 

and Suffolk stood surety for him and guaranteed that he would come to 

the next Parliament to answer the charges against him. 251 

Even with this very serious charge of lese-majeste having been made 

against him, Percy did anything but shy away from further confrontation 

247 Armitage-Smith, John of Gaunt, p. 255, Goodman, John of Gaunt, p. 89; HA, p. 44. 

248 Westminster., p. 21. 
249 Goodman, John of Gaunt, p. 89: W. C., p. 21. 

250 Historic Anglicana. p. 44. 
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with the duke. In the days leading up to the parliament, the 
gamesmanship continued: 

Around the feast of all saints, there came to Parliament at 
London the barons and commons of the realm; to which the 
Duke came with such a large number of armed men that it 
would be difficult to count. And the earl brought as large a 
number from the north and he came into London. The Duke 
however, considering the loyalty of the Londoners suspect, 
because of their inveterate hatred, did not deem the 
hospitality of London safe. The Earl, however, confidently 
entered into the city with his people; they were immediately 
accepted with favour by the citizens, who met them on 
horseback, giving sumptuous gifts to them, offering 
hospitality to his people, and pasture, which they owned 
around the city, for the cattle which they had brought with 
them for so great a household, and, if it was required, 
promising their loyal help. At that time therefore the earl 
was seen to have a very strong body of supporters as well as 
the favour of the Londoners, and at that time was thought to 
be much stronger than the party of the Duke. 252 

Finally, in a blatant attempt to win over the city, Percy became a citizen of 

London 

... providing thereby further occasion for strife, for the 
burning resentment which had long and intensely inflamed 
the hearts of the Londoners against the duke took fresh 
sustenance from the alliance thus concluded. 253 

With both Percy and Gaunt coming to parliament with sizeable bodies of 

armed retainers, Richard found it necessary to issue an injunction that 

none from either side should come armed to parliament, again illustrating 

the extraordinary extent to which this dispute had escalated. 254 This 

injunction having been given, the parliament then proceeded to consider 

the dispute in a somewhat more secure, if no less tense, atmosphere. 

251 Historia Anglicana, p. 44. 
252 Historia Anglicana, pp. 44-45. 

253 Westminster, p. 21. 
2-54 Anonimalle., p. 155; HA, p. 44: Westminster, pp. 21-23. 
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First to speak was Gaunt, who began by reciting his grievances 

against Percy, who was obliged by the king to remain silent and to prepare 
his answers for the following day. 255 When he was given an opportunity to 

answer, Percy first repeated `en bone forme' the charges made against him 

by Gaunt, then produced the four privy seal letters which had been sent to 

him in June, at the time of the Peasants' Revolt. Although we do not now 

know the contents of these letters, it is certain that they contained 

information or instructions which Percy felt justified his actions of 21-22 

June. 256 

The following day, Gaunt brought a new series of charges against 

Percy, against which the Anonimalle Chronicler felt Percy defended himself 

well. Gaunt also had his revenge against the messengers Hothum and 

Motherby, when he requested and obtained that they both be imprisoned 

in the Tower for having overstepped the bounds of their credence. 257 

Parliament having `... been uselessly extended for a long time on 

account of the aforesaid dispute, '258 and both sides having had, over the 

preceding five days, an opportunity to air their grievances and make their 

defences, the king finally took their complaints into his hands. On 9 

November, Percy brought proceedings to a close, and his dispute with 

Gaunt to a formal end when he knelt before the King and offered the 

following apology: 

My most honourable liege lord [Richard], whereas in your 
high and honourable presence at Berkhampstead, without 
leave or license from you, my liege lord, I offended you by 

my ignorance, in answering my lord of Spain [Gaunt], here 

present, otherwise than I should in reason have done and in 

255 Anonimalle, pp. 154-155. 
256 Anonimalle, p. 155. 
25' Anonimalle, p. 155. Interestingly, being committed to the Tower does not seem to have 

greatly harmed the careers of Hothum and Motherby, nor did it end their associations 

with Percy. See above, pp. 63-65. 

258 Historia Anglicana, p. 45. 
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throwing down my gage before him, I submit myself to your 
grace and ordinance, and pray that you pardon my offence. 

And my lord of Spain [Gaunt], whereas at Berkhampstead in 
the presence of my most redoubtable lord the king, I, by my 
ignorance, gave answer otherwise than I should have done 
to you, my lord, who are son to my redoubtable lord the 
king, whom God absolve, and uncle to my redoubtable liege 
lord the king, here present, and so high person and of such 
very noble and royal blood as you are, my lord. And also to 
you, my lord, who are the greatest lord and the highest 
person of the realm after my liege lord the king, here 
present, and I of your blood and alliance, having thrown 
down my gage before you in the presence of my liege lord the 
king, here present, I beg your pardon and your honourable 
lordship. 

My liege lord, as to the disobedience towards you, God 
knows that it was never my wish nor my intention to 
disobey in any way your royal majesty. And if there was any 
[disobedience] through ignorance, I submit myself to your 
gracious ordinance. 

My lord of Spain, if any disobedience was done to you 
through ignorance or otherwise, that was not my intent and 
I pray that you will pardon me your anger. 

And as to the other matter concerning the disloyalty charged 
against me, I was not always so wise or well advised to 
always do what is best, and in so much as I have not carried 
out my duty to your lordship as naturally and fully as I 
could have done and as I was bound to do, it weighs heavily 
on me and I beg your good lordship, which I desire with all 
my heart. 259 

Note that this apology dealt almost entirely with the events at 

Berkhampstead, and not the original cause of the dispute - Percy's refusal 

of hospitality during the peasants' revolt. In fact it is only the last 

paragraph - the `other matter' - which referred to the events of June. The 

previous four paragraphs were all concerned with offence given to both the 

259 JGR, no. 1243. For original French text, see below, pp. 303-304. 
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king and the duke by Percy's actions at Berkhampstead. Clearly, it was 
Percy's public outburst against Gaunt at Berkhampstead which most 
offended the duke. By acting in such a manner before the king, and 
ignoring his commands to remain silent, Percy had drawn his ire as well, 
and it was this which necessitated such an abject apology. 

Who then was to blame for this dispute? In considering Percy's 

actions of 21-22 June, we have to remember that he was both ill informed 

of events in the south, and unsure of the king's attitude towards John of 
Gaunt. 260 At that time, the only definite information he had concerning the 

Peasants' Revolt was that the commons had taken control of London, 

burnt the Savoy as well as other great manors, and executed, among 

others, the Archbishop of Canterbury. If that were not bad enough, he 

would have been all too familiar with the various rumours which were 

circulating throughout the kingdom at that time. Finally, there is also the 

question of the privy seal letters which Percy referred to in the credence, 

and presented to parliament in his own defence. Under these 

circumstances, if the terms spelled out in the credence were to be taken as 

Percy's intended message to Gaunt, it is difficult to fault his judgement. 

Ignorant of the true extent of the danger to the south, but aware that 

something very serious and potentially disastrous was taking place, his 

advice to lay low was prudent indeed. This advice had also been given with 

the agreement of the earl of Stafford and bishop of Hereford. Exactly what 

Hothum and Motherby said to Gaunt, we shall likely never know, but it is 

apparent that their message was sufficient both to drive Gaunt to seek 

refuge in Scotland and to draw his ire in Parliament. 

For his part, Gaunt must be excused for being offended at his former 

ally's refusal to honour an earlier offer of hospitality. Percy's failure to 

stand by their friendship and offer his support came not only as a political 

260 Walker, "Letters", p. 72. 
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disappointment, but a personal shock and affront to his honour as well. 
However, his stubborn refusal to listen to Percy's explanations was itself 

responsible for Percy's remarkable outburst at Berkhampstead and the 

subsequent parliamentary drama. 

Both men had been placed in extremely difficult and uncertain 

situations. Neither could be sure about the course of events six days 

removed to the south, nor could either be certain of the other's motivation 

or status, let alone the attitude of the king. In such a situation, Gaunt's 

usurpation of what Percy had considered to be rightfully his own position 

of prominence on the marches may have acted as the proverbial last straw. 

Unsure as he was of the king's disposition towards Gaunt, Percy would 

have had little inclination to risk not only his own standing with Richard, 

but in view of the news and rumours which he had received, his own 

personal safety as well, for the sake of someone he felt was intruding in his 

rightful sphere of influence. Had Percy been better informed of events in 

the south, and, particularly, of the king's disposition towards Gaunt, he 

might well have reacted more hospitably to Gaunt. As it was, jealousy 

combined with uncertainty to make such a course of action appear rather 

less than desirable, a situation which in turn led to the escalation of this 

remarkable dispute. 
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Withdrawal from the North 

During the political crisis which so divided the English political 

world in 1386-88, Percy was able to maintain a remarkably neutral stance. 
While the two rival factions brought the realm to the brink of civil war, 
Percy was able to maintain a largely independent stance which freed him 

to act in a conciliatory role. The reason for this lay in the years prior to the 

crisis itself, during which Percy concentrated largely on affairs - both his 

own and those of the realm - in the far north of the country. Apart from 

1383, when he spent a great deal of time with the king and court, Percy 

concentrated almost exclusively on affairs on the northern marches during 

the years leading up to the political crisis of 1386-1388. 

There were several reasons for his concentration on northern affairs 
during these years. First was his dispute with John of Gaunt in the wake 

of the Peasants' Revolt of 1381. Just as the reaction to his association with 

Gaunt in 1376-77 had taught Percy the dangers of blindly following the 

political lead of another, his dispute with Gaunt must surely have been a 

chastening experience. Having been charged with lese-majeste, and only 

escaping the severe consequences which such a charge could bring by 

making a humiliating apology to both Gaunt and the king before 

parliament, Percy would have been less than eager to spend any more time 

at court than was absolutely necessary. 

In addition to any possible hesitancy on the part of Percy to involve 

himself in court politics, it is apparent that he was rather less in favour at 

court following this dispute than had been the case prior to the Percy- 

Gaunt dispute. For example, for nearly two years following the dispute, 

Percy was excluded from the office of trier of petitions in parliament. From 

1376, when he was summoned to parliament as lord Percy, to November 

1380, Percy was a constant presence as trier of petitions. 26' The 

261 RP, ii, pp. 321,363; RP, iii, pp. 4,34,56.72,89. 
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parliament of November 1381, in which Percy made his apology to Gaunt 

and the king, marked the beginning of two years of exclusion from this 

office. While it is hardly surprising that Percy was not named to this office 
in November 1381 as he was then defending himself from a charge of lese- 

majeste brought about by his outburst at Berkhampstead, his exclusion 
from the lists of trier of petitions in both of the parliaments of 1382 and 
that of February 1383 is more significant. 262 In particular, it is noteworthy 
that although he was present in Westminster in February and March, 

1383, during which time parliament was sitting, he was still not included 

among the triers of petitions. 263 

His absence from the lists of triers of petitions was a short one, 
however. He was again present in this capacity in the parliament of 
October, 1383, and would remain something of a fixture on the lists of 
triers for the rest of the parliaments in this period. 264 

It is unclear however whether Percy's exclusion from this office 
during the two years following his dispute with Gaunt was due to royal or 
ducal anger, or whether he excused himself from attending parliament. Or, 

indeed, whether he attended parliament without acting as a trier of 

petitions. However as there is no evidence that Percy himself was 

responsible for his own absence from parliament, it appears that his 

actions in 1381 were likely responsible for his being excluded from this 

office. 

A second reason for his increased presence in the north was his 

acquisition of the vast barony of Cockermouth. In December, 1381, shortly 

262 It is unclear exactly how significant his exclusion from the office of trier of petitions is. 
If his absence from this office had been isolated, it may not have necessarily been very 
significant. His absence from the lists of triers does, however, coincide almost exactly 
with his being excluded from the office of warden of the marches. See below, pp. 82-84. 

263 The Parliament opened on 13 February, 1383. Percy witnessed charters dated 12 
February and 4 March, 1383. PRO C. 53/ 159; RP, iii. p. 144. 
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after having given his apology to the king and the duke before parliament, 
Percy had married Matilda, the widow of Gilbert Umfraville, earl of 
Angus. 265 Percy did not in fact need to marry Matilda in order to secure 
lands from the Umfraville inheritance. The Percies had acquired the 

reversion of approximately half of the Umfraville estates between the years 
1375 and 1379.266 Exactly why Umfraville decided to pass such a large 

portion of the Umfraville inheritance into the hands of the Percies is 

unclear. It may have been due to a quarrel within the family. Or, perhaps 

more likely, the aging and childless earl of Angus may have decided to part 

with a portion of his lands in return for some extra income with which to 

enjoy his remaining years. 267 Although Percy's marriage to Matilda, who 
had a life interest in these lands, did allow the Percies to enjoy these lands 

much earlier than would have otherwise been the case, 268 the greatest 
benefit of this marriage to the Percy family were the lands which Matilda 

held as sole heir of the Lucy family. 

As daughter and sole heir of Thomas, lord Lucy of Egremont, Matilda 

held in her own right the great Lucy inheritance which included the manor 

of Langley, Northumberland, as well as the castle, manor and barony of 

Cockermouth, Cumberland. Through his marriage to Matilda, and the 

subsequent absorption of these lands into his family's patrimony, 269 Percy 

264 RP, iii, pp. 151,185,204,215,228. The sole exception being the parliament of April, 
1384. RP, iii, p. 167. 

265 Umfraville died 6 Jan, 1381: Complete Peerage, ix, p. 712. 

266 J. M. W. Bean, The Estates of the Percy Family, 1416-1537 (Oxford, 1958), p. 8. 
267 The day after Umfraville granted his manor of Prudhoe to the Percies in tail male, 

Percy arranged for Umfraville to receive an annual pension of £40 from Percy's manor of 
Newburn, Northumberland. Bean, Estates, p. 8; CPR, 1374-1377, p. 126. 

268 Matilda lived until 18 December, 1398. 
269 The barony of Cockermouth and its appurtenances (the castle and honour of 

Cockermouth, the castle and manor of Langly; the manors of Wigtoun, Braythxvait, 
Popecastre, Lousewater, Dene, Caldebek. Ulnedale, one moiety of the manors of 
Kirkebride, Aspatrik and St Leonard's Chapel, Wygtoun; a third part of the barony of 
Egermond; the advowson of Ulnedale; two messuages in Carlisle; 4000 acres of pasture; 
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achieved the single largest acquisition of land in his family's history. His 

marriage to Matilda with the associated acquisition of the Lucy and 
Umfraville lands in the immediate aftermath of his humiliating apology to 

Gaunt and the king, must have provided a welcome reason for Percy to 

absent himself from court politics. 

As much as Percy's experiences in the wake of his dispute with Gaunt and 

his newly acquired lands pertaining to the barony of Cockermouth may 

have been sufficient cause for him to wish to remain in the north, it was 

also there that he was most needed, and where the northerners themselves 

wished him to be. In the October parliament of 1382, the commons 

presented a petition asking that the Archbishop of York, the Bishop of 

Durham, the earl of Northumberland, lord Neville and lord Clifford, be 

made to stay `in their country' to guard the frontier. 270 The commons felt 

that the presence of local magnates was essential to the defence of the 

region. The king and council appear to have agreed as well, as the petition 

was successful. The northern magnates were ordered to remain on the 

borders unless they had a reasonable excuse to the contrary. 271 

Whatever may have been the state of Percy's relationship with Gaunt 

and Richard, they had both long realised that Percy could not simply be 

ignored on the northern marches. Although Percy was stripped of his 

position of warden of the east march in the wake of his dispute with 

Gaunt, he was not completely excluded from office in the north. A new, 

middle march was created for Percy in order that he not be left completely 

4000 acres of wood in Allerdale) were entailed on Percy and Matilda, with remainder in 

tail male after Matilda's death to Hotspur, Percy 's brother Thomas, earl of Worcester, 

Percy's younger sons Thomas and Ralph, and finally Matilda's heirs, 3 October and 1 

December, 1383. CPR, 1381-85, pp. 313-4,392. 

270 RP, iii, p. 138. 
271 RP, iii, p. 138. 
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without office on the marches. 272 Although Gaunt's old retainer Neville273 
had - however temporarily - replaced Percy as the principal warden of the 
northern marches, Percy was not entirely excluded. 

That is not to say that there was not a significant shift in the power 
structures in the north, for there was. In the years immediately prior to his 
dispute with Gaunt, Percy had clearly been the most powerful magnate in 

the north, and had come to expect a virtual monopoly of the office of 

warden of the east march. He was warden of the east march from 16 July, 

1377, to 7 December, 1379, and again from 10 March, 1380, to 16 

December, 1381.274 He was also warden of the west march from 12 

December, 1377, to 4 June, 1379.275 From the beginning of Richard's reign 
to his dispute with Gaunt, the only time in which Percy was excluded from 

office as warden of at least one, if not both, of the marches was from 7 

December 1379 to 10 March, 1380.276 This, however was due to the rather 

strange and unexplained decision by Richard to appoint minor landholders 

as wardens in place of the great northern magnates. 277 

In the period immediately following the dispute, Percy's position as 

the leading warden of the marches began to be challenged by John Neville. 

272 The middle march was carved from the east march and extended from the Newcastle- 
Roxburgh road in the east to the eastern boundary of the west march in the west: Rot 
Scot, ii, pp. 40-1. 

273 John Neville had served on the continent with Gaunt, fighting alongside him at 
Ndjera, and serving as lieutenant of Aquitaine and steward of Gaunt's household. An 
experienced soldier and significant northern landholder, he was in many ways an ideal 

candidate for the position of warden of the marches: R. L. Storey, "The Wardens of the 
Marches of England towards Scotland, 1377-1489" EHR, 1957, p. 596; Walker, 
Lancastrians Affinity, pp. 63,68,105Charles R. Young, The Making of the Neville Family 
in England 1166-1400 (Woodbridge, 1996), pp. 121-122. 

274 Rot Scot, ii, pp. 2,5,21,24. See Table 1 below, p. 304. 
275 Rot Scot, ii, p. 5. That Percy was only appointed warden of the west march once prior 

to 1381 should not come as a surprise, since prior to his marriage to Matilda in 
December, 1381, the Percies had no significant land holdings in the Nvest march. 

276 Rot Scot, ii, pp. 20,21. 
277 Storey, "Wardens of the Marches", p. 594. The decision to appoint minor landholders 

in the place of magnates has not been satisfactorily explained. 
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Whereas Percy had previously been a near-constant presence as warden of 
the marches, his appointments to that office after his dispute with Gaunt 

were less frequent, included a greater number of joint wardens and often 
included more limited areas such as the new middle march and the 
`environs of Alnwick and Warkworth. '278 It was not in fact until December, 
1383 that Percy could be said to have fully recovered his position as the 
leading warden on the northern marches. 

The reasons for his reinstatement are unfortunately unclear. It is 

known that he spent an unusually large amount of time in the presence of 
the court in 1383. He witnessed royal charters in Westminster in 

February, March, July, October, November and December. In addition, he 

was also with the king in Nottingham in August and Sheen in 

December. 279 With the exception of 1377, there was no other year in which 
Percy spent this much time in the presence of the court. His increased 

presence in 1377 may be explained by several factors including his close 
links to Gaunt, his appointment as a member of the continual council in 

the Good Parliament and the decline and death of Edward III and 

coronation of Richard II. In 1383 however, there is no obvious reason for 

Percy to have spent such an unusually large amount of time in court. His 

presence was not entirely coincident with the holding of parliament, and 

even if it were, his absence from the lists of triers of petitions raises the 

possibility that he may not have been particularly active in parliament at 

this time. One possibility is that he was in attendance at court in an 

attempt to rehabilitate his standing with the king. The greatest problem 

with this explanation is that according to the successful commons petition 

278 Storey, "Wardens of the Marches, " pp. 610-611. Percy was appointed as warden of a 
limited area on the following dates: 16 Dec., 1381 (Middle March), 16 June, 1382 (Middle 
March, environs of Alnwick and Warkworth), 23 July. 1383 (environs of Alnwick and 
Warkworth). Rot. Scot. ii, pp. 40-41,43,54. 

279 PRO C. 53/ 159, C. 53/ 160. 
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presented to parliament in 1382,280 Percy should have remained on the 

marches unless he had a valid excuse for being absent. However important 
it may have been to Percy personally to regain the confidence of the King 

and court, this surely was not in itself sufficient reason for him to absent 
himself from the marches. Whatever the reason, Percy spent the majority 

of 1383 with the king and court, and by December he had been reinstated 
to his dominant position on the border. 

The year 1384 was a particularly difficult one in the military career 

of Percy. That this year was to be a particularly busy one on the Scottish 

borders came as a surprise to no one. In 1369 a truce had been agreed 
between Edward III and David II, which was set to expire in February, 

1384. Even while the truce was technically in effect, there had been a state 

of chronic unrest in the border region. And although the keepers of the 

truce on both sides of the border devoted a great deal of time, energy and 

resources to the enforcement of the truce, they too occasionally became 

involved in cross-border disputes. 281 With the decline of Edward III, the 

Scots began to pursue a policy of gradual reconquest of English 

possessions in Scotland, slowly winning back the lands which had been 

lost to them since Neville's Cross, a process which was accelerated 

following Edward's death. 282 

Considering the state of persistent disorder and simmering 

resentment of the English occupation of southern Scotland, it is not 

280 See above, p. 82. 
281 For example, in 1377 the cross-border tensions spilled over into armed conflict 

between Percy and the earls of Douglas and March during which Roxburgh was sacked, 
and the south of Scotland ravaged in return by Percy. Historia Anglicana, I. p. 340; 
Scotichronicon, vii, p. 369; Vita Ricardi Secundi, p. 47. 

282 In February 1356, in retaliation for the taking of Berwick by the earls of Angus and 
March, Edward III marched north, re-took Berwick then went on to ravage south-eastern 
Scotland. Alexander Grant, "The Otterburn War from the Scottish Point of View" in A. 
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surprising that immediately following the end of the truce period, the Scots 
began to increase the pressure brought to bear on the English pale in 

southern Scotland. In fact, the English and Scots both fully expected large- 

scale conflict to recommence following the end of the truce. For example, 

on 20 August, 1383, the Scots concluded a pact with the French whereby 
France agreed to send military and financial aid to Scotland in the event of 

war breaking out between the realms within the following year. 283 The 

English were also growing increasingly bellicose as the long truce neared 
its end. In May 1383, English negotiators had been instructed not to 

surrender English-held lands in Scotland under any circumstances. In 

January 1384, Percy and John Neville had been sent to demand the 

balance of David II's ransom as well as reparations for breaches of the 

truce. If the Scots refused to make these payments, Percy and Neville were 
instructed to demand homage and fealty from Robert II to Richard II. If 

this in turn was refused, they were then to raise an army to invade 

Scotland. 284 Although there are indications of attempts to secure an 

extension to the truce, it is clear that by the summer of 1383, both sides 

were preparing for, if not yet resigned to, the return of open hostilities. 

Unfortunately for Percy, the Scots' first significant target following 

the end of the truce was Lochmaben castle. Located in Dumfriesshire to 

the north-east of Dumfries, Lochmaben castle had a distant association 

with the Percy family. Percy's grandfather, the second Percy lord of 

Alnwick had been granted the estates of Lochmaben and Annandale in 

return for his support for the Balliol claim to the Scottish throne. Edward 

Goodman and A tuck (eds. ) War and Border Societies in the Middle Ages (London, 1992), 

p. 36. 
283 Stephen Boardman, The Early Stewart Kings: Robert II and Robert 111 1371-1406 (East 

Linton, 1996), p. 118; Foedera (Original Edition), vii, p. 406-407. 

284 Alexander Grant, "The Otterburn War from the Scottish Point of View", in Tuck and 
Goodman, War and Border Societies, p. 41: Nigel Saul, Richard II (London, 1997). p. 143: 
Rot Scot. ii, pp. 51,59. 
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Balliol had granted the castle of Lochmaben, Annandale and Moffatdale to 
Henry Percy on 29 July, 1333 in return for his support. In September 

1334, because of a conflicting claim made by Edward Bohun, Henry Percy 

quit his claim to Lochmaben and Annandale, receiving in return the 
keeping of Berwick upon Tweed and Jedburgh. 285 Lochmaben was to 

remain in the hands of the Bohun family for the next 40 years until the 
death of the last Bohun earl of Hereford in 1373.286 

After Lochmaben came into the king's hands in 1373, responsibility 
for it fell upon the wardens of the west march. In 1378 it was Percy, in his 

capacity of warden of the west march, who wrote to the council of 

... the dangerous state of the marches, on which account the 
warden of Lochmaben castle will remain there no longer, 
and the earl has therefore entrusted the charge of it to 
Amand de Mounceux, an esquire of Cumberland, by 
indenture. 287 

Percy was clearly not exaggerating the gravity of the situation in 

Lochmaben as there were to be no less than four different wardens of 

Lochmaben between 2 April 1378 and 12 October 1379.288 

There are two extant accounts of the siege and capture of 

Lochmaben castle. Bower claimed that the castle was taken on 4 February 

1384, after an eight day siege which had begun only'... on the ending of a 

period of truce that had been properly and suitably kept. '289 If the castle 

was taken on 4 February after an eight day siege, the siege itself must 

have begun well before the end of the truce on 2 February. The 

285 Bean, Estates of the Percy Family, pp. 6-7. M. T. Martin (ed. ) The Percy Chartulary 
(Durham, 1911), pp. 448-45 1. 

286 Lochmaben came into the king's hands upon the death of the earl of Hereford on 16 
January, 1374: Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 223. 

287 2 April, 1378. Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 260. 
288 These were: the unnamed warden who refused to stay on in April, 1378, Amand de 

Monceux, Sir Thomas Ughtred and Sir Thomas Rokeby. Cal Doc Scot, iv, nos. 260,267; 
CDS, v, p. 108,280. 

289 Scotichronicon, vii, p. 395. 
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Westminster chronicler on the other hand was unclear about the length of 
the siege, saying only that the castle fell on 5 February. 290 

The greatest difference between the two chroniclers' accounts was in 

their attitude towards Alexander Fetherstonhalgh, the keeper of 
Lochmaben. Of the two versions, that of Bower was far kinder to 

Fetherstonhalgh, portraying the surrender of the castle in honourable 

terms, and blaming the wardens of the march for the their failure to 

reinforce the castle. 291 The Westminster chronicler however, was far less 

forgiving. According to him, one of the garrison -a Scot who had gone over 

to the English side - had offered to hold the castle for twenty days provided 

that Fetherstonhalgh sought relief. 

This the keeper cravenly refused to do, and showed his want 
both of loyalty and of gratitude by surrendering the castle 
on 5 February to the Scots, who upon their entry razed it 
forthwith to the ground and tore their fellow countryman 
limb to limb. 292 

This appears to have been the version of events that reached the king's 

ears, as Fetherstonhalgh soon found himself being taken from Carlisle to 

Windsor as a prisoner charged with treason. 293 On 18 August, Percy 

himself stood surety for Fetherstonhalgh, who was released to Percy's 

custody in return for 500 marks and a promise to deliver Fetherstonhalgh 

to the king and council on a month's warning. 294 Exactly why Percy was 

290 Westminster, p. 59. 
291 Wyntoun followed Bower in his account of the siege, portraying Fetherstonhalgh (or 

`Forthis Schaufhauldis' as one edition called him) in a positive light. F. J. Amours (ed. ) 
The Original Chronicle of Andrew of Wyntoun. (Edinburgh, 1908), pp. 288-290. 

292 Westminster, p. 59. 
293 Amand Monceux, sheriff of Cumberland, claimed a total of &12 expenses for 

transporting Fetherstonhalgh to Windsor. The sheriff justified the amount of the 
expenses as being necessary due to fear that Fetherstonhalgh's friends may attempt a 
rescue en route. Because of this, they left Carlisle with a force that included the Sheriff, 

eight other men at arms, and twenty mounted archers. After having reached Pontefract, 
the force was reduced by half, presumably in the belief that any risk of a rescue attempt 
had passed. Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 331. 

294 Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 327: CPR, 1381-85, pp. 476-477. 
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willing to become security for Fetherstonhalgh - particularly in the 

significant amount of 500 marks - was unclear. There appeared to have 

been no previous connection between the men, and at the time of the fall 

of Lochmaben, Percy was no longer even the warden of the west march: on 
1 February, Percy and his fellow wardens in the west, John Neville and 
Thomas Percy, 295 had been replaced by Roger Clifford, Richard le Scrope 

and Walter lord FitzWalter. 296 

One possible explanation is that the account of the siege of 

Lochmaben given Bower in the Scotichronicon was correct in its assertion 

that Fetherstonhalgh was acting under the instructions of the wardens of 

the marches when he surrendered the castle: 

... Archibald de Douglas lord of Galloway... associated two 
earls with himself, namely the earls of Douglas and 
Dunbar, 297 after he had learned that this castle was entirely 
lacking in defenders and supplies, and besieged it with a 
strong armed force. Taken by surprise by this action, the 
castle's keeper the knight Sir [Alexander] 
Featherstonehaugh was dazed and alarmed by the shortage 
of defences and supplies. He therefore wrote letters to the 
lords and deputies of the March on the English side, asking 
them to come speedily to his assistance in view of his 

compelling need. They advised him to hold the castle for 

eight days, and if while negotiating with the Scots... he did 

not secure help by the ninth day, he should defend himself 

as best he could. On this he made it known to the Scots that 
he would receive help within eight days, or he would 
surrender the castle to them saving for himself life and limb 

and his moveable goods. In response to this the Scots were 
content to hold off the siege temporarily as regards the 

actual assault... [on the ninth day] following the failure of 
help to arrive, they took possession of the castle itself as 

295 Percy's brother and the future earl of Westmorland. 

296 Rot Scot, ii, p. 59. 
297 George Dunbar, earl of March. 
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had been arranged, and immediately cast it to the 
ground. 298 

If this account is correct, then Percy would have been responsible as 

warden of the march for the loss of Lochmaben. In spite of the claims by 

Bower that the siege began only after the end of the truce, it is clear that it 

had actually begun prior to the end of the truce period. Even if the latest 

date for the loss of Lochmaben -5 February - is accepted, an eight day 

siege would have begun on 28 January at the latest, when Percy was still 
the principal warden of the west march. 299 If he had told Fetherstonhalgh 

to hold out for eight days then to defend himself as best he could, then any 
blame for the loss of Lochmaben would have been placed on Percy, and 
Fetherstonhalgh's actions would have been fully justified. He would, after 

all, have been carrying out the instructions of the wardens. If, however, the 

monk of Westminster's account is correct, and there was not an eight day 

siege, then Percy would not have been warden of the western march at 

either the beginning or the end of the siege. If this was the case, it was not 
because of his official responsibilities that Percy stood as security for 

Fetherstonhalgh. There is however a third possible explanation which has 

little to do with the legal niceties of Percy's tenure as warden. This is that 

he came to Fetherstonhalgh's aid because of deeply held convictions 

regarding his honour and that of the realm. As was shown during the 

years leading to the rebellion of 1403, Percy's sense of honour was central 

to his identity, 30° and it is possible that due not only to his having been 

warden of the western march but also to his self-image as protector of the 

north he felt duty-bound to act. 

298 Scotichronicon, vii, pp. 395-397. 
299 If Fetherstonhalgh held the castle for eight days after consulting with the wardens, 

then the siege would have started at some point before 28 January. 

, 300 Below, pp. 190-192,195 and n. 
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The loss of Lochmaben was not the most significant military reversal 
for Percy in 1384. Far more important was the loss - for the second time in 

six years - of Berwick upon Tweed. 301 Although the consequences for the 

loss of Berwick upon Tweed in 1378 were serious for Percy, 302 they were 
far more so in 1384. In 1384 he had the misfortune of being in parliament 

when news of the loss of the castle reached Westminster. According to 

Walsingham, this news delighted Gaunt who saw it as an opportunity for a 

renewed attack on Percy. The Westminster chronicler agreed with 

Walsingham in saying that Gaunt was `conspicuous' among those who 
demanded that Percy recover the castle at his own cost. 303 Gaunt 

apparently had still neither forgiven nor forgotten their dispute of 1381. 

Gaunt was not alone in his condemnation of Percy for twice losing 

the most important English stronghold on the eastern march. The lords 

temporal decreed that as he had been entrusted with the keeping of the 

castle, and had received payment from the king for doing so, he was duty 

bound to recover Berwick at his own expense and within a specified time 

frame. 304 Failure to do so would have resulted in the forfeiture of Percy's 

property - both moveable and immovable - to the king. 305 

The recapture of Berwick in 1384 was far less straightforward than 

it had been in 1378. On the previous occasion, it took Percy and his men 

only a matter of hours to regain control of the castle. 306 In 1384, however, 

the defence offered by the Scots was much more resolute. After hurrying 

301 For the loss and recapture of Berwick upon Tweed in 1378, see above, pp. 54-54. 
302 The loss of Berwick was the final factor which convinced the king and council of the 

need for a more stable defensive policy on the northern marches. This in turn led to the 
appointment of Gaunt as lieutenant in the north. 

303 Historia Anglicana, ii, p. 118; Westminster, p. 105. 
304 Westminster, p. 105. The Westminster chronicler does not elaborate on the `specified 

time frame. ' 
305 Westminster, p. 105. 
306 According to the Anonimalle chronicler, Percy fired the castle gates, thereby regaining 

control of the castle within two hours. Anonimalle, p. 126. 
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north from Westminster to Berwick, Percy arrived to find his men already 
laying siege to the castle in a futile attempt to retake it by force. Deciding 

that his force was insufficient to take the castle, Percy opted to simply buy 

off the Scots. In return for 2000 marks and a guarantee that the Scots 

would be allowed to return freely to Scotland, Percy regained the castle, 

and avoided the threatened forfeiture. 307 

As damaging as the loss of Berwick on two separate occasions was to 

Percy's military reputation, it was not a fatal blow. He was not stripped of 

his position of warden of the eastern march, nor was he removed from his 

position as keeper of Berwick castle. In addition, he also remained 

sufficiently trusted to arrange a private treaty between himself and 

Archibald Douglas, lord of Galloway. In this indenture, confirmed by the 

king on 9 May 1385, Percy and Douglas agreed to hold a march day on the 

west march. They also agreed that neither they nor their men would act 

against the other, and that they would agree to give warning to each other 

should they learn of any unauthorised raids originating in their country. 308 

That Percy was allowed to negotiate what amounted to a private truce 

between himself and the lord of Galloway, and that this truce was fully 

endorsed by the English crown, illustrated that Percy was still trusted to 

act as the leading border magnate in negotiations with the Scots. 

Nor, in spite of the military setbacks of 1384, was Percy excluded 

from military affairs on the border. When it was decided that the time had 

307 Historia Anglicana, ii, p. 118; Westminster, p. 105. On 17 February, 1385, the king 

sent a warrant to the chancellor for a pardon for Percy `for twice letting Bernick castle 
fall into the hands of the Scots since the king's coronation. ' Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 333. 

Also: Whereas the king's castle of Berwick-upon Tweed, now in the custody of the earl of 
Northumberland, has been twice in the hands of the Scots since the coronation, and at 

great expense to the said earl recovered for the king, the king in consideration of it 

having been so lost against the said earl's will pardons him therefor and for all 
forfeitures incurred thereby, and grants to him full restitution of his estate and all his 

possessions, as well as those held by gift of the king's progenitors, or the earl's 

ancestors, or acquired by him or in right of Matilda de Lucy his wife, as those of his own 
inheritance. ' CPR. 1381-1385, p. 526. 
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come for Richard to finally win his spurs against the Scots in the summer 

of 1385, Percy contributed one of the largest retinues in the army. 309 Percy 

was joined in the army's rearguard, which he commanded, by the cream of 
the northern nobility including John Neville, Hotspur, Roger Clifford, 

Thomas Percy and the bishop of Durham. 310 

In spite of the determined efforts of some, such as the Kirkstall 

Chronicler, who attempted to portray the 1385 campaign as a great victory 

against the French as well as the Scots, 311 it was ultimately a 
disappointing failure. The Scots refused to offer a pitched battle, electing 
instead to retreat in advance of the invading army, all the while stripping 
bare the countryside. By the time the hungry English army had reached 

Holyrood, their only `victories' were the burning of the abbeys of Melrose, 

Dryburgh and Newburgh. 312 Having reached the Forth, the commanders of 

the army argued over strategy, eventually deciding on a rather inglorious 

return to England. What had begun as an attempt to punish the Scots and 

augment the king's military reputation had done neither. The Scots had 

simply melted away before their invading force, and Richard had done 

nothing to enhance his sagging image. Indeed, even prior to crossing into 

Scotland, he had managed to further alienate his critics by creating en 

308 Rot Scot, ii, p. 73. 
309 Gaunt contributed by far the largest of the retinues in the 1385 army, consisting of 

1000 men at arms and 2000 archers. The earl of Buckingham and Percy brought the 
next largest retinues at 400 men at arms and 800 archers, and 399 men at arms and 
800 archers, respectively. N. B. Lewis, "The Last Medieval Summons of the English 
Feudal Levy, 13 June 1385" EHR, 1958, pp. 17,18,21. Percy had originally agreed to 
bring 260 men at arms and 520 archers. Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 340: E 101 / 73/ 2 (30) 

310 BL MS Cotton Nero, D. vi. F. 91b and 92a. Printed in Armitatge-Smith, John of Gaunt, 

pp. 437-439. 
311 John Taylor (ed. ) The Kirkstall Abbey Chronicles (Leeds, 1952. ), p. 64. A French force 

under John de Vienne was operating in Scotland at this time. 
312 Westminster, pp. 127-129; Saul, Richard II, p. 145. 
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masse dukes, a marquis, earls and `an incomparable number of 
knights. '313 

Two months after the disappointment of the Scottish campaign of 

1385, Richard had to face a hostile parliament. Exasperated at the king's 

extravagance and determined to rein in the finances of the realm before 

agreeing to any further subsidies, the commons established a commission 

to enquire into the estate of the king and realm. For the third time, Percy 

found himself nominated by the commons to a commission in 

parliament. 314 

The findings of this commission, which were collated and presented 

as a bill to parliament, dealt with many aspects of royal patronage. 315 

They petitioned for sheriffs, escheators and other officials responsible for 

revenues to be appointed by the advice of the council rather than in 

response to private petitions; for the king to take advice regarding 

increasing the profits from the hanaper; for wardships and marriages to be 

granted only after the king had been advised by his council regarding their 

true value; for collectors of both the great and lesser customs as well as 

officials involved in the wool trade to be drawn from good and loyal people 

by the advice of the council; and for the farms from alien priories to be 

fixed by his councillors. 316 

Although these ordinances were only partially adopted by the 

king, 317 they illustrated Percy's willingness to consider and support 

313 Knighton, pp. 337-339; Westminster, p. 127. 

314 Percy had been named to both the "intercommuning" committee and the continual 

council during the Good Parliament of 1376. Anonimalle, pp. 91-92; RP, ii, p. 322. The 

commission of 1385 included the bishops of Winchester, Exeter and Durham, the earls 

of Salisbury, Stafford and Northumberland, lord Cobham, Richard le Scrope, and John 

Deveros. 
315 J. J. N. Palmer, "The Impeachment of Michael de la Pole in 1386" BIHR, 1969, pp. 96- 

101. 
316 Palmer, "Impeachment, " p. 100. [Harley Roll K. 28] 

317 Saul, Richard II, pp. 146-7. 
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reforms to the administration of the realm. Although not singled out as a 
leader of any reform movements he was perceived once again by the 

commons as being an honest and reliable agent through whom they hoped 

to reform and improve the administration of the kingdom. 318 

However receptive Percy may have been to administrative reform in 

October 1385, he was certainly not about to risk another confrontation 

with the king by joining the Appellants during the political crisis that 

erupted in the following year. He appears in fact to have remained 

completely detached from the developing crisis, until November 1387, 

when he was sent by the king to arrest the earl of Arundel. In October or 

early November, Arundel and his fellow appellants had been made aware of 

the events that occurred at Richard's famous meetings with the judges at 
Nottingham and Shrewsbury the previous August. 319 In effect, the answers 

given by the judges at these meetings had provided Richard with 

justification for bringing charges of treason against the appellants. He did 

not act on this information immediately, waiting instead until November 

1387 to move against Gloucester and his allies. 

In early November, Percy became involved for the first time in the 

dispute between the king and appellants, when Richard ordered him to 

arrest the earl of Arundel. Richard seems to have underestimated the 

forces which were gathering in support of the appellants, for when Percy 

arrived at Arundel's castle of Reigate, he was taken aback at the state of 

the earl's preparations: 

318 The ordinances adopted by the commission were agreed by both commons and lords. 
Saul, Richard II, p. 147. 

319 Knighton and the Monk of Westminster both include a list of the questions put to, and 
the responses given by, the judges which was extracted from the Rolls of Parliament. 
Knighton, pp. 395-399; RP, iii, pp. 233-4; Westminster, pp. 197-203. 
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... seeing the fury of the earl, and the great multitude of 
knights surrounding him, and fearing to execute the ordered 
commission, [Percy] withdrew with the business undone. 320 

Willing though he was to undertake the king's order to arrest Arundel, 

Percy was not prepared to become embroiled in a siege of Reigate. 321 

The fact that he was not prepared to invest Reigate does not mean 

that he had been won over to the appellant side. It was simply a practical 
decision by Percy who realised the futility of undertaking what would have 

been a prolonged siege. Rather than joining forces with either side, Percy 

worked consistently over the next months in the role of mediator. Shortly 

after his meeting with Arundel, he returned to London and urged the king 

to meet with the appellants, saying 

My lord king, these lords outside have always been faithful 
to you, and are now, and intend to remain so, nor do they 
intend any threat to your condition, or comfort, or to your 
honour, but they feel themselves gravely threatened by the 
iniquitous plots and dishonest conduct of some of those 
about you. 322 

He continued to urge the king to moderation, saying that the appellants 

had the support of the whole of the realm, and that if he were to meet with 

them, he would find them `fully excused. '323 

In the wake of the battle of Radcot Bridge, as the appellant forces 

were drawn up before the walls of London, Percy was again active as a 

mediator. He, along with the archbishop of Canterbury, the bishops of Ely, 

Winchester and Hereford and the duke of York'... day in and day out... 

320 Historia Anglicana, ii, p. 163. See also Vita Ricardi Secundi, p. 109. 
321 Tuck, Richard II and the English Nobility, p. 117. 
322 Knighton, pp. 407-409. 
323 Knighton, p. 409. 
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painstakingly conducted negotiations between the parties to secure peace 
and harmony. '324 

The Kirkstall abbey chronicler singled out Percy for praise, writing 
that he, 

... the only earl with the King in the Tower of London, 
appearing as a mediator between the King and the lords of 
the realm, although taking a risk, negotiated wisely with the 
Lord King in the Tower of London, and by the grace of God 
averted the worst kind of war, namely civil war, which then 
seemed to be threatening. 325 

It has been suggested that this was a separate occasion from that 

mentioned by the monk of Westminster, and one which was noted only by 

the Kirkstall chronicler. 326 However, considering that this meeting 

occurred between the battle of Radcot Bridge and 2 February, 1388,327 and 
that Percy was in fact the only earl mentioned by the monk of 
Westminster, 328 it would appear that this was not in fact a separate 

occasion and that the Kirkstall chronicler simply felt that Percy was the 

most effective of the six mediators. 

Any hopes on the part of the appellants that Percy's activities as a 

mediator in late 1387 and early 1388 was an indication that he had joined 

their cause were shattered during the trial of Nicholas Brembre. When the 

trial bogged down in a series of rows regarding jurisdiction and procedure, 

324 Westminster, p. 227. There is some doubt as to whether Percy was among this 
particular group of mediators. In his register, Henry de Wakefield, bishop of Worcester, 
records this episode, but does not include Percy among his list of mediators. However, 
considering his inclusion by the monk of Westminster and the Kirkstall Abbey 
chronicler, as well as his other contemporary efforts at mediation which show that it 
would certainly have been in character for Percy to act as mediator at this time, it is 
most likely that Wakefield's omission of Percy was a simple oversight. Richard G. Davies, 
"Some notes from the register of Henry de Wakefield, bishop of Worcester, on the 
political crisis of 1386-1388" EHR, 1971, p. 557. 

325 John Taylor, Kirkstall, pp. 69-70. 
326 John Taylor, Kirkstall, p. 131 (note for p. 70). 
327 John Taylor, Kirkstall, p. 69. 
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the appellants appointed a committee made up of the duke of York, the 

earls of Kent, Salisbury and Northumberland, along with eight other lords, 
to examine the charges which had been made against Brembre. 329 In what 
would be Percy's last significant act of the political crisis of 1386-88, the 

committee determined that Brembre was guilty of nothing warranting 
death. The appellants were so incensed at this, that only the news of the 

capture of Tresilian prevented serious disorder. 330 

Although the years 1381-1388 saw some positive developments for 

Percy, such as his securing of his family's single largest acquisition of land 

through his marriage to Matilda, these were on the whole difficult years for 

the earl of Northumberland. In the wake of his dispute with Gaunt, he 

went on to experience two years of political isolation during which he 

found himself out of favour not only in Westminster, but in his own 

northern country as well. Once he had regained his position of dominance 

on the border, he suffered the embarrassing and expensive loss of both 

Lochmaben and Berwick castles. However, because his attention was 
focused largely on northern affairs during the years leading up to the 

political crisis of 1386-1388, Percy was able to remain at arms length from 

Westminster politics, and was therefore able to play a largely neutral role 

in the crisis itself. In a period of intense partisan loyalties, he managed to 

remain largely independent, and his efforts at mediation earned him high 

praise and respect from many quarters. After the rocky experiences of the 

previous seven years, the positive reaction to his activities during the 

political crisis must have been welcome indeed. 

328 According to the monk of Westminster, the mediators who met with the king included 

an archbishop, three bishops, a duke, but only one earl. Westminster, p. 227. 
329 Westminster, p. 311. 
330 M. V. Clarke, "Forfeitures and Treason in 1388" TRHS, 4th Series, XIV, 1931, pp. 88- 

89, Westminster, p. 311. 
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Percy and Neville - Rivalry or Cooperation? 

One of the most common themes of the historiography of the north 

of England in the late fourteenth century is the supposed rivalry between 

the Neville and Percy families. By this period these two families had come 

to dominate the political landscape of the region. They had similar 
backgrounds, were closely related through marriage, and often shared 

administrative and other duties on the Scottish marches. In spite of this, 

the Nevilles and Percies are often assumed to have been bitter rivals. This 

is hardly surprising, for as the two leading families in the region, their 

interests were bound at times to collide. As the events of 1403 and 

subsequent years made abundantly clear, the families did eventually come 

into openly violent conflict. But in the late fourteenth century were they in 

fact bitter rivals in a battle for northern supremacy? Or did they tend to 

co-operate and work together in an attempt to achieve that most elusive 

state - stability on the northern Border? The nature of the relationship 

between the Percy and Neville families during the reign of Richard II has 

in fact remained relatively under-studied, and as a result the extent of 

their rivalry prior to 1403 may have been exaggerated. 

The backgrounds of the Neville and Percy families were quite similar. 

Like the Percies, the Nevilles were relative outsiders to the region. However, 

during the first eight decades of the fourteenth century, this changed. 

Through a combination of military, personal and diplomatic service, both 

families rose gradually acquired positions of dominance on the marches. 

There is evidence to support the thesis that the Percies and Nevilles 

co-operated extensively in the administration of the North of England. To 
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begin with, the families were closely related. 331 Marriage in late mediaeval 
England had the potential to be a rather incestuous business, and the 

northern magnates were certainly no exception. The first wife of John 

Neville, father of Ralph, earl of Westmorland, was Maud Percy, daughter of 
Percy's grandfather, the second Percy lord of Alnwick. Percy's first wife was 

none other than the same John Neville's sister. John Neville and Henry 

Percy, earl of Northumberland were contemporaries, associates, 

colleagues, as well as uncle and nephew - not to mention brothers-in-law. 

This does not in itself mean that the Percies and Nevilles were allies or 

even friends. As the case of Ralph Lumley will show, 332 marriage was not 
itself a guarantee of loyalty but it is clear that these two families were very 

closely linked. 

There are also many examples of Percies actively co-operating with 

their Neville cousins - not only in the administration of the marches, but 

also in a wide variety of other commissions and appointments, including 

assignments as varied as presiding over duels, and regulating the coal 

trade of Newcastle. Percy and John Neville were also jointly commissioned 

to serve in many capacities on the marches themselves. In 1383 they were 

commissioned to receive 24,000 marks - part of king David's ransom - 
from the king of Scotland, in March 1388, these same two were 

commissioned along with the bishop of Durham and others to treat for 

peace with the Scots, and Percies and Nevilles also served jointly as 

justices of the forest. 333 Note also that when the chronicler John Hardyng 

came to forge a letter purportedly from king David in which the Scottish 

331 See genealogy below, p. 302. 

332 Below, p. 102. 
333 CPR, 1381-1385. p. 499, CPR, 1388-92, p. 131; Foedera, vii, pp. 415,572. 
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king had supposedly done homage to Edward III, his imagined English 

commissioners were none other than Henry Percy and Ralph Neville, 

grandfathers of the first earls of Northumberland and Westmorland 

respectively. 334 To lend credence to this forged document, Hardyng 

apparently felt it advisable to include a reference to a Percy and a Neville 

working alongside each other. 

It is not beneficial to speak of a `Percy party' or of a `Neville party'. 

One only has to consider the differences between Percy and Hotspur or 

between John Neville and his son Ralph to realise that these were 
individuals, not simply members of monolithic family groups. However, 

there was a long tradition of members of these families working together 

both on the marches and elsewhere, and this must not be ignored. 

A common theme in the historiography of the North of England in 

the late fourteenth century is the desire on the part of various parties to 

elevate the Nevilles and others to a position of greater power on the 

marches at the expense of the Percies. 335 Or indeed to curtail the power of 

the Percies to the benefit of the Nevilles and others. This process is said to 

have began in the early to mid 1380's, when Percy was removed from his 

position of dominance on the eastern march. This has variously been 

attributed to a fear on the part of the crown of one family gaining too much 

power in the region; or to Neville ambition. However, it can perhaps best 

334 CDS, iv, no. 1844. 
335 See, for example, J. M. W. Bean, `Henry IV and the Percies', History, 1959, pp. 213-215; 

Richard Lomas, A Power in the Land: The Percies, pp. 72-3; Cynthia Neville, Violence, 

Custom and Law, p. 78; Alexander Rose, Kings in the North : The House of Percy in 

British History, pp. 410,414; R. L. Storey, Wardens of the Marches', pp. 596-599,602; 

Anthony Tuck, The Percies and the Community of Northumberland in the Later 

Fourteenth Century' in Anthony Goodman and Anthony Tuck (eds. ) War and Border 

Societies in the Middle Ages, London, 1992, p. 189; Charles R. Young, The Making of the 

Neville Family 1166-1400. p. 137. 
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be understood as a long-term consequence of the 1381 Percy-Gaunt 

dispute. 336 The consequences of that dispute have already been discussed 

and will not be rehearsed here. However it is important to note that while 

Percy was not simply cast aside - the creation of the middle march, and 

special provisions for the region surrounding Alnwick and Warkworth 

testify to the importance of his presence in the region at this time - John 

Neville was one of those chosen to replace him following his removal as the 

leading warden. 

That Neville was chosen to assume a leading position on the 

marches under Gaunt's lieutenancy is not at all surprising. Not only was 

theirs a long-standing association, stretching back into the 1360's, 337 

Neville was also the most natural replacement for Percy. He was the only 

other magnate whose experience in dealing with the Scots and natural 

authority in the north even approached that of Percy, and he had previous 

experience as warden, having served alongside his cousin Percy. But this 

was not itself sufficient to guarantee acceptance of Neville's authority on 

the marches. Even after Percy and Gaunt had patched up their differences 

it appears as though Neville at times had difficulty in imposing his 

authority on lesser officials in the region. When Sir Ralph de Lumley 

undertook the keeping of Berwick castle in 1387, it was deemed necessary 

to append a note to his commission ordering him to obey Neville as 

warden. 338 Ralph Lumley is something of an enigmatic figure and so one 

has to be cautious in ascribing too much importance to this appended 

order. Although often associated with the earl of Northumberland, 339 he 

336 Above, pp. 57-78. 
337 Walker, Lancastrian Affinity, p. 276. 
338 CDS, iv, no. 365. 
339 Lumley's first association with Percy came about in 1385 when he served under Percy 

in the Scottish campaign of that year: BL Cotton Roll XIII 8. Whatever the ambivalence 
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was also none other than John Neville's son-in-law and therefore Ralph 
Neville's brother-in-law. While one cannot be certain that this order is 

indicative of tension between Percy and Neville retainers - it may have 

been just as indicative of tensions between in-laws - it suggests at least 

that Neville could at times require royal assistance in securing his 

authority on the marches. 

It is also unclear whether Neville himself had campaigned for his 

replacement of Percy as the principal warden on the marches. As noted 

above, Neville was a long-standing retainer of Gaunt -a fact which 

presents the troubling dilemma of who prompted whom to replace Percy 

with Neville. It is entirely possible that Neville had long been pressuring his 

lord Gaunt to aid in his attempts to improve his family's position. Indeed, 

it would appear for example that Gaunt did much to smooth the way for 

Neville's acquisition of the barony of Bolbec in southern Northumberland. 

On the other hand, Neville and Percy were capable of effectively working 

together, and there is little to suggest that Neville was actively attacking 

the position of his cousin or other members of the Percy family. There is of 

course a great difference between Neville actively attacking Percy's position 

on the marches, and Neville simply taking advantage of an opportunity 

of Lumley's disposition towards Percy and Neville in 1387, there can be little doubt that 
his niece was firmly in the Percy camp by 1405. Following Percy's pardon in February 
1404, a letter, written by one Thomas Preston, was addressed to Isabella, widow of Sir 
William Claxton and niece of Sir Ralph de Lumley: Worshipful Madam and dear friend, I 
recommend me unto you, thanking you of all worships and of all goodness which you 
have done to me, beseeching you of good perseverance: knowing you desiring hearing 
and tidings, I wish you to know that my lord earl of Northumberland was delivered and 
utterly excused of all treasons, felonies, and trespasses and all other deeds done by him, 
by judgement of the parliament, [and made Whit] of the trespass and delivered and set in 
his seat in the parliament as he was wont to be, and also he is admitted and restored to 
all his lordships, lands, rents, and services, offices, goods and chattels with 
appurtenances for ever': C. M. Fraser, `Some Durham Documents Relating to the Hilary 
Parliament of 1404', BIHR, xxxiiii (1961), p. 199. 
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presented by Gaunt's dispute with Percy. It is my belief that the latter 

scenario is more likely than the former. Note also that Neville was not 

alone in replacing Percy as warden on the east march, nor was he first 

among those named in the new commissions. The bishop of Durham was 

conspicuous in the appointments following Percy's removal from office, as 

was the lieutenant Gaunt. Although Percy was relegated to a less 

dominant position on the marches following his dispute with Gaunt, he 

was not simply cast aside and replaced by Neville. 

One must also be careful not to read too much into the supposed 

`marginalisation' of Percy in the years following his dispute with Gaunt. 

Following their reconciliation, Percy returned as warden of the east march 

in 1383, and held the office until 1385 when his son Hotspur took over on 

his 21 St birthday. In addition to this, 1384 had been a difficult year for 

Percy's military career on the border. In February, Lochmaben castle in 

Dumfriesshire was captured by the Scots and blame ultimately settled on 

Percy as the senior warden of the western march. Although John Neville 

and Percy's brother Thomas had been his joint-wardens on the west march 

in the months prior to the loss of Lochmaben, Percy was singled out for 

criticism as he had been responsible for the appointment of 

Fetherstonhalgh. Worse was yet to come for Percy when the Scots captured 

the castle of Berwick-upon-Tweed for the second time in six years. The loss 

of these two castles, however, did not result in the immediate replacement 

of Percy as warden. Although Percy and Neville were replaced as wardens 

of the west march on 1 February 1384, this change came about several 

days before the loss of Lochmaben castle and so could not have been the 

result of the castle's loss. In the east, Percy not only remained as the 

principal warden, he was also allowed to arrange a private truce with the 
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earl of Douglas. The losses of 1384 would have provided ample justification 

for the removal of Percy from the marches had this been the desire of the 

crown, but it was not until his son's birthday that Percy was replaced as 

warden. 

The years following the Percy-Gaunt dispute were something of a 

chaotic period with regard to the office of warden of the eastern march. 

Following his reconciliation with the duke, Percy soon returned to a 

position of authority on the march, then passed the position on to his 

son. 340 Soon after, Hotspur was himself replaced by John Neville, 341 but 

returned as warden following Neville's death in 1388. Hotspur's own 

capture at Otterburn in 1388 again necessitated a change - with John 

Stanley this time taking up the position. 342 He in turn was succeeded by 

the earl of Nottingham who held the office while Percy was captain of 

Calais, 343 and when these two men exchanged commands in 1391, there 

followed twelve years of uninterrupted control of the east march by the 

Percies. 344 There was no clear programme of replacing the Percies with the 

Nevilles. 

Were the Percies and Nevilles rivals during the late fourteenth 

century? They most certainly were. The simple fact that they were the two 

greatest landholding families in the region made this almost inevitable. As 

both families strove to improve their position in the north, it was only a 

340 Percy was warden from Dec 1383 - May 1385; Hotspur from May 1385 to April 1386. 

For these and subsequent appointments, see table below, pp. 304-306. 

341 April 1386 - June 1388. 
342 Oct. 1388 - June 1389. 
343 June 1389 -June 1391. 
344 Percy: June 1391 - June 1396; Hotspur June 1396 - July 1403. 
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matter of time before their interests came into conflict. What is much less 

certain is the form that this rivalry took. There is plenty of evidence 

showing that the Percies and Nevilles co-operated not only in the defence 

of the marches, but also in the administration of the region. Also, when the 

Percies were absent from the office of warden of the marches, it is in no 

way certain that this was the result of the `rivalry' between these two 

families. Following the Percy-Gaunt dispute of 1381, the hand of Gaunt 

was working behind the scenes against Percy, and the temporary 

relegation of Percy to a less important role on the marches can best be 

seen as a consequence of that dispute. It would have been profoundly 

naive of Neville to fail to take advantage of this situation, but that he did so 

does not necessarily indicate that he was actively working against Percy. 

The fact that John Neville was not installed as a direct replacement for 

Percy as the leading warden must also call into question whether the 

intention of the crown was to elevate the Nevilles in place of the Percies. 

Moreover, it is uncertain that Percy's withdrawal from the administration 

of the marches in 1385 represented anything more than a desire on his 

part to see his son take a more active role on the marches while he himself 

concentrated on affairs in Westminster. His acceptance in November, 1386 

of a settlement of £700 for all outstanding debts owed to him for services 

on the border is perhaps suggestive of a desire on his part to draw a line 

under his career on the marches. 
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The 1390's 

Anglo-Scottish Relations 

In terms of Anglo-Scottish relations during the 14th century, the 

1390's are something of a lost decade. While much ink has been spilled 

concerning the first ninety years of the century, very little attention has 

been devoted to its last decade. This is not particularly surprising. The first 

nine decades of the 14th century offered much to capture the popular 

imagination. Wallace, Bruce, the three Edwards, Halidon Hill, Neville's 

Cross, Otterburn, the Percy-Douglas `feud'345 and a chronic state of unrest 

ranging from small-scale raids to open warfare have all become the stuff of 

legends and mainstays of border ballads. In 1389, however, while it 

cannot quite be said that peace broke out across the border, the two 

realms did enter into a period of sustained, if uneasy, truce that was to 

last until the end of Richard II's reign. 

As was so often the case, Anglo-Scottish relations in the 1390's did 

not exist in a vacuum, and events on the border were often in large part 

dependant on the involvement not only of the English and the Scots, but of 

the French as well. 

By the end of the 1380's, England and France had begun 

... manoeuvring round each other, rather like weary 
wrestlers, making occasional feints or threatening noises, 
until they agreed to withdraw to their corners after the two 
kings had embraced in friendship at Ardres in October, 
1396.346 

345 Although long accepted as a central theme of late 14th century Anglo-Scottish relations, the exact 
nature of the so-called feud between the Percies and Douglases has increasingly been called into 

question. They certainly did have a fierce rivalry on the border, and this rivalry did frequently lead 

to violence. However, whether this was an expression of national policy or private vendetta is 

currently the subject of much debate. 
346 Michael Jones, Ducal Brittany 1364-1399 (Oxford, 1970), p. 118. 
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Both realms had grown weary of the burdens imposed by the seemingly 

endless conflict. Although England suffered far less actual physical 
damage than had her rival during the course of the conflict, 347 the 

financial burden of the war was equally unpopular among the people of 
both realms. In England, of the four parliaments held since 1381, three 

had refused to accede to any grant of direct taxation, and even the 

widespread support for the Appellants had been insufficient to secure 

more than limited grants from the Merciless and Cambridge 

parliaments. 348 Nor was concern over the cost of war the exclusive domain 

of the commons. In 1387, 

... 
in common with his council the king concluded that if he 

was going to have to maintain a ceaseless state of war 
against the king of the French, he would inevitably be 
compelled to be for ever burdening his people with new 
imposts, with damaging results for himself349 

Even at the highest echelons of the English political world, there was a 

recognition that such burdens existed, and that they had the potential to 

prove dangerous. 

In addition to the financial incentive for bringing an end to the war, 

there was also a growing unease within the ranks of the educated elite 

with regard to the question of whether the war itself was a just one. 350 

Some questioned the virtue and conduct of those who were actually waging 

the war, while others questioned whether the war itself was just. This 

debate on the justness of war was reflected in contemporary literature. On 

the continent, for example, Christine de Pisan and Philippe de Mezieres 

3 47 Although the devastation endured in the far north of England at the hands of the Scots can be 

seen in some ways as a symptom of the war with France - Scotland having been an ally of, and 
having received both direct and indirect military support from, France - destruction directly 

attributable to the French was limited mostly to the south coast. This was in sharp contrast to 
France where whole areas of the country had been laid waste: Saul, Richard H, pp. 205-6. 

348 Saul, Richard II, p. 206. 
339 Westminster, p. 205. 
350 Saul, Richard H, pp. 206-208. 
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condemned the war in moral rather than practical terms, while in England 

Geoffrey Chaucer and John Gower were doing much the same thing. 351 

That is not to say that there were not those who supported the 

continuation of the war. For example, one of the factors contributing to the 

outbreak of the Cheshire rebellion of 1393 was opposition to a permanent 

peace with France. The leaders of the rebellion, Sir Thomas Talbot and Sir 

Nicholas Clifton, had both risen through service in the wars, and the 

prospect of peace posed a direct threat to their livelihoods. 352 There were 

certainly other factors that lay behind the rebellion, but among some 

quarters there was a very real fear of the possible consequences of peace. 

Although this rebellion took place some four years after the sealing of the 

truce at Leulinghem, the sentiments expressed by its leaders would have 

been just as strongly held by people in similar situations in 1389. 

In spite of the opposition in some quarters to the prospect of peace, 

a truce was finally sealed at Leulingham on 18 June, 1389, to last until 16 

August, 1392.353 As allies of the French, and over the objections of the 

English negotiators, the Scots were given the opportunity to be included in 

the truce if they so desired. 

351 Philippe de Mezieres, a former chancellor of Cyprus, wished to end the Anglo-French war in the 
hopes of mounting a united crusade to the Holy Land: J. J. N. Palmer, England, France and 
Christendom 1377-99 (London, 1972) pp. 187-188; Saul, Richard H, p. 206. While Chaucer laments 

the passing of an age of innocence in a tone which would not be out of place in the works of Henry 
David Thoreau, Gower is much more strident in his condemnation, invoking biblical images to 
drive home his point. See below, pp. 157,316. 

352 Talbot, although a Lancashire knight, had not been retained by the duke of Lancaster. 

In spite of this, he did manage to make a name for himself in the king's service on the 

continent, as well as in Ireland and on the Scottish marches. He had, for example, 

served as the keeper of Guisnes castle on the march of Calais, as well as joint keeper of 
Berwick upon Tweed. Clifton, too, was a professional soldier who had risen through 

military service: J. G. Bellamy, "The Northern Rebellions in the Later Years of Richard II" 

BJRL, 47,1965, pp. 261-3; Cal. Doc. Scot, iv, 260; CPR, 1385-1389, pp. 350,461; 

Walker, Lancastrian Affinity, pp. 171-173. 

353 Foedera, vii, pp. 622-30. That both realms had grown wear- of the conflict was amply 
demonstrated by the fact that this truce was repeatedly extended throughout the 1390's. 
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The Scots' disposition towards peace in 1388-89 was much less 

clear-cut than that of either the English or the French. They had recently 

enjoyed a sustained period of military success against the English which 
had reached its peak at Otterburn. However, with an Anglo-French truce 

looming, the Scots were now faced with the daunting prospect of facing the 

military might of England unaided. Equally important in terms of Scottish 

domestic politics was the Pyrrhic nature of their victory at Otterburn. 

However enthusiastic Froissart may have been in his description of 

Otterburn - the Scottish chroniclers tended to be much more reserved in 

their treatment of the battle354 - the cost of victory had been high as the 

death of the earl of Douglas threw an already unstable political system into 

chaos. At the time of Otterburn355 Scotland was effectively being governed 

354 The Scottish chroniclers tended to be quite critical of Douglas for his failure to join 
forces with the earl of Fife on the western march. See, for example, Scotichronicon, vii, p. 
415; Wyntoun, iii, pp. 32,34. 

355 The exact dating of the battle is problematic. Bower, Knighton and Hardyng gave the 
date as 5 August, but Froissart contradicted them, saying that it was fought on 19 
August. Normally, Knighton, Bower and Hardyng's account would be preferred to that of 
Froissart, but there are complications. Froissart's informants recalled the battle being 
fought by moonlight, and 6 August, 1388 was a new moon. However, Froissart's account 
was also contradicted by the record of a council-general meeting held in Linlithgow on 
18 August in which the earl of Fife laid claim to lands held of him by the late earl of 
Douglas. Fife's presence at Linlithgow would have required time for him to travel from 
the west march, and for news of the earl's death to have reached the council. Because of 
this, Dr. Grant has proposed that the battle was in fact fought on 5 August, but at dusk 

rather than by moonlight. Unfortunately, this, too, is problematic. Unless Richard and 
his council were simply slow to react to the serious news of Otterburn, the earlier date of 
5 August is also unlikely. During the Peasants' Revolt of 1381, a royal sergeant-at-arms 
made a round trip from London to Berwick upon Tweed and back to London in just 12 
days. If we are then to assume that the journey from Northumberland to London would 
take six days, new of the defeat should have reached the king by 11 August. However, 

on 13 August, Richard made a proclamation ordering the lords, knights, etc. of 
Lancashire to meet him at the end of August to resist the invasion of the Scots, clearly 
unaware that the invasion had already come and gone. By 22 August, news of the battle 
had reached the English king who, according to the Westminster chronicler, `... was 
aflame with anger... ' and had called upon his council to mount a punitive campaign 
against the Scots. It would appear that both dates proposed by the chroniclers are 
incorrect, and that the battle occurred at some time after 5 August, but before 16 
August: Foedera, vii, p. 594; Alexander Grant, "The Otterburn War From the Scottish 
Point of View" in Anthony Goodman and Anthony Tuck (eds. ) War and Border Society in 
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by king Robert II's eldest son John, earl of Carrick, Guardian of Scotland, 

and future king Robert 111.356 In 1384, the failure of Robert II to vigorously 

campaign against the English in the south, to curtail the activities of his 

wayward son Alexander, earl of Buchan, 357 in the north, and to effectively 
dispense royal justice, had led to the installation of Carrick as Guardian of 
Scotland. 358 As Guardian, Carrick had assumed virtual rule of Scotland, 

but his position was not secure. His principal support came from a faction 

surrounding James, earl of Douglas. When Douglas was killed at 

Otterburn, the lack of a legitimate male heir to the Douglas inheritance not 

only led to a bitter dispute over the succession of the earldom and the 

inheritance itself, it also had long-term implications both for Scottish 

domestic politics and foreign relations, as Carrick's brother, the earl of 

Fife, mounted a challenge to his leadership. 359 

There were two rival claimants to succeed earl James. Malcolm 

Drummond, James' brother-in-law, was married to the late earl's sister 

and heiress Isabella. He was also a close associate of Carrick, and had 

developed a position of mutual aid with the Guardian. Carrick supported 

Drummond's claims to the Douglas inheritance, while Drummond in 

return supported Carrick's position at court. 360 Drummond's rival claimant 

the Middle Ages (London, 1992), p. 62 note 86; Hardyng, p. 343; Knighton, p. 507; 
Scotichronicon, vii, p. 417; Colin Tyson, "The Battle of Otterburn, When and Where was it 
Fought? " in Goodman 8s Tuck, War and Border Society, pp. 72-74; Westminster, p. 350 

356 Carrick was crowned king at Scone on 14 August, 1390. 
357 Alexander, the famous "Wolf of Badenoch" had been wreaking havoc in the north of 

Scotland for years: Stephen Boardman, The Early Stewart Kings (East Linton, 1996), pp. 
83-89,132. 

358 Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, pp. 124-125. 
359 Another of Carrick's principal supporters, Sir James Lindsay of Crawford, had been 

captured at Otterburn: Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, p. 149. 
360 For a discussion of the political chaos which emerged in Scotland in the wake of 

Otterburn, see: Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, pp. 142-153,159; Michael Brown, The 
Black Douglases (East Linton, 1998), pp. 76-86; Alistair J. Macdonald, Border 
Bloodshed: Scotland and England at War 1369-1403 (East Linton, 2000) pp. 111-113. 
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was Archibald Douglas, lord of Galloway. 361 Archibald was the head of a 
branch of the Douglas family - the `Black Douglases' - and he was the 

most powerful Scottish magnate in the south-west of the country. Just as 
Drummond had attached himself to Carrick, Archibald associated himself 

with the Guardian's brother and rival the earl of Fife. 362 

In months following Otterburn, the Fife-Archibald Douglas faction 

gradually eclipsed that of Carrick-Drummond. Archibald Douglas had a 

proven record of service against the English, his experience and dominant 

position on the western march, 363 and his ability to win over former 

adherents of the late earl James proved decisive in his dispute with 
Drummond, 364 while at court, Fife had proven himself to be the political 

match of his elder brother. With the loss of the support of Douglas and 

Lindsay, Carrick's position at court had been seriously weakened. His 

situation was worsened further by the skill with which Fife managed to 

lure many of Carrick's one-time supporters to his side. By December 1388, 

Fife and Archibald had completed their victory when Carrick had been 

forced to surrender the office of Guardian of Scotland, which was then 

361 Archibald "The Grim" Douglas, whose nickname `... was testament to both his 
character and his methods... ' Brown, The Black Douglases, p. 34. 

362 The chaos that reigned at the centre of Scottish politics at this time was due largely to 
the situation within the Stewart family itself. The King, Robert II, had been ousted partly 
for his inability to control the activities of his third son Alexander, the Wolf of Badenoch. 
Robert had been forced from power by his eldest son, the earl of Carrick, who would in 
time be removed from power by his own brother, the earl of Fife. One of Fife's initial 
priorities was to achieve stability on the English border in order to allow him to go north 
in order to attack his other brother, Alexander. 

363 Archibald had occasion to demonstrate the strength of his position on the border in 
March-April 1389 when he led a devastating raid into the English west march: Knighton, 
p. 527. 

364 Brown, The Black Douglases, pp. 82-86. Archibald assumed the title earl of Douglas 
by 10 April, 1389. The new earl of Douglas was now the head of an immensely powerful 
and united Douglas establishment which had seen the addition of his own extensive 
holdings in the south-west to those of earl James. Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, p. 
153. 
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transferred to Fife. 365 The successions of Archibald and Fife to the earldom 

and the Guardianship, respectively, were of great significance to 

Scotland's relations with England. By the summer of 1389, both men 
favoured a policy of pursuing peace with the English. Archibald needed 

stability on the border in order to secure his position as earl of Douglas, 

and Fife needed peace in the south in order to deal with his troublesome 

brother Alexander in the north. 366 

However, before stability on the border could be achieved, the Scots 

still had to deal with an English invasion led by the earl of Nottingham. 

Thomas Mowbray, earl of Nottingham, had been appointed warden of the 

east march on 1 June 1389. This appointment appears to have so angered 

Percy that he refused to take part in the invasion. The account of the 

invasion given by the Westminster chronicler states that 

The Earl of Northumberland, foreseeing how matters were 
likely to turn out for the invading English nobles, discreetly 

withdrew and joined the king, in whose council he was 
awarded a pre-eminent place. 367 

The monk of Westminster may have been guilty of telling a half-truth in 

his account of the reasons for Percy's failure to take part in Nottingham's 

campaign. Later in his description of the failed invasion, he mentions 

discord among the ranks of the northern lords, but gives disagreement 

over payments as the cause of the falling-out. 368 Whatever the level of 

dissent among the lords regarding payment, it seems likely that the real 

reason for Percy's not accompanying Nottingham was neither money nor 

365 Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, pp. 151-153. 
366 A lasting peace would also eliminate the possibility of Drummond revitalising his 

claim to the Douglas inheritance by obtaining English support. On 19 June, 1389, 
Richard had taken Malcolm Drummond under his protection: Boardman, Early Stewart 
Kings, pp. 166-167; Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 391. 

367 Westminster, p. 397. 
368 Westminster, p. 397. 
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fear of failure, but rather the appointment of Nottingham as warden of the 

east march. This was the most coveted of the northern offices, carrying 

with it twice the remuneration of that of warden of the west march. In 

addition to the loss of the income deriving from the office itself, there was 

also the matter of again being made subordinate to a non-Northerner. 

Percy would have been relishing the chance to avenge his family's 

humiliation at Otterburn, 369 and so it is difficult to see a disagreement over 

money or a belief in the likelihood of failure on the part of Nottingham as 
being the sole reasons for his failure to take part. 

In the end, Nottingham's invasion was utterly ineffective, and the 

situation in the north was made worse than ever. His army was met by a 

superior Scottish force, and he therefore decided not to attack. The Scots, 

however, not only turned the invaders away, they proceeded to sweep into 

Northumberland as far as Tynemouth, leaving a trail of destruction in their 

wake. 370 The monk of Westminster blamed the greed of the northern lords 

for their failure to halt the Scots' advance. 

The reason for dissension among the northern lords was 
this: all were of noble or gentle blood, though one might be 
called an earl, another a baron, and others `lords', but when 
it came to drawing money, they aspired to equality; this was 
refused them, and they accordingly broke away to their 
homes. The whole area, with the exception of the castles, 
was thus left unprotected, so that the Scots had complete 
freedom to do what they liked by way of ravaging the 
countryside. 371 

369 Two of his sons, Hotspur and Ralph, had been captured by the Scots at Otterburn. 
370 The bursar's roll at Durham for the year June 1388-June 1389 records a payment 

made to the earl of Douglas of ransom for Willington and Wallsend on the Tvne. R. B. 
Dobson, "The Church of Durham and the Scottish Borders, 1378-1388" in R. B. Dobson, 
Church and Society in the Mediaeval North of England (London, 1996), p. 107. 

371 Westminster, p. 397. 
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The north was left unprotected and exposed. Its most prominent leader 

had left in exasperation to join the king's council, the remaining lords were 
divided, and English military might had once again been shown to be 

wanting on the Scottish border. Although the Scots were eventually chased 
back over the border by a force under two northern knights, Matthew 

Redmane and Robert Ogle, 372 Nottingham's campaign, far from achieving 

its goal of exacting revenge for Otterburn, had ultimately served only to 

weaken the English position on the border. 

As a result of the fallout from earl James' death at Otterburn, and in 

spite of recent military success against the English, the Scots were 

inclined towards peace by the summer and autumn of 1389, at the same 

time that the English and French were engaged in negotiations of their 

own. Although Scotland as a whole was probably less inclined towards 

peace than either England or France, it was inevitable that they would join 

in the truce of 1389.373 Not only were the two leading magnates, Fife and 

Douglas, in favour of peace at this time, it would also have been sheer 

madness for the Scots to continue the war with England in the absence of 

French aid. The defeat of Nottingham's small and poorly organised force 

was a boost to the Scots' morale, and may have confirmed in the minds of 

some a belief that the Scots were able to better the English on the field of 

battle. However, should an England free of continental distractions have 

been able to turn its entire military might against the Scots, such beliefs 

would quickly have been shown to be illusions. 

; '' Westminster, p. 397. 
373 Macdonald, Border Bloodshed, p. 115. 
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Truce 

A truce on the Anglo-Scottish border in the 14th century was a 

relative state of being. Peace did not simply break out across the border for 

the duration of the decade once the truce was signed. For example, as 

early as 27 May, 1390, Richard and his council had to instruct envoys to 

Robert II to demand compensation for the taking of Berwick castle and of 

goods during the truce. 374 However, it would appear that such early 

breaches of the truce were not the result of an aggressive Scottish court, 

but rather the works of border raiders. 375 Breaches of the truce were not in 

any way the exclusive domain of the Scots, who appear to have 

encountered considerable difficulty when seeking to obtain redress for 

English offences. The Scots twice wrote the English king in 1390 to 

complain about the failure of Hotspur to make redress for English 

violations of the truce which had been committed before he became 

warden of the west march in June, 1390.376 

Hotspur's conduct as warden is illustrative of English policy towards 

Scotland. On the one hand, his failure to address the grievances brought 

by the Scots demonstrates the reluctance with which they viewed the 

inclusion of the Scots in the truce of 1390. While peace with France was 

desired and necessary, the English cast a far more aggressive eye 

northward, and only consented to the inclusion of Scotland upon the 

insistence of the French. They had little choice but to agree a truce with 

the Scots, but were not about to go out of their way to implement it. 

Although the return of Percy in 1391 to the office of Warden would do 

much to improve the situation, the Scots were faced with a chronic 

374 BL Cotton Vespasian, F. vii, f. 29. 
375 MacDonald, Border Bloodshed, p. 119. 

376 BL Cotton Vespasian F. vii, fols. 30,33; Rot Scot, ii, p. 105. 
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difficulty in obtaining any satisfaction or compensation for English 

breaches of the truce. 377 

Just as his failure to deliver redress to the Scots in a timely manner 

demonstrated English annoyance at the inclusion of the Scots, Hotspur's 

decision to quit the march was an indication of English resolve to 

ultimately abide by, and eventually extend, the truce. In March and April 

1390, Hotspur was in the march of Calais, jousting alongside Henry of 

Bolingbroke. 378 The following year, in January, 1391, Hotspur was given 

leave by the king to go overseas `on his personal affairs' and for his brother 

Ralph to act as his lieutenant on the west march. 379 In 1393, he was 

appointed by John of Gaunt as his lieutenant in Bordeaux. 380 Although he 

had won his fame, his reputation and his famous nickname fighting 

against the Scots on the northern marches, his attention had, if only 

temporarily, been drawn elsewhere. It was no coincidence that his decision 

to become involved in continental affairs came about at the same time as 

the continuation of the truce with the Scots. 

There is another intriguing, although unproven, possible explanation 

for Hotspur's absence from the marches in the early 1390's. It is possible 

that by March 1390, Hotspur had fallen out of favour with the people of 

377 Upon his return to the office of Warden, Percy faced a lengthy catalogue of unresolved 
issued dating from the earl of Nottingham's tenure. Neville, Violence, Custom and Law, p. 
79. 

378 The previous November, the French knight Jean de Boucicaut had challenged all 

comers to a tournament `for the honour of France. ' Goodman, John of Gaunt, p. 146. 

379 Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 419. 
380 Goodman, John of Gaunt, p. 196. The appointment had not proceeded terribly 

smoothly. The people of Bordeaux, angered by the grant of the Duchy of Aquitaine to 
Gaunt, initially refused to allow Hotspur entry to the city: Annales, p. 158. This was a 
lucrative appointment, symbolic not only of Hotspur's distraction from border affairs, 
but also of the reconciliation between the houses of Lancaster and Percy. Hotspur 

received some £4000 from the exchequer for his part in the defence of the Duchy: 

E401/592; E401/593; E403/543, mm. 9,19; E403/546 m. 24; Walker, Lancastrian 

Affinity, p. 66. 
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Newcastle-upon-Tyne. He, along with Aymer D'Athell, Ralph d'Euere, 

Thomas Motherby, 381 Thomas de Watton and Henry Byngfeld had been 

ordered to inquire whether sums collected had, as intended, gone towards 

repairs of the walls, towers and streets of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Their 

commission was suspended, however, with the tantalising comment that 

`... some of them [the commissioners] are of ill will to the town as the king 

has learned by credible witnesses. '382 Unfortunately, it is not by any means 

clear which of the commissioners had alienated the town, nor what had 

been done to cause their antipathy. It is impossible to judge from the 

available evidence whether Hotspur had fallen from grace in the minds of 

the people of Newcastle upon Tyne, let alone whether this had any bearing 

on Hotspur's temporary withdrawal from the marches. However, had this 

been the case, if this passage does refer to Hotspur, it would certainly help 

explain why he felt it prudent to withdraw for a time from the marches. 

Hotspur's father, too, was absent from the marches during the first 

two years of the 1390's. Around the same time that Nottingham was 

named as warden of the east march, Percy was given the post of captain of 

Calais. There is in fact some uncertainty as to exactly when Percy was 

appointed to this position. According to the Gascon Rolls, Percy was 

appointed captain on 1 November, 1389.383 However, it appears that Percy 

may well have been making preparations to undertake his new role in 

Calais as early as July, 1389. 

381 Presumably the same Thomas Motherby who had incurred the wrath of Gaunt for his 

part in the Percy - Gaunt dispute of 1381. 

382 CCR, 1389-92, p. 164. 
383 Thomas Carte (ed. ) Catalogue des Rolles Cascons, Normans et Francois Conserves 

dans les Archives de la Tour de Londres (London: 1743), 2 vols., ii, p. 144. 
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On 6 July, 1389, orders were issued to the collectors of subsidies 

and customs in several ports for them to make significant payments to 

Percy. 384 11 days later, the collectors of London, St Botolphs, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne and Kingston upon Hull, were ordered to pay a further £456 

13s. 4d. to Percy, for a total of £2889. These payments are in themselves 

problematic. The collectors are simply ordered to pay `Henry Percy, ' which 

would suggest that it was Hotspur rather than his father who was to 

receive the payments. However, there is no apparent reason for Hotspur to 

be receiving these funds at this time. Following the battle of Otterburn, 

parliament had agreed to pay £3000 of his 7000 mark ransom, 385 but 

these funds are distributed elsewhere, 386 and at that time, he was holding 

no office that could possibly justify such large grants. It is also unlikely 

that these grants were intended to repay debts owed to the Percies, as 

Percy had recently accepted £700 in settlement of all debts owed him by 

the exchequer for services on the border, 387 and there is no evidence of 

Percy complaining about any substantial outstanding debts at this time. 

As would be shown in the reign of Henry IV, Percy was not one to shy away 

from complaining about debts owed to him. 

384 The ports and amounts involved were as follows: London £500; Great Yarmouth, 
£200; Ipswich, £65 13s. 4d.; Lynne, £200; Kingston upon Hull, £300; Newcastle-upon- 
Tyne, £200; St Botolphs, £666 13s. 4d.; Southampton, £300: CCR, 1389-92, p. 8. The 
total amount being £2432 6s. 8d. 

385 Cal. Doc. Scot., iv, 420; Westminster, p. 401. 
386 £500 was paid to Hotspur of the king's gift on 15 July 1389, a further £500 two days 

later, and another £1000 on 23 February 1391: Cal. Doc. Scot., iv, nos. 395,420. While 

this does not account for the whole of the £3000 promised to Hotspur, it does eliminate 
the possibility that the revenues from customs granted in July 1389 were intended for 

this purpose. On 17 July, the king also paid some £1200 to Hotspur as late warden of 
the east march, which would seem to make it unlikely that these grants were made in 

payment of wages owed for service on the border. 

387 14 November 1386 Percy sealed an indenture settling his account with the exchequer. 
E101/40/30; Tuck, Richard II and the English Nobility, p. 19. 
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Another possibility is that these grants were in fact made to Percy in 

relation to his forthcoming appointment in Calais, rather than to Hotspur. 

In the past, Percy had received certain grants from customs in support of 

offices he held in the north of England. However, the ports in question 

were always local - Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Berwick upon Tweed and 

Kingston upon Hull being the most common. Also, the amounts were 

always much less significant, and their purpose was specifically stated. 

For example, a grant could be made from the customs of Newcastle-upon- 

Tyne to pay for repairs being carried out to the fortifications there. In the 

case of these large grants to Percy, there is no mention whatsoever of their 

purpose. 

Although their purpose is never stated, these grants are very similar 

in form to one made on 15 March, 1390 which was specifically intended to 

be used 

... 
for payment of the wages of William de Beauchamp 

captain of that town, of the king's hired soldiers there, and 
of others his captains and soldiers in the castles and forts 

of the march of Picardy, and to support the charges of Henry 
Percy, earl of Northumberland, who has mainperned and 
taken upon him the safe keeping of the town of Calais from 
the time he shall have livery thereof for a term limited by 

certain indentures made between the king and the earl ... 
388 

In this particular instance the collectors of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Kingston 

upon Hull, St Botolphs, Lynne, Great Yarmouth, Ipswich, London, 

Sandwich, Chichester, Southampton, Exeter and Bristol were ordered to 

pay to Roger Walden, 389 treasurer of Calais, 16s. 8d. for every sack of wool 

or 240 wool fells shipped from their respective ports. 390 

388 CCR, 1389-92, pp. 32-33. 
389 Archdeacon of Winchester. Foedera, vii, 66. 

390 CCR, 1389-92, pp. 32-33. 
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Although Percy had not yet actually been named as captain of Calais 

by July 1389, let alone been given livery of the town, the substantial 

grants made to Henry Percy at that time do remain unexplained. The fact 

that these grants as well as that of 15 march 1390, which specifically 
involved Calais, are the only ones made to Percy from the ports listed does 

suggest some sort of connection, raising the possibility that in July 1389, 

preparations were already underway for Percy's move to Calais. 

As for Percy's actual conduct while captain of Calais, his most 

important function came during the peace negotiations with the French. 

On 8 April, Percy, the bishop of Durham, John Devereux and five others 

were given power to arrange a truce with the French. 391 Their powers were 

subsequently increased to allow them to treat for a final peace wither with 

the French and their allies, or with the French alone. 392 The following 

February, Henry Percy was also given power to treat with the count of 

Ostrevant. 393 

In addition to his diplomatic duties, Percy was also involved in the 

administration of justice while in Calais. On 13 March, 1390, the warden 

of the Fleet prison was ordered to deliver a prisoner, one Henry Waterbailif, 

to Percy. Percy was, rather ominously, ordered to deal with the prisoner 

`... according to the instructions given by the king by word-of-mouth. '394 

Whatever the exact timing of Percy's appointment, what is certain is 

that by the beginning of the 1390's, both Percy and Hotspur had turned 

their attention away from the border. Percy's appointment as captain of 

391 Foedera, vii, 667; POPC, i, pp. 19-24. Percy was also involved in the Smithfield joust 

to be held in October. On 13 March, 1390, the king forbade the performing of any feats 

of arms not mentioned in the proclamations at the joust without the licence of Percy: 

Foedera, vii, 665. 
392 Foedera, vii, 668-669. 
393 Foedera, vii, 695. 
394 CCR, 1389-92, p. 129 
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Calais may have been something of a consolation prize in the wake of 
Nottingham's appointment as warden, but Hotspur had clearly turned his 

attention to the continent of his own volition, having actively sought and 

received licence for his brother to take over his duties on the march. The 

early 1390's saw not only an absence of open warfare on the Scottish 

marches, but also the absence of the two leading members of the region's 
leading family. 

Hotspur was certainly not the only knight to look abroad at this time 

for opportunities to bear arms. In the absence of the traditional 

opportunities to bear arms on the border, many knights and lords either 

looked elsewhere for martial employment or took the opportunity to settle 

old scores in formal, personal combat. Other knights and lords - from both 

sides of the border -joined the 1391 crusade to Prussia. 395 That is not to 

say that all Anglo-Scottish grievances, vendettas and disputes had been 

forgotten. Even while on crusade, personal business left unsettled by the 

truce of 1389 could easily bubble to the surface. Such was the case when 

Sir Thomas Clifford and Sir William Douglas of Nithsdale met in 

Königsberg. Clifford and Douglas were parties to a long-standing dispute 

concerning lands that Clifford claimed, but Douglas held. Both knights 

had also participated in the recent border warfare, which could hardly 

have served to ease tensions. They had in fact intended to settle their 

dispute in personal combat in 1390, but the duel never took place, and the 

dispute was left unsettled. 396 According to the monk of Westminster, the 

395 Macdonald, Border Bloodshed, pp. 121,123,191. 

396 A safe-conduct had been given to Douglas for the purpose of the duel. Rot Scot, ii, pp. 
105-106. 
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two did not meet until they were both in Prussia. Douglas ambushed 
Clifford and his men following a church service in which the priest had 

refused to perform the office in the presence of a schismatic, and the Scot 

was killed in the resulting melee. 397 

The proposed Douglas - Clifford duel was only one of a spate of 

chivalric duels that took place either on the border itself, or that involved 

men who had been involved in the recent war. In 1390, Sir David Lindsay 

was granted a safe-conduct `... to come to do feats of arms in England with 

John de Welle[s], whom he has challenged. '398 When Lindsay unseated his 

adversary, he was accused of cheating by tying himself to his horse, but 

was cleared of any wrongdoing by king Richard himself, much to the 

delight of the Scottish chroniclers. 399 Also in 1390, John Dunbar, earl of 

Moray, was granted safe-conduct to come to England in order to fight a 

duel with the earl of Nottingham. This time it was the Englishman who 

prevailed, leaving Moray seriously wounded. 400 

Even when the stability of the truce wavered, as it would in the 

middle years of the decade, chivalric combat was employed to settle 

disputes arising out of breaches of the truce. In 1394, the Scottish knight 

Sir William Inglis captured the castle of Jedburgh. 401 The indignant keeper 

of the castle, Sir Thomas Strother, then challenged Inglis to a judicial 

combat which, after much elaborate preparation, was held at Rulehaugh, 

and in which Strother was killed. 402 

397 Macdonald, Border Bloodshed, pp. 191; Westminster, p. 475. 

398 Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 404. 
399 James L. Gillespie, "Richard II: Chivalry and Kingship" in James L. Gillespie (ed. ) The 

Age of Richard II (Stroud: Sutton, 1997), p. 119; Scotichronicon, viii, p. 13. 

400 Moray died before 15 February, 1392, and it has been suggested he had succumbed 
to the wounds sustained in this duel: Macdonald, Border Bloodshed, p. 122. 

401 Annales, p. 167. 
402 Macdonald. Border Bloodshed, pp. 125-126; Neville, Violence, Custom and Law, p. 79. 
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The first three years after the truce of 1389 appear to have passed 

virtually without any significant disruption of the truce. However, in 1393, 

the Scots swept into England on both marches in raids that were 

significant enough for the southern chronicler Thomas Walsingham to take 

notice. 403 At the time, Percy and Hotspur were wardens of the east and 

west marches, respectively. However, as Hotspur was still absent, his 

brother Ralph was acting in his place: 
During the same time, Scottish raiders invaded 
Northumberland, through the parts of the eastern marches, 
which were guarded by Henry Percy, the father, earl of 
Northumberland, and, these same people, carrying off all 
the best things, killed eight of the most worthy men of those 
parts, who had defended most effectively the province there. 
On account of which cause a great murmur arose against 
the earl; namely that he, who had taken for the defence of 
those marches, 7000 marks per annum from the King's 
purse, allowed the Scots to enter with impunity, and to 
inflict much damage on the people there. Ralph, younger 
son of the same earl, at that time guarded the west march, 
collecting from the king 4000 marks per annum; who, acting 
with great energy, did not allow the Scots to rage through 
the country. And on this account, from all quarters, he 
himself was praised, esteemed, and commended by all. 404 

This is an unusual passage. Not only is it the sole chronicle source for 

these Scottish raids, it is also the only one in which Percy is portrayed as 

having been so roundly condemned in the north itself. Even when he had 

managed to lose Berwick castle to the Scots twice in six years, there is no 

403 Annales, p. 164. 
404 Annales, p. 164. Ralph Percy was captured and killed by the Turks while on crusade 

in 1396. `[Ralph] Percy had an enviable reputation in his own day, and was considered 
by some to be the superior of his far more famous brother, Hotspur': Palmer, England, 

France and Christendom, p. 240. 
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suggestion that his support in the region had begun to diminish to such a 

degree. This passage, along with the possibility that Hotspur had drawn 

the ire of the people of Newcastle upon Tyne, raises the possibility that the 

Percies' relationship with the people of the north may not have been as 

healthy as Hardyng, for example, would have us believe. 405 

This remains, however, only a possibility. Just as it is unclear whether 

Hotspur was unpopular, it is not certain whether the `murmur' which 

arose against Percy was representative of a chronic state of affairs, or 

rather simply a short-term reaction to a temporary setback. 

Also unclear is the extent of the damage caused by these raids. They 

are mentioned by no other chronicler, English or Scottish, and there 

appears to be no subsequent reference to damages caused at this time. 

One would expect that if these raids had indeed been as serious as 

Walsingham suggests, they would have provoked at least some sort of 

response from Richard or his council. It has recently been suggested that 

these raids were an official expression of increased aggression within the 

Scottish court and that they occurred with the full sanction of the Scottish 

administration, 406 but this argument is less than convincing. Dr. 

Macdonald cites a number of pieces of evidence that he claims support his 

interpretation. After his successful judicial duel with Sir Thomas 

Strother, 407 Sir William Inglis received the barony of Manor, Peeblesshire, 

from Robert III. This is taken as an indication of tacit crown approval for 

his actions in the taking of Jedburgh castle. However, it was not unusual 

for a successful combatant to be given a reward, and too much should not 

be read into this. Similarly, much is made of provisions in several charters 

405 Hardyng, p. 351. Hardyng, of course, had his own reasons for presenting the Percies 
in such a positive light. 

406 Macdonald. Border Bloodshed, pp. 125-127. 

-407 Above, p. 123. 
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and indentures for the advent of war. 408 The first such case, Sir Richard 

Tempest's agreement to serve as Percy's lieutenant on the east march, 

contained provisions for the possibility of an outbreak of war. 409 To take 

this as evidence of anything more than prudence is surely unwarranted. 

Tempest, like Percy, was an old hand at border affairs, and he would have 

been as aware as anyone of the possibility that war could unexpectedly 

erupt at any time. Safe conducts to Scottish merchants which were to 

remain in force only as long as the truce held; fears that war may lead to 

the disruption of worship in Peeblesshire; provisions in a charter relating 

to a tenement in Morpeth, Northumberland allowing for war damages - 
these are all taken as indications of an increase in Scottish military 

activity in 1394-95.410 Trade had only resumed between the two realms 

once they had signed the truce, so it can hardly be surprising that safe- 

conducts would cease to be valid should the war resume. Lying as it does 

between Melrose, which had been burned by Richard II in his 1385 

campaign, and Edinburgh, Peeblesshire could certainly expect to 

experience some degree of disruption in the event of a renewal of 

hostilities. Finally, it was not at all unusual for Northumberland charters 

to contain a provision for damages caused by war. 

Dr. Macdonald also cites the capture of a Scottish vessel carrying 

men arrayed for war, as well as, bizarrely, a Flemish merchant, as 

evidence of official Scottish governmental participation in violations of the 

truce. While it is true that a number of Scots were captured by Yarmouth 

men, arrayed for war, it is in no way certain that England was their 

intended destination. If Robert III had in fact wished to attack England, 

408 Macdonald, Border Bloodshed, pp. 126-127. 

409 Macdonald, Border Bloodshed, p. 126. 

110 Macdonald, Border Bloodshed, pp. 126-127. 
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Yarmouth was a truly strange place to choose to strike, and a Flemish 

merchant was an even stranger choice of companion. There is no mention 

at all in existing records of these Scots attempting anything approaching 

an attack or a raid, nor of how they were captured. It is entirely possible 

that they were simply blown off-course on their way to the continent, and 

that the soldiers as well as the merchant had never planned on setting foot 

on English soil. 411 It is clear that the merchant, Laurence Preit, was both 

well known and well respected in England. He was released after five 

Norfolk men stood surety for him under pain of 100 marks, the bailiffs and 

community of Norwich having earlier petitioned Thomas Arundel, bishop of 

York and Chancellor of England for his release. 412 

All of these are seen as evidence of an upsurge of Scottish military 

activity in 1394-5. Further, their wide geographical spread is taken as an 

indication of toleration of, if not actual involvement in, breaches of the 

truce by the Scottish government. 413 This is unconvincing. Fear of an 

outbreak of war was clearly a reality on the Anglo-Scottish border in the 

1390's, as it was at any other time in the 14th century. In the wake of 

decades of war, the absence of such fear would be more surprising than its 

presence. However, provisions for war in charters and indentures are 

indicative of prudence rather than a state of war, and one ship does not an 

invasion make. The only concrete evidence given by Dr. Macdonald of 

extensive conflict on the borders in this period comes from 1394. From 

February of that year, William lord Dacre was in receipt of six months' 

wages for war service on the west march. 414 Unfortunately, there is no 

indication of the reasons for his claim for war wages, so the exact nature of 

411 Cal Doc Scot, v, no. 872; CCR, 1392-1396, p. 516. 
412 Cal Doc Scot, v, no. 872; CCR, 1392-1396, p. 516. 
413 Macdonald, Border Bloodshed, p. 126. 
414 Macdonald, Border Bloodshed, p. 126. 
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the conflict is obscure. Just as in 1393, some sort of incursion or raid had 

taken place, but details are lacking. 

The objections of Dr. Macdonald notwithstanding, it appears that 

those violations of the truce that did take place between 1393 and 1395 

were the responsibility not of the Scottish crown, but rather of men local to 

the border region. In addition, it is apparent that apart from the isolated 

cases of 1393 and 1394, the truce was largely successful in limiting cross- 

border raiding, as well as large-scale incursions. 

Keeping the Truce 

Although major breaches of the truce were for the most part 

successfully avoided, there remained the matter of settling the smaller 

disputes that had plagued the border region since time immemorial. 

Responsibility for this fell on the shoulders of the wardens of the marches 

on both sides of the border, and their abilities varied greatly. On the 

English side, the decade can be divided into three periods: 1389-1391, 

1391-1396 and 1396-1399. In the first of these periods, Thomas Mowbray, 

earl of Nottingham, was the highest ranking warden of the marches. In the 

summer of 1389, and in spite of the objections of the council, Richard had 

secured the appointment of the earl of Nottingham to the position of 

warden of the east march and custodian of Berwick. 415 This has 

traditionally been seen as an indication on the part of the king to limit the 

power of the Percies in the north. However, while Percy was excluded from 

northern office at this time, his son Hotspur was not. The day after he 

415 Richard had attempted to name Nottingham to the position for a term of five years, 
with greatly improved terms, after the expiry of the appointment then in force. When the 
council refused to acceded to his wishes, he departed for Kennington 'with a very- angry 
look'. POPC, i, p. 12b. 
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stormed out of council over the issue of Nottingham's re-appointment in 

1390, Richard made a new proposal. Nottingham was to have his tenure 

extended under the same terms for five years, with Hotspur receiving 

custody of Carlisle and the west march - also for five years. 416 Note that it 

was the king himself who proposed Hotspur's appointment to the west 

march. 417 

Nottingham's performance as warden was disappointing. Not only 

did he exchange commands with Percy within a year of his re- 

appointment, he also left behind a tremendous backlog of unsettled claims 

with which Percy had to deal. 418 For the five years during which he served 

as warden from 1391-1396, Percy brought experience, authority and 

consistency to bear on march day proceedings, and did much to 

compensate for his predecessor's shortcomings. 419 

Following Percy's removal from office as warden, the processes of 

border law once again ceased to function smoothly. A letter written by 

Robert III in the late 1390's indicates that traditional and basic pre-trial 

procedures, such as the return of stolen goods and the exchange of 

prisoners, had fallen out of practice, `leaving Scottish wardens bewildered 

and Scottish plaintiffs unsatisfied. 1420 

It is surprising that march-day practice could have deteriorated so 

quickly and so comprehensively. Although one could not expect outsiders 

such as Nottingham, Huntingdon, Aumerle or lord Beaumont, all of whom 

416 POPC, i, p. 12d; E101/68/267; Rot Scot, ii, 105. 
417 pOPC, i, p. 12d. Unfortunately there is no record of Percy's reaction in council to this 

issue, or indeed whether he was in fact in council on these two days. 
418 Neville, Violence, Custom and Law, p. 79; Storey, "Wardens", pp. 600,612. 
419 Under Percy's tenure as warden from 1391-1396, march days were held at least 

annually - both in conjunction with peace negotiations and exclusively for the settlement 
of cross-border disputes and claims: Neville, Violence, Custom and Law, p. 79 and n. 123. 

420 BL Cotton Vespasian, v. ii, fol. 38; Neville, Violence, Custom and Law, p. 79. 
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served as warden in the 1390's, to be familiar with procedure in march 

law, the same cannot be said of Hotspur. He had served as warden of one 

or the other march on several occasions throughout the 1380's and 

1390's, and should have been as familiar with march-day tradition as 

anyone. As early as 1393, he had secured his succession to the 

wardenship of the east march upon the expiration of his father's term of 

office in 1396, and so should have been more than adequately prepared to 

take a leading place on the border. 421 In spite of this, it is clear that 

march-day procedure suffered terribly in the closing years of the 1390's, to 

the point that wardens on both side of the border were calling for Percy's 

reinstatement. 

On 11 July, 1399, the duke of Aumerle, then warden of the west 

march, wrote to Richard II, asking that the middle march be re-created 

and that Percy be appointed as its warden. 422 This echoed the frustration 

expressed earlier by the earl of Douglas when he wrote to the English king, 

saying that 

... the Commissairs of Scotland as Allegyt that Due 
Reformacion and Redress of Attemptatz has nocht bene 
done before this tyme, for that, on the party of England, has 
been gret changyng of Wardanys on the West Marche syn 
the tyne of this Trewis, the qwilk will nocht Redress bot ilke 

man for his awne tyme423 

A succession of courtier friends of Richard II, none of whom had any real 

links to the north of England, had rendered the process of border law 

421 Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 445. 
422 C47/22/ 11 (10) A middle march had been created in the previous decade for much 

the same reason as cited by Aumerle in 1399. It had been found too difficult to govern 
the north without Percy's active participation, so a middle march was carved out of the 
two existing marches. Although an artificial entity with no natural physical boundaries, 
it did allow for the return of Percy to border affairs. 

-423 Cited in Neville, Violence, Custom and Law, p. 82. The problem of wardens refusing to 

make redress for violations that occurred prior to their appointment was not new. 
Hotspur had been guilty of this in 1390. Above, p. 116. 
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unworkable. Although attempts were made to codify border law, in the 
hopes of reducing the need for the presence of an experienced warden 

such as Percy, all such attempts to bypass the experienced northern lords 

failed. 424 What Richard failed to grasp was that the success of march-days 

depended on the full co-operation of the Scottish wardens, which in turn 

depended upon their respect for the English envoys. Codified or not, 

border law could not function without the presence of a respected, 

Northern, English warden. 425 At the end of the 14thcentury, this meant 

Percy. Ralph Neville, although recently elevated to the earldom of 

Westmorland, was relatively young and inexperienced, and did not 

command the same respect as Percy. And, although as warden of the east 

march he cannot shoulder the blame for the shortcomings on the west 

march, it is clear that Hotspur was unable to impose himself on march day 

proceedings with anything approaching the authority of his father. 

The truce which was signed in the summer of 1389, and which was 

repeatedly renewed throughout the reign of Richard II succeeded in 

achieving at least a degree of stability on the Anglo-Scottish border. Some 

raids did occur, cross-border crime remained a chronic problem, and 

disputes between Englishmen and Scots still occasionally ended in 

bloodshed, but on the whole, both sides genuinely endeavoured to keep 

the peace. In spite of recent arguments to the contrary, there is little 

evidence to suggest that the violations of the truce that did occur during 

this period were the result of official policy on either side of the border. 

Rather, they appear to have been random acts on the part of local border 

men. 

424 Neville, Violence, Custom and Law, pp. 80-83. 
425 Neville, Violence, Custom and Law, p. 83. 
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The most significant result of Richard II's interference in border 

affairs in the late 1390's may have been the alienation of those men who 

should have acted as his strongest supporters in the region - the Percies 

and Nevilles. Neville, although created earl of Westmorland in 1397, was 

completely frozen out of border office at this time, as was Percy. Richard's 

refusal to heed calls for the reinstatement of an experienced northern 

magnate as warden, and his insistence on the appointment of courtiers 

and favourites may well have been the proverbial final straw for Neville and 

Percy - both of whom were quick to support Bolingbroke in 1399. 

Percy 1389-99. 

The period 1388-99 was an unusual one for Percy. First, he 

abandoned his long-standing policy of concentrating on affairs in the north 

of England. Although he did not shift his focus entirely away from the 

region, Percy was increasingly active in the king's council in this period, 

spending significant amounts of time in London. 426 He was also one of the 

most active members of Richard's council. 427 In 1389, Percy was still 

working to establish an understanding between the duke of Gloucester, 

earl of Arundel, and the king. On 13 September of that year, he spoke to 

his fellow councillors, assuring them that 

... the duke of Gloucester and earl of Arundel... greatly 
desired that love, unity and understanding should be 

established between the King and the lords of his council on 
one part, and the said duke of Gloucester, the earl of 
Arundel and the earl of Warwick on the other part. And that 

426 He spent sufficient time in London to join his neighbours in complaining about the 

stench issuing from Holborn bridge, just west of his house, where the city's butchers 

illegally disposed of their waste. See below, pp. 134-136 

427 Anthony Tuck, Richard II and the English, pp. 141-142. 
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no party should hold the other in suspicion nor lie in 
ambush. 428 

During the crisis itself, there is a sense that Percy may have worked in a 

mediatory role out of political expediency, following his failure to arrest 
Arundel. However, the fact that he continued to work to reconcile the king 

and the appellants Gloucester, Arundel and Warwick in the following year, 

suggests that he had been genuine in his efforts to secure peace during the 

crisis. 

Percy's efforts to foster increased dialogue between the king and his 

magnates continued two months later when he advised the king not to 

recognise the newly elected pope until he had consulted his magnates and 

people, and in the mean time to delay writing to the papal curia. 429 

Percy also continued to be active in matters of dispute-resolution, 

including the famous Scrope-Grosvenor controversy. 430 Given the 

importance placed upon questions of armorial bearings in late mediaeval 

England, Percy's inclusion in the commission to settle the Scrope- 

Grosvenor dispute is significant. Although it is possible to overstate the 

importance of this inclusion - he was, after all but one of a large group of 

magnates appointed to settle the dispute - it is consistent with an 

emerging pattern of involvement in matters of dispute-settlement on the 

part of Percy. Another instance arose in February 1390 when he was 

appointed to hear and determine `... matters of dispute between the king's 

lieges and those of Prussia, 1431 a commission that was repeated a year 

later. 432 

428 POPC, i, p. 12. 
429 POPC, i, p. 14b. 
430 CPR, 1388-92, p. 40; Foedera, vii, 620. 
431 24 February, 1390. He was named along with the bishops of Durham, Bath and Wells 

and Hereford, the earls of Huntingdon and Salisbury, and the clerks Richard Rounhale 

and Robert Faryngdon. CPR, 1388-92, p. 196. 
432 26 January, 1391. CPR, 1388-92, pp. 372,374. 
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In addition to mediation and dispute-settlement, Percy was also 
involved in the determination of specific cases brought before the council. 
At some time prior to 10 February, 1390, a group of 25 mariners led by 

one Nicholas Janeson had been sent to the Marshalsea prison for alleged 

robberies at sea. On that date, and in response to a petition from the 

mariners for release from prison, a commission consisting of Percy, John 

Devereux, 433 brother John de Radyngton, 434 Richard Stury, 435 and Edward 

Dalyngridge436 was named, in order that the mariners' case could be finally 

decided. 437 Twelve days later, Robert de Parys, keeper of the Marshalsea 

prison, was ordered to deliver the 25 to the above-named commissioners, 

and within a month their release had been ordered, Percy and Devereux 

having investigated and certified in chancery that there was no reason to 

hold the prisoners. 438 

Of all his activities in London, that which may have had both the 

greatest and most direct effect on the lives of Londoners came in 1391. On 

that occasion, he was one of a group of magnates, churchmen, merchants 

and citizens of the city who petitioned Richard II to enforce a statute of 

Edward III, which prohibited the slaughter of animals and placing of dung 

heaps within the city of London, or within a league thereof. 439 As a result 

433 Steward of the king's household. He had been installed in early 1388 by the 
Appellants, and held the position until his death in 1393. Chris Given-Wilson, The Royal 
Household and the King's Affinity (London, 1986), pp. 74,184-5,219. 

434 Prior of the hospital of St John of Jerusalem in England. 
435 Stury had risen through service in the king's household under both Edward III and 

Richard II, and was a close and trusted counsellor until his death in 1395. Given- 
Wilson, Royal Household, pp. 57,148-9 

436 Dalyngridge was a Sussex knight who probably supported the Appellants in 1387-8, 

and who was experienced in local administration. Given-Wilson, Royal Household, 
pp. 185; Anthony Goodman, The Loyal Conspiracy (London, 1971), pp. 115-116. 

437 CPR, 1388-92, p. 217. 
438 CCR, 1389-92, pp. 115,125. The mayor and bailiffs were ordered to return their ship 

to the mariners. The mayor and bailiffs were likewise ordered to return their goods and 
chattels. CCR, 1389-92, p. 125. 

439 A complaint regarding this particular problem and the resulting atmospheric 
phenomenon had been made in parliament by Percy, Gaunt, the bishops of Lincoln and 
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of laxity in the enforcement of this statute, and subsequent breaches of the 
law, the air of the city had been `abominably defiled' to such an extent 
that, as well as causing complaints over general atmospheric 

unpleasantness within the city, genuine concern was expressed for the 
health of its citizens. In what amounted to an early example of 

environmental legislation, Richard II, `for the health of the people' ordered 
that the statute be enforced and that not only the slaughter of animals, 
but also the placing of dung heaps, be banned from within the city and a 
league thereof. 

This was in fact at least the third time since 1371 that this issue 

had come before the king. In that year, Edward III reiterated a still earlier 

statute concerning the slaughter of animals within the city, demanding an 

explanation from the mayor and aldermen for their failure, `in manifest 

contempt' of the king, to enforce the ban. 440 Similarly, in 1388, the stench 
in London's ditches, rivers and other waters was blamed for 

... many illnesses and intolerable diseases [that] daily befall 
both the inhabitants and residents of the said cities, 
boroughs and towns, and others passing through them, to 
the great harm, damage and danger of the said inhabitants, 
residents, visitors and travellers. 441 

Three years later, in 1391, Percy and his fellow complainants again 
brought this issue to the attention of the king. 442 As well as reflecting the 

belief that the recent epidemics of bubonic and pneumonic plague were 

Ely, the prior of St John of Jerusalem in England, the abbot of Leicester, the priors of St 
Bartholamew and Sempryngham, the nuns of Clerkenwell, the lords Charlton, Strange, 
Scrope, Grey and Burnell, and all the inhabitants in divers messuages, inns and houses 
in Holbourne, Smithfield, St Johnestreet, Clerkenwelstreet, the bailey by Newgate and 
Fleetstreet: CCR, 1389-92, pp. 409-410. 

-440 H. T. Riley, Memorials of London and London Life in the XIIIth XIVth and XVth Centuries 
(London, 1868), pp. 356-358. Quoted in Rosemary Horrox, The Black Death (Manchester, 
1994), pp. 204-205. 

441 A. Lauders et al (ed. ) Statutes of the Realm 1101-1713 (London, 1810-28, pp. 59-60. 
4-32 CCR, 1389-92, pp. 409-410. 
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caused in part by corruption of the air, 443 it exhibits an intimate 
knowledge of local details which suggests that it was in fact put forward by 
local residents themselves. The places named in the petition - Holbourn, 
Clerkenwell, St John Street, Newgate, Smithfield and Fleet Street - are all 
in close proximity, indicating that this petition came about as a result of 

what was effectively a local problem. That Percy was among the 

complainants further indicates that he was spending a significant amount 

of time in his London residence, Northumberland House, which was off St 

Martin's Lane in Aldersgate. Situated as it was to the east of Holborn 

Bridge, 444 the prevailing west to south-westerly wind would have made life 

at Northumberland house particularly unpleasant as long as the butchers 

continued to disregard these statutes. 

In the years following the battle of Otterburn, 445 the north of 

England continued to suffer the ravages of chronic cross-border raiding, 

unrest and widespread destruction. In October of that year, the merchants 

of Newcastle-upon-Tyne petitioned the king and council for an extension to 

443 A belief clearly reflected in various writings from, for example, Florence, Sicily, 
Tournai, Neuberg in south Austria, Sweden and even the medical faculty of Paris. 
Horrox, Black Death, pp. 29,40-1,46,59,159,173-7. The belief was not that the air 
itself had become corrupted in its essence, but rather that it had been contaminated, for 
example, as a result of `the malignant influence of the planets' or by evil vapours 
escaping from the earth during an earthquake. Horrox, Black Death, pp. 59,177-82. 

444 The house was situated near the site of the present day Holborn viaduct. The others 
named in the petition would have been likewise assailed by the stench issuing from 
Holborn Bridge. John of Gaunt frequently leased Ely Palace in Holborn from bishop 
Fordham of Ely following the destruction of the Savoy in 1381; Barnard's Inn, belonging 
to the dean and chapter of Lincoln was a near neighbour of Ely Palace; the priory of St 
John was to the east of Ely Palace and north of Smithfield; St Bartholomew's is directly 
adjacent to Smithfield, to the east of Holborn Bridge; the prior of Sempryngham's Inn 

was on Oldborne lane, just to the west of Smithfield. All of these residences, as well as 
the other locations mentioned in the petition - Clerkenwell, Holborn, Newgate, St John 
Street, Fleet Street - are located either within, or adjacent to, the old ward of Farringdon 
Without as described ca. 1600 by John Stow: Anthony Goodman, John of Gaunt (Harlow, 
1992), pp. 25,304; John Stow, A Survey of London, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1971), vol. ii, pp. 29, 
39-40. 

445 See above, p. 110. 
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a licence to export wool at a reduced customs rate. 446 The reason they gave 
for their petition was that 

... Northumberland, Westmorland and Cumberland, where 
they used to trade, are wholly burnt and destroyed by the 
enemy. 447 

Similarly, devastation resulting from Scottish raids also led to petitions by 

the northern counties for relief from taxation. In 1389, they asked the 

council to name a commission to enquire into which towns had been burnt 

and destroyed by the Scots in Northumberland, Cumberland and 

Westmorland. 448 They requested that the commission then present their 

findings to the Treasurer and Barons of the exchequer in the hope that the 

towns in question would then be discharged from liability for tenths and 

fifteenths. On 26 May, 1389, commissions were appointed for this purpose 

in all three counties. 449 

Another similar petition was made before parliament in 1390. On 

this occasion, the `... poor lieges and inhabitants... 1450 of Northumberland 

and Westmorland sought relief from taxation on the grounds that 

... whereas... their possessions, goods and chattels are burnt 

and destroyed by frequent chevauchees of your enemies of 
Scotland, and the greater part have nothing on which to live, 

446 The merchants of Newcastle-upon-Tyne had a licence to export wool at a reduced rate 
of 40s. per sack until 1 November, 1388. They normally paid 50s. per sack, as 
compared to Berwick upon Tweed, where the merchants paid only 13s. 4d.: 
Northumberland Petitions, no. 202. 

447 Northumberland Petitions, no. 202. 
448 Northern Petitions, no. 118. 
449 The commissioners named were: in Northumberland: Thomas, earl Marshal and earl 

of Nottingham, Matthew Redman, Ralph de Euere, Thomas Umfraville and John Mitford; 

in Cumberland and Westmorland: Thomas bishop of Carlisle, John lord Roos, Ralph de 

Neville, Richard Lescrope, John de Irby, John de Derwentwatre and Christopher de 

Morisby. This commission was made at the time when Percy was captain of Calais, and 
the earl Marshal was warden of the eastern march. CPR, 1388-92, p. 60. 

450 Northern Petitions, no. 119. 
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they are on the point of abandoning the country if, by your 
most gracious and lordship and aid, they are not relieved. 451 

This petition succeeded in securing remission of fines, issues, 

amercements, arrears of farms and accountancy for tenths and fifteenths 

as a result of the losses suffered at the hands of both the French and 
Scots. 452 Similarly, Percy himself was discharged 

... of rents, farms and other profits of the county of 
Northumberland if it is shown that the lands are wasted as 
a result of the invasions of the Scots. 453 

The hardships endured by the northern counties in the late 14thand 

early 15th centuries is further illustrated by repeated exemptions from 

ecclesiastical tenths as granted by the archbishop of York. This exemption 

was repeated so frequently that it became a formulaic addition to virtually 

all entries regarding the granting or collection of tenths in archbishop 

Scrope's register. 454 Although other areas under control of the 

archbishopric would occasionally be granted an exemption as the result of 

flooding, poverty, or if the benefice was worth less thank10,455 the Scots 

were universally blamed for the fact that the archbishop's lands in 

Northumberland, Cumberland and Westmorland were chronically unable 

to contribute their share of the tenth. 

During this period, a frequent point of contention between the 

English and Scots was the capture of merchants at sea in violation of the 

truce that was then in force between the two kingdoms. Percy was involved 

451 Northern Petitions, no. 119. 
452 CPR, 1388-92, p. 203. 
453 12 June, 1398. CCR, 1396-99, p. 272. 

454 R. N. Swanson (ed. ) A Calendar of the register of Richard Scrope Archbishop of York, 

1398-1405,2. Vols, (York, 1981,1985). i, no. 111; ii, nos. 720,723,726,767,773,960. 

455 Scrope's Register, no. 767. The standard exemption was &10, although this was at 

times reduced to 10 marks. 
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in such disputes not only as a keeper of the truce, but also as one accused 

of having seized a ship contrary to the truce. On 12 November, 1392, 

Henry Percy wrote to Thomas Arundel, archbishop of York, asking that he 

compensate merchants of York and Nottingham who themselves had had 

their goods seized at Edinburgh. Because of `... Scots laxity in keeping the 

truce... '456 the English merchants had been unable to recover their goods, 

and so Percy, acting as warden of the east march, asked Arundel to 

compensate the English merchants from goods seized in turn from 

Scottish merchants at Yarmouth. 457 Although in the above instance, Percy 

clearly supported the English merchants in their dispute with the Scots, 

he appears to have done so not simply to spite the Scots, but rather out of 

frustration at the failure of the Scots to enforce the truce. 

In February 1395 Percy was again involved in a maritime dispute. 

On 7 February, the mayor and bailiffs of Lynne were ordered by the king to 

release to Percy a vessel of Scotland, 458 its cargo, and the bodies of an 

unnamed number of Scots who had presumably been killed during the 

seizure of the ship. The vessel and cargo were to be released to Percy who 

bound himself to keep the king indemnified against any further claims on 

the Scottish merchants' goods. The fact that future claims against these 

goods were anticipated not only suggests that they were not about to be 

released to the Scots any time soon, it also raises questions regarding 

Percy's motivation for indemnifying the king under penalty of 1000 marks. 

He may well have been interested solely in securing these goods as a 

bargaining tool in his negotiations on the border with the Scots. Although 

there is no direct evidence to show that Percy was in fact simply using the 

456 Cal. Doc. Scot., v, 866. 

457 Cal. Doc. Scot., v, 866. 

458 Belonging to William Filpe, Robert of Borofeld, John of Couen and Gilbert of 

Haggehouse. The Calendar of Close Rolls gives a lengthy and detailed list of the 

remarkably diverse cargo that had been on board this ship: CCR, 1392-96, p. 338; Cal. 

Doc. Scot., iv, no. 462. 
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ship, goods and bodies of the Scots in order to strengthen his bargaining 

position, another incident some 18 months later suggests that he was 

capable of being rather less than efficient in returning such items to the 

Scots. On 27 June, 1395, Percy was ordered to 

... set free all merchants of Scotland lately arrested contrary 
to the truce in a ship of Henry Pierson split upon the coast 
of Warkworth in Lent last who are in the earl's custody, and 
all their goods and merchandise, that by the earl's default a 
breach of the truce be not imputed to the king. 459 

All that is known about this case is that the merchants and their goods are 

in Percy's custody. There is no indication as to who it was that had initially 

seized the ship and its crew. Whatever his motivation for delaying the 

release of these merchants and their goods, it is interesting to note that 

Percy, by his failure to quickly release the Scots, was now seen as a 

potential threat to the very stability that he had worked to secure and 

preserve. 

This period was also witness to Percy's last significant land 

acquisition. In the summer of 1393, John, lord Roos of Hamelak died while 

en route home from Jerusalem. 460 When he was followed to the grave by 

his wife Mary, 461 there ensued a rather undignified scramble to secure 

possession of the lands of the Roos and Orby inheritances. Mary was 

Percy's half-sister, being the daughter of his father, the third Percy lord of 

Alnwick, and his second wife, Joan, daughter and sole heir of John, lord 

Orby. She had, prior to her death without heirs in 1394, granted to Percy, 

his sons and brother, considerable portions of her holdings. Much of the 

459 CCR, 1396-99, p. 5; see also Cal. Doc. Scot., iv, no. 482. 

460 Annales, pp. 164-5. 
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year following her death was spent by Percy in an attempt to secure his 

family's interests in the Orby inheritance, largely at the expense of the 

rightful heirs. 462 In the end, he secured the manors of Hunmanby in 

Yorkshire, Toft in Lincolnshire, Isleham in Cambridgeshire, Cratfield in 

Suffolk, and Bradwell in Essex. 463 In this strange period which witnessed 

Percy not only shifting focus away from the north, but also his virtual 

disappearance from the pages of contemporary chroniclers, this was to 

prove his only significant acquisition of land. 

During the decade prior to the revolution of 1399, Henry Percy, earl 

of Northumberland seems to have undergone something of a shift in 

priorities. His removal from office on the Scottish borders allowed him to 

concentrate on affairs at court and in council. Spending a great deal of 

time in London and embarking on his first continental assignment since 

the fiasco of Gaunt's great march of 1373, Percy was no longer the 

constant presence on the borders that he had been for the twenty years 

previous. This has conventionally been seen as evidence of a deliberate 

policy of weakening the Percy position in the north in favour of their rivals 

the Nevilles. 

However, there is also the possibility that Percy himself simply felt 

that the time had come to let his son take what would have been seen as 

his own natural place on the borders, while he represented the family's 

interests in Westminster. First appointed as sole warden of the east march 

on his 21St birthday, Hotspur would certainly would have been anxious to 

establish himself in his own right, a position with which Percy would 

461 Mary was once engaged to marry sir John de Southeray. Chris Given-Wilson and Alice 

Curteis, The Royal Bastards of mediaeval England (London, 1984), p. 138. 

462 J. M. W. Bean, Estates, p. 9. 

463 Bean, Estates, p. 9; CCR, 1392-96, pp. 321,330,336,400,419,422,426,481,483, 

485,489,493,494. 
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certainly have sympathised. And Percy does appear to have been an 

extremely capable and respected figure in council, being called upon 
frequently to settle disputes, determine cases, and even to negotiate with 

the French. His apparent abilities in Westminster may have led to him 

being sought as a councillor, as much as his predominance in the north 

was seen as a threat. 

Percy and the Political Community of the North 

The political community of the far north of England in the late 

fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries has, until fairly recently, not 

received a great deal of attention. Some studies of the topic had been 

undertaken, for example by Charles Henry Hunter Blair on the Members of 

Parliament for Northumberland, 464 but generally speaking the interactions 

between different levels of Northumbrian society had long evaded serious 

study. This began to change following the lead of Professor Tuck and 

recently Dr. Andy King. 465 

464 Charles Henry Hunter Blair, `Members of Parliament for Northumberland (October 
1258 - January 1327)', AA, 4th ser., vol. x, 1933; Charles Henry Hunter Blair, `Members 

of Parliament for Northumberland (September 1327 - September 1399)', AA, 4th ser., 
vol. xi, 1934. 

465 Andy King, `They have the Hertes of the People by North' in Gwilym Dodd and Douglas 
Biggs (eds. ), Henry IV: The Establishment of the Regime, 1399-1406, Woodbridge, 2003, 

pp. 139-159; Anthony Tuck, `The Percies and the Community of Northumberland in the 
Later Fourteenth Century' in Anthony Goodman and Anthony tuck (eds. ) War and 
Border Societies in the Middle Ages, London, 1992, pp. 178-19 1. Professor Tuck's earlier 
work, `Northumbrian Society in the Fourteenth Century' Northern History vol. vi, 1971, 

pp. 22-39, is also useful for the question at hand, but for an earlier period. See also 
chapter 5 of Andy King, War, Politics and Landed Society in Northumberland, c. 1296- 

c. 1408, Ph. D. thesis, Durham. 2001. The study of members of parliament undertaken b-N- 

Roskell et al. has also done much to illuminate that particular group's relationships with 
other members of the political community. J. S. Roskell, Linda Clarke and Carole 

Rawcliffe (eds. ) The House of Commons 1386-1421,4 vols., Stroud, 1992. 
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Although primary sources available for this type of study are 
severely lacking for Northumberland in this period, there were two 

episodes that provided snapshots of Percy's retinue and which served as 
useful bookends for this period. One was born out of celebration and the 

other out of crisis: a feast held at Alnwick abbey in Percy's honour in the 

summer of 1376 and the northern resistance which sprang up in the wake 

of Hotspur's 1403 rebellion. 
For any consideration of Percy's relationship with the political 

community in the North of England, a natural point at which to begin was 
the feast given by the abbot of Alnwick in Percy's honour on Friday, 15 

August 1376 - just under a year before Percy's elevation to the earldom of 

Northumberland. 466 The exact reason was obscure; however it may well 
have been related to Percy's grant of the same year of the hospital of St 

Leonard by Alnwick to the abbot and convent of Alnwick. 467 Although the 

Alnwick Chronicler did not preserve the guest list in full, he did name 

thirteen knights who were joined in the abbey's refectory by `many other 

nobles of the country. '468 

More important than the occasion of the feast is the glimpse we are 

given into the identities of some of those who may have made up Percy's 

inner circle, as reflected by the Abbot's guest list. There were of course 

limits to the value of this list. It was, if the chronicler is to be believed, far 

from complete. 469 As no other record has survived of this feast, there was 

no way either to verify the list or to determine the identities of those who 

attended but whose names were omitted from the list. This glimpse at a 

466 Alnwick Chronicle, pp. 42-43. 
467 C 143/388/3. 
468 Alnwick Chronicle, p. 44. 
469 The Alnwick chronicler named thirteen knights who attended the feast along with 

`many other nobles of the country. ' The thirteen knights were: William de Aton, Richard 
Tempest, Walter Blount, Alan de Heton, John Confers, John Heron, John de Lilburn, 
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small part of the group with whom Percy chose to surround himself in the 

summer of 1376 remained the clearest indication of Percy's retinue for this 

period. 

This was how the list was viewed by Professor Tuck in his study of 
the relationship between the political community of Northumberland and 
the Percy family. 470 This study has been vital to the invigoration of this 

particular topic, and one would find it difficult to argue with its warning 

against assumptions of magnate dominance in the counties. 471 Moreover, 

the statement that the Percies remained immensely powerful in the north 

without enjoying complete and unchallenged dominance remains valid. 472 

Tuck's study also provided a useful synthesis of the scattered previous 

works that considered this topic. However, it is not without its 

shortcomings. 

Professor Tuck placed great emphasis on those knights whose 

origins lay outside of Northumberland. After briefly discussing a few guests 

who would have been very familiar to the political community of 

Northumberland - the Northumbrians John Heron, Alan Heton and 

Thomas Ilderton - the discussion moved on to several guests originating 

from Yorkshire. However, working from this particular guest list, it was 

perhaps premature to say that Percy's retinue was as replete with 

Yorkshiremen as has been suggested. For example Richard Tempest, a 

Yorkshire knight whose principal interests lay in the West riding, was no 

stranger to Northumberland, and had been close to Percy's father. Having 

received the manor of Hetton from him `for good service', and having 

served as one of his executors, he also served as keeper of Berwick and 

Thomas de Ilderton, Thomas de Boynton, Ingram de Umfraville, John de Dichaunt, John 
de Swynton and Ralph de Viners: Alnwick Chronicle, p. 44. 

470 Tuck, The Percies and the Community of Northumberland', pp. 178-19 1. 

471 Tuck, The Percies and the Community of Northumberland', p. 178. 

472 Tuck, The Percies and the Community of Northumberland', p. 191. 
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sheriff of Roxburgh as early as 1357.473 Tempest was no stranger to 

Northumberland. Sir William Aton also had earlier links to the Percy 

family, having worked frequently alongside Percy on various commissions 

in the East Riding during the years leading to the Alnwick feast. 474 Another 

connection to Percy came through his marriage to Percy's aunt Isabel and 

what appears to have been a close relationship with Percy's father. Family 

connections may also account in part for the presence at the feast of 

Aton's son-in-law John Conyers, and Conyers' brother-in-law Thomas 

Boynton, both of whom held lands in the North Riding. Relatively little is 

known about Ingram de Umfraville who, in spite of his bearing the name of 

one of the great northern families, appears to have been relatively inactive 

on the border and may in fact have come from a Scottish branch of the 

family. 475 

From this brief analysis of the Alnwick guest list, Professor Tuck 

concluded that Yorkshiremen `had a strong presence' amongst Percy's 

inner circle of military supporters. 476 They had a presence, but perhaps 

not as strong as suggested. If one takes into account Tempest's previous 

service in Northumberland and Aton's family connection to the Percies, 

which in itself could easily explain his presence at the feast, one is then 

left with only a handful of relatively minor guests out of thirteen recorded 

names whose interests lay primarily in Yorkshire. 

That is not to say that Percy's interests in Yorkshire have been 

exaggerated. His family had long enjoyed a position of considerable 

473 Tuck, The Percies and the Northumberland Community', p. 180. 

474 26 May 1370; 25 June 1371; 1 February 1374; 20 May 1375; 6 December 1375. CPR 
1367-70, p. 427; CPR 1370-74, pp. 106,475; CPR 1374-77, pp. 136-9. 

-475 GEC, vol. 1, p. 325; Tuck, The Percies and the Northumberland Community', p. 181. 

The Umfravilles were of course no strangers to either Percy or Northumberland, having a 
long tradition of service on the border, although Ingram appears to have come from a 

cadet branch of the venerable family. On 26 March 1378, Ingram de Umfraville was 

confirmed as the constable of Scarborough castle `at the supplication of Henry Percy, 

earl of Northumberland': CPR 1377-81, p. 188. 
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influence with the county, and this was not a position that Percy 

abandoned as he pursued his northward expansion of his family's 

interests. These links to Yorkshire are also clearly reflected in the 

geographical distribution of the various commissions to which Percy was 

appointed. From 1368, when he succeeded his father as the fourth Percy 

lord of Alnwick, to his death in 1408, Percy was appointed to some 158 

different commissions. These included commissions of the peace and oyer 

et terminer touching an entire county or region, commissions of array, 

commissions of walliis etfossatis and commissions de kidellis as well as 

commissions of oyer et terminer relating to a specific situation or dispute. 

Of these varied commissions, 94 related to Yorkshire, 34 to 

Northumberland, 21 to Cumberland, 12 to Westmorland and 11 to 

Lincolnshire. In addition, Percy was named to two commissions in 

Lancashire and one each in Nottinghamshire and Sussex. 477 Note that this 

was not a passing feature of his service to the crown, which changed as 

Percy attempted to extend his family's interests northward. As shown by 

the table below, 478 the high proportion of commissions in Yorkshire 

continued to be a feature of Percy's career until the year of his flight from 

England. 

Percy has perhaps been unfairly criticized for his alleged failure to 

leave behind his family's traditional dependence on its Yorkshire 

connections. Even if he did not look to Yorkshire for support to the extent 

that has been suggested, the county itself frequently and consistently 

476 Tuck, 'The Percies and the Community of Northumberland', p. 181. 
477 Several of these commissions dealt with two or more counties, accounting for the 

discrepancy between the total number of commissions listed by county (176) and the 
number of commissions to which Percy was named in total (158). See table below, p. 
310. Of the Yorkshire commissions which were not related to a specific dispute or 
locality. 31 were in the East Riding, 27 in the North Riding and 12 in the West riding. 
Note also that although Percy held the manor of Petworth in Sussex, he was only called 
upon to serve on a commission in that county on one occasion. His involvement in 
Sussex affairs appears not to have extended beyond the bounds of Petworth itself. 
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called upon Percy to participate its administration. Long after he had 

shifted his gaze northward, embracing Warkworth as his favoured 

residence and seeking to expand his interests on the Anglo-Scottish 

border, he continued to be summoned frequently to serve in a variety of 

official capacities in Yorkshire. These widely varied commissions served to 

perpetuate and strengthen his ties to the political community of Yorkshire 

throughout the late fourteenth century. It would have been surprising had 

he not made use of these connections. Taking advantage of these 

connections to retain able supporters to his service in Northumberland 

should perhaps be seen as an effective use of his family's traditional base, 

rather than as a failure to win the hearts of Northumbrians. 

Although he maintained a significant official presence in Yorkshire 

and did on occasion bring men from that county into his service in 

Northumberland, the extent to which this was a feature of Percy's lordship 

remains in question. The suggestion that Percy's dependence upon 

Yorkshire retainers may have been overstated is supported by the 

identities of other guests at the Alnwick feast. In addition to Heron, Heton 

and Ilderton, other Northumbrians were present. Further, it perhaps 

should not be assumed that the named guests were necessarily all invited 

because of their direct connections to Percy. Two of the guests, Walter 

Blount and John Swinton, were never closely associated with Percy. They 

were, however, both close to John of Gaunt. 479 

Much has been made of the rivalry between Percy and Gaunt which 

flared violently following the Peasants' Revolt, but it is important to 

remember that in the summer of 1376, their friendship was at its zenith 

and there is no reason to believe that Percy was, at the time of the feast, 

478 Below, p. 310. 
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attempting to woo retainers away from the Lancastrian fold. Even if this 

had been Percy's intent, then choosing Swinton and Blount as his targets 

was a truly odd decision. Swinton, a Scot, had been in receipt of fees from 

Gaunt as early as 1372 and has been described as being among `a number 

of alien knights who had no home in England outside the Lancastrian 

court'. 480 Blount, in addition to being from Derbyshire -a part of the 

country in which Percy had no interest whatsoever - had entered 

Lancastrian service at around the same time as Swinton and eventually 

rose to become the chamberlain of Gaunt's household in the mid-1390s. 48' 

The loyalty of both of these knights to their Lancastrian masters was not in 

doubt. 

The Alnwick guest list should therefore be approached with greater 

caution than has previously been the case. Some were indeed from 

Yorkshire but this did not in itself indicate that Percy was either 

disinclined or unable to attract support within Northumberland itself. The 

presence of Heron, Lilburn, Ilderton and Heton demonstrates that the 

opposite may well have been the case. John Heron had a strong territorial 

connection to the county, held several offices both from the crown and 

from the bishop of Durham, and was frequently active militarily on the 

border. 482 When the son of John Lilburn, who served as MP for 

Northumberland in 1384, was christened three years later, Percy stood as 

479 Given-Wilson, Royal Household, pp. 229,312; Goodman, John of Gaunt, pp. 58,134- 
6,210,216-7; Walker, Lancastrian Affinity, pp. 12,28,217,282. 

480 Walker, Lancastrian Affinity, p. 12. 
481 Walker, Lancastrian Affinity, pp. 264,285. 
482 He owned the manors of Eshott, East Duddoe and Twizell in addition to `extensive 

farmland' in Tillmouth, Thornton, Clifton and Colwell in Northumberland as well as the 

manor of Eppleton in Durham. He also served as Sheriff, JP, and MP for 
Northumberland in 1360-1,1372 and 1379, respectively. CPR 1370-74, p. 194; J. S. 
Roskell, Linda Clark and Carole Rawcliffe (eds. ), The House of Commons 1386-1421, iii, 

p. 354. His sons, too, were active in local Northumbrian politics and Anglo-Scottish 
diplomacy and warfare. 
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godfather. 483 Thomas Ilderton, another Northumbrian guest of the abbey, 

also went on to serve as MP and JP for Northumberland and to serve both 

Percy and Gaunt in Berwick upon Tweed and Dunstanburgh, 

respectively. 484 Another prominent Northumbrian guest at the feast, Alan 

Heton, was perhaps the closest to Percy, for, in addition to the usual 

offices and military service, Heton actually held a tenement within Alnwick 

castle itself. 485 

Further, the presence of two knights who were neither part of Percy's 

affinity nor targeted to become part of Percy's affinity leads one to question 

the validity of the assumption upon which Tuck's study was in part based: 

that the guests at the feast represented the core group of Percy's military 

supporters. 

The questions that arise from the Alnwick guest list are not easily 

answered. Because of a lack of surviving source material, it is extremely 

difficult to determine not only the exact cause of that gathering and the 

identities of the other guests, but also the relationships between those 

guests whose names were recorded and, most importantly for this study, 

the relationships between these guests and Percy himself. Because of this, 

the guest list should best be regarded as representing a group of knights 

who were for various reasons close to Percy in 1376, and not necessarily 

as representing the core of Percy's retinue. 

The greatest challenge faced by modern historians trying to piece 

together Percy's relationship with the political community of the north is 

the lack of source material alluded to above. Percy did not produce an 

483 Tuck, The Percies and the Northumberland Community', p. 187. 
484 Tuck, The Percies and the Northumberland Community', p. 187. Ilderton also served 

in Percy's retinue ca. 1385: BL Cotton Roll XIII 8. 
485 Percy Cartulary, p. DCCCLXXII. 
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equivalent of John of Gaunt's register, and the Percy Cartulary draws to an 

end prior to the period in question. What remained were two similar but 

not identical retinue rolls from the mid 1380s, 486 records of enfeoffment, 

pardons, commissions, appointments to various offices in the region and 

the activities of a handful of men who served Percy at the exchequer in 

Westminster. In effect, this makes any attempt to assemble a portrait of 

Percy's immediate household a practical impossibility. It is possible to 

determine for example the identities of those to whom he looked to act as 

feoffees, and at times, those whom he appointed to administer his castles 

or manors, but not of those who served Percy in the more intimate 

environs of his household. It is, however, possible to demonstrate the 

considerable resources upon which Percy could draw at times of war. 

When, in 1385, Richard II summoned the English feudal levy for the 

last time, Percy contributed the third largest contingent of men. As would 

have been expected, gaunt provided the largest retinue: 1000 men at arms 

and 2000 archers. The earl of Buckingham and Percy brought the next 

largest retinues at 400 men at arms and 800 archers, and 399 men at 

arms and 800 archers, respectively. 487 These retinues were also made up 

of men drawn from both within the northern counties and elsewhere. 

Northern families such as Tempest, Redman, del Strother, Felton and 

Monboucher were represented, as were relative southerners such as 

Despenser, Mowbray and Plumpton. 488 Whether by choice or out of 

necessity, Percy's retinue in the mid-1380s reflected the full breadth of his 

486 BL Cotton Roll XIII 8; E 101 / 40/ 5. 

487 N. B. Lewis, The Last Medieval Summons of the English Feudal Levy, 13 June 1385' 

EHR, 1958, pp. 17,18,21. Percy had originally agreed to bring 260 men at arms and 
520 archers. Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 340: E 101 / 73 /2 (30). 

488 BL Cotton Roll XIII 8; E 101 / 40/ 5: Tuck, `The Percies and the Northumberland 

Community', p. 194 n. 
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landed interests. His men were drawn from the border counties, Yorkshire 

and beyond. 

There are also two individuals whose loyal record of service to Percy 

deserved mention: Thomas Carnica and Thomas Motherby. Carnica, the 

rector of Settrington near Malton in the East Riding, 489 had long been 

associated with the Percies. He had acted as attorney, mainpernor and 

feoffee for Percy. Also, the majority of payments made at the exchequer to 

Percy throughout the 1390's were received `per manus Thomas Carnyka, 

clericis suis. '490 He also acted as an envoy to the council on Percy's behalf 

in the early years of Henry's reign. 491 Thomas Motherby was even more 

active in service to Percy. The most common way appears to have been as 

attorney or mainpernor. On several occasions between 1375 and 1380, 

Motherby acted as feoffee for Percy. 492 He also was, of course, one of the 

two messengers charged with the unhappy task of turning Gaunt away 

during the Peasants' Revolt. 493 In addition, just months before the 

outbreak of the Peasants' Revolt, Motherby acted as mainpernor along with 

Hugh Ardern, another Percy retainer, and Percy himself, for the 

commitment of the keeping of alien churches in Scarborough to one 

Brother Peter of Newcastle. 494 Motherby, like Carnica after him, was also 

extremely active in Westminster on Percy's behalf during the years 1377- 

489 In 1398 Carnica was given license for non-residence whilst in Percy's service. R. N. 

Swanson, ed. A Calendar of the Register of Richard Scrope Archbishop of York, 1398-1405, 
Part 1. York, 1981, no. 299. 

490 E403/543; E403/546; E403/548; E403/549; E403/551; E403/554; E403/555; 

E403/562. 
491 BL Cotton Vespasian Fvii, fol. 69. 

492 CFR, 1369-77, p. 306; CFR, 1377-83, pp. 126,137,195. 

493 See above, pp. 63-65. 
494 CFR, 1377-83, p. 253. 
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1380.495 As well as being active in Percy's service, Motherby also went on 
to hold several positions of responsibility of his own right. In 1384, he 

served as MP for Northumberland in the parliament summoned to meet at 
Salisbury on 29 April. 496 His other positions tended to be focused on the 

city of Newcastle upon Tyne. In April 1389, he was part of a group 

commissioned to survey vessels involved in the Newcastle upon Tyne coal 
trade. In December of the same year, Motherby was appointed along with 
Percy's son Hotspur, and others, to enquire into a complaint by certain 

Newcastle burgesses that some of their fellow citizens had not contributed 

their share to the upkeep of the city's defences. He must have impressed in 

his execution of these commissions, for on 30 November 1390, he was 

appointed controller of customs and subsidies of wools, hides and wool- 
fells in the port of Newcastle upon Tyne. 497 

Originating in Cumberland, the reasons that lay behind Motherby's 

entry into Northumbrian society in general, and Percy's service in 

particular, were obscure. His association with Percy pre-dated the latter's 

acquisition of Cockermouth and so did not arise as a result of Percy's 

newfound stature as a major landholder in that county. Whatever the 

origin of their association, Motherby served his lord faithfully and loyally 

and was richly rewarded in return. 

Although these two most loyal servants of Percy originated outside of 

Northumberland, one should not assume that he was inactive in retaining 

within the county itself. Indeed, as has been demonstrated by the works of 

495 E403/463; E403/465; E403/468; E403/475. 

-496 Blair (ed. ), `Members of Parliament for Northumberland (September 1327 - September 

1399)', pp. 71-72. 
497 CPR, 1388-92, p. 356. This may, of course, have been as much a reflection of Percv's 

influence at court as of Motherby's own abilities. 
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Tuck, King and Roskell, 498 Percy was quite active in attempting to secure 
Northumbrian retainers. 

Northumberland did not enjoy the most stable of political 

environments; at least not in terms of recruiting retainers from the county 

gentry. However, it is worth noting that while continuity may not have 

been a feature of most Northumberland gentry's relationship with the 

region's magnates, county electors had a clearly demonstrable preference 
for experience and continuity when choosing Members of Parliament. This 

was particularly true from 1383 to the time of Percy's flight into Scotland. 

During that time, on no occasion did the electors choose two novice 

Members, preferring instead to rely on a small group of experienced 
MPS. 499 

Notwithstanding their parliamentary tendencies, the gentry of 

Northumberland did not exhibit any such predisposition toward stability in 

their relationships with the higher nobility. Several historians have 

commented on the tendency of the Northumberland gentry to serve 

multiple lords throughout their careers. 50° The image that has been 

presented has been one of chaos which led directly to Percy's inability to 

assemble a stable and reliable Northumbrian affinity on whose support he 

498 See, for example, King, They have the Hertes of the People by North', pp. 139-159; 
King, War, Politics and Landed Society in Northumberland, c. 1296-c. 1408, chapter 5; 
Roskell, Clarke and Rawcliffe (eds. ) The House of Commons 1386-1421,4 vols., Stroud, 
1992; Tuck, `The Percies and the Community of Northumberland', pp. 178-19 1; Tuck, 
`Northumbrian Society in the Fourteenth Century', pp. 22-39 

499 Roskell, The House of Commons, 1386-1421, vol. i, p. 539. This continuity was not as 

prominent a feature of the elections prior to 1384, although it was still present. From 

1368, the year in which Percy succeeded his father, to 1382, the electors of 
Northumberland sent two novices to Parliament on only four occasions: November 1373, 

February 1376, October 1378 and May 1382. Blair (ed. ), `Members of Parliament for 

Northumberland (September 1327 - September 1399)', pp. 57-63,68-69. 

500 King, They have the Hertes of the People by North', pp. 141-159; King, War, Politics 

and Landed Society in Northumberland, c. 1296-c. 1408, chapter 5 passim; Roskell, Clarke 

and Rawcliffe (eds. ) The House of Commons 1386-1421,4 vols., Stroud, 1992; Tuck, The 

Percies and the Community of Northumberland', pp. 180-191. 
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could depend. It is true that several prominent members of the 

Northumberland gentry moved quite freely from the service of one lord to 

another. For example, Sir Thomas Gray, the son of the Sacalchronica 

author, served under both Percy and Hotspur as well Gray's brother-in-law 

the earl of Nottingham during his short tenure on the march, while at the 

same time maintaining close links to the Nevilles. 501 Gerard Heron, six- 

time MP for Northumberland, holder of a myriad of offices and highly 

respected diplomat, found advancement not only under Percy, Richard II 

and Henry IV, but the bishop of Durham as well. 502 Heron's brother 

William, Lord Say, who along with Westmorland's brother Lord Furnival 

spearheaded the crown's attempts to regain control of Percy's recalcitrant 

northern castles in 1403, was a staunch supporter of the Lancastrian 

regime who rose to become Henry's treasurer. Nevertheless his fondness 

for Percy was revealed from beyond the grave by his leaving E20 to him in 

his will. 503 Robert Harbottle, who remained `staunchly loyal'504 to Henry 

during the rebellions of 1403-5, was also closely connected to the 

Westmorland knight sir Matthew Redman, who was himself on good terms 

with Percy. 505 To further muddy the waters, Harbottle had also married the 

daughter of Bertram Monbourcher. Sir Bertram enjoyed a long, 

distinguished, but at times problematic career of service that extended 

501 Roskell, The House of Commons, vol. I, pp. 222-225. 

502 Roskell, The House of Commons, vol. I, pp. 354-356. 

503 Mark Arvanigian, `Henry IV, the Northern Nobility and the Consolidation of Power, 
1399-1403' in Dodd and Biggs (eds. ) Henry IV: The Establishment of the Regimes, 1399- 
1406, p. 134; Roskell, The House of Commons, vol. I, pp. 355-356. `And having likewise 
been a soldier with the earl of Northumberland, and received more than I deserved, I will 
that my said executors pay to the said Earl xxl.: Testamenta Vetusta, vol. I, p. 163. 

504 Roskell, The House of Commons, vol. I, p. 286. 

505 King, `They have the Hertes of the People by North', p. 143; Tuck, `The Percies and the 
Community of Northumberland', pp. 181-2,185-6. On 5 Februar 1397, Percy secured a 

pardon for Redman's servant Nicholas Henmarsh, who had murdered one Adam 

Hombewell: CPR, 1396-99, p. 67. 
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back as early as 1359 when he served in France under Edward III. Twice 

landing in hot water over shortcomings in his accounts as sheriff of 

Northumberland, he was rescued first by John, lord Neville, and later by 

Percy, with whom he appears to have maintained close links. 506 

The career of Sir John Mitford, the paragon of public service in late- 

mediaeval Northumberland public service, was extraordinary. During a 

career that spanned nearly 40 years and included election to no less than 

thirteen parliaments, Mitford held a dizzying array of offices that 

encompassed every aspect of county administration. His early success was 

owed directly to Percy, who named him steward of the manor of Corbridge, 

an office he was to hold for some 38 years. When Percy called upon his 

services as feoffee for the vital transaction that brought the massive 

Cockermouth estates to Percy, Mitford had added steward of Morpeth to 

his list of offices. 507 Having received royal favour as early as 1383, Mitford 

continued to serve Richard II throughout the rest of his reign, but did not 

hesitate to offer his capable services to the new king in 1399. Nor did his 

long-standing, close connections to the Percy family prevent him from 

dutifully working to calm the north following their rebellions. 

Considering the careers of these men and the varied links that they 

formed within and without the county, the question should perhaps not 

only be why Percy in particular was unable to rely on a large 

Northumbrian affinity in the wake of Shrewsbury, but also whether any 

northern magnate would have been able to do so. The failure of Percy's 

retainers to offer blind support in the difficult months following 

Shrewsbury should not simply be seen as a failure on his part to establish 

a stable and reliable affinity. It should also be seen as a result of the 

506 Roskell, The House of Commons, vol. I, pp. 755-756. 

507 CPR, 1381-85, pp. 313-14,392; Roskell, The House of Commons, vol. I, p. 745. 
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particular characteristics of Northumbrian political society. The webs of 
interdependence spread so wide throughout the county that there were few 

retainers of any great standing whose allegiance had not been complicated 
by service to more than one lord, often to the king himself. Bearing this in 

mind, one should not be surprised that men like Mitford, Heron and 
Umfraville chose loyalty to the crown at that difficult time. 

This analysis is supported by the fact, as demonstrated by King, that 

those few men who held out in Warkworth and Alnwick in Percy's name 

were those who appear to have owed their position in Northumberland to 

Percy and to Percy alone. 508 Alnwick castle held out under the leadership 

of William Worhtington, John Wyndale, William Roddam, John Middleham, 

Thomas Clerk of Alnwick and Richard Bond. At Warkworth, Henry Percy of 

Athol, John Cresswell and Richard Aske led the resistance to royal 

authority. Of these men, and excepting Percy's grandson Henry Percy of 

Athol, only Roddam, Clerk and Cresswell are known to have been native 

Northumbrians. 509 Richard Aske was a Yorkshire knight who, along with 

his brother John, had strong connections to Percy. However, events of 

1403-4 occasioned something of a split within the Aske family. While 

Richard remained defiantly in Warkworth castle, his brother John was 

firmly entrenched in the king's service. He was in fact twice ordered in 

508 King, They have the Hertes of the People by North', p. 148. For the events of 1403-4, 

see below, pp. 215-239. 
509 Cresswell was a relative newcomer to the county. When his father, also named John, 

died at Bordeaux castle, he was owed some £320 by the crown. In lieu of this debt, on 6 
May 1386, John Cresswell jr. was given a life interest in a collection of holdings in 
Copeland, Thornton, Bamburgh, Wooler, Rothbury, Thokeryngton, Marchenley, Prudhoe, 
Akild, Morpeth, Hayden, Newham, Newcastle upon Tyne, Newsome, Cramelyngton, 

Whitelowe and Stanyngton. As many of these properties were held of Percy, it was 
natural for Cresswell to seek to associate himself with him. The Roddam family were 
long-time tenants of the Percies: CPR 1385-89, pp. 198-99; King, `They have the Hertes 

of the People by North', p. 147. 
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October 1403 to encourage his brother to come to the king. 510Of the other 

northern holdouts, very little is known. Although difficult to prove in the 

absence of positive evidence, this dearth of information about these men 

supports the theory that they had no history of Royal service. While it is 

impossible to rule out their having had links to other magnates, it is quite 

clear that they performed no service of note to the crown. Others whose 

links to Percy were tempered by links either to other magnates or to the 

king simply had too much to lose by supporting Percy through the crises of 

1403-5. Even John Aske, who had a long history of serving under the 

Percies as well as the king, and whose own brother was holding out in 

Warkworth, deemed it advantageous to quickly adhere to the king's cause. 

Gerard Heron, John Mitford, Robert Umfraville, Ralph de Eure and 

Lord Say all had histories of service under and alongside Percy in the final 

decades of the fourteenth century, and to a man they `abandoned' him in 

the wake of Shrewsbury. But it was not as clear cut as that. While these 

men did enjoy constructive, cordial, even friendly relationships with Percy 

during that period, they were also very active in service to other magnates 

and the crown. The same could be said for many other members of the 

northern political community. The patterns of service through which the 

bulk of Northumberland's gentry had risen made support for Percy during 

those years untenable, indeed unthinkable. 

510 See below. pp. 233-234. 
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Chapter Three 

"By Argument or Craft": Percy and the Revolution of 1399 

Richard II captured near Conway by Percy. 

From an early 15th century Manuscript of Jean Creton's Metrical History 

British Library Harleian MS 1319, fol. 44. 
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Northumberland, thou ladder wherewithal 
The mounting Bolingbroke ascends my throne, 
The time shall not be many hours of age 
More than it is ere foul sin, gathering head, 
Shall break into corruption. Thou shalt think, 
Though he divide the realm and give thee half, 
It is too little, helping him to all. 
He shall think that thou, which knowest the way 
To plant unrightful kings, wilt know again, 
Being ne'er so little urged another way 
To pluck him headlong from the usurped throne. 
The love of wicked men converts to fear, 
That fear to hate, and hate turns one or both 
To worthy danger and deserved death. 511 

These words, although benefiting from considerable hindsight, 

having been written nearly two hundred years after the Lancastrian 

revolution, nevertheless largely reflected contemporary opinion regarding 

Percy's role in the events of 1399. He was, for better or worse, recognised 

by contemporary commentators as the most important of Henry's 

supporters. Unfortunately, this was one of the very few aspects of the 

revolution in which the chroniclers were in agreement. Striking as it did at 

the very foundations of society, the revolution was bound to cause 

emotions to run high throughout England -a condition from which 

chroniclers rarely enjoyed immunity, even at the most tranquil of times. 

This emotionally charged atmosphere, coupled with the varied 

backgrounds and motives of the chroniclers, led to the creation of vastly 

differing accounts of the revolution itself, as well as of those who took part 

in the events leading to the deposition of Richard II. For example, Percy 

was presented as most everything from an unwitting dupe of Henry, to 

511 Richard II to Percy. William Shakespeare, King Richard the Second, Act v, Scene i. 
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Judas himself. Even John Hardyng, the chronicler closest to Percy, found 
it necessary to alter his version of events as the political winds shifted 
during the 15th century. Similarly, when the Dieulacres chronicle 
underwent a change of author, the continuator remarked that his 

predecessor had praised much that should have been criticised, and 
criticised much that should have been condemned. 512 And in Alnwick 

castle, there survive two 15th century versions of the Brut chronicle which 
choose to ignore altogether the revolution, and the part played by the 
Percies therein. 513 

In spite of the labyrinthine relationships between chronicles, the 
basic framework of the events leading to the deposition of Richard II and 
the coronation of Henry IV are familiar. 514 As are, for the most part, the 
identities of those who took part in the revolution, although the specific 

roles played by these individuals are at times somewhat less than clear. 
What remains quite uncertain are the reasons that lay behind both the 
decisions and the actions taken by the king, by Bolingbroke, and by their 

respective associates. 

One of the reasons for the difficulty which historians have faced in 

examining Percy's motives in joining Bolingbroke is the relative scarcity of 
information regarding Percy in the years immediately prior to 1399. The 

decade before the revolution was the worst documented of all with regard 

to Percy. His appearances in chronicles were few, and the references to 

him in other sources were also relatively scarce. 

512 Dieulacres, p. 174; Chris Given-Wilson, Chronicles of the Revolution (Manchester, 
1993), p. 9. 

513 Alnwick Castle MSS 79,522. Similarly, pedigrees of the Percy family held in Alnwick 
do mention the fact that Percy was killed in Yorkshire, but give no indication of the 
circumstances under which he was killed, as they mention nothing whatsoever about 
the revolution of 1399, nor of the subsequent rebellions: Alnwick Castle MSS 80,81. The 
other chronicle in the Alnwick archive is clearly not a Percy chronicle as it fails even to 
mention Percy's elevation to the earldom: Alnwick Castle MS 457a. 
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When searching for an explanation of Percy's support for 

Bolingbroke, historians have traditionally turned to his exclusion from the 

office of warden of the marches. However, as shown above, this `exclusion' 

was far from complete, and it may be seriously doubted whether he had in 
fact been forced from the office. There are also indications that even when 
Percy was not serving as a warden of the marches, he remained active in 
border affairs. Between 15 May and 11 July 1396, Percy received £325 
from the exchequer for the keeping of the truce, and for reparations for 

transgressions against the truce with Scotland. 515 Similarly, on 19 

January 1397, he received £113 13s. 4d. for the holding of march days, 

the enforcement of the truce and for the wages for men at arms and 

archers on the Scottish border. 516 These were however the only details 

provided by the issue rolls. There was no explanation of why Percy - and it 

is unmistakably he and not Hotspur who was being paid - was so actively 
involved in matters on the marches at a time when he held no border 

office. Nor were there any details as to where the soldiers indicated were 

serving, although it would seem that they had perhaps accompanied Percy 

to a march day. These appeared to be the only payments of this type made 

to Percy for services associated with the keeping of the marches while he 

was not in fact warden. They did however illustrate that even when he was 

not officially involved in the administration of the border and the keeping 

of truces with the Scots in the capacity of warden, he continued to play an 

active, if diminished, role on the border. 

This was consistent with Percy's partial withdrawal from border 

affairs. It was not unreasonable that he may have stepped aside to allow 

514 For a chronology of the revolution, see Given-Wilson. Chronicles of the Revolution, pp. 
xiii-xv. 

515 E403/555. Payments were made on 15 May (£113.13s. 4d. ), 23 June (£40), 8 July 
(£38), and 11 July (£133.6s. 8d. ) 1396. 

516 E403/556. 
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his son to take his rightful place on the borders, with the understanding 
that he would continue to be involved in some - perhaps only a diminished 

or advisory - capacity. 

What then of his relationship with the king? Once again, Percy's 

relatively low profile in the years leading to the revolution makes this a 
difficult question to answer. As shown above, it is uncertain whether his 

exclusion from border office was the result of a deliberate attempt by the 

king to diminish his position in the north. Indeed, from June 1391 to the 

end of Richard's reign, the east march remained firmly in Percy hands. 517 

However, in the months before the revolution, the Percies had undoubtedly 

been in the king's favour. Not only did Hotspur, as warden of Berwick 

upon Tweed and the east march, receive an assignment worth £750,518 but 

in May Percy himself had been made a supervisor of the king's will. 519 

That is not to say that the Percies' relationships with the king were 

without contention. The granting of the Cumberland estates of Penrith to 

Ralph Neville, earl of Westmorland, 520 would have irritated Percy. Not only 

did it significantly strengthen the Nevilles' position in the north-west, it 

may well have been seen as something of a snub of Percy's own designs on 

the estates, as he had previously held them at farm from the duke of 

Brittany. 521 

Perhaps more significantly, the king rejected an appeal made by the 

duke of Aumerle, then warden of the west march, that Percy should once 

517 The east march was not only historically the most important to the Percies, it was also 
the most lucrative financially, being worth twice as much as the west march to the 
holder. 

518 30 June, 1399. E403/563. 
519 J Nichols (ed. ) Collection of the wills of the Kings and Queens of England (London, 

1780), pp. 191-200. Cited by James Sherborne "Perjury and the Lancastrian Revolution 

of 1399" Welsh history Review, 1988, p. 219, n. 6. 

520 CpR, 1396-1399, p. 267. 
521 CCR, 1396-1399, p. 141. 
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again be made a warden of the march. 522 Aumerle was the third of three 

court favourites who were named warden in quick succession during the 

last years of Richard's reign. 523 His predecessors, John, lord Beaumont 

and John Holand did not have any particular interest in the north, but 

Aumerle did. His father, the duke of York, was lord of Tynedale, and 

Aumerle himself had been granted the wardship and marriage of the 

daughter of Sir Thomas Umfraville, lord of Redesdale. 524 However, 

compared to Percy, Hotspur or indeed the Nevilles, these interests paled 

into insignificance. As had been the case with Gaunt in the 1380's, 

Aumerle found that he simply did not have the political clout on the march 

to discharge his office effectively, and by July 1398, he found himself 

writing to the king, asking for Percy to take his place. 525 

Aumerle's request fell on deaf ears and was not granted. The reasons 

for this were not clear. Richard may have felt that Aumerle did have 

sufficient authority to deal with the Scots, or, as has been often suggested, 

he may have been working to curb Percy influence on the border. However, 

it is most likely that Richard realised that even without granting him office, 

Percy could still be used effectively on the border. As shown above, Percy 

received payment on several occasions for services rendered on the border 

at times when he held no office. 526 However out of place Aumerle may have 

felt on the western march, Richard was well aware both that the capable 

Hotspur was on the east march, and that Percy himself was available 

should the need arise. 

522 Cal. Doc. Scot., iv, no. 506. 
523 John, lord Beaumont was named warden 16 June, 1395: Rot. Scot., ii, p. 131. 

Beaumont died 9 September, 1396: E101/41/35. John Holand, earl of Huntingdon and 
later duke of Exeter followed on 15 Sept, 1396: Rot. Scot., p. 135; and Edward, duke of 
Aumerle on 10 February, 1398: Rot. Scot., p. 140. 

524 J. A. Tuck, "Richard II and the Border Magnates" Northern History, 1968, p. 49. 

525 14 July, 1398. Cal Doc Scot, iv, no. 506. 
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Percy's relationship with the king prior to the revolution was not 
perfect. Richard had rejected calls for the reinstatement of Percy as a 
warden of the march, and he had made significant grants of land to the 

other great northern family, the Nevilles. However, frustrating and 
irritating though these events were for Percy, they can in no way have been 

sufficient to justify his raising arms against his king. In addition to this, 
there is evidence that in the months prior to Bolingbroke's landing at 
Ravenspur, Richard and the Percies had been on good terms. 

We are thus faced with the bizarre situation of Percy having joined a 
rebel whom he had no immediate and compelling reason to support, 

against a king whom he had no immediate and compelling reason to 

oppose. The explanation for his joining Bolingbroke in such force must 
therefore lay elsewhere. As will be discussed later, 527 the rewards which 
Percy obtained as a result of the revolution provide a more satisfactory 

explanation of his actions than does his situation prior to it. 

The Revolution 

The importance of the role played by Percy in the revolution of 1399 

was recognized by all. Not only was this one of the few points in which 

contemporary chroniclers agreed, the wages he received from Bolingbroke 

in return for his service also made it clear that he was the single greatest 

supporter of Henry in his march across England. 528 Several basic facts 

about his participation in the revolution have also been well established. 

526 Above, p. 161. E403/555; 556. 
527 Below, p. 181. 
528 Percy received some £ 1333 from Henry, a sum greater then those received by Henry's 

next two leading supporters combined. Hotspur received £666 and Lord Wiloughby 
£623: Given-Wilson, Chronicles of the Revolutionz, p. 252. 
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He was among the first of the nobility to join Henry after the latter's 

landing at Ravenspur. He met with Richard at Conway castle, then 
delivered the king to Henry, and was among the deputation that met with 
Richard in the Tower just prior to his renunciation of the throne. Where 

the chroniclers disagree was with respect to the actual nature of Percy's 

role in these events. 

One of the most hotly debated issues with regard to Percy and his 

role in the revolution was the question of oaths. The first of what have 

been called the `three major acts of perjury'529 that led to the deposition of 
Richard II occurred shortly after Henry had been joined by Percy and 

Hotspur. According to the prose addition to the second version of 

Hardyng's chronicle, Henry had sworn upon the gospels at Doncaster that 

he had returned to England only to claim his rightful inheritance, for the 

reformation and improvement of the government of the realm, and that he 

therefore had no designs on Richard's throne. 530 This however appeared 

only in the second, Yorkist, version of Hardyng's chronicle, and so must be 

treated with caution. 531 Hardyng, as is well known, is a problematic 

author, for as well as being a close confidant of the Percies, he was also 

capable of both falsification and forgery, and so his account should not be 

accepted without at least some degree of corroboration. 532 

529 K. B. McFarlane, Lancastrian Kings and Lollard Knights (Oxford, 1972), p. 58. 
530 Hardyng, pp. 352-353. For the prose addition, see below, pp. 311-314. 
531 Hardyng wrote two versions of his chronicle. The first, as yet unedited version, was 

presented to the Lancastrian Henry VI: BL MS Lansdowne 204. The second was 
significantly modified prior to its presentation to the Yorkist Edward IV. As well as 
altering passages concerning the Lancastrian kings, he added passages supporting the 
Yorkist claim to the throne, as well as the prose addition containing the Percy manifesto 
of 1403. 

532 Antonia Gransden, Historical Writing in England II, c. 1307 to the Early Sixteenth 

Century (London, 1982) p. 275; C. L. Kingsford, "The First Version of Hardyng's 
Chronicle" EHR, xxvii (1912), pp. 467-468; Sherborne, "Perjury", p. 218. 
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In spite of the problems associated with relying upon Hardyng as a 

source, it appears that there was some foundation for his story of the 

Doncaster oath. It was supported by a suggestion in the Dieulacres 

chronicle that Henry had indeed made an oath to this effect at some point 
between his landing at Ravenspur and his meeting with the king at Flint 

castle. According to this version, Henry had sworn upon the relics of 

Bridlington to the two Percies that 

... 
he had never aspired to the throne, and... that if anyone 

more worthy of the crown could be found, he would willingly 
withdraw. 533 

There is a clear contradiction in this passage. If Henry truly had not 

aspired to the throne, then he would not have been in any position to 

withdraw his claim, whatever the worthiness of any other claimants. 

Whether this discrepancy is due to Henry's engaging in doublespeak or to 

the chronicler's recording of a muddled rendition of the oath will never be 

known for certain. The importance of this passage laid in that the 

Dieulacres chronicle, an independent chronicle with no apparent 

connection to the house of Percy, corroborated Hardyng's assertion that 

Henry had sworn an oath to the effect that he did not aspire to the throne. 

And, significantly, they both asserted that these oaths were taken in the 

presence of Percy. Although the accounts in Hardyng and the Dieulacres 

chronicle differed in the details as well as the location of the oath, the fact 

that two independent chronicles maintained that Henry did indeed take 

such an oath strongly suggested that at least one oath of this type was 

taken. 

But who was the intended audience of such a pledge? In both 

Hardyng and the Dieulacres chronicle, it was clearly stated that Henry 

533 "Henricus dux iuravit aliis duobus Henricis super reliquias de Bridlyngton quod 

coronam nunquam affectaret, et tunc dixit si aliquis dignior corona inveniretur libenter 

cederet" Dieulacres, p. 179. 
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made these oaths to the Percies. However, they were in fact more of an 

exercise in public relations than of private assurance. Although it has 

recently been argued, somewhat convincingly, that neither Bolingbroke nor 
Percy initially intended to seize the throne, and that his oaths at Doncaster 

and Bridlington had been genuine and given in good faith, 534 this view 

ignores the very thing that drove so many to support Henry - the character 

of the king himself. Walsingham gives us a telling assessment of 

contemporary opinion regarding Richard when he wrote that Henry had 

been joined by 

... the earl of Northumberland, Lord Henry Percy, and his 

son of the same name, (whom the Scots called "Henry 
Hotspur, " because he harassed them so furiously), and 
many other lords, who feared the cunning and deceit of the 
king... so that his army was estimated to be sixty thousand 
strong535 

Percy would have been under no illusions about the consequences of 

joining Bolingbroke. Henry's raising of arms against his king was a 

treasonable act, and Percy's support of his cause left him open to a charge 

of treason as well. Having spent much of the previous decade in 

attendance at the king's council, Percy knew full well how Richard had 

dealt with those who opposed him, as the fates of the appellants made 

quite clear. 

Percy had, for several years, attempted to reconcile the king and the 

appellants, but to no avail. In spite of his best efforts at mediation, Richard 

had bided his time until he was able to strike back at the appellants, and 

when he did exact his revenge, it was both swift and terrible. Anyone who 

had been an observer of Richard's coup of 1397 would have been left in no 

doubt as to the penalty for opposing the king. Those who so opposed him 

534 Sherborne, "Perjury", pp. 224,235,249. 

535 Annales, p. 245. 
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could eventually expect to face a charge of treason, and possible 

execution. 536 A statute of 1397 made it perfectly clear that anyone 

... 
[who] raises the people and rides to make war against the 

king in his realm, and who is duly attainted and adjudged 
in Parliament, shall be adjudged a traitor [guilty of] high 
treason 

... 
537 

This, and the ruthlessness with which Richard pursued his vengeance 

against the appellants must have made it abundantly clear that raising 

arms against the king was a proposition that allowed for no half measures. 
Henry and his allies could not have hoped simply to reform Richard's 

kingship after having taken up arms against their king. If they were to 

march against Richard, they had to be prepared to pursue their action 

through either to their own demise, or to that of the king. Jean Creton, 

himself a staunch supporter of Richard, confirmed this assessment of the 

king's character. After considering the message from Bolingbroke which 

Percy conveyed to Richard at Conway castle, the king concluded that he 

had no choice but to go along with the earl. But, he assured his 

supporters, 

... I swear to you, that whatever assurance I may give to him, 
he shall for this be severely put to a bitter death for the 
outrage and injury that he has done to us. 538 

It was this vindictive aspect of Richard's character which in part drove so 

many to support Henry in the summer of 1399. It was also a part of his 

personality which had come to the fore during the coup of 1397, and 

which was well known not only to Henry, but to Percy as well. 

536 Usk, p. 22; Vita Ricardi Secundi, p. 139 

537 Rp, iii, p. 351. 
538 Mais je vousjure, 

Quil en mourra de mort amere et sure, 
Quelque chose que Je lui asseure; 
Considere loultrage et liniure 
Qil nous a fait : Creton, p. 357. 
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What then was the purpose of the oath or oaths? Percy and the 
`many other lords' who, according to Walsingham, flocked to join Henry 

would all have been very well informed as to the character of Richard. They 

were, after all, if not necessarily of the same rank as Arundel and 
Gloucester, members of the same political community. It was not they, but 

rather the rest of the `sixty thousand'539 who were the intended audience of 

Henry's oaths. Reform of government, and restraint upon unchecked 

spending had frequently been central themes of political protests, and it is 

much easier to envision Henry gaining the massive support he enjoyed, as 

quickly as he did, if these oaths are seen as having been exercises in 

public reassurance. Had he landed at Ravenspur openly announcing his 

intention to remove Richard from the throne, such support would not have 

been forthcoming. It is one thing to propose reform, but quite another to 

advocate revolution. 

The oaths at Doncaster and Bridlington were not intended to deceive 

Percy nor any other member of the nobility who rode to join Henry. They 

were, however, fully intended to convince the wider populace that Henry 

had no designs on the throne. When, four years later, Hotspur rose in 

rebellion against Henry. He made great use of these oaths as a means to 

justify his own rebellion. According to Hardyng, Hotspur rebelled because 

Henry had lied to them and perjured himself during the summer of 1399. 

Henry had indeed sworn not to seize the throne, and he had done so in the 

presence of the Percies. What the Percies' propaganda failed to point out 

was that the earl had been party to Henry's deception. Although later 

Percy chronicles and pedigrees would have us believe otherwise, 540 

539 Above, p. 167. 
540 For example: 

This Henry [Percy] to the second Richard his soveraigne 

was a true knight 
to befaithfull to his master 
it accordet well with might: Alnwick MS No. 522. 
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Northumberland did not initially intend to remain loyal to Richard, only 
later to be duped into supporting Henry. He had realised from the 
beginning that the removal of Richard from the throne was a necessary 

end to their actions, and his complicity in Henry's oaths at Doncaster and 
Bridlington was simply one step in this process. 

The second of the three acts of perjury took place at Conway castle 
during the meeting between Percy and Richard. In mid-August, isolated in 

Wales as his forces evaporated before him, the increasingly anxious, 
desperate and fearful king attempted to communicate with Henry by 

sending two envoys - the earls of Kent and Huntingdon - with orders to 

meet with Henry and return to the king. Although the two earls were to be 

detained by Henry and prevented from returning to the king, Richard was 

soon to receive a deputation from Bolingbroke, led by Percy. 

Percy was clearly recognised as a leading supporter of Henry, but 

this was not the sole reason for his being sent by Bolingbroke to meet with 

the king. There were, after all, other magnates and clerics of high standing 

among Henry's supporters, any of whom could have been considered as 

potential envoys to the king. The duke of York had by this time come to 

some sort of arrangement with Henry, the earls of Westmorland and 

Rutland had joined Bolingbroke, as were the abbot of Leicester and of 

course the Archbishop of Canterbury, who had accompanied Henry from 

France. 541 However, considering the deep mutual hatred and distrust that 

existed between the Archbishop and the king542 and the fact that York had 

Similarly: 
This Henry to kynge Richarde second was a trew knight 

to be trew to his maister it accordyth to ryght 
in his maisters qwarell at the last he was slayn 
in the cathedral churche of Yorke he lyet[h] certain: Alnwick MS No. 79. 

541 Annales, pp. 244,246; Vita Ricardi Secundi, p. 154. 

542 Of Henry's supporters, none had greater personal cause than Archbishop Arundel to 

seek the downfall of Richard II. In September 1397, the Archbishop had been 
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himself only recently deserted the king to join Henry, these two would 
certainly not have made ideal mediators. 

In spite of Arundel's singular unsuitability as an envoy to Richard, 
here has long been some confusion regarding exactly who was sent by 
Henry to meet with Richard at Conway, some suggested that Arundel was 
present. Although the preamble of the Record and Process543 maintained 
that Arundel accompanied Percy to Conway, this was likely a later 
invention intended to add credence to the story of Richard's willing 
renunciation of the throne. In the case of the Continuatio Eulogii, which 
also placed the Archbishop at Conway, this appeared to be a simple matter 
of confusion, with the author having mistaken Conway for Flint. Although 

other chroniclers stated that Richard met with Percy and Arundel, their 

accounts were not reliable. The Dieulacres chronicle did not say where this 

meeting took place - the author may also have confused Conway and Flint 

- and in the Vita Ricardi Secundi further confusion was caused by the 

author's statement that the king was taken from Flint to Conway, a 

reversal of the actual sequence of events. 544 

Percy on the other hand, did not have a recently acrimonious 

relationship with Richard. It is true that he had been one of Henry's 

earliest supporters, and he had also brought the largest retinue to support 

Bolingbroke, but beyond Percy's support for Henry, Richard had no 

particular reason to mistrust the earl. Any potential mediator from Henry's 

condemned to exile and forfeiture for his role in the events of 1386-88, shortly before his 
brother Richard, earl of Arundel, was beheaded. Even after Arundel's exile, Richard 
continued to pursue his revenge by means of a remarkable letter to pope Boniface IX in 
which he condemned Arundel. A. L. Brown, "The Latin Letters in MS All Souls 182" EHR, 
1972, pp. 368-371. All Souls College Oxford MS. 182, fols. 156a-d; Saul, Richard II, pp. 
377-378. I am indebted to Dr. Norma Aubertin-Potter of All Souls Library, who kindly 
provided a copy of this manuscript at a very busy time whilst the library was being 

renovated. 
543 See, for example Annales, p. 249. 
544 Continuatio Eulogii, iii, p. 382; Dieulacres, p. 173; Palmer, "Authorship", pp. 418-419; 

Sherborne, "Perjury", pp. 229-230; Vita Ricardi Secundi, p. 155. 
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camp would have been similarly tainted by the very fact of their 

association with Bolingbroke, so this alone could not rule out any potential 

envoys. Percy was both the highest ranking and the most respected of 
Henry's supporters who had not recently drawn the ire of the king. 

Percy had also, by the time of the revolution, acquired something of 

a reputation as a mediator. As discussed above, he had attempted for 

several years to reconcile the king and the appellants. He had also become 

highly respected as a mediator in border disputes, and had also served in 

mediatory roles in several other instances. Because of this, he had come to 

be trusted by his peers and, most importantly, by the king, as an honest 

and trustworthy intermediary. 

It was this belief in Percy's trustworthiness that earned him entry 

into the castle at Conway, and his meeting with the king. For this meeting 

itself, we are unfortunately dependant on the account of just one 

chronicler, Jean Creton. Creton was neither English nor a politician, and 

so his understanding of the English political world was necessarily limited. 

Also, as a French esquire of relatively humble status, he did not enjoy 

unlimited access to the king's inner circle. 545 However, in spite of this and 

his strong bias in favour of the king, Creton remains the most valuable 

source for events at Conway. It appears that the earl of Salisbury kept him 

quite well informed of events that Creton himself did not witness, and he 

also went on to prove himself to be capable of being not entirely unfair to 

Henry. 546 

The other accounts of Percy's meeting with the king were either 

based upon the thoroughly unreliable Record and Process, or made only 

brief mention of the meeting, and added nothing to Creton. For example, 

Usk failed to mention Percy's oath, the Dieulacres chronicler did state that 

545 Given-Wilson, Chronicles of the Revolution, p. 137, Sherborne, "Perjury", p. 231. 

546 Given-Wilson, Chronicles of the Revolution, p. 137. 
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Percy took an oath, but he also added that the Archbishop of Canterbury 

was present, when he almost certainly was not, and failed to give any 
details of Percy's meeting with the king. 547 The Kirkstall chronicle 

meanwhile failed to mention Percy's oath, gave no details of their meeting, 
and simply stated that the king was swayed by Percy's `... words and 

manifold arguments. 'S4ß There is a hint in its account of Percy's actions 
during the political crisis of 1386-1388 that the author of the Kirkstall 

chronicle may have had some sort of link to the Percies, and so may have 

chosen simply to gloss over this rather unsavoury episode in Percy's 

career. 549 

According to Creton, Percy had been sent by Henry with 
instructions to bring back the king `by truce or by force. 1550 Although 

Creton had no way to know exactly what had been said between Henry and 
Percy, the words he put into Percy's mouth at this point are significant. 

Having been given instructions to use force, if necessary, to capture the 

king, Percy replied 

`God grant it may be so, ' said the earl, `by argument or craft, 
I will bring him. '551 

Although clearly intending to carry out Henry's instructions by bringing 

Richard to Henry, `craft' is rather a different proposition than `force. ' 

Although he had effectively been given carte blanche by Henry to use 

whatever means necessary to capture the king, Percy, according to one of 

his harshest critics, preferred to rely upon his tongue rather than upon his 

considerable forces. 

547 Dieulacres, p. 173; Given-Wilson, Chronicles of the Revolution, pp. 137,155; Usk, p. 
59. 

548 Kirkstall, p. 79. 
549 Although other chroniclers recognised the mediatory role played by Percy during the 

crisis, none goes as far as Kirkstall in saying that he was responsible for averting civil 
war. Kirkstall, pp. 69-70,79; 

550 Creton, pp. 126-7. 
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Taking possession of Flint and Rhuddlan castles on his way from 
Chester, Percy then proceeded to Conway, leaving the bulk of his troops 

out of sight a few miles away from the castle. 552 After receiving a safe 

conduct to enter the castle, he delivered Henry's message to the king. 

Percy insisted that Henry regretted all that had happened since his landing 

and wished for nothing more than that to which he was entitled. 553 He 

then demanded that five men - the dukes of Surrey and Exeter, the earl of 
Salisbury, the bishop of Carlisle and Maudeleyn - be handed over to Henry 

to face trial for advising Richard to have Gloucester murdered. Should the 

five deny the charge, they were to face trial at a Parliament in which Henry 

was to act as Chief Judge, and at which Richard was to be crowned as lord 

and king as a gesture aimed at reaffirming his sovereignty. In addition, 
Percy assured Richard that he was to maintain his kingly estate. Percy 

concluded by insisting that Henry had no desire to seize the throne, and 

that he would come before the king to humbly beg forgiveness on his 

knees. Percy was, he said, ready to swear upon the consecrated host that 

Henry would honour his word. 554 Having excused Percy, the king sought 

the counsel of those who remained with him, and determined that he had 

no choice but to go along with Percy. 

The king then summoned Percy and told him that he would agree to 

Henry's proposals on the condition that Percy swear that what he had said 

was true, and that he had no hidden agenda 

551 Creton, p. 129. 
552 These men were left under the command of Sir Thomas Erpingham, who had a long 

association with the house of Lancaster, and who was to later serve as Henry's under- 
chamberlain and then Steward of the royal household following his coronation. Chris 

Given-Wilson, The Royal Household and the King's Affinity. Service, Politics and Finance 

in England, 1360-1413. (London, 1986), p. 190; McFarlane, Lancastrian Kings and 
Lollard Knights, p. 72. 

553 Viz. the office of Steward of England, as well as his inheritance as Duke of Lancaster. 

554 Creton, pp. 132-137. 
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For I know well that you are an honourable man, and would 
not perjure yourself for any robes, jewels or gifts. 555 

However, in taking the oath at Conway, Percy betrayed not only his king's 

faith in his sincerity, he also betrayed his own good name and honour. 

Percy could, of course, claim that he did not actually perjure himself in 

relation to the message he brought from Henry. They were, after all, the 

words of another man. However, it was with his oath that he had no 
hidden agenda that he undeniably committed perjury. The king's 

willingness to believe Percy clearly demonstrated the level of trust that the 

king had in the earl. 

This misplaced faith in Percy's honesty and belief in his integrity as 

a mediator are perhaps best illustrated by the reaction of another French 

chronicler to Percy's betrayal of the king. To the author of the Traison et 

Mort, Percy's perjury upon the host at Conway made him a `false earl' who 

could only be likened to Judas or Guenelon. 556 Although the author of the 

Traison was not a witness to the events at Conway, his condemnation of 

Percy conveyed as deep a sense of disappointment as it did condemnation. 

The king trusted Percy because of his reputation as an honest mediator, 

and it was his betrayal of this trust that led to his being singled out above 

all other supporters of Henry as not simply a traitor, but a Judas. 

Any lingering faith in the integrity of Percy was shattered soon after 

the king and his entourage encountered the bulk of Percy's men - his 

`persecuting traitors'557 -a few miles from Conway. Upon sighting these 

men, whom Percy had hidden out of sight before riding to Conway castle, 

the king was clearly shaken, and threatened to ride straight back to 

555 Car je scay bien que vous estes preudons, 
Ne pour avoir robes, joyaux, ne dons, 

Ne vous vouldriez pariurer: Creton, p. 359. 

556 Guenelon was a `notorious traitor, who was torn to pieces at Aix-la-Chapelle by order 

of Charlemagne': Traison et Mort, pp. 49,50,199n. 

557 Creton, p. 131. 
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Conway. 558 Percy had no intention of letting his prize slip away so easily, 
saying 

My lord, you accuse me of dishonour, but I solemnly 
declare, that since I have you here, I will bring you to Duke 
Henry as directly as I may; for you must know that I made 
him such a promise these ten days past. 559 

This time Percy was good to his word, and the king was duly escorted to 
Rhuddlan and finally Flint, where Richard and Henry finally met. 

Once Percy had delivered Richard into Henry's power, he was 

quickly taken to London and placed into safe keeping within the Tower. 

Henry was then free to consider not only the grounds on which he could 

claim the throne, but also the means by which Richard could be induced 

to renounce the same. So, while Henry consulted the chronicles and 

enquired after judges in an attempt to discover, or failing that, to invent, a 
legitimate claim to the throne, several deputations were sent to Richard in 

the tower. 

These delegations, in which Percy played a prominent role, 

encountered a king who must have been on the verge of mental and 

emotional exhaustion. When, a week earlier, 560 the chronicler Adam Usk 

was sent to discover the `mood and behaviour'561 of the king, he found 

Richard brooding over his former grandeur, his current predicament, and 

the fates of former kings of England. 

Seeing therefore the troubles of his [Richard's] soul, and 
seeing that none of those who had been deputed to wait 
upon him were in any way bound to him, or used to serving 
him, but were strangers who had been sent there simply to 

558 Creton himself was so terrified that upon seeing Percy's men laying in ambush, he 
"wished himself in France": Given-Wilson, Chronicles of the Revolution, p. 147. 

559 Creton, p. 148. 

560 Usk met Richard on 21 September. 
561 Usk, p. 65. 
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spy upon him, I departed much moved at heart, reflecting to 
myself on the glories of his former state and on the fickle 
fortune of this world. 562 

On 28 September, the first of three deputations was sent with the assent 
of the great council of England to the king to 

... ascertain from the king, on the behalf of the said council, 
if he was willing to renounce all the right that he had to the 
crown of England with its appurtenances, as he had earlier 
promised to them. 563 

This group consisted of the archbishop of York and the bishop of Hereford, 

representing the higher clergy; the earls of Northumberland and 
Westmorland, representing the earls; Lord Despenser and Lord 

Bergavenny, representing the barons; Sir Thomas Grey and Sir Thomas 

Erpingham, representing the knights; Master Thomas Stow and Master 

John Burbach, doctors, and Master Denis Lopham and Master John 

Ferriby, notaries. 564 Richard replied that he wished to see in writing 

exactly what form his resignation was to take. Having been given a bill 

detailing exactly how he had to resign the crown of England and all its 

appurtenances, he replied that he would be willing to give an answer the 

following day. 

562 Usk, p. 65. 
563 The Manner of King Richard's Renunciation, p. 267. 
564 As with so many aspects of the various accounts of the revolution, there was 

considerable confusion as to the exact composition of the delegations sent to Richard in 
the Tower on 28 and 29 September. The above list is from The Manner of King Richard's 
Renunciation. The Record and Process and Usk replaced lords Despenser and 
Bergavenny with Lords Berkely and Burnell. In addition, Usk omitted the two notaries, 
and the Record and Process included the Justices Sir William Thirning and John 
Markham. The addition of Thirning and Markham may have been intended to add weight 
to its account of proceedings in the Tower in much the same way that Archbishop 
Arundel's presence at Conway was invented in order to add credence to the story of 
Richard's willing renunciation there. However, in spite of these discrepancies, Percy was 
seen by all to have played a prominent role in the deputations: Given-Wilson., 

-- 
Chronicles 

of the Revolution, p. 169, Chris Given-Wilson, "The Manner of King Richard's 
Renunciation: A `Lancastrian Narrative? '" EHR, 1993, p. 369n.; G. O. Sayles, "The 
Deposition of Richard II: Three Lancastrian Narratives" BIHR, 1982, pp. 260-263; Usk, p. 
67. 
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The next morning, the same group returned to the king, 

accompanied by the prior of Christchurch Canterbury. 565 According to the 
Record and Process, Percy took a leading role in this second meeting. 
`Acting on behalf of, and with the permission of 566 the rest of the 
delegation, he asked the king whether he was willing to renounce his 

crown. Although neither Usk nor The Manner of King Richard's 

Renunciation at this point single out Percy in this manner, it was 

consistent both with his leading part in the revolution in general, and his 

inclusion in all three delegations in particular. Perhaps the most 
interesting aspect of all accounts of the meetings in the Tower between the 

king and the three delegations was the lack of comment on the role played 
by Percy at Conway. One can only imagine the deep sense of betrayal that 

Richard must have felt towards Percy, yet there was no mention 

whatsoever of any manifestation of lingering resentment. 

When asked by Percy if he was willing to renounce the throne, 

Richard indignantly refused at first, declaring 

... that he was outraged, and would like to have it explained 
to him how he could resign the crown, and to whom. 567 

At the heart of Richard's vigorous protest was his firm belief in the divine 

nature of his kingship. The sanctity of his anointing could not be undone 

by the simple act of renunciation of the throne, and the `characters 

impressed on his soul'568 could not be cast aside at the behest of a mere 

mortal. In this, Richard was maintaining a position which he had held 

565 Thomas Chillenden, who most likely was the author of The Manner of King Richard's 
Renunciation. Given-Wilson, "Lancastrian Narrative? ", pp. 366-369. 

566 Given-Wilson, Chronicles of the Revolution, p. 169. 
567 The Manner of King Richard's Renunciation, p. 267. 

568 Vita Ricardi Secundi, p. 159. 
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since Conway, when he had only agreed to surrender on the condition that 
his dignity as king be respected and maintained. 569 

In spite of these protests, Richard soon realised that all was finally 
lost, and that he had no choice but to give in. 

... 
later, after he had been otherwise advised on certain 

matters which had been put to him by the said lords, he 
said: `Have my dear cousin of Lancaster come here, and I 
will freely make my resignation to him, upon certain 
conditions which I will explain to him. 1570 

Later that day, 29 September 1399, Henry finally received Richard's 

resignation when he led the third and final delegation to Richard. As had 

been the case in the previous two, Percy was again a prominent member of 

this delegation. In the end, Richard's surrender was virtually 

unconditional. Henry refused outright to even listen to Richard's 

conditions, his sole concession being that Richard was to keep lands that 

he had acquired to endow an obit for his soul at Westminster abbey. 571 

Richard's capitulation to Henry on 29 September marked the 

effective end of his reign, but not of Percy's participation in the revolution. 

There still remained the matter of the deposition of the king in Parliament, 

and the coronation of the new king, and in both of these events, Percy 

continued to play a significant role. It was Percy who, following Richard's 

deposition, asked the lords temporal individually if they agreed that Henry 

should become king. 572 He also represented Henry at a convocation held at 

569 See above, p. 174. Saul, Richard II, pp. 421-422. Richard's insistence on the divine 

nature of his kingship was further illustrated in the Dieulacres chronicle. When he 

surrendered his crown, Richard `placed it on the ground, and resigned his right to God': 

Dieulacres, p. 173. 
570 The Manner of King Richard's Renunciation, p. 267. 

571 The Manner of King Richard's Renunciation, pp. 266,267; Vita Ricardi Secundi, p. 159. 

572 The Manner of King Richard's Renunciation, p. 269. 
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St. Paul's. 573 Even more significantly, Percy played a leading role in 

Henry's coronation, carrying Lancaster sword at the head of the coronation 

procession. 574 

In spite of later protests to the contrary, these were not the actions 

of one who opposed the deposition of Richard, and the coronation of Henry 

in his place. Hardyng's later assertion that both Percy and Hotspur had 

sent their troops home from London on the advice of Henry and so were 

unable to resist his usurpation was also simply not credible. According to 

the exchequer issue rolls, they received wages for their troops from the 

summer through to the October parliament, by which time Henry had 

already been crowned. 575 Similarly unbelievable was Hardyng's assertion 

that Percy had put forth the claim of Edmund Mortimer, earl of March. The 

Percies had good reason to press the Mortimer claim, as Hotspur was 

married to Elizabeth, the daughter of the 4th Mortimer earl of March. 

However, even the Traison et Mort, the most vitriolic of anti-Lancastrian 

chronicles, made no mention whatsoever of any efforts on the part of Percy 

to pursue the Mortimer claim. One would expect that had any such protest 

been made at the time, chroniclers such as Creton and the author of the 

Traison et Mort would have made as much use as possible of such dissent 

within the Lancastrian ranks. The absence of any evidence apart from that 

found in Hardyng to support this claim, as well as the actions of Percy 

himself both during and after the revolution, made it clear that the so- 

called Percy protest was nothing more than a later invention intended to 

justify their own rebellion in 1403. 

573 Annales, pp. 289-290. 
574 Usk, p. 73. For performing this service, Percy- was granted the Isle of Man. 

575 E403/564,17 December, 1 March; Given-Wilson, Chronicles of the Revolution, p. 
194n. 
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From the moment when he joined Henry in raising arms against his 

king, to his betrayal and capture of Richard at Conway, to his leading role 

at Henry's coronation, Percy had played a prominent part in the revolution 

of 1399. Knowing the king as well as he did, he was fully aware from the 

outset that their actions could only have had one outcome - the deposition 

of Richard. That Henry intended to seize the throne was made clear as 

early as 2 August, when he appointed Percy warden of the west march. 576 

As this was an office in the king's gift, this appointment marked an early, 
but clear, usurpation of royal prerogative. But why was Percy willing not 

only to commit treason by rising against his king, but also to commit 

perjury? As suggested above, the answer to this question was not to be 

found in his relationship with the king in the months, or even years, 
leading up to the revolution. Nor is there any reason to believe that he was 

so close to Henry as to follow him blindly into treason. As J. M. W. Bean 

wrote, 

... the revolution of 1399 can be regarded as a further stage 
in the territorial and political advance of the Percy family. 577 

The key to understanding Percy's support for Henry in 1399 lies in the 

rewards that he received in the months following the revolution. On 30 

September 1399, Percy was made constable of England for life. 578 He was 

also named warden of the west march for ten years, received the Isle of 

Man in return for the service of carrying Lancaster sword at Henry's 

coronation, and he was given custody of two-thirds of the lands of the 

young earl of March. 579 These grants meant not only that the Percies were 

576 E404/ 15/46; 108. On 23 October, Percy was retained as warden for ten years. 
E404/15/52. 

577 J. M. W. Bean, "Henry IV and the Percies", History, 1959, p. 214. 
578 CPR, 1399-1401, p. 12; Foedera, viii, p. 89. 
579 E404/ 15/46, E404/15/52, E404/15/108; Foedera, viii, p. 95; Tim Thornton, 

"Scotland and the Isle of Man, c. 1400-1625: Noble Power and Royal Presumption in the 
Northern Irish Sea Province" Scottish Historical Review, 1998, p. 12. The office of warden 
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to remain dominant on the marches for an unprecedented ten year term, 
but also that Percy himself was able to spread his own sphere of influence 
into the Irish sea, while at the same time holding one of the great offices of 
state for life and gaining control over the inheritance of the great March 
inheritance. While there was no compelling reason why he should have 

actively sought the downfall of Richard in July 1399, there can be no 
doubt that he benefited tremendously from the revolution. 

Percy was not an unwitting dupe of Henry in 1399. He was not 
fooled by the oaths at Doncaster and Bridlington, indeed he was party to 
Henry's perjury. In addition, he did not take the opportunity presented by 

Richard's deposition to press the Mortimer claim to the throne. Nor did he 

remain loyal to Richard, as the Percy pedigrees and chronicles would have 

us believe. Percy knew perfectly well that the course on which he and 
Henry had embarked could end only with either their own or Richard's 

downfall, and as long as his price was met, he was willing not only to 

perjure himself on the consecrated host at Conway, but to risk failure and 

a traitor's death. He was not only, as Shakespeare was to write some two 

hundred years later, the ladder upon which Henry ascended the throne, he 

was a fully informed and willing ladder. 

of the west march brought with it revenues of £ 1500 per annum in times of peace, and 
£6000 in times of war. Hotspur, too, benefited greatly from his support for Henry, as did 
Percy's brother Thomas, earl of Worcester. Hotspur was confirmed as warden of the east 
march, was granted the captaincy of Roxburgh castle, and the castle and lordship of 
Bamburgh for life, he was made justice of Chester, North Wales and Flintshire, and 
received the constableships of the castles of Chester, Flint, Conway and Caernarvon, as 
well as the county and lordship of Anglesey and the castle of Beaumaris. Worcester 

received confirmation of all grants from Edward III and Richard II, 500 marks per 
annum for life, and was made admiral of England. CPR, 1399-1401, pp. 27,28,31,37, 
95,110,155,158,162,171,178. 
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Shippe Withouten Rother-580 The `Percy Rebellion' of 1403 

Historians have often expressed surprise at the abruptness with 

which the Percies turned against Henry IV in the years following the 

deposition of 1399. In less than four years they went from being Henry's 

strongest supporters to open rebels. Henry was himself very much taken 

aback by the events of July 1403. On 10 July, the king wrote to his 

council, saying that he was going to 

... Scotland to give aide and comfort to our most dear and 
loyal cousins the earl of Northumberland and Henry his son, 
in the battle honourably undertaken by them for us and our 
kingdom against our enemies the Scots. 581 

One week later, he again wrote to his council, this time saying he was 

riding against 

... Henry Percy [Hotspur] who has risen against us and our 
regality as is said and... [who] falsely calls us Henry of 
Lancaster and has made divers proclamations throughout 
the county of Chester that king Richard is still alive with the 
intent of stirring our people to rise with him in support of 
his false claims. 582 

On 21 July, the forces of Hotspur and the king met about two miles north 

of the town of Shrewsbury in a bloody encounter in which Hotspur was 

slain, and after which his uncle Thomas, earl of Worcester was executed. 

580 BL Lansdowne MS 204, f. 205b. See p. 195 below. 
581 `... les parties descoce... pour y donner aide et confort a noz treschers et foialx cousins le 

conte de Northumbr et Henry son filz a la bataille par eux honourablement entreprices pour 
nous et nostre Royaume contre les escotz nos enemys. ' 10 July, 1403: BL MS Cotton 
Cleopatra Fiii, fol, 44b (67b). 

582 
... 

Henry Percy qi sest levez contre nous et notre regalie come est dit et... nous nappelle 
jaus Henry de Lancastre et fait missi diverses proclamacions parmy le contee de Cestre 

que le Roy Richard est encore en vie a lentente dexciter nos people de lever ovec luy en 
afforcen de son faulx propos': 17 July, 1403. BL MS Cotton Cleopatra Fiii, fol. 112 (145). 
Note that `Henry Percy' has risen against the king, not Henry Percy, earl of 
Northumberland, and not the Percies'. 
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What caused Henry's greatest supporters in 1399 to become such fierce 

opponents by 1403? 

As suggested above, the key to understanding Percy's support for 

Henry in 1399 may lie in the rewards that he received in the months 
following the revolution. Without reading history backwards, they must not 
be ignored. It would be naive to believe that Percy had joined Henry 

without at least some degree of preliminary discussions concerning the 

aftermath. He had learned the consequences of blind political support in 

the aftermath of Wycliffe's trial in 1376.583 

Percy was not the only member of his family to gain from the 

revolution. Hotspur, too, benefited greatly from his support for Henry, as 
did Percy's brother Thomas, earl of Worcester. Hotspur was confirmed as 

warden of the east march, was granted the captaincy of Roxburgh castle, 

and the castle and lordship of Bamburgh for life, he was made justice of 
Chester, North Wales and Flintshire, and received the constableships of 

the castles of Chester, Flint, Conway and Caernarvon, as well as the 

county and lordship of Anglesey and the castle of Beaumaris. In addition 

he also received the keeping of the entire Mortimer lordship of Denbigh 

during the minority of earl Edmund. 584 Worcester received confirmation of 

all grants from Edward III and Richard II, 500 marks annually for life, was 

re-appointed as lieutenant in South Wales and made admiral of England. 

These grants meant not only that Percy and Hotspur could look forward to 

remaining dominant on the marches for an unprecedented ten year term, 

but also that the family was able to spread its own sphere of influence into 

the Irish sea as well as Wales and the Welsh marches. At the same time 

Percy held one of the great offices of state for life and gained control over 

583 Above, pp. 47-50. 
584 CFR, 1399-1405, pp. 38-9. 
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the great March inheritance. While there was no compelling reason why 

Percy should have actively sought the downfall of Richard in July 1399,585 

there can be no doubt that he and his family benefited enormously from 

the revolution. At the outset of the reign, Percy, Hotspur and Worcester 

were at the centre of the Lancastrian regime. 

One factor which contributed to Percy's support for Henry in 1399 

was what he saw as the gradual erosion of his position of dominance on 

the Scottish marches. If Percy and Hotspur imagined that a dynastic 

change would occasion the strengthening of their position in the north to 

the exclusion of others, they were to be disappointed. Although Percy and 

Hotspur were installed as wardens of the marches in 1399, their greatest 

northern rival, the earl of Westmorland, was also the recipient of 

considerable favour both in the region and nationally. At the same time 

that Percy was made Constable of England, Westmorland received the 

Marshal's staff. On 19 and 20 October, 1399, Westmorland received first 

the custody of the Dacre inheritance during the minority of its heir, 

Thomas Dacre, 586 then life tenure of the honour of Richmond. 587 Just six 

weeks later, he also received the keeping of the manors of Kirkby Malzeard, 

Burton in Lonsdale, and the forest of Nidderdale. 588 

The granting to the Nevilles of lands and offices in the north of 

England, and the resulting resentment which these grants supposedly 

caused, has commonly been seen as a principal reason behind both their 

support for, and later their animosity against, Henry. Richard elevated the 

Nevilles, so the Percies turned on him. Henry did the same, and the Percies 

turned on him. This case has been overstated. While Westmorland did 

585 They were not, at least, openly at odds in 1399. 
586 William, lord Dacre, had died on 20 July, 1399. 
587 CPR, 1399-1401, pp. 9,22,24. 
588 1 Dec, 1399. CFR 1399-1405, p. 29; Young, Making of the Neville Family, pp. 138-9. 
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receive significant rewards from Henry, they paled in comparison with 
what the Percies received. Further, no one should have been in anyway 

surprised by Henry's patronage of the Nevilles. Not only was Westmorland 

Henry's brother-in-law, he had also been among the first to support him in 

1399; and his family had also been long-serving adherents to the house of 
Lancaster. 

If the Percies felt any animosity towards Henry as a result of his 

distribution of royal patronage and appointments, it was not the result of 
the dispersal of grants and offices immediately following the revolution. 
Rather it was what they saw as the gradual erosion of the grants the 

Percies had themselves received in 1399. Hotspur first lost Anglesey to the 

prince of Wales, then on 16 March 1402 he also lost the captaincy of 
Roxburgh to Westmorland. 589 Perhaps more significantly in view of later 

events, on 26 September 1402, Worcester was stripped of the lieutenancy 

of south Wales which passed to Lord Grey of Codnor. 590 Throughout, 

Worcester had consistently pursued his own career, largely independently 

of his brother and nephew. Removal from this office was a blatant snub 

and contributed largely to his decision to join his nephew in rebellion the 

following summer. 

As was the case in 1399, resentment occasioned by the `elevation' of 

the Neville family should be seen as contributing to their decision to rebel 

in 1403 and no more. Westmorland was not raised to a position on the 

march superior to the Percies. He was simply the recipient of the rewards 

of service and kinship that any other person in his position might have 

expected. 

589 Rot Scot. ii, p. 161. 
590 CPR 1401-5, pp. 122-123. 
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Of much greater import was the simmering dispute between Percy 

and Hotspur on the one hand and the king on the other, over 

remuneration for their services as wardens of the marches, the disposal of 
the prisoners of Homildon Hill and the ransom of Hotspur's brother in law 

Edmund Mortimer. The first indication of Percy disquiet came in March 

1401. In a petition to the council, Percy and Hotspur complained of not 
having received payment for their services as wardens of Carlisle and the 

West March, and Berwick upon Tweed and the East March, respectively. In 

the first of what would become a series of such letters, they sought 

payment from the customs and subsidies of the ports of St. Botolph and 

Kingston upon Hull. 591 Nineteen days later, Percy's loyal clerk Thomas 

Carnica592 was before the council, representing Percy `on certain matters 

relating to Scotland. '593 It is unclear exactly what these `certain matters' 

were, but they might have related in part to his outstanding payments. 594 

On 4 May 1401, Hotspur sent a letter from Caernarvon to the council with 

another plea for payment of outstanding sums, stating that 

... the soldiers of the king in the town of Berwick upon Tweed 

and on the East March of England... [were] in such great 
poverty that they were unable to carry on or endure for 
default of payment. 595 

591 11 March, 1401: Percy was due £ 1500 per annum for the keeping of Carlisle and the 
West March in times of truce; Hotspur was due £3000 for the keeping of Berwick upon 
Tweed and the East March in times of truce: E28/8. 

592 Carnica had long been associated with the Percies. He had acted as attorney, 
mainpernor and feoffee for Percy. Also, the vast majority of payments made at the 

exchequer to Percy throughout his career were received `per manus Thomas Carnyka, 

clericis suis. ' 
593 CDS, vol. V, no. 896. 
594 This is however far from certain. A letter from the king to Percy on 10 April 1401 

suggests that Carnica's mission may have been unrelated to any financial claims. The 
king wrote that he had received the letters delivered to council by Carnica that were 

related to a proposed meeting between Percy and the duke of Rothesav. There is no 
mention of finances in the king's letter. Cal. Signet Letters, no. 30. 

595 BL Cotton Cleopatra F. iii, f. 16b. 
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A rapid solution to his cash-flow predicament was not forthcoming. 

Thirteen days later Hotspur again wrote to the council - this time from 

Denbigh - saying that his situation would become unbearable if payments 

were not made by the end of the month `or three or four days following. '596 

Even this warning was not sufficient to grease the financial wheels of the 

Exchequer, and Hotspur repeated his exasperated pleas for payment on 4 

June. He wrote that `... without doubt the entire country was in peril of 
being destroyed by the rebels' with the added threat that he may be forced 

to `depart from this land... because I will be unable to bear the costs that I 

am facing here without another assignment from you. '597 

Again, this time on 3 July 1401, Hotspur wrote to the council 
demanding payment for the keeping of the march. 598 In January 1403, a 
frustrated Hotspur wrote to his receiver in Chester, pleading for payment 

of outstanding debts. 599 On 2 April 1403, Percy again wrote to the council 
from Warkworth, claiming a two-year old debt of £ 100, as well as 

bemoaning his inability to collect some £80 owed to him by the sheriff of 

Cumberland. He also warned the council about `the perilous state of the 

marches'. His pleas were given added gravity by his warning that George, 

earl of Dunbar posed a direct threat to Berwick upon Tweed. 600 His 

demands for payment were repeated on 30 May 1403,601 and yet again on 

596 BL Cotton Cleopatra F. iii, f. 26b. 
597 BL Cotton Cleopatra F. iii, f. 16b. 
598 BL Cotton Cleopatra F. iii, f. 32. The dating of this letter is uncertain. It may also have 

been written in 1400 or 1402. However, the exact dating is insignificant as whether it 

was written in 1400,1401 or 1402, it still contributes to the emerging theme of financial 

complaints on the part of the Percies. POPC, ii, pp. 57-8. 
599 CHES 2/76, m. 3. 
600 SC 1/57/7. 
601 BL Cotton Vespasian F, vii, f. 23. 
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26 June. 602 It is in this letter of 26 June that Percy made the claim that he 

and Hotspur were 

... clearly due, as may well be demonstrated, £20,000 and 
more. For which my most redoubtable lord sovereign I pray 
that you will charge your council and treasurer that we may 
be paid... according to the grant and ordinance of your last 
parliament603 

There was also evidence to suggest that Henry himself recognised 
that the failure of his administration to meet the Percies' demands posed a 

significant threat to the security of the north. One piece of evidence that 

has been largely, and inexplicably, ignored by historians is a signet letter 

sent by the king to the council on 30 June 1402. It is worth citing at 
length. 

... the earl of March of Scotland has informed us of how he 
and his sons and our soldiers of Berwick upon Tweed 
numbering two hundred have fought with four hundred 
Scots and that our Lord the giver of victories granted them 
victory over the said Scots; and four Scottish knights were 
taken there... and sir Patrick Helbourn and other knights 

602 BL Cotton Vespasian F. xiii, f. 16, no. 43. This is the earliest surviving instance in 
which a letter from Percy is signed "Mathathias". He would again use this pseudonym in 
another letter to the council whose exact date has been questioned. [BL Cotton 
Vespasian F. xiii, f. 16, no. 41] It was dated at Warkworth on 12 January, but no year 
was given. However, in the letter Percy makes reference to letters he received from the 
king on Sunday, 3 January, which fell on a Sunday in both 1400 and 1405, hence the 
uncertainty surrounding the date. In the letter, Percy sought to be excused from 
travelling to Westminster to meet with the council, citing his `late return to 
Northumberland' and his `great age and frailty'. This clearly had the air of a man eager 
to avoid contact with both the king and council. In 1400 Percy was at the height of his 
power and influence. In 1405, he was something of a pariah, having rebelled in 1403, 
and soon to do so again. It is almost certain, therefore, that this letter was written in 
1405. As for the appellation `Mathathias', this was intended as a reminder to Henry of 
the prominent role he played in helping Henry to the throne. Mathathias was the father 
of the Maccabees, who led a revolt of the Israelites against the Seleucids [1 Maccabees 
2,1-2,69]. Percy was in many ways the figurative father of the revolution of 1399. 
Interestingly, this was not the first time that a Percy had been associated with the 
Maccabees. Following the battle of Neville's Cross in 1346, Sir Henry Percy, the first 

earl's grandfather, was likened by the Lanercost chronicler to Mathathias' son Judas 
Maccabeus: Lanercost, p. 347. 

603 BL Cotton Vespasian F. xiii, f. 16, no. 43. 
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were killed there or taken prisoner to the number of two 
hundred and forty men. 604 We also have other news from 
the same country by the letters of our most dear and loyal 
cousin the earl of Northumberland and by the report of the 
bearer of the same [letters] how the Scots have entered our 
country near our city of Carlisle, numbering twelve 
thousand men... and that the said Scots intend soon to 
enter our said realm with a great number with the intention 
of giving battle... [the council is ordered to] consider the 
aforesaid matters touching the governance of those parts 
and the agreements between us and our said cousin of 
Northumberland and our most dear and loyal cousin his son 
so that no harm should come to our said marches or to our 
lieges who live there through your default or negligence. 605 

At this time of acute crisis on the northern border, Henry was well aware 

of the value of the Percies. Dunbar had done well in his skirmish with the 

Scots at Nesbit Moor, but in the summer of June 1402 Henry recognised 

that Percy and Hotspur were necessary to the successful defence of the 

marches. As would be seen only three months later at the battle of 

Homildon Hill, Henry was fully justified in this belief. 606 

To say that these complaints were strictly about money is to over- 

simplify the situation. The language used - especially by Percy - in these 

letters to the king and council placed great emphasis on honour. For 

example, 

604 The battle of Nesbit Moor, 22 June 1402. 
605 BL Cotton Vespasian F. vii. f. 18b. This letter is somewhat misleadingly calendared in 

Calendar of Signet Letters of Henry IV and Henry V, no. 77. Their version reads: "The 

council is required hastily to examine the arrangements with Northumberland and his 

son, and to ensure that no harm comes to the marches through their negligence. " This 

can be read to suggest that the king was instructing the Council to be extra vigilant in 
their arrangements for the north as he did not trust Percy and Hotspur. "Their 

negligence" in this case referred to the Percies. However, in the original MS, the king is 

clearly instructing the council to ensure that their administrative house is in order so 
that the council's negligence should not hamper the Percies in the fulfilment of their 
duties in the North. He did not mistrust the Percies at all; rather he was concerned 
about the efficiency of his own administrative apparatus. 

606 See below, p. 193. 
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... vous avez ordenez une certaine some de monaie pour 
estre envoiez a nous deux en haste. De la quele je ne say nul 
four de paiement ne quantitee de la some et mon honeur y 
est sibien come lestat de vostre roialme et le dit four si court 
que si le paiement ne soit brefment ordenez je est Bien 
semblableque le bone renome de chivalerie de vostre roialme 
ne serra gardez en cell endroit et outrement deshonur et 
defesance a moi et mon dit filz qi sumes vos loialx lieges607 

This was clearly more than simply a matter of money in the eyes of Percy. 

To him, the king's failure to deliver payment as agreed was not simply a 

slight to him personally. He equated his honour with that of the realm and 
believed that the good name and chivalry of the realm was in question as a 

result of the king's failure to fulfil his promises. Percy also saw his claims 

as a point of honour that outlived his son. In 1404, his son slain and he 

himself recently released from captivity, Percy yet again petitioned the king 

for the payment or assignment of his outstanding debts related to the 

marches. 608 That Percy was unwilling to let this claim rest, even in the 

wake of the events of 1403-4, strongly suggested that he did indeed see 

this as more than simply a monetary debt. 

Note the difference in the tone of the letters from Hotspur and Percy. 

Those of Hotspur are much more practical and straightforward in their 

demands, claiming that failure to make the requested payments will 

hamper his ability to carry out his duties in defending the realm. In 

contrast to his father, there was no emphasis on honour or chivalry in his 

demands. This was reflected in the work of the continuator of the 

Eulogium, who wrote that on the eve of the battle of Shrewsbury, Hotspur 

told his supporters that 

... 
he was one of those who had striven greatly for the 

expulsion of Richard and the introduction of Henry, 
believing himself to have done well. And because now he 

607 26 June, 1403. BL Cotton Vespasian, xiii, f. 16, no. 43. 
608 CDS, v, no. 922. 
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knew that Henry was a worse ruler than Richard, he 
therefore intended to correct his error. 609 

It is difficult to imagine the elder Percy making such a speech: father and 
son were very different men indeed. 

Clearly Percy and Hotspur both felt aggrieved at the failure to secure 

payments for their services. But how justified were they in their 

complaints? There can be no doubting that between 1399 and the spring 

of 1403, Percy and Hotspur received substantial sums from the 

Exchequer. During this period they received no less than £39,149 1 s. 5d. 

in payment for their services on the border. 61o Unfortunately there is no 

extant Issue Roll for the term Easter 2 Henry IV but J. M. W. Bean has 

calculated that approximately £6800 was paid to the Percies during this 

term, giving a total of £45,949.611 

In light of the amounts that were received by both Percy and 
Hotspur from the exchequer during this period, his previous willingness to 

609 Continuatio Eulogii, p. 398; trans. Paul Strohm, England's Empty Throne (London: 
Yale University Press, 1998), p. 18. 

610 403/564 (1 H IV, Mich. ) m. 2,22 Nov. 1399, £337 18s. 6d.; m. 5,11 Dec. 1399, 
£1,868, £665 4s. I Id., £1,500, £333 6s. 8d.: 403/566 (1 H IV, Easter) m. 2,14 Aug. 
1400, £1,433 6s. 8d.; m. 3,25 Sep. 1400, £746 13s. 4d.: 403/569 (2 H IV, Mich. ) m. 6, 
27 Nov. 1400. £100, £100. m. 7. £1,566 10s. 8d.: m. 8.7 Dec. 1400, £750; in. 10, £886 
13s. 4d, £2,000; m. 15,17 Jan. 1401, £600; 26 Jan. 1401, £100; m. 20.5 March 1401, 
£401 18s. 8d., £201 19s. 8d; m. 21, £6G 13s. 4d.: 403/571 (3 H IV, Mich. ) 111.2,20 Oct. 
1401, k150; m. 4,31 Oct. 1401, £ 134; m. 6,11 Nov. 1401, £ 100; In. 15.12 Dec. 1401, 
£648, £2.048; m. 26,14 March 1402, £1,918 13s. 4d., £2,970: 403/573 (3 H IV, Easter) 
m. I, 8 April 1402, £2,986, £833 6s. 8d.; m. 2,15 April 1402, £200; m. 3 , 19 April 1402, 
£100, £200; m. 4,23 April 1402, £333 6s. 8d.: m. 10, £300; m. 18,10 July 1402, £3,000, 
91,500; m. 21,15 July 1402, &15; m. 22,21 July 1402, £60; m. 24, £333 6s. 8d.: 
403/574 (4 H IV, Mich. ) m. 6, I Dec. 1402, £1,396 11 d, £4,015 17d; m. 12,16 Feb. 1403, 
£1,500; in. 14,22 Feb. 1403, £750. Total for period November 1399 - February 1403: 
£39,149 Is. 5d. 

611 Bean's calculations were based upon: 1) balances due to them from accounts 
rendered at the exchequer in Mich. 2 Henry IV, but not paid to them: 2) sums for which 
writs of issue produced; 3) the totals of `bad tallies' repaid during the term; 4) the half- 

yearly instalments due to Percy and Hotspur at peace-time rates. Bean, Henry IV and the 
Percies, p. 223 and n. 
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arrive at a negotiated settlement with the exchequer612, and his long- 

standing reputation as a negotiator, it is interesting to note that at no time 

does Percy appear to have even considered reaching an agreement with the 

exchequer for anything less than what he felt to be the full amounts owed 

to him in the years following the revolution. 

Two events occurred in 1402 that would prove crucial in moving the 

Percies - particularly Hotspur - inexorably towards the path of rebellion. 

The first of these came on 22 June 1402. Glyn Dwr's men captured Sir 

Edmund Mortimer, uncle of the earl of March and Hotspur's brother-in- 

law at the battle of Bryn Glas613 

... whereupon, having been deprived of all his goods and 
prevented from ransoming himself by his enemies in 
England, and in order to mitigate the rigours of his captivity, 
he married Owen's daughter, which occasioned a great deal 
of murmuring amongst the people ... 

614 

The `murmuring' was the result of rumours to the effect that Mortimer had 

in fact allowed himself to be captured. 615 Whatever the truth of these 

allegations, the king came either to believe them or simply to embrace 

them, and to Hotspur's fury, refused to allow him or anyone else to ransom 

his kinsman. 

The second event came about the aftermath of the battle of 

Homildon Hill, 616 in which Percy, Hotspur and the Scottish earl of 

March617 combined to crush a Scottish army under the command of the 

earl of Douglas. The full extent of their victory was revealed in a letter to 

612 14 November, 1386: E101/40/30 
613 Dieulacres, pp. 176-7; POPC, I. 185-6; Usk, pp. 159-161. 
614 Usk, p. 161. 
615 Annales, p. 341: Usk, p. 161. 
616 The battle was fought on 14 September 1402 near Wooler in Glendale. 

617 George Dunbar, the Scottish earl of March, had formally transferred his allegiance to 
Henry IV on 25 July, 1400. 
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the council from the king, based upon details received in letters from 

Percy, in which he announced the victory. 618 The earl of Douglas, Murdoch 

of Fife, the earls of Moray, Angus and Orkney were the most significant of 

a lengthy list of prisoners taken. Various lists of the dead and captured 

were circulated, and all supported Bower's claim that the `flower as it were 

of the fighting men of the whole realm of Scotland was captured and 

ransomed. '619 

In his letter to the council, the king also ordered that the persons 

named on an attached schedule should not ransom or release from their 

guard any prisoner taken at Homildon without instructions from the king 

himself. The persons named were: Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland, 

George Dunbar, earl of March, Hotspur, the baron of Greystoke, Sir Henry 

Fitz Hugh, Sir Ralph de Euer, the lieutenant of Roxburgh and the 

constable of Dunstanburgh. 620 Henry was within his rights in demanding 

that the prisoners be handed over to him, and as a new and not entirely 

secure monarch, he may have been anxious to assert his rights to the full; 

but it was a foolish decision. Henry's belief in the importance of the Percies 

to the defence of the realm621 had, only days before, been justified in the 

most dramatic manner; and Hotspur was already seething over the 

question of Mortimer's ransom, not to mention the continuing dispute over 

outstanding payments. To further antagonize Hotspur in this way was 

unwise. Whether or not Hotspur and the king actually came to blows, as 

later accounts would have us believe, 622 the relationship between the two 

men had clearly reached a new low. 

618 SC l/ 57 no. 122. This letter was written on 20 September 1402. 

619 Scotichronicon, viii, pp. 47-49. 
620 SC l/ 57 no. 122. 
621 Above, p. 190. 
622 See, for example, Waurin, iv, pp. 56-58. Although the early version of Hardyng's 

chronicle states explicitly that they did not actually come to blows, it marks this as the 

point when Hotspur was finally estranged from the king: 
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Once again, the different personalities of father and son emerged in 

this episode. Percy, recognising that Henry did in fact have a widely 
accepted claim to the prisoners, delivered his to the king with no apparent 
fuss. Hotspur, already bristling following the king's refusal to allow the 

ransom of Mortimer, flouting convention and having no regard for the 
king's right to the prisoners, refused to submit. 623 

Henry appeared to have realised, albeit belatedly, the extent to 

which both Percy and particularly Hotspur had become alienated from 

him. At the time of his marriage celebrations in March 1403, he not only 

relented on the question of the Homildon prisoners, he also granted to 

Percy and his heirs the bulk of the Douglas estates in southern 

Scotland. 624 

The granting of the Douglas lands had several effects. First, it 

amounted to a royal stamp of approval on what had long been a Percy 

From thens forthwarde / the kynge and he wer straunge 
And ayther had / of thaym grete hete till other 
And lyke to turn / in Kalendes of a chaunge 
And ay in doute / as shippe withouten rother 
Whan ayther so / of them shuld have fought other 
Bot noght they did / bot message ay be twene 
than went ofte tyme / that ment noght wele I wene: BL Lansdowne MS 204, f. 205b. 

623 From around this same period comes another example of Percy's attitude towards 
honour and chivalry: when lord Castro presented Henry with the challenge of the duke 

of Orleans, Percy, as constable, offered to fight Castro on the Scottish march, since 
Henry, as a king, was unable to accept the challenge of the duke. A. L. Brown has dated 
this letter to 1402 or 1403. Even when involved in a sometimes bitter dispute over his 

outstanding payments, Percy was still eager to play the part not only of constable but 

also of champion for his king: A. L. Brown, "The Latin Letters in MS All Souls 182" HER, 
1972, p. 566. I agree with Philip Morgan's view that Percy's offer was `redolent of the 
earl's own self-image as the biblical warrior and defender of the kingdom, Mathathias': 
Philip Morgan, "Henry IV and the Shadow of Richard II" in Rowena Archer (ed. ) Crown, 
Government and People in the Fifteenth Century (Stroud, 1995), p. 23. 

624 The grant comprised the earldom of Douglas, Eskdale, Liddesdale, Lauderdale, the 
lordship of Selkirk, Ettrick forest and Teviotdale. At the same time. Westmorland was 
granted the lordships of Galloway and Annandale, and the town and castle of Roxburgh. 
Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, p. 267: Foedera, vii, 289; McNiven, "Scottish Policy", pp. 
503-506; Rot Scot, ii, 163-4. 
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ambition - the expansion of their lands into southern Scotland. 625 There 

was a catch, however, in that if the Percies wanted to prosecute their claim 
to these lands, they were to do so out of their own resources. The grant 

also amounted to an unofficial declaration of war on Scotland, and if 

Henry believed that leaving the `reclamation' of these lands in the hands of 
Percy and Hotspur would allow England to avoid formal war with the 

Scots, he was naive indeed. At some level, it would be necessary for some 

sort of royal campaign to support the Percies. Failure to offer such support 

would not only potentially leave the northern flank of the kingdom open to 

Scottish invasion; the absence of royal forces in the north, at the same 

time that Percy had effectively been given carte blanche to build up his own 
forces, might also have effectively made Percy into a semi-autonomous 

warlord in the north. 626 

This grant should also have settled any fears that the Percies may 
have still harboured that the king was elevating the Nevilles at their 

expense. Although it was in one sense an empty promise, as the Percies 

still had to conquer these lands, this was a massive grant that finally 

confirmed their position as the leading border family. Nothing that the king 

had ever offered the Nevilles, or any other family, could compare with the 

scale of this grant. 627 

Why then did Henry make this grant at this time? He may have done 

so in response to pressure from the Percies themselves. Soon after the 

625 As early as 1299, the Percies had held lands in Scotland, the first earl's great- 
grandfather having been granted the estates in both England and Scotland of the late 
Ingram Balliol. This interest was strengthened in 1304 when the same Henry Percy was 
granted the lands of the earl of Buchan. Although Buchan would later reclaim these 
lands after returning to the allegiance of king Edward, these grants marked the 
beginning of a long-running quest to establish the family in Scotland: Bean, "Percy 
Estates in Scotland", pp. 92-94. 

626 McNiven, "Scottish Policy", pp. 504-506. 
627 The grant of the Douglas lands to Percy also potentially posed a direct threat to the 

position of George Dunbar, earl of March. Even if he had been restored to his Scottish 
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grant had been made, Hotspur quickly launched an invasion of southern 

Scotland, suggesting that he had already been making preparations for 

just such an eventuality. Hotspur began his campaign by laying siege to 

Cocklaws castle. In view of later events, it has been suggested that this 

was in fact nothing but a diversionary feint by Hotspur, intended to 

distract Henry from his true intention to strike at the king in the south. 628 

This interpretation has in recent years been challenged, with most recent 

authors agreeing that the siege of Cocklaws was a genuine effort to 

implement the recent grant of the Douglas lands. Situated as it was near 

Hawick in the very heart of Teviotdale, the taking of Cocklaws would have 

represented a significant step in the Percies' efforts to make good their 

claim. 629 For their part, the Scots took Hotspur's siege of Cocklaws very 

seriously indeed, and began to plan the assembly of a relieving force as 

early as May or June 1403.630 

Having, by 30 May 1403, arrived at an agreement with the keeper of 

Cocklaws, whereby the castle would be surrendered on 1 August if it had 

not by then been relieved, Hotspur suddenly made the fatal mistake of 

rising in arms against his king. 

Precisely when Hotspur decided upon his rebellious course of action 

is not known. What is known is that by 9 July, he was in Cheshire, raising 

lands in the wake of an English invasion, the Percies would then have surrounded him: 

McNiven, "Scottish Policy", pp. 505-6. 
628 This interpretation became a mainstay of border legend: `Cocklaws... your good sense 

will tell you that the English have not been serious in this attack upon your castle. One 

proper blow of one of these mangonels would shatter this tower to atoms. The object of 

this sham siege is, to make Henry of England believe, that his generals, Hotspur and 
Douglas, have seriously attacked Scotland, while they, with my co-operation, and we 
being all friends, have a very different object in view. ' Albany to the hapless keeper of 
Cocklaws. Form the border tale Siege of Cocklaws. John Mackay Wilson (ed. ), Wilson's 

Tales of the Borders and of Scotland. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1869, vol. I p. 510. 

629 Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, p. 268: McNiven, "Scottish Policy", p. 509. 

630 Scotichronicon, viii, p. 55. 
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`a great mass of the feeble-minded'631 in the name of Richard II. 

Walsingham was somewhat kinder to those who were taken in by 

Hotspur's propaganda in the days leading up to Shrewsbury, allowing for 

the confusion surrounding many of the dead king's erstwhile adherents in 

the face of the rumours put about the country that Richard still lived. 632 

The fact that Hotspur was so successful in recruiting support in the name 

of Richard II was due largely to the fact that his audience was in Cheshire. 

The county had long been a bastion of Ricardian sympathy and, ironically, 

had proven so troublesome in the months following the revolution of 1399 

that Hotspur himself had been dispatched there to pacify the 

Cheshiremen. That is not to say that support for his rebellion in Cheshire 

was universal. While former Ricardian officials who had suffered under the 

new regime were quick to join Hotspur, others were much more 

reluctant. 633 However, if one was to attempt to recruit troops to rebel in the 

name of Richard II, in the summer of 1403 Cheshire was the place to do it. 

The reason that Hotspur was so busy gathering support in Cheshire 

was that his own northern forces had remained on the border. The reasons 

normally given for their remaining in the north were that they were either 

left there to complete the illusion that Hotspur was actively campaigning 

against the Scots or that they were actually colluding with the Scots. 634 It 

has also been suggested that they were left in place as a buffer against the 

Scots, in effect to act as Hotspur's rearguard as he moved against the king. 

There are faults with all of these arguments. Who would Hotspur have 

been trying to bluff by leaving his forces at Cocklaws? As noted above, 

631 Dieulacres, p. 178. 
632 Annales, p. 363. 
633 For example, John Kyneston, steward of the estates of lord Lestraunge, who was later 

accused of having acted as messenger between Hotspur and Owain in the weeks prior to 

Shrewsbury, was also said to have summoned the tenants of Richard, lord Lestraunge, 

to join their lord at Myddle, and then forced them to join Hotspur `under pain of 
decapitation': Morgan, War and Society in Medieval Cheshire. p. 215. 
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Cocklaws castle was in the heart of Teviotdale, far removed from the sight 

of the casual English observer. If he wished to make a show of the fact that 

his men were left in the north, he would have been much better off leaving 

his forces conspicuously within, or at least nearer to, England. There was 

no evidence that any sort of large-scale collusion with the Scots was ever 

attempted. The earl of Douglas had been released from custody and 

allowed to return to Scotland briefly to see to his affairs and to recruit a 

small force before returning to join Hotspur at Shrewsbury; 635 but there 

was nothing to suggest that the Percies had been plotting the overthrow of 

Henry with the assistance of the Scots. As for Hotspur needing a rearguard 

to protect himself from Scottish attack, this too is an unsatisfactory 

explanation. Just who was going to attack? In the wake of Homildon and 

the defection of the Scottish earl of March to the English cause, there 

existed a large power vacuum in southern Scotland. Indeed the duke of 

Albany was having difficulty enough attempting to assemble a relief force 

for Cocklaws, let alone an invasion force. Had the Scots attempted an 

invasion, the forces of Percy, who had remained in the north, were still 

available for the defence of the marches. Considering the severely depleted 

state of not only the Scottish army but of the Scottish nobility as well, 

Percy would have been able to resist any attempted invasion. 

However, another possibility has not been considered until quite 

recently. Hotspur would not have actually been able to win the support of 

his northern forces for a campaign against Henry. Recent work by Andy 

King has questioned the extent to which the Percies had `... the hertes of 

634 McNiven, "Scottish Policy", pp. 508-509. 
635 There survives a charter issued by Douglas and dated at Edinburgh on 10 July 1403. 

NAS GD 15-333. However, all evidence suggests that he was not in Scotland in order to 

arrange for a joint Percy/Scottish assault on Henry, -as the duke of Albany continued to 

organise an expedition for the relief of Cockla« s after Douglas had been in Edinburgh. If 

any collusion with Percy had been arranged, such a force would be rendered irrelevant: 
Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, pp. 270-1. 
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the people by north. '636 Far from being the dominant force in 

Northumbrian society that Hardyng would have us believe, the Percies 

remained reliant on their Yorkshire retainers long after their own territorial 

aspirations had shifted to the North. 637 As a result of this, they may simply 
have been unable to exert enough influence on the gentry of 

Northumberland to support a rebellion against the king. Leading 

Northumbrians and Cumbrians against the Scots was one thing, but 

asking them to rise against their own king was quite another. It may be 

significant that in 1405 and 1408 Percy would turn to his Yorkshire 

supporters rather than base his actions in Northumberland. 63ß His support 
in the north uncertain, Hotspur then turned to the heartland of Ricardian 

sympathy, Cheshire. 

As shown by the letters above, at the time that Hotspur was rousing 

the Cheshiremen, Henry was riding north, intending to support Percy and 

Hotspur in their campaign against the Scots. 639 By the time he had 

reached Burton on Trent on 17 July, the king was all too aware of the 

rebellion brewing to the west. Moving quickly to reinforce the prince of 

Wales, and gathering forces from the midlands on his way, Henry arrived 

at Shrewsbury on 20 July, the day before the battle. Although there 

followed a brief period of negotiation, 640 there was to be no peaceful 

settlement and battle soon joined. 

636 Hardyng, p. 378. 
637 Andy King, "They Have the Hertes of the People by North': Northumberland, the 

Percies and Henry IV, 1399-1408" in Gwilym Dodd and Douglas Biggs (eds. ) Henry IV: 
The Establishment of the Regime, 1399-1406 (Woodbridge, 2003), pp. 139-160. 

638 King, "They Have the Hertes" pp. 145-153. 
639 See above, p. 183. 
640 Worcester was accused by Walsingham of acting as a dishonest broker between the 

king and Hotspur in order to ensure that a settlement was not forthcoming: Annales, pp. 
366-367. 
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The Battle of Shrewsbury 

According to Walsingham, the battle began when 

[Hotspur's] archers, whose betters could not be found in the 
county of Chester, began to shoot powerfully; on account of 
which arrows, many of the King's part immediately fell. 641 

The early stages of the battle were not promising for the king. Hotspur's 

initial volley had struck fear into the ranks of Henry's forces, and some of 
his men broke ranks and fled. Others, including the young earl of Stafford 

and Walter Blount had fallen early on. The concern which led Henry's 

supporters to shield him from danger by moving him to the last line of 
battle and putting two impostors into the field in his place was shown to 

be justified when the prince of Wales was himself wounded in the face by 

an arrow. 642 But the king's forces continued to press, and at some point 

Hotspur fell. 643 Once the cries of `Henry Percy King! ' had been replaced by 

`Henry Percy is dead! ' the rebel forces began to melt away and the king's 

641 Annales, p. 366. Walsingham's account of the battle is the most complete to have 
survived: Annales, pp. 361-7 1. That contained in the Dieulacres Chronicle is also 
extremely useful: Dieulacres, pp. 177-181. While Usk's account preserved some 
delightful details (for example, see below, note 642) it added little to Walsingham's 
version. Waurin's account, although one the most evocative and moving, suffered from a 
considerable degree of confusion: Waurin, 1399-1422, pp. 60-67. Hardyng's accounts of 
the battle are most disappointing of all. Although he had witnessed the battle first-hand, 
neither of his accounts reflected this, and neither provided details of the course of the 
battle itself: BL Lansdowne 204, fols. 206-206b; Hardyng, 361-362. 

642 C. T. Allmand, Henry V (London, 1997), p. 26; Annales, pp. 367-8. Stafford had 

commanded the vanguard of Henry's army. Walter Blount was a king's knight who 
earlier had served as one of Gaunt's executors: Given-Wilson, Royal Household, pp. 229, 
312. Usk preserved the wonderful story of Douglas' reaction upon being told that the 
king had survived the battle: `"Have I not already killed two King Henrys" - by which he 
meant the two knights - "With my own hands? It is an evil hour for us, that we should 
have allowed a third one to survive to claim the victory"': Usk, p. 171. 

643 It is not known who actually killed Hotspur: Annales, p. 368. Hotspur has, perhaps 
unfairly, been accused of having once again rashly and impetuously rushed into battle. 
He was guilty of doing just that at Otterburn, and had to be restrained from repeating 
his mistake at Homildon, but at Shrewsbury he may have had no choice. His archers 
have a finite supply of arrows and so he could not rely on them alone to defeat the king's 
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army won the day. The slaughter was terrible. Not only was this the first 

time that two armies fielding longbow archers faced off, the fact that is was 

a rebellion had negated any possibility for mercy or quarter. 

Hotspur, killed in battle, was initially buried at Whitchurch but soon 

after was exhumed and his body publicly displayed in order to quash any 

possible rumours of his survival. Impaled on a spear and propped between 

millstones, his nude body remained a grisly spectacle in Shrewsbury until 

it was taken down to be quartered. 644 His uncle Worcester was executed in 

Shrewsbury two days later. 

Although Henry had defeated Hotspur and Worcester, there still 

remained the task of facing Percy. On the day after the battle of 

Shrewsbury, Henry had sent letters to Westmorland ordering him to 

suppress any rising in the north. There was in fact little for Westmorland 

to do, as Percy was soon fleeing northward himself. He had probably only 

reached northern Yorkshire when news of the defeat and deaths of his son 

and brother reached him. Eventually forced to submit to Henry at York on 

11 August, Percy was tried before parliament, stripped of his offices, and 

compelled to surrender his castles in Northumberland to the king's 

officers. 

Hotspur and Worcester dead, the earl humiliated and isolated, the 

disaster was complete for Percy and his family. In just a few years they 

had fallen from the very heights of power to the depths of dishonour and 

disgrace, and all for no good reason. Henry was not trying to supplant the 

Percies with the Nevilles, or for that matter with anyone else. Nor was the 

forces. Nor could he afford to hold out for a defensive victory. He had to take the 
initiative and attempt to force the issue. 
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king deliberately withholding payment from Percy and Hotspur. On the 

contrary, he was at times quite anxious that they be paid as soon as 

possible. By the spring of 1403 Henry was ready to make substantial 

concessions to the Percies, in the form of the grant of the Douglas lands 

and a relaxation of his claims to the Homildon prisoners, in an attempt to 

win back the trust of his most important northern magnates. Yet this still 

was not enough to placate the Percies. 

What then was the goal of the 1403 rebellion? One popular 

explanation is that this was simply another phase in the campaign of self- 

advancement in which Percy had been engaged for decades. The problem 

with this interpretation is that Percy's ultimate goal - the establishment of 

an Anglo-Scottish lordship that straddled the border - was finally within 

his grasp. Scotland was militarily exhausted, its leading border magnates 

either in captivity or fighting alongside the English, and Henry had 

effectively given the Percies the authority to take as much of the Douglas 

inheritance as they could. In terms of the establishment of their Anglo- 

Scottish lordship, the removal of Henry was not only unnecessary, it was 

also undesirable in that conditions for their annexation of southern 

Scotland had never been better. 

Another explanation - preferred later by Hardyng - was that Percy, 

his brother and his son had never actually supported Henry's usurpation, 

and that they were simply working to restore the rightful heir to the 

throne. This in some ways was an attractive explanation. First, the 

`rightful' heir to the throne happened to be Hotspur's nephew, the young 

earl of March. Also related to this explanation was the vexed question of 

the oaths that Henry was alleged to have taken during his march across 

England in 1399. These oaths, as well as the Mortimer claim to the throne, 

figure prominently in the Percy manifesto published by Hardyng in the 

644 Antiales, p. 370; Dieulacres, p. 181. 
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second, Yorkist version of his chronicle. 645 Hardyng was of course 

extremely problematic646 in spite of - or perhaps in part because of - his 

close ties to the Percies, and so his version of events must be approached 

cautiously. The principal problem is that there was no evidence whatsoever 

that at any point during the revolution of 1399, any of the Percies put 
forth the Mortimer claim to the throne, or indeed that they objected to 

Henry's seizure of the throne. 

The 1403 rebellion bears the hallmarks of a rash and reckless act on 

the part of Hotspur. Before the rebellion itself, Percy's dream of 

establishing his Anglo-Scottish lordship was for the first time a real 

possibility and it is difficult to imagine that the old campaigner would 

abandon that for which he had consistently worked over several decades, 

to suddenly attack his king. Yes, he had helped remove Richard II from the 

throne, but the situations were radically different. In 1399, Percy had been 

part of a broadly based coalition moving with great force and purpose 

against a massively unpopular monarch who was no great friend of the 

Percy family. In 1403 however, the forces that met Henry at Shrewsbury 

were a hastily cobbled together, `ramshackle'647 army drawn almost 

645 For the manifesto, see below, p. 311. 
646 Born in the north in 1378, Hardyng entered service in the household of Hotspur at the 

age of twelve, and remained with him until the latter's death in 1403 - he was among 
Hotspur's forces at Shrewsbury. After being pardoned for his part in Hotspur's rebellion, 
he continued to serve in the North, as well as on the continent, under Sir Robert 
Umfraville. His service was rewarded with the constable ships first of Warkworth and 
later Kyme castles. At some point he came to the attention of Henry V, who enlisted him 
to spy on the Scots in yet another attempt to validate English claims of overlordship. It 

was in this capacity that Hardyng discovered his knack for forgery - at least 17 of the 19 
`evidences' relating to the question of overlordship that he delivered to the king are now 
known to have been forgeries. He did not begin writing his history until around 1440, 

and completed the first `Lancastrian' version in 1457. A change in dynasty occasioned a 
revision of his work and a second `Yorkist' version was presented to Edward IV in 1463: 
Gransden, Historical Writing in England II, c. 1307 to the Early Sixteenth Century, pp. 274- 
277: C. L. Kingsford, "The First Version of Hardyng's Chronicle" EHR, xxvii (1912), pp. 
462-9.741-2,751. 

647 Morgan, War and Society in Medieval Cheshire, p. 216. 
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exclusively from one county, and whose allegiance was based upon the lie 

that Richard II was about to return. 
The rebellion was the brainchild of Hotspur. It is difficult to imagine 

Percy planning, or even approving of, such a scheme. In the summer of 

1403, he had far too much to lose. Hotspur did as well, but he seemed not 

to have recognised that fact. That the 1403 rebellion was Hotspur's 

scheme also accounted for the frankly bizarre timing of Percy's movement 

south. If he had stayed in the north as part of the plan for the rebellion, in 

order to guard the marches, as has been suggested, 648 then why wander 

down into Yorkshire some days after the battle had taken place? If the 

campaign had been well planned, one would expect that Percy would have 

either stayed in the north to guard the march, or moved south at the same 

time as Hotspur in order to support his forces, and not simply get caught 

in between. Hotspur's movement south was reminiscent in its recklessness 

of his actions at Otterburn, 649 and the late movement south by Percy 

suggested that he, as well as the king, had been taken by surprise by his 

own son's actions. 

The Continuatio Eulogii, saying that `his son had done this and many 

other things without his counsel', also supported the thesis that Percy 

himself was not intimately involved in the rebellion of 1403.6-50 The `Percy 

rebellion' of 1403 was not the end result of the machinations of a `Percy 

Party. ' Rather it was the result of a misguided, reckless and petulant over- 

reaction by Hotspur. 

648 The necessity of his staying in the north is in doubt. Not only were the Scots in no 

condition to launch a significant attack, Hotspur's forces were already stationed at 
Cocklaws. See above, p. 198. 

649 If Bower is to be believed, Hotspur also had to be reigned in by the earl of March at 
Homildon, lest he rush into a repeat of Otterburn. Scotichronicon, viii, pp. 45-47. 

650 Coritinuatio Eulogii, iii. p. 398. 
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Thomas Percy and the 1403 Rebellion 

Of the three Percies politically active on the national stage in 1403, 

Thomas Percy, earl of Worcester was in some ways the least likely to rebel 

against his king. As the childless younger son of a magnate family, his 

interests were never particularly tied to his family's landed estates, and he 

therefore was more immune to the demands of family interests than, say, 

his brother or nephew. 651 Rather, he followed an essentially independent 

path, rising through royal service at home and on the continent, both on 

land and at sea. He was a trusted comrade and servant of John Chandos, 

the Black Prince, Edward III, Richard II and Henry IV, brother to an earl, 

cousin to a duke and a man whose word was accepted by kings as being 

better than a written bond. 652 And still he rebelled. 

Thomas first came to prominence in the late 1360's and early 1370's 

when he served on the continent under John Chandos and John of 

Gaunt. 653 During this time he was also given his first positions of 

responsibility as seneschal first of La Rochelle and later Poitou. In 1372 he 

was captured near the French town of Soubise, and was ransomed in the 

following year by the surrender of the castle of Lusignan. 654 After being 

made a Knight of the Garter655 Thomas' attention turned more to domestic 

affairs for several years, and he was even temporarily involved alongside 

651 I don't mean to say that he had no interest in what became of the Percy inheritance, 
but rather that he himself did not possess a significant share of it. See Bean, Estates, p. 
59. 

652 Annales, pp. 365-366. 
653 Anonimalle, pp. 53-55,171; Froissart, vii, pp. 32-48,140,143,160,196-202,215, 

244,279-292; vii, 19,20; Mildred K. Pope and Eleanor C. Lodge (eds. ) Life of the Black 
Prince by the Herald of Sir John Chandos (Oxford, 1910), pp. 102,131. 

654 Ypodigma Neustriae, p. 320. 
655 Before April 1376. 
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his brother on the Scottish marches. He was named keeper of Roxburgh 

castle from December 1376 to May 1381656 and in 1377 was briefly named 

one of the joint wardens of the east march. 657 It was during this period 

that the differing points of focus of the brothers Percy was made quite 

clear. Whereas Henry Percy showed a constant interest in the affairs of the 

north throughout his career, regardless of whether he actually held any 

royal offices in the region, Thomas' attention was easily diverted elsewhere 

and his appointment as keeper of Roxburgh was not sufficient to distract 

him from national and continental affairs. On 5 January 1377, Thomas 

received £40 to go to Flanders on secret business. 658 During his tenure as 

keeper he was also named admiral of the fleet north of the Thames. In 

March 1379 he was named joint captain of Brest, 659 and in July he was 

commissioned to confirm the alliance with Brittany. 

During the 1380's and 90's, Thomas continued to serve the crown in 

a wide array of capacities. He escorted Philippa of Lancaster to her 

wedding in Oporto; 660 he accompanied Buckingham on his French 

campaign of 1380-81; he was active in suppressing rebel activity in 1381 

and was sent to St Albans to help protect the abbey from the ravages of a 

mob; and he served with Gaunt in Spain, acting as the duke's admiral. 661 

It was upon his return from Gaunt's Iberian adventure that Thomas' 

656 Cal. Doc. Scot., iv, no. 252. 
657 Rot. Scot., ii, 2; Storey, Wardens of the marches, p. 609. He would again be appointed 
joint warden of the east march from 3 August to 12 December 1383 and from 12 
January to 30 July 1384. But it is apparent that this was not an office that held great 
attraction for Thomas. Storey, Wardens of the marches, p. 611. 

658 E403/461 m. 25. 
659 First appointed joint captain alongside Hugh Calveley, Thomas would go on to hold 

this office solely from July 1381 to December 1385. His experience as Admiral in the 
north as well as his experience on continental campaigns and his familiarity with the 
duke of Brittany made him ideally suited for the post of captain of Brest. Jones, Ducal 
Brittany, pp. 150,219. 

660 The first of several occasions in which he was called upon to escort a royal bride or 
widow to or from the continent. 
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career changed tack. Whereas before the nature of his service had been 

primarily military and occasionally diplomatic, from 1390 Thomas became 

increasingly a creature of the court. Beginning as vice-chamberlain of the 

king's household in 1390, Thomas steadily rose through the ranks at 

court, regularly attending meetings of the council and becoming steward of 

the household in 1393 -a position that he would hold for the duration of 
Richard's reign, 662 while continuing to be an active diplomat during the 

late 1380's and early 1390's. 663 

Thomas Percy's position at court, and his eventual elevation to the 

earldom of Worcester owed everything to his exemplary record of service - 

military, diplomatic, conciliar and household. The fact that, unlike so 

many others who had been elevated by Richard, Thomas managed to 

retain his position following the revolution of 1399 is testimony to his 

abilities. That he was left unscathed by the revolution may also have been 

due to his earlier long history of service with his Lancastrian cousins. 

These two traditions of service - with the crown and with the house 

of Lancaster - placed Thomas in the most awkward of situations in 1399. 

Faced with a choice between remaining loyal to his king in the face of 

wholesale desertions, and supporting the son of his old comrade Gaunt, 

Thomas acquitted himself well, remaining loyal to the king until Richard 

himself fled, leaving his army leaderless near Carmarthen. Although 

criticised by some for abandoning his duty by disbanding the royal 

army, 664 Walsingham's account was much kinder and probably more fair 

661 Thomas was contracted to bring 240 men on the 1386 campaign, and reinforcements 
of 150 men in 1388. Walker, Lancastrian Affinity, p. 49. 

662 Saul, Richard II, p. 246. 
663 He was, for example, Gaunt's ambassador to Burgos in 1389 and commissioner to 

treat for peace with France in 1392 and 1393. Chronicon Angliae, p. 369; Foedera, vii, 
pp. 721,739, 

664 See for example, Creton, Dieulacres. 
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to Thomas. He presented an image of a downcast Thomas reluctantly 
disbanding the army while thanking them for their service, then breaking 

his steward's rod, `weeping bitterly, for he had never wished to perform 

such an unwelcome task. '665 It is not difficult to accept this as an accurate 

account of Thomas' actions. First, as a long-time loyal servant to the crown 

who owed so very much to Richard, he must have been deeply saddened 

by recent events, and as one who had built his reputation and his career 

on the loyal fulfilment of duty, he would only have abandoned his 

responsibilities under duress. Secondly, he must have been genuinely 

concerned at his own prospects should Richard lose power to Henry. He 

had, after all been less than vocal in opposition to Richard's revenge 

against the appellants in 1397, and the simple fact of his elevation to an 

earldom so soon after Richard's coup tainted him in the eyes of many of 

Richard's enemies as being guilty by association with Richard and his 

favourites. 666 

Any misgivings that Thomas may have had about what was to 

happen to him in the wake of Henry's seizure of power were misplaced. 

Soon after his coronation, Henry confirmed all of the grants that Thomas 

had received from both Edward III and Richard I1,667 named him admiral of 

the fleet from the mouth of the Thames to the north and west and of the 

fleet of Ireland, 668 and granted Thomas an annuity of 500 marks for life. 669 

665 Given-Wilson, Chronicles of the Revolution, p. 122. 
666 In much the same way as his elder brother's assumption of the office of marshal had 

tainted him in the eyes of Walsingham. 
667 CPR, 1399-1401, p. 110. These grants were by no means insignificant. They included 

life annuities worth nearly £500, the castle of Emelyn Huckirch, co. Carmarthen, the 

castle, town and lordship of Haverford, wine revenue from the port of Milford, `certain 

manors and mills', as well as confirmation of the charter creating him earl of Worcester. 
668 CPR, 1399-1401, p. 95. Thomas appears to have had a love for, as well as a talent 

for, maritime service. This appointment as Admiral was not simply an honorific 

appointment, as Worcester sailed to Bordeaux in March 1400 in response to unrest 
there. Froissart, xvi, pp. 215-7. 
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Although he did not benefit from the change in dynasty to the same extent 
as his brother and nephew, he emerged unscathed from the revolution and 
went on to enjoy continued royal patronage. 

Henry was quick to call upon his diplomatic experience in the 

months following the revolution. On 29 November 1399 he was appointed 

a commissioner to treat with France regarding a truce. Having left London 

on 16 December, Thomas remained in France until March when his duties 

as Admiral called him to Bordeaux. 670 By May 1400, he had once again 
been called upon to return to France, this time to deal with the thorny 

question of the return of Queen Isabella to her homeland. 671 His 

involvement with the Isabella situation continued in the following year 

when he was again involved in negotiations with the French regarding her 

return, ultimately escorting the young widow to France in July 1401. 

By the spring of 1401 Thomas had returned to the office of steward 

of the household which he had held for so long under Richard II, further 

confirming the extent to which Henry was willing to trust this close 

associate of his former enemy. 672 Although Thomas' tenure as steward of 

the household was rather short-lived he was certainly not frozen out of 

669 This is perhaps the most interesting of the grants made to Thomas following the 
revolution. The entry in CPR reads: `Grant to the king's kinsman Thomas de Percy, earl 
of Worcester, and the heirs male of his body of 500 marks yearly at the Exchequer; in 
lieu of a grant to him of certain manors, lands and rents to the value of 4001. yearly late 
of Thomas, duke of Gloucester, and Richard, earl of Arundel, by letters patent of Richard 
II, surrendered, which he cannot enjoy because they have been restored to the heirs. ' 
This is a clear indication of the extent to which Henry was willing to forgive Thomas for 
the part he played in the coup of 1397. Although he had benefited directly from the 
downfall of Gloucester and Arundel, Henry ensured that Thomas was not alienated by 
the return of these manors lands and rents to their rightful heirs. 10 December, 1399. 
CPR, 1399-1401, p. 178. 

670 Foedera, vii, pp. 108,125,128; POPC, I, 83,102. 
671 Foedera, viii, p. 142. 
672 CPR, 1399-1401, p. 445. He was also active in council around this time. On 18 

March, he was present in London when the king assented to a series of ordinances 
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office by Henry. 673 He was made lieutenant of South Wales, captain of 
Lampeter and Cardigan castles, and he was named custodian and 

governor to the prince of Wales - all by the spring of 1402.674 The following 

October, he also served as a trier of petitions in parliament. Although 

Henry had married Joan of Navarre by proxy on 3 April 1401, she did not 

actually make the journey to England until nearly two years later. When 

the time came for Joan to travel to England, Thomas was once again 

summoned to act on the king's behalf. He left England in November 1402, 

returning with Joan in January 1403 . 

In all of Thomas' actions following the revolution of 1399, and in all 

of Henry's actions towards the earl of Worcester, there was not the 

slightest hint of what was to come in the summer of 1403. Thomas had 

been entrusted with the most sensitive of negotiations with the French, he 

enjoyed several positions of responsibility - internationally, nationally and 

regionally as well as within the royal household itself - and he was even 

given the honour of escorting his king's new bride on her journey to 

England. If, as has been suggested in the past, Henry had grown 

suspicious of the Percies in general and of Thomas in particular, 

entrusting him with the safety of his wife and with the very upbringing of 

his son was a truly bizarre and misguided expression of that mistrust, as 

was his installation as lieutenant in the vital region of South Wales. As 

early as December 1401, Thomas had been involved in the region, being 

named at that time on a commission of oyer et terminer. 675 His activities in 

Wales were widespread - commissions of oyer et terminer, and of array, 

relating to the Welsh rebellion. Four days later he was also present when these 
ordinances were sealed with the great seal. CPR 1399-1401, p. 470. 

673 Lord Say was steward by June 1402. CCR, 1399-1402, p. 232. 
67-4 Annales, p. 361; CPR 1401-1405, pp. 53,55; POPC, i, pp. 173-174,178. 
675 CPR, 1401-1405, p. 68. 
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and commissions to see to the repair and recovery of an abbey destroyed 

by rebels. 676 

Nor is the belief that Henry was growing suspicious of Thomas in the 

months prior to Shrewsbury borne out by the available evidence. On 16 

June 1403 - just over a month before the battle of Shrewsbury, Thomas 

was the recipient of an urgent commission of array in the counties of 

Pembroke and Carmarthen as well as the lordship and county or Rous 

... on information from credible persons of the council of the 
king's son the prince in parts of Wales that Owyn 
Gleyndourdy and other rebels of those parts for want of 
victuals intend to come suddenly with no small posse to the 
marches of the county to seek victuals and waste the 
county. 677 

If Henry suspected the loyalty of Thomas Percy, his actions did not reflect 

his suspicions. 

Thomas spent almost his entire career in loyal service. He was a 

respected soldier, trusted diplomat, confidant of kings, dukes and earls, 

tutor to a prince, escort to queens and, ultimately, a traitor. The one 

common thread that runs through his career from its beginnings on the 

continent with John Chandos and the Black Prince until the eve of 

rebellion in 1403, is that of trust and loyalty. Even in the miserably 

hopeless situation which he was faced in 1399, he only broke his rod and 

disbanded the royal army after they had been abandoned by Richard. In 

spite of his associations with the counter-appellants of 1397, his record of 

loyal and honourable service was sufficient to protect him from the 

vengeance that was exacted against many others who had been elevated by 

Richard. Emerging unscathed from the revolution, Thomas went on to 

enjoy continued patronage and to hold positions of significant authority 

676 CPR, 1401-1405, pp. 54,61,68,280. 
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and prestige up to the eve of the rebellion. When rumours of a coming 

emergency in Wales reached the king and his council in June 1403, 

Thomas' name was first on the list of commissioners of array. King Henry 

himself was taken completely by surprise by Thomas' treason. If, as has 

been suggested, Henry had grown suspicious of the Percies, having 

Thomas lead such a commission of array was madness. 

Frustratingly, John Hardyng, the chronicler that one might hope 

would furnish the most details regarding Thomas' motives, remained silent 

on the question. He claimed that Hotspur and Thomas were the leaders of 

a `sweet, devout' cause that was supported by Archbishop Scrope, `divers 

other holy men and... divers other lords that deceived' them, but he offered 

no proof other than the claim that he saw letters to this affect, and his 

claims were uncorroborated by other chroniclers. 678 Given Hardyng's 

record as a forger, and his obvious bias, this version of events is less than 

convincing. 

Why then did Thomas rebel in 1403? As has been shown above, 

there is no obvious reason to suspect that he was at odds with the king 

prior to the rebellion. However, it cannot be ignored that Walsingham 

condemned Thomas and asserted that it was through his `perversion' of 

negotiations that the battle of Shrewsbury occurred at all. As mentioned 

above, Thomas did not hold a significant portion of the Percy inheritance, a 

fact that led him to pursue a career of royal service that was not largely 

concerned with his family's landed interests. While this may have made 

him less likely than his brother or nephew to support Bolingbroke in 1399, 

it conversely may have also made him more likely to rebel in 1403. He had 

no heirs and therefore had less to lose through rebellion than either 

Hotspur or Percy. By rebelling, Hotspur risked not only his own life, but 

677 16 June, 1403. CPR, 1401-1405, p. 280. 

678 Hardyng, p. 351. 
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also his family's legacy and the future of his son. The very same 

considerations that led him to support the revolution of 1399 may well 

have acted as restraints in 1403. Could fears over his son's future have 

made Hotspur more amenable to negotiation with the king at Shrewsbury? 

This would certainly fit in with Walsingham's account of events before the 

battle. Having joined his nephew in rebellion, Thomas came to the same 

realization that his brother had in 1399: to raise arms against the king 

allowed for no half-measures. Having taken the decision to rebel, he did 

what he could to ensure that a final showdown with Henry took place. But 

that is not to say that Hotspur was not the original driving force behind 

the rebellion. It was he who had been fiercely at odds with the king, and it 

was he who stirred discord and raised support in Cheshire, recruited 

Douglas to his cause, and ultimately led the charge on the day of the 

battle. 
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Chapter Four: Fear and Loathing in Northumberland 

i. Shrewsbury's Aftermath and the 1404 (January) Parliament 

The battle of Shrewsbury679 marked the beginning of what was to be 

the final period in Percy's life. The five tumultuous years between 

Shrewsbury and Percy's death at Bramham Moor in 1408 have cast a long 

shadow over the commonly held view of the earl of Northumberland. Long 

forgotten are his actions as a mediator between king and the appellants, 

the deeply entrenched sense of honour that saw him accepting a challenge 

to a duel on behalf of his king at a time when he was supposed by many to 

have been plotting that same king's downfall, and the conscientious 

fulfilment of his duties as a warden of the marches which won praise and 

admiration, from enemies as well as friends on both sides of the border. 

What has coloured the opinions of authors and historians from 

Shakespeare to de Fonblanque to Brenan to Lomas is the image of the 

proud northern Mathathias, the ferocious and rapacious leader of a family 

composed wholly of men whose ambition knew no bounds. 680 While part of 

this impression is due to Percy's conduct during the revolution of 1399, 

his final years of 1403-1408 were particularly responsible for this skewed, 

although not entirely unjustified, perception of Percy and his character. 

The first stage of this period stretched from the battle of Shrewsbury 

itself to Percy's remarkably rapid and thorough restoration during the 

January parliament of 1404. Although he was not himself directly involved 

679 21 July 1403. 
680 For example, a recent history of the Percy family endorses `... the impression that the 

first earl of Northumberland and his son were men of almost boundless ambition. Like 

Icarus, however, they flew too close to the sun, their wings melted, and they crashed to 

earth': Richard Lomas, A Power in the Land: The Percys (East Linton, 1999), p. 79 
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in the rebellion leading to the battle of Shrewsbury, Percy was placed in 

anything but a comfortable position in its aftermath. Stopped in his march 

south by forces of the earl of Westmorland, Percy initially retired 

northward, withdrawing with his household to Warkworth castle; 681 and it 

was not until 11 August that he finally submitted to the king at York. 

Having agreed to surrender himself to the custody of the crown, in return 
for a guarantee of his personal safety and an assurance that he would be 

given the opportunity to explain himself before Parliament, Percy was 

taken first to Pontefract and then to Baginton castle, where at last he was 
imprisoned. 682 

Hotspur and Worcester were dead, Percy was in prison, ostensibly 

co-operating with the crown, and yet calm had not returned to the north. 

Three Northumbrian strongholds, stubbornly held by Percy retainers, 

refused to yield to royal control. The crown had moved quickly following 

the battle of Shrewsbury in an attempt to secure the border and to wrest 

control of the northern castles from their keepers. As early as 29 July, the 

earl of Westmorland had been given the keeping of Berwick-upon-Tweed 

and Bamburgh; 683 and in early August, orders concerning the defence of 

the marches flowed thick and fast: on 4 August, orders were issued 

cancelling the payment of any customs to the Percies from the northern 

ports as well as proscribing any looting of Percy estates; 684 on 13 August, 

681 `Secessit cum cotidianafamilia ad Werkewortheproprium castrum suum. ' Annales, p. 
371. 

682 POPC, I, p. 217. Fortunately for Percy, he did not suffer the grim, albeit unauthorised, 
fate met by several of the Epiphany rebels. Baginton castle was the Warwickshire seat of 
sir William Bagot. The man entrusted with Percy's imprisonment was Roger Smart, an 
associate of Bagot: Alistair Dunn, `Exploitation and Control: Royal Administration of 
Magnate Estates, 1397-1405' in Michael Hicks (ed. ) Revolution and Consumption in Late 
Medieval England (Woodbridge: Boydell, 2001), p. 41. 

683 CPR 1401-5, p. 258. 
684 CCR 1402-5, pp. 103,104. 
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Westmorland was named keeper of Carlisle and the West March, and 
Prince John keeper of Berwick-upon-Tweed and the East March. 685 

There remained the task of actually gaining control of these castles. 
This was not easily done. Two letters to the council written by the earl of 
Westmorland and lord Furnival in July and September 1403, respectively, 
illustrated the difficulties encountered by the crown. Composed some time 

in July 1403, Westmorland's letter illustrated not only the extent of 

continuing unrest in Northumberland, but also his awareness of 

difficulties likely to be faced by the royal forces in recovering castles such 

as Berwick-upon-'Tweed. After calling on the king to come personally to the 

north, Westmorland reported that men `who had been of the livery of the 

earl of Northumberland' were spreading rumours to the effect that the king 

was dead. He also wrote of others gathering together and wearing the 

Percies' crescent livery `for which their malice against our lord the king 

openly appears and their intent is to make insurrection'. 686 

This letter clearly posed some potential difficulties with regard to the 

thesis that Percy himself was not intimately involved with the planning 

and execution of the rebellion of 1403. If Westmorland was to be taken at 

face value, then it would appear that retainers of the earl of 

Northumberland were themselves anything but passive observers of events 

in the summer of 1403. The logical extension was that Percy himself might 

have been rather more involved in the 1403 rebellion than has been 

suggested above. 

However, while trouble stirred by men `who had been of the livery of 

the earl of Northumberland' and gatherings of others `wearing the crescent 

livery of the Percies' certainly did suggest direct involvement on the part of 

Percy and his retainers, it was far from certain that this was in fact the 

685 E 28/17, E28/18. 
686 Cotton Vespasian F. vii, fol. 63. 
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case. First, the crescent livery badge was not necessarily exclusive to the 

use of Henry Percy, first earl of Northumberland. The history of the badge 

remains obscure. Brenan, citing De Fonblanque, had Hotspur wearing the 
badge when he fought against Du Guesclin in 1378.687 However, as he was 
then serving under his father, it remained unclear whether Hotspur would 
have worn the badge independently. In other words, was he wearing the 

badge specifically as a retainer of his father or as a member, indeed a 
leader, of a wider Percy affinity? For example, when Hotspur, his uncle 
Thomas, or brothers Thomas and Ralph, led their own men into battle, 

would they also have worn the crescent, or was it reserved exclusively for 

the use of the earl and his retinue? 

The crescent continued to be a symbol associated with the Percies 

long after the death of the first earl, and so it was clearly not a symbol 

which lost its association with the house of Percy with his passing. For 

example, a ballad recounting the northern rebellion of 1569 in which a 

later earl of Northumberland was killed, read 

Erle Percy there his ancyent spred, 
The Halfe-Moone shining all so faire688 

However, in this case it was again the symbol of the earl. While the 

crescent badge was not exclusive to Percy himself, it possibly was 

exclusive to the head of the Percy family. 

Quite possibly the clearest contemporary indication that the 

crescent was associated with the family as a whole rather than just the 

earl was given by the continuator of the Eulogium. Following his account of 

the battle of Shrewsbury, he wrote `Luna eclipsata apparuit sanguinea. '689 

However, the only lunar eclipses that appeared in 1403 did so on 7 

687 Brenan, A History of the House of Percy, i, p. 31. 
688 This quote from the ballad The Rising in the North described the northern rebellion of 

1569 `which proved so fatal to Thomas Percy, the Seventh Earl of Northumberland'. 
Thomas Percy (ed. ). Reliques of Ancient English Poetry (London, 1880) pp. 135,137. 
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February and 2 August. 690 It was entirely possible that when he came to 

write up his account of the battle, the continuator simply confused his 

dates and moved the eclipse of July 1404 forward one year; 691 but more 
likely he was being disingenuous for metaphorical effect. The only bloody 

eclipse of a moon that took place in July 1403 occurred on the field at 
Shrewsbury, not in the heavens. 

There was also the possibility that Westmorland actually referred to 

two different liveries in this letter. He wrote of those `who had been of the 

livery of the earl of Northumberland' as well as - and possibly as distinct 

from - those `wearing the crescent livery'. Was he speaking of two different 

liveries, or simply referring to the crescent in both instances? If he was 

referring to two different badges then this letter actually supported the 

thesis that Percy was not himself heavily involved in the rebellion. While 

those currently wearing the crescent were actively involved in stirring up 

trouble in the north, they were not joined by those who then wore Percy's 

specific livery, but rather by those who had been of the livery of Percy. 

Because this letter was written by Percy's greatest rival in the north, 

his account might have been nothing more than a thinly veiled attack on 

Percy himself. However, another letter written some six months later also 

spoke of the distribution of crescent liveries; and it would be imprudent to 

assume that Westmorland had exaggerated the presence of men rising in 

the north, wearing the crescent livery. John Coppill, the constable of 

Bamburgh castle, wrote to the king on 13 January 1404 with news of the 

still unsettled situation in Northumberland. He urged Henry to come north 

personally to deal with the unrest that had continued to simmer through 

689 Continuatio Eulogium, p. 397. 
690 http: / /sunearth. gsfc. nasa. gov/eclipse/Lecat/LE 1401-1500. html 

691 There was a partial eclipse in the afternoon of 22 July 1404. 
http: //sunearth. gsfc. nasa. gov/eclipse/Lecat/LE1401-1500. html 
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the autumn and winter. He also wrote that William Clifford, Henry Percy of 

Atho1692 and Thomas Percy had `procured to themselves a great multitude 

of your men, and given them the livery of the crescents. '693 While this letter 

confirmed distribution of the crescent livery, it did not solve the problem 

regarding the exact significance of the wearing of the crescent. It was, after 

all, being distributed not by Percy but rather by two of his grandsons and 

William Clifford. This suggested that the crescent was indeed an emblem of 

the Percies generally, rather than of Percy himself; but it remained 

unknown whether these three were distributing the livery in the name of 

Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland, the Percies in general, or indeed in 

the name of Hotspur. 694 

Westmorland's letter also indicated the gravity with which he viewed 

the situation in the north. Because of the refusal of Berwick, Alnwick and 

Warkworth castles to yield, he asked the king for `canons, artillery, and 

other things necessary for the assault of castles' to be sent to the north to 

terrorise the troublemakers into submission if necessary. 695 Regardless of 

motives influencing the tone and content of this letter, one could not doubt 

Westmorland's knowledge of the north and its defences. If the keepers of 

these castles were intent on holding out, he had to be fully aware of their 

strength and of the steps required to force their surrender. 

692 See below, p. 222n. 
693 Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol. 112. 
694 Richard's livery of the white hart had, after all, made a posthumous appearance 

during the rebellion of 1403. Whatever the significance of the crescent to a wider Percy 

affinity, it is certain that the emblem was at least of personal significance to Percy 

himself. At the time of his forfeiture in 1405, his London house contained `a blue bed 

with `crownes' and `cressantes' worth 3s. 4d. ' Cal. Inq. Misc., 1399-1422, no. 431. 

695 `engyns, canons artillerie et autres choses necessaires pour assautz des chasteaux': 

Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol. 63. 
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Although Westmorland's fears about the difficulties that he and 
others would face in recovering these castles would be justified, 696 it was 
possible that he exaggerated the situation in July 1403 in order to attack 
his rival, Percy. He might have used this letter to launch an unjustified 

attack on at least one of Percy's associates: William Legh, constable of 
Cockermouth castle. 697 Westmorland advised the king that it would be 

prudent to send letters to Cockermouth, explicitly threatening the 

constable there with the king's anger if he did not deliver the castle to the 

use of the king. 698 There was however, no other evidence to suggest that 

Legh was anything other than loyal to the crown. Indeed, what evidence 

there is suggested that he was seen as being most reliable. 

In the British Library a memorandum lists, among other things, 

letters to be sent under the great seal of Percy concerning the tenure of his 

bothersome northern castles. While the list was undated, it was probably 

compiled some time around 13 October 1403, and certainly no earlier than 

25 September and no later than 4 November. 699 Five of the letters intended 

696 This was demonstrated by the utter failure of the crown to force the stubborn castles 
of Warkworth, Alnwick and Berwick into submission. 

697 It is possible, but not likely, that Westmorland's attack on Legh was the result of his 
confusing the keeper of Cockermouth castle with one William Legh who died fighting on 
Hotspur's side at the battle of Shrewsbury. On 13 September 1403, a grant was made to 
`Joyce, late the wife of William de Legh `chivaler', killed in the company of Henry de Percy 
the son at the battle of Shrewsbury, of the goods of her husband to the value of 241., 
forfeited to the king because he rose in insurrection. ' Of this William Legh, little is 
known beyond the name of his widow and the fact that he died at Shrewsbury. William 
Legh, keeper of Cockermouth, is even more obscure. However, as the Cockermouth Legh 
was confirmed in his tenure of the castle, and given custody of several important 
Scottish prisoners on 25 September at the very earliest, these were evidently not the 
same man. It is not known whether they were closely related. If they were, then this 
could also help to explain Westmorland's antipathy: Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol. 67; CPR 
1401-1405, p. 263. 

698 Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol. 63. 
699 On 13 October, arrangements were only beginning to be made for the retrieval of 

Percy's great seal from London, `to seal all that which may be pleasing to our most 
sovereign lord the king'. Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol. 67. As shown by the responses of the 
keepers of Alnwick and Warkworth to the orders to surrender, it is quite certain that no 
such letters had been sent by Percy prior to 25 September at the earliest. On 4 
November, John Aske was appointed steward of Percy's lands, but no reference is made 
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to be sent under Percy's seal concerned the tenure of his northern castles, 

and it is possible to gauge the crown's disposition towards the keepers of 
these castles by the instructions included in these letters. Of these, the 
keepers of Alnwick700 and Warkworth701 were instructed to surrender their 

castles to Gerard Heron and John Mitford, respectively, while other 
keepers who had obviously satisfied the king and council of their loyal 

intentions were confirmed in their positions. Among these were none other 
than Sir William Legh, the constable of Cockermouth. Not only was Legh 

confirmed as constable of Cockermouth, he was also entrusted with 

... the keeping of all the Scottish and other prisoners in the 
same castle for the use of our lord the king, that is to say 
the earl of Fife and others. 702 

Whatever Westmorland's opinion of Legh in July 1403, there can be no 
doubting that he was soon being treated with the utmost confidence by the 

crown and its representatives. 703 

The message from lord Furnival, 704 delivered to the council by lord 

Say, was thankfully much more straightforward, although no less 

to his holding this position when mentioned in this memorandum. Cotton Vespasian f. vii 
fol. 61. 

700 William Worthington, John Wyndal, William Rodom, John Middleham, Thomas Clerk 
and Richard Bons. 

701 Sir Henry Percy and John Cresswell. This was Henry Percy of Athol, son of Thomas 
Percy (the eldest of Hotspur's younger brothers) and Elizabeth, eldest daughter of David 
Strathbogie, Earl of Athol, and not, as has sometimes been suggested, Hotspur's son 
Henry, who would become the second earl of Northumberland. 

702 Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol. 61. The earl of Fife had been captured in 1402 at Homildon: 
Annales, p. 346. 

703 There was also no indication of concern relating to the keeping of Cockermouth in 
Furnival's message to the king in September 1403: Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol. 67. 

704 Thomas Neville, lord Furnival was the younger brother of Ralph Neville, earl of 
Westmorland. As well as his obvious ties to the Neville family, Furnival also had a 
history of association with the house of Lancaster, and would go on to become both a 
member of the council and Henry's treasurer. Mark Arvanigian, Henry IV, the Northern 
Nobility and the Consolidation of Power, 1399-1403. in Dodd and Biggs (eds. ) Henry IV: 
The Establishment of the Regimes, 1399-1406, p. 134. 
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informative regarding the state of affairs in the north in the wake of 
Shrewsbury. There had been a meeting held on 25 September in the abbey 

of Durham, at which leading members of northern society705 met to 

discuss the state of the northern defences. Their report could not have 

been encouraging to the king and council. The keepers of Berwick-upon- 

Tweed, Alnwick and Warkworth castles were anything but co-operative, 

and the soldiers of Berwick-upon-Tweed were on the verge of desertion for 

lack of pay. 706 

The keeper of Berwick-upon-Tweed was the wonderfully slippery 

character Sir William Clifford. The Cliffords had long been associated with 

the Percies707 and Sir William was no exception, although he was not 

necessarily one to let familial - or other - loyalties come before self- 

interest. 708 Although Clifford had been retained by Richard in 1397 he was 

quickly accepted into the Lancastrian fold after the revolution, once again 

becoming a king's knight within months of the usurpation. In addition to 

this change of allegiance - which was admittedly anything but uncommon 

among the English political classes in 1399 - he was also to prove an 

enthusiastic participant in the rebellion of 1403. Following the battle of 

Shrewsbury, he tenaciously held out at Berwick-upon-Tweed, refusing to 

yield the castle to royal forces. 709 He then went on to take part in the 

rebellions of 1405 and 1408, each time surviving, being pardoned and 

705 The earl of Westmorland, lord Furnivall, lord Mauley, lord Say, Sir Ralph Dever, sir 
Gerard Heron, sir John Mitford (sheriff of Northumberland) and `other knights and 
esquires of the said county and of the bishopric of Durham': Cotton Vespasian F. v. ii fol. 
67. 

706 Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol. 67. 
707 As early as 1306 Percy's great grandfather (yet another Henry Percy) was quite active 

alongside Robert Clifford. Their association was apparently a positive one, as their 

children Henry and Idonia - Percy's grandparents - married soon after. McNamee, The 
Wars of the Bruces, pp. 33,37 

708 Given-Wilson. Royal Household, p. 228. 

709 Clifford's role in 1403-4 will be examined in greater detail below, pp. 224-225. 
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even profiting from his actions. 710 After 1408 his rebellious actions 

appeared to have ceased, although whether this was due to a change in 

disposition or simple lack of opportunity remains uncertain. 
William F. Buckley, Jr. once wrote of Hunter S. Thompson that he 

`elicits the same kind of admiration one would feel for a streaker at Queen 

Victoria's funeral. ' Much the same could be said about Sir William Clifford. 

He was one of those rare figures able to irritate - deeply - his enemies and 

superiors, while not only escaping censure but even profiting from his 

ventures. Perhaps the best example of his audacity came in the spring and 

summer of 1404. On 24 March 1404, he was pardoned for concealing 

some 4,000 marks worth of jewels and various other goods belonging to 

Hotspur, which should have come into the hands of the king following 

Hotspur's forfeiture on 1403. Over the next three months, Clifford 

complained to the king's confessor that he had not received any such 

amount of Hotspur's goods `though suggestion was made to the king [that 

he had been in receipt] of a greater sum. '711 By 19 June 1404, the 

exasperated king allowed Clifford to retain any of Hotspur's goods which 

might have found their way into Clifford's possession, on condition that 

Clifford delivered to the king any bonds (which he already had been 

ordered `at his peril' to deliver to Furnival some eight months earlier! ) 

relating to unransomed Scottish prisoners as well as the person of the 

traitor William Serle. Serie, a former esquire of Richard II implicated in the 

murder of the duke of Gloucester, who had fled to Scotland following the 

revolution, had been captured on the border and taken prisoner by Clifford 

who, not being one to let an opportunity pass by, seized him and 

proceeded to use him as a bargaining chip in his dealings with the king. 712 

710 Given-Wilson, Royal Household, p. 229. 

711 CPR 1401-1405, p. 441. 
712 CCR, Henry IV ii, p. 194; CPR 1401-1405, pp. 384,441; Given-Wilson, Royal 

Household, p. 229. 
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Unfortunately Clifford never made explicit his exact justification for 

refusing to surrender Berwick castle in 1403. Furnival's report to the 

council stated simply that he refused to yield the castle, except under 

certain conditions which he had made known to the king by way of Say 

and Furnival. 713 When Clifford finally did return to the king's favour in the 

following summer, the circumstances under which this occurred shed no 
light on the excuses given for his stubborn resistance over the previous 

twelve months. 714 

Luckily, the keepers of both Alnwick and Warkworth castles were 

much more candid with their explanations. When lords Furnival and Say 

arrived at Alnwick castle, they were met at the gate by the constable 

William Worthington and several other men from within the castle. 715 In 

the castle chapel, Say produced letters patent which granted to him 

governance of Percy's lordships, lands, tenants, and possessions in the 

counties of York, Northumberland, Westmorland and Cumberland as well 

as in Newcastle upon Tyne, and demanded that Worthington surrender the 

castle immediately. Faced with Say's demand, Worthington withdrew, took 

advice from others in the castle, and finally replied that, as he held the 

castle by indenture from Percy, he would keep it until he had orders to the 

contrary from Percy himself. Adding that he was loyal to the king and 

would guard the castle loyally and securely to the use and profit of both 

713 Cotton Vespasian F. vii fol. 67. 
714 There was no indication that the king or council ever agreed to meet any special 

conditions set by Clifford. Rather, he took full advantage of a fortuitous situation in 

which someone guilty of more serious treason than himself had fallen directly into his 
lap. Clifford delivered Serle to the king, who had him savagely executed. As shown 

above, in return for delivering Serie to the king, Clifford was not only pardoned, but was 
also allowed to keep a substantial amount of Hotspur's goods which should have been 
forfeited to the king: Annales, pp. 390-391; Given-Wilson, Royal Household, p. 229. For 
Serle's execution, see below, p. 241. 

715 Sir John de Wyndale (clerk), William de Rodome, John de Middleham, Thomas clerk 

of Alnv. -ick, Richard Bonde and others `a grande nombre': Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol.. 67. 
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the king and Percy, Worthington requested that he be allowed to keep the 

castle until he had further instructions from Percy. 716 

At Warkworth, Say and Furnival met much the same response from 

the keepers there. Henry Percy717 insisted that he was always ready to do 

service to the king, swearing on the chapel altar that he would be loyal and 

that the castle would be safely guarded. However, he too was unwilling to 

surrender the castle without orders to that effect from Percy. The constable 

of Warkworth, John Cresswell, also refused to comply with Say and 

Furnival, saying that he had the keeping of Warkworth from Percy for life, 

and that he was quite simply unwilling to surrender his command. 718 

Possibly the keepers of these two castles independently determined 

the basis for their resistance. However, Alnwick and Warkworth castles 

represented the very heart of Percy power, closely situated and certainly in 

contact. In the two months since Shrewsbury, there would have been 

ample time for the keepers of these castles to agree on a common approach 

to dealing with their mutual problems and by December, there was no 

doubt that Alnwick and Warkworth, if not Berwick-upon-Tweed, were 

indeed effectively under the single command of Henry Percy of Athol. On 6 

December 1403 letters close directed to Henry Percy of Athol, ordered him 

to give livery of both Alnwick and Warkworth castles, said to have been 

held and occupied by Henry and his men, to lord Furnival. A similar letter 

was directed to Clifford at Berwick-upon-Tweed. By this point, Henry IV's 

patience was obviously - and understandably - wearing thin, because he 

also directed Henry Percy of Athol and Clifford `ceasing every excuse to 

hasten in person to the king's presence, in the king's company to abide. '719 

716 Cotton Vespasian v. fii fol. 67. 
717 Henry Percy of Athol. See p. 222n above. 
718 Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol. 67. 
719 CCR Henry IV ii, p. 206. 
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Neither Henry Percy of Athol nor Sir William Clifford complied with either 

of these demands. 

However it was not necessarily the keepers of these castles 

themselves who had decided upon their course of action. Before travelling 

south to surrender to the king, Percy had retired with his household to 

Warkworth, 720 from where he could easily have made clear his wishes to 

Henry Percy of Athol, Worthington, and possibly even Clifford, instructing 

them to not surrender their commands unless expressly instructed in a 

certain way to do so by Percy himself. In the absence of any real evidence 

regarding the organisation of the resistance at Alnwick, Warkworth and 

Berwick-upon-Tweed, this conjecture did seem likely. By now fully 

informed of the family disaster at Shrewsbury, and knowing that surrender 

of his person to the king was inevitable, Percy would have realised that 

some degree of resistance in the north could be an asset. He knew that 

Henry would be tied down in Wales and unlikely to commit fully to the 

recapture of Warkworth, Alnwick and Berwick-upon-Tweed; and if it was 

made to appear that only he could pacify the keepers of these castles, then 

his remaining alive would be of greater benefit to the crown, and he would 

be all the more unlikely to suffer the fate of the Epiphany rebels. 721 

But why did these castles resist, and not other Percy strongholds? 

First there was the question of geography. Warkworth and Alnwick, as well 

as representing the very heart of Percy power in Northumberland, were 

near neighbours, making the co-ordination of any organised resistance a 

relatively simple affair. Two other castles, mentioned in the memorandum 

listing the letters to be sent under Percy's great seal, were Langley and 

720 Above, p. 216. 
721 This is obviously conjecture, as there is no evidence whatsoever as to whether Percy 

issued orders to resist to Henry Percy of Athol, Clifford, or anyone else for that matter. 
However, his presence at Warkworth, and the way in which the refusals of these keepers 

- especially at Alnwick and Warkworth - were orchestrated, does suggest some degree of 
coordination. 
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Prudhoe, neither of which mounted any significant resistance to the 

crown's demands to surrender. These castles both lay to the south of the 

county, 722 and although important castles on significant Percy estates, the 
distance between them, Warkworth and Alnwick would have posed 

significant problems, even had their keepers been intent on joining the 

resistance. The exception to this rule remained Berwick-upon-Tweed, from 

where Clifford managed to annoy the crown for the better part of a year. 
Clifford, however, may well have held out independently of Alnwick and 
Warkworth. As we have seen, he was anything but predictable and more 

than capable of undertaking an action such as this for his own reasons. 

And, as noted above, the exact reasons for his refusal to submit to the 

crown remain unknown. 

Clifford's tenacious resistance in the distant castle at Berwick-upon- 

Tweed illustrated another factor that influenced the course of the northern 

resistance: personality. Ultimately, regardless of their location, the keepers 

of every castle nominally under Percy control would have been faced with 

the unenviable decision of whether to hold out in the name of their Percy 

lord or to save their careers, standing and skin by coming to terms with 

the crown. 723 In some cases, this was not even an issue. For example, 

Thomas Knayton, the keeper of Bamburgh, appears to have died alongside 

Hotspur and Worcester at Shrewsbury, making the appointment of John 

Coppill as constable of Bamburgh quite smooth indeed. 724 And in the 

722 Both Prudhoe and Langley lay almost due west of Newcastle upon Tyne, in line with 
Hexham. Prudhoe, some ten miles west of Newcastle upon Tyne, while Langley was 
another fifteen miles further west, approximately six miles west of Hexham. 

723 Although this dilemma - and no doubt many others! - would have occupied the minds 
of former retainers of Hotspur and Worcester, I suspect that Henry Percy, earl of 
Northumberland's retainers and supporters were placed in an even more difficult 
situation, as he was still very much alive. 

724 CPR 1401-1405, p. 252 Bamburgh, a royal castle, had been in Hotspur's hands in his 

capacity as warden of the East March. Although Coppill's commission fails to state 
explicitly that Knayton died at Shrewsbur`l, this was strongly implied. It states that the 
constableship was in the king's hand `by reason of the forfeiture of Thomas Knoyton, 
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twisted world of Northumbrian loyalties, it was by no means the 
Northumbrians themselves who were determined to resist. Clifford's roots 
lay in Westmorland and Yorkshire, and of the named men listed as having 
been present in Warkworth and Alnwick castles in Furnival's credence of 
25 September, only William Roddam, Thomas Clerk and John Cresswell 

were Northumbrian s. 725 Sir Robert Lisle, whose tenure of Prudhoe castle 

was confirmed following the rebellion, was Northumbrian, but he was not 
dependant on Percy patronage for his position in the county. In addition to 
this, he owed much of his own standing to crown service as a tax-collector 

and knight of the shire. 726 Quite simply, he had far too much to lose by 

opposing the interests of the crown, and he was quick to come to an 

understanding with the king. While it is easy to see why Lisle would have 

been eager to preserve his good standing with the crown, even Percy must 
have been baffled by the crown's recruitment of John Mitford to secure the 

surrender of the holdout castles. Mitford had long been associated with the 

Percies and owed much to their patronage. From as early as the 1370s he 

had served on various commissions alongside Percy, and his loyalty to the 

family had never been in doubt. Mitford might have been the proverbial rat 

abandoning what he saw as the sinking Percy ship, or he may equally have 

been, like lord Say, 727 recruited by the crown to present as amiable and 
inoffensive a face as possible in their efforts to calm the northern unrest. 

Clifford, Lisle and Mitford, made difficult any prosopographical 

sketch of a `typical' Percy supporter, or indeed a `typical' adherent to the 

crown in the six months between the battle of Shrewsbury and the 

January 1404 parliament. A few Northumbrians held out in Alnwick and 

deceased, late one of the esquires of Henry de Percy. ' As Knoyton's death was 
accompanied by his forfeiture, it was not unreasonable to infer that he had in fact died 
at Shrewsbury, or at least in the act of rebellion. 

725 King, "They have the Hertes", p. 147. 
726 King, "They have the Hertes", p. 149. 
727 See below, p. 232. 
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Warkworth, while other, independently secure ones like Lisle, were quick 
to come to terms with the crown. At the same time, many of the most 

staunch holdouts in Alnwick and Warkworth were not originally from 

Northumberland at all. The case of John Mitford showed that even those 

who appeared to be loyal to and dependent on the Percies could be 

unpredictable, while William Clifford, perhaps unsurprisingly, appeared to 
have been acting entirely of his own accord and for his own reasons. 

Rather than viewing the resistance to royal control in the castles of 
Alnwick, Warkworth and Berwick-upon-Tweed as a monolithic expression 

of `northern', `Northumbrian' or indeed `Percy' resistance, they were two 

distinct, albeit related, episodes. The first, centred on the Percy 

strongholds of Alnwick and Warkworth, led by Northumberland's grandson 
Henry Percy of Athol, 728 possibly instigated by the earl himself, had 

definite `Percy' overtones. The second, centred at Berwick-upon-Tweed and 

under the leadership of Sir William Clifford, appeared as an independent 

action. Clifford kept his grievances between himself and the king and did 

not offer the same well-rehearsed defiance that had greeted lord Say at 

Alnwick and Warkworth. Indeed, the secretive nature of his response to 

Say's demands suggested a private dispute with the king, rather than 

solidarity with any wider movement or cause. 

While Clifford, Henry Percy of Athol and others continued their 

stubborn resistance in the north, Percy himself was being held in an 

impotent state of political limbo. Isolated from his supporters and in no 

way in favour with the king, he had little choice but to co-operate - or at 

least to appear to co-operate - with the king and council. But he did not 

start to do so immediately. The replies in Alnwick and Warkworth 

demonstrated that as of 25 September 1403, Percy had not yet begun to 

728 CCR Henry IV ii, p. 206. 
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assist actively in the crown's recovery of these castles. It was unlikely that 
he even had agreed to do so before 13 October, when arrangements 

reportedly were being made for his great seal to be brought to him from 

London in order that he be able `to seal all that which may be pleasing to 

our most sovereign lord the king. '729 

Throughout the autumn of 1403, the king and council proved to be 

remarkably patient and tolerant in dealings with rebels in the north. There 

was no attempt to take any of the holdout castles by force or to forcibly 

pacify the north, and on 22 November 1403 the crown went so far as to 

offer a general pardon for all treasonable acts committed before 7 

September 1403, to all who would come to sue before the Parliament that 

had been called for 6 January 1404.730 This policy was an utter failure. 

Notwithstanding Percy's decision to co-operate by attaching his seal to 

letters ordering his keepers to submit to the crown, and the offer of an 

amnesty, the keepers of several castles simply refused to yield. Nor did 

they simply hide out in their strongholds. As John Coppill, the constable of 

Bamburgh, wrote on 13 January 1404, the Percies' supporters were more 

stubborn than had been commonly expected, in spite of Westmorland's 

warnings of July 1403. Although Coppill reported to the king that the 

castle and lordship of Bamburgh itself was safely in his keeping, 

... the castles of Berwick, Alnwick and Warkworth are held 
by force of hand by Sir William de Clifford, Sir Henry Percy, 

and Sir Thomas Percy, and they will hold the said Castles 

against you if they are able. And also that the said knights 
have procured to themselves a great number of your men, 
and given to them the crescent livery, and swear to maintain 
them against you and all others. 731 

729 Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol. 67. 
730 CCR 1402-5,279. 
731 Royal and Historical Letters, I, 1399-1404, pp. 206-207. 
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Coppyll continued, urging the king to come to the north personally, 
`... otherwise you will soon have a serious affair. "732 Some twelve days later, 

these castles were still being spoken of in parliament as being held by 

Percy men. 733 The hydra heads of the Percy affinity had been either 

removed or marginalised, but the body determined to fight on. 734 

With Percy in captivity, the crown had to arrange for administration 

and exploitation of his lands. The man chosen to oversee the 

administration of Percy's estates was William Heron, lord Say, in no way 

an enemy of Percy. He even recognised their relationship in his 1404 will, 
leaving E20 to Percy `having been a soldier under the said earl and received 

more than I deserved. '735 The appointment of Say represented the way in 

which Henry approached the problems arising out of the 1403 rebellion. In 

stark contrast to the approach he would take in 1405, when once again 

confronted with a northern rebellion, his actions in 1403 were remarkably 

measured and calm. He could easily have placed the administration of 

Percy's lands in the hands of the new wardens of the marches, Prince John 

or Westmorland, or perhaps lord Furnival. That he chose lord Say 

indicated of his desire not to further antagonise the disaffected elements 

within the region. 

Henry did not, however, continue this trend when it came to 

appointing receivers for the confiscated Percy lands. Initially entrusted to 

John Leventhorpe, the receivership was eventually divided between John 

Bonnington and John Levisham in the north, and Thomas Somercoates 

732 Royal and Historical Letters, I, 1399-1404, p. 207. 
733 RP, III, p. 523. 
734 Although some of those holding these castles claimed that their refusal to yield was 

based upon the their having been granted the keeping of the castles for life, this was 
clearly nothing more than an excuse for their actions: POPC, I, 213-7, II, 79-80. 

735 NCH, v, p. 37n. While Say did replace Worcester as Steward of the household, there is 

no indication that this was a cause of friction between Say and the Percies. 
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and Gilbert Multon in the south. 736 In appointing these men as receivers, 
Henry was not only calling upon some of his most trusted officials, he was 

also employing men who had previous experience working together. 737 He 

was not about to entrust the precious income of the Percy estates to 

anyone other than his closest and most reliable officials. The one exception 

was John Levisham, who in fact associated with the Percies in the past. 
However, these ties to the Percies were neither long-lived nor particularly 

significant, having appeared in 1399 alongside Percy and Hotspur in a list 

of feoffees for an Essex land transaction that had been effected some years 

earlier. 738 

Another interesting case was that of John Aske, appointed steward 

of all Percy lands on 4 November 1403.739 The Aske brothers were among 

the group of Yorkshire knights with whom the Percies had maintained 

strong links. John Aske's position in the autumn of 1403 was greatly 

complicated by the fact that, while he was quite firmly in the king's service, 

his brother Richard was still among those holding out in Warkworth 

castle. Even before appointment as steward of the Percy lands, he had 

been called upon to act in a mediatory role in an effort to entice his brother 

to come to the king. John Aske appeared twice in the letter of October 

1403.740 The first mention was of a letter to be sent to John Aske under 

the privy seal, ordering him `to ride to his brother Richard Aske and to 

counsel him to come with him in his company to the south'. The other 

mention was of a letter741 to be sent to John Aske stressing that the king 

736 CPR, 1401-1405, p. 302. 
737 Bonnington and Somercoates had acted as auditors for the duchy of Lancaster at the 

same time that Leventhorpe was receiver general of the duchy: D. L. 28/4/ 1; R. 
Somerville, The Duchy of Lancaster, i, pp, 77,433,439. 

738 CCR, 1396-1399, p. 373. 
739 CPR, 1401-1405, p. 324. 
740 See note on p. 221 above for dating of this letter. 

741 It is unclear whether this letter was intended to be under the privy seal or Percy's 

great seal. 
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wished to see Henry Percy of Athol and Richard Aske, and that John Aske 

should tell his brother that he would escort him to the king personally- 742 

In these appointments, the king hit upon a cunning combination of 
loyal duchy servants and Percy associates which ensured both a smooth 

transition between Percy and crown control of the confiscated lands while 

ensuring maximum profit and security for the crown. Although the profits 
that these men collected from Percy's estates would soon be restored to 

him, following his reconciliation with the king, note the consistently 

conciliatory approach adopted by Henry. Although relying on a core of 
loyal duchy retainers to oversee the administration of these estates, the 

appointments of Say, Aske, and Levisham made the whole situation more 

palatable to friends of the imprisoned earl. 

In spite of the stubborn refusal of Percy's supporters in Alnwick, 

Warkworth and Berwick-upon-Tweed to surrender their castles to royal 

forces and their continued efforts to disturb the peace and distribute the 

Percy livery, the king still proved to be remarkably tolerant in his dealings 

with Percy himself. Good to his word, Henry gave Percy his opportunity to 

explain his actions before parliament. 

He did not do so without considerable prodding on the part of the 

commons. The speaker of the January 1404 session was the Kent knight, 

Sir Arnold Savage. As well as being active in government at the county 

level, steward of the household of the prince of Wales and a member of 

Henry's council, Savage was a parliamentary veteran who had previously 

served as speaker in the 1401 parliament. 743 He managed the difficult 

742 Cotton Vespasian f. vii fol. 61. 
743 Savage served as MP for Kent in 1390 (in both the January and November 

parliaments), 1391,1401,1402 and January 1404. He had also frequently been named 
to commissions of array and had served as both sheriff and justice of the peace in Kent: 
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balancing act of earning the gratitude of his fellow commons while at the 

same time avoiding giving offence to the king and acquiring in the process 

no less of a fan than the chronicler Thomas Walsingham. Although 

considered by some to be pompous and long-winded, his previous 

experience ensured that Savage was again elected speaker in what was 

shaping up to be a very stormy session indeed. 

The commons assembled in anything but a generous mood. Angered 

by excessive household expenditure and extravagance, the commons 

initially refused to grant a subsidy on the ground that the king's income 

and wealth should have been sufficient to meet the needs of government. 

Savage did much more than simply refuse the granting of a subsidy. 

Calling for an audit of royal finances, he pointed out specific causes for the 

disastrous state of royal finances. Most intriguing, considering that Savage 

was by then a member of Henry's council, was his assertion that the king 

was being badly served by certain members of his council, and that until 

the king sought the advice of the wisest of his councillors, the country 

would not know quiet and peace. 744 

These exchanges made it evident that Savage took his role as 

speaker of the commons very literally indeed. Attacking the royal 

administration as a whole, let alone the council itself, so boldly could not 

have been an attractive option for a member of the council; but Savage did 

not shy from the task, as his duty to act as the voice of the commons. It is 

therefore dangerous, however tempting, to ascribe too much of the 

commons' attitude towards Percy to the speaker himself and vice versa. 745 

J. S. Roskell, Linda Clarke and Carole Rawcliffe, The House of Commons, 1386-1421 

(Stroud, 1992) iv, p. 306. 
744 Roskell, Clarke and Rawcliffe, The House of Commons, p. 309. 

745 It is interesting to note however that Savage was married to none other than the sister 

of Agnes Bardolf. Agnes, as well as being the mother of Percy's companion in exile during 

the troubled years of 1405-8, was also apparently quite close to Percy himself. As well as 
being near neighbours in London, Agnes also appointed Percy and her son as 

supervisors of her will: Testamenta Vetusta, vol. I, p. 162. 
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Had Henry intended not to honour his promise to Percy, that he 

would have an opportunity to explain his actions in parliament? It would 
be unfair to assume this, but there can be no doubt that the commons 

were wholly responsible for both the timing and nature of Percy's second 

abject apology before parliament. 746 

The thorny question of Percy's continued imprisonment was raised 
by Savage hot on the heels of his criticism of certain members of the 

council and his request that the king order the lords to state their views 

openly, rather than harbouring their grievances. He went on to request 

that Percy be given his chance to speak before Parliament, that the king 

grant a pardon to Percy and restore him to his lands even if he should be 

found guilty of trespass. 747 The king's mood could not have been improved 

when the commons made the remarkable threat to withhold any financial 

grants until Percy's situation had been dealt with. Parliament was not 

progressing smoothly for the lords, the council, or the king, who promptly 

called for an adjournment to consider the Percy question. During the 

adjournment, Percy's actions were considered by his peers, and he was 

judged to have been guilty of no more than trespass. 

Having been cleared of all charges of treason, on 8 February 1404, 

Percy went before the whole of parliament and placed himself at the mercy 

of the king. 

To my most dread and sovereign liege lord, I, your humble 
liege, beseech to your highness to have in remembrance my 
coming into your worshipful presence at York of my free will, 
through your good letters, where I put myself in your mercy, 
because I have not kept your laws and statutes as allegiance 
demands: especially by gathering powers and giving liveries; 

since at that time I threw myself upon your mercy and still 
do; and you said that it pleased your highness not to let me 

746 The first having come in the wake of his dispute with John of Gaunt in 1381. 

7-17 C. M. Fraser, `Some Durham documents relating to the Hilary- Parliament of 1404', 

BIHR, xxxiiii (1961), pp. 192-200. 
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depart without your mercy; therefore I beseech you that 
your high grace be seen on me at this time. And concerning 
the other things on which you examined me, I have told you 
these plainly; and concerning everything I put myself wholly 
at your mercy. '748 

The wording of this passage, as well as the response of the justices and 

parliament, tended to support Walsingham's assertion that Percy had 

gathered his forces in a fruitless attempt to reconcile Hotspur and the 
king. Percy's statement itself spoke only of `gathering powers' and `giving 

liveries' not of rebellion. When the time came for the justices to examine 
Percy's case, they determined that, while he was guilty of trespass and 
felony, he was not guilty of treason. If Percy had in fact gathered his forces 

to march against the king, there even his most ardent supporters would 
have had difficulty in explaining it away as trespass rather than treason. 

When the lords agreed with the verdict of the justices, Percy was 

simply fined and his estates restored. Even this lenient punishment was 

suspended after Percy renewed his oath of fealty to the king and his 

sons. 749 The leniency with which Percy was treated did not end there. One 

month after his apology, the receivers who had been appointed to his 

estates were recalled, as were the auditors of the accounts of his ministers 

and officers, and it was also ordered that all revenues received from said 

estates since 10 September 1403 should be conveyed to Percy. 750 In March 

1404, a pardon issued by the king for 

`... all his lieges and subjects... for treasons, insurrections, 
rebellions, misprisons, felonies, and trespasses of all kinds, 
committed or perpetrated before 14 January. '751 

748 RP, III, 524. It is not absolutely certain what Percy meant by the `other things' upon 
which he was examined. However, it is difficult to imagine under the circumstances that 
they were related to anything other than the rebellion of 1403. 

749 RP, III, 524. 
750 CCR, 1402-5, p. 253; CPR 1403-5, p. 375. 
751 RP, III, p. 544. 
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However magnanimous the king was in allowing Percy his opportunity to 

speak before parliament, forgiving his fine and restoring his estates, 752 it is 

also important to recall the role played by the commons during the 
January Parliament. While Henry may well have been prepared to give 
Percy the opportunity to explain himself before parliament, it was the 

commons who pressed the issue, and forced the king to settle the question 

of Percy's continued imprisonment when he did. It was also the commons 

who pressed for the reconciliation of Percy, Westmorland and Dunbar. 753 It 

is sometimes difficult to determine who was the driving force behind 

parliamentary actions such as this. The king was obviously disposed to 

leniency in some degree, 754 and if the Durham newsletter of 4 February, 

which described the king and Percy riding together `in good cheer'755 
following Percy's pardon, was to believed, then Henry clearly was content 

to follow a remarkably compassionate and forgiving approach to his 

dealings with Percy. In the acrimonious atmosphere that pervaded this 

parliament, it would perhaps be unwise to assume that the king and 
Commons, who strongly supported Percy, were in concert in their dealings 

with Percy. However, when one considers not only the speed with which 

Percy was pardoned and restored, but also the completeness of his 

restoration - not to mention the restoration of certain lands, which had 

been previously claimed by the king, to Hotspur's widow - it would seem 

752 In addition to Percy's lands, certain estates were granted to Hotspur's widow, 
Elizabeth Mortimer. The Northumberland manor of Newburne as well as Tadcaster, 
Gristhwaite, Asenby and Throxenby in Yorkshire were granted to Elizabeth after 
inquisitions determined that she had been jointly enfeoffed in these manors with her 
husband: Cal. Inq. Misc., 1399-1422, nos. 266,267; CCR, 1402-5, pp. 335,336,434. 

753 RP, III, p. 525. 
754 He had certainly favoured a lenient approach towards the administration of Percy's 

confiscated lands, as well as the northern holdouts. 
755 

... et la il pardonast la Count de Northumberland toutz maneres daccions, et si 
cheuacheroit le dit Count ouesque le Roy a Loundres le quart lour de Feuerer, bien araie 
et de bon chere. ' Fraser, `Durham Documents', p. 199. 
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that in this instance the king and commons might well have been in 

agreement. 

Percy's pardon, apology and restoration ultimately represented only 

the end of the beginning of his downfall. Never again would `Mathathias' 

regain the position of tremendous power and influence that he once held. 

Apart from the deaths of his son and brother, the most bitter aspect of the 

1403 rebellion must have been the fact that he had not even intended to 

take part! In July 1403 he had been drawn into a rebellion which he had 

not endorsed, and which he actually tried to avert. However gingerly Henry 

and his agents stepped in their attempts to calm the north and administer 

Percy's confiscated lands, and in spite of the tenacious refusal of Henry 

Percy of Athol and his associates in Alnwick and Warkworth as well as 

William Clifford in Berwick-upon-Tweed to yield to the crown, Percy's 

situation throughout the autumn and winter of 1403-4 had been bleak. 

Suspected of treason and implicated in rebellion, he had been imprisoned, 

stripped of his lands and goods, and cut off from his supporters. Yet by 

early February 1404, he had convinced the commons, the lords, and even 

the king himself that he had been guilty only of the trespass of `gathering 

powers and giving liveries', and even a slap on his wrist had been deemed 

unnecessary. Percy was pardoned, restored, and, outwardly at least, 

reconciled with the king. The rapidity and totality of his restoration were 

deceptive, however; and within just one year, there were once again 

whispers of a gathering storm in the north. 
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ii. Restoration to Exile 

In February 1404, Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland should have 

considered himself fortunate to escape relatively unscathed from the 

aftermath of the treason of his son and brother. In spite of this, in little 

more than a year, Percy and his ally lord Bardolf756 had fled with Percy's 

grandson and heir to the dubious sanctuary of Scotland, accused of 
involvement in a fruitless attempt to topple Henry from the throne. 

According to the two most influential accounts of their `rebellion', 757 Percy 

and Bardolf had aligned themselves early on with the Yorkshire rebels 
Archbishop Richard Scrope of York and Thomas Mowbray, the earl 
Marshal. What led to this remarkable turn of events? Why did Percy decide 

to rebel having worked so hard to re-secure himself and his family's 

position? More to the point, did Percy actually rebel at all? And if he did, 

was there in fact any connection between his actions and those of 

Archbishop Scrope and Thomas Mowbray? 

The greatest problem when examining Percy's motives and actions in 

1405 is in determining where Percy was and what he was doing in the 

months between his pardon during the 1404 parliament and his flight into 

Scotland in the summer of 1405. Unfortunately, as was the case between 

the battle of Shrewsbury and the 1404 parliament, Percy once again 

performed something of a disappearing act. 

Most contemporary chroniclers are singularly uninformative with 

regard to Percy during this period. Usk not only got the details of Serle's 

756 For a brief biographical sketch of Bardolf, see below, p. 256. 
757 The Record and Process of the parliamentary trial of Percy and Bardolf, and the 

various works of Thomas Walsingham. 
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surrender wrong, 758 he also failed to mention Percy at all, from the time of 
his pardon until his own meeting with the exiled earl in France in 1406.759 
The Continuatio Eulogii did not mention Percy at any point between his 

oath of fealty in Parliament760 and his flight into Scotland in 1405.761 And 

although the Brut indulged in a most gruesome account of the execution of 
William Serle, 762 its account of the years 1404-5 entirely lacked details 

regarding Percy, connecting neither Percy nor Bardolf with the rebellions of 
1405; the only indication of their having fled the realm being their return 
`out of Scotland'763 in 1408. 

Not surprisingly, continental chroniclers were even less interested 

in Percy's actions during this period than were their English counterparts. 

Although valuable for identifying Percy's time in France in 1406,764 their 

little information regarding Percy, or members of the Percy family in 

England in the years 1403-8 tended to be muddled and useless. 765 

The only reference to Percy in Walsingham's Chronica Majora during 

this period came in June 1404, when Percy brought three of his grandsons 

758 According to Usk, whose confusion was understandable in that he was in Rome at the 
time, Serle was surrendered to the king during the same parliament in which Percy 
received his pardon: Usk, p. 177. 

759 Usk, pp. xxxi, 219. 
760 7 February 1404. 
761 Continuatio Eulogii, iii, pp. 400,408. 
762 

... at last he [Serie] was taken in the North country, and by law judged to be drawn 
through every city and good borough town in England; and so he was served. And at the 
last he was brought to London, to the guildhall before the justice, and there he was 
judged to be brought to the tower of London, and there to be laid upon a hurdle and 
then to be drawn through the city of London to Tyborne, and hanged and then 
quartered, and his head smote off and set upon London bridge, and his quarters sent to 
four good towns of England and there set up, and thus ended his false treason and 
deceit. ' Friedrich W. D. Brie (ed. ), The Brut or The Chronicles of England (London, 1908), 
ii, pp. 365-6. 

763 Brut, ii, p. 368. 
764 In particular, the Chronique du Religieux de St-Denys had the most detailed account of 

Percy's attempts to win French support at this time: Chronique du Religieux de St-Denys, 
iii, 427-433. 

765 Continental chroniclers during this period were particularly adept at confusing Henry 
Percy, earl of Northumberland and his brother Thomas, earl of Worcester. 
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to the king at Pontefract. 766 Although an isolated reference, this episode 
clearly demonstrated Walsingham's belief that, his pardon 

notwithstanding, Percy either had never fully regained the trust of the 
king, or that this trust was short-lived and had begun to wane as early as 
the summer of 1404. According to Walsingham, Percy only brought his 

grandsons to the king after having been summoned several times, and he 

only did so then `so that no suspicion of treachery might in any way creep 
into [the mind of] the king. '767 

In his Chronica Minora, Walsingham suggested in even stronger 
terms that, in addition to the king, several others had believed Percy to 
have been behind his son's rebellion: 

On the feast of St. John the Baptist, the king summoning, 
the earl of Northumberland came to Pontefract, bringing 
with him his grandsons. Which having been done, soothed 
the hearts of many who believed him to have counselled his 
son to rebel. 768 

Exactly who these `many' people were is unclear. Walsingham himself 

wrote that in 1403 it was widely believed that Percy had moved his forces 

southward in an attempt to mediate between the king and Hotspur. 769 As 

was made apparent during the parliament of January - February 1404, 

both the commons and lords in parliament were satisfied that Percy was 

766 Annales, p. 390. It has sometimes been assumed that this meeting took place on or 
about 29 August 1404, the feast commemorating the death of John the Baptist. 
However, a letter from prince Henry to the king made it clear that Walsingham was 
referring to the feast commemorating the birth of the saint, which fell on 24 June. The 
meeting must in fact have taken place on or before 21 June. See below, p. 243. 

767 `ut nulla suspicio subreperet Regi de quacunque perfidia': Annales, i, p. 390. 
768 `In feato Sancti Johannes Baptistae, vocante Rege, Comes Northumbriae venit ad 

Pontem Fractum, nepotes suos et filiorum suorum filios secum ducens. Quo facto mitigavit 
corda complurium, qui putabant eum rebellionis juvenibus praebuisse consilium': HA, ii, p. 
263. The account in the shorter Chronica Minora was identical. Ypodigma Neustriae, p. 
407. Ypodigma Neustriae also made no other reference to Percy during this period. 

769 Annales, p. 371; HA, ii, p. 258. 
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innocent of treason, and the king himself had made a great show of his 

reconciliation with Percy following his pardon. 77° 

However, according to Walsingham, by the summer of 1404, the king 

had once again come to be suspicious of his erstwhile friend's intentions. 

Not only was Percy summoned to come before the king, he was summoned 

`several times', a phrase suggestive of a certain determination to resist 

royal authority on the part of Percy. While Percy's standing with the king 

must have in no way been improved by his continued association with the 

chronically insubordinate William Clifford, 771 there was reason to question 

Walsingham's assertion that Percy had again fallen under suspicion. 

Some insight into the crown's attitude towards Percy during the 

summer of 1404 can be gained from the contents of a letter sent by the 

prince of Wales to the king on 25 June. In it, the prince first thanked his 

father for letters sent to him by the king from Pontefract on 21 June, then 

continued by saying that he took 

... especial joy and jubilation from the news that it pleased 
you to send me, firstly of the speedy coming before your 
highness of my most dear cousin the earl of 
Northumberland and William Clifford ... 

772 

The prince was expressing something beyond a conventional declaration of 

relief at the apparent resolution of a potentially thorny situation. The last 

thing the king needed at this time was unrest in the north of England, as 

shown by the events of the autumn and winter of 1403-4, or discord with 

Percy, or just with Percy's supporters. Therefore, one would expect the 

prince to have expressed pleasure at this meeting between the king and 

Percy. However, while a public demonstration of amity between the king 

770 Fraser, `Durham Documents', p. 199. 
771 Clifford also appeared before the king at this time, delivering to him the duke of 

Gloucester's murderer, William Serle. 
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and Percy would certainly have been cause for relief, this letter expressed 
something more, something beyond the conventional. The tone employed 
by the prince, speaking of his `most dear cousin' strongly suggested not 
only that the prince himself held Percy in high regard, but that the letters 

sent to him by the king might well have done so as well. The prince's use 
of the words `joy' and `jubilation'773 also suggested a much more 

affectionate nature to the relationships between Percy, the king and the 

prince, than had been suggested by Walsingham. Although the letter from 

the king to which the prince was replying has not survived, it is difficult to 
imagine the prince using such positive descriptive terms in his response to 
his father's letter had the king not also written of Percy in a similarly 

positive vein. 

This letter also called into question Walsingham's suggestion that 

Percy and Clifford only came before the king after having been summoned 

repeatedly. Prince Henry was overjoyed that Percy came to the king with 

such quickness, a comment that surely casts doubt on Walsingham's 

commonly accepted image of a reluctant Percy appearing before the king 

only after having been summoned several times. 774 It was surely significant 

that prince Henry chose to write of the 'speedy'- the `hastive' - arrival of 

Percy at Pontefract, and not, say, his 'delayed', his `grudging', or his 

`overdue' arrival. The king himself possibly harboured some suspicions 

regarding the loyalty of Percy and Clifford; but if this was the case, it was 

evidently not an opinion shared by the Prince of Wales. 

772 `... et jay pris tressoverain liesse et entiere joye de les nouvelles queux il vous a pleu de 

moy certiffier, primerement de la hastive venue pardevers vostre haultesse de moun 
treschier cousin le Conte de Northumbr et de William Clifford': POPC, i, p. 229. 

773 `Joye' and `liesse': POPC, i, p. 229. 
774 `post plures citationes litterales': Annales, p. 390. 
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There is also reason to question whether there were in fact `many' 

who believed that Percy was behind the 1403 rebellion, and therefore still 
of suspect loyalty in the summer of 1404. From June 1404 until March 

1405, Percy was entirely absent from Walsingham's chronicles. 775 As he 

demonstrated in 1393, Walsingham was certainly not above reporting 

rumours critical of Percy, 776 and at times can even be shown to have taken 

pleasure in relating episodes which showed Percy in a less than flattering 

light. 777 In spite of this, in all of Walsingham's works during this period 
there was no hint of any rumours regarding Percy's loyalty, even in the 

later versions of the Chronica Minora, which had most strongly suggested 
the existence of such opinions in June 1404. If such views were current, 

why did Walsingham fail to elaborate? Perhaps more importantly, why did 

all other chroniclers fail to even mention the currency of such sentiments? 
The absence of evidence that Percy's loyalty was suspect was of 

course not evidence that his loyalty was not suspect. However, if Percy was 

widely viewed with mistrust, one would expect that Walsingham and his 

contemporaries would have made much more of the fact. In his eloquent 

study of contemporary literature of the 1405 rebellions, Simon Walker 

noted that `for Walsingham, the Yorkshire risings presented particular 

difficulties of organisation and interpretation, for they brought the two 

guiding principles of his historical writing, loyalty to the Catholic church 

775 The next reference to Percy, that of his reported attempt to seize Westmorland, is not 
until `around the time' of Ash Wednesday [4 March], 1405. Annales, p. 400. 

776 For example: `During the same time [ 1393], Scottish raiders invaded Northumberland, 
through the parts of the eastern marches, which were guarded by Henry Percy, the 
father, earl of Northumberland, and, these same people, carrying off all the best things, 
killed eight of the most worthy men of those parts, who had defended most effectively the 
province there. On account of which cause a great murmur arose against the earl... ': 
Annales, p. 164. The St Albans - Tynemouth connection would have served as a ready 
supply of rumours as well as of news from the north. 

777 For example, his light-hearted account of Percy and Gaunt being hounded across the 
Thames by a London mob in 1376: Chronicon Angliae, pp. 122-124. 
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and loyalty to the Lancastrian dynasty, into direct conflict. '778 And while it 

may be said that by the early years of Henry's reign The St Albans 

chronicler was fully in the Lancastrian camp, 779 this does not mean that 

he was blinded to his other great loyalty. Percy found himself caught in 

the middle of this historiographical dilemma. As will be seen later, this 

would have a significant effect on the chronicler's account of the events 

that led directly to Percy's flight into Scotland. 780 By exaggerating, and in 

at least one instance possibly inventing, his role in these events, 

Walsingham was to some degree able to reconcile his conflicting loyalties 

by shifting a disproportionate share of blame onto Percy's shoulders. It 

was this dilemma which led to Walsingham's exaggeration of the level of 

suspicion of Percy in June 1404. Conversely, it was also this same 

dilemma which made Percy's absence from Walsingham's chronicles 

between the months of June 1404 and May 1405 all the more surprising. 

The relationship between Percy and the king was not perfect, nor 

was Henry content to allow Percy simply to return to his position of 

dominance on the march following his restoration to favour in 1404. The 

Calendar of Patent Rolls preserved an inspeximus and confirmation of a 

schedule agreed on 9 July 1404 between Percy and representatives of the 

king, in which Percy agreed to surrender the castle of Berwick-upon- 

Tweed, as well as the castle and forest of Jedburgh, to commissaries of the 

king. 781 

778 Simon Walker, "The Yorkshire Risings of 1405: texts and contexts" in Dodd and Biggs, 

Henry IV: The Establishment of the Regime, 1399-1406, p. 167. 

779 Paul Strohm, England's Enpty Throne, (London, 1998), p. 64. 

780 His claim that Percy attempted to seize Westmorland in May 1405, as well as his 

being part of a grand conspiracy involving Scrope, Mowbray and Bardolf. 

781 The commissaries were Sir Robert Umfraville (Berwick-upon-Tweed) and Robert 

Swynowe (Jedburgh). 
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However, this was not simply a knee-jerk reaction to rumours that 

may have been circulating questioning Percy's loyalty. Rather, it should be 

seen as the latest in a series of attempts by the crown - undertaken by 

Henry IV as well as Richard II before him - to rein in Percy power on the 

marches. Under the agreement, Percy agreed to surrender Berwick-upon- 

Tweed and Jedburgh to the royal commissaries on the understanding that 

`the king with the assent of parliament shall grant other lands in exchange 

to him and his heirs. '782 This in effect revisited a familiar strategy intended 

to dilute the power of the Percies in the north, the same strategy which 

saw Henry rewarding Hotspur for his support in 1399 with offices in Wales 

rather than on the northern marches. While the king apparently wished to 

lessen Percy's power on the marches, he appeared to have been in no 

particular rush to do so. Percy was only required to effect transfer of these 

castles before 1 August 1405, more than a year after the original 

agreement. 

In the summer of 1404, Henry might have been uneasy with Percy's 

position of dominance in the north, but this was nothing new. Richard II 

had tried to reduce that family's dominance on the marches through his 

patronage of the Nevilles and the elevation of various outsiders to marcher 

offices; and Henry himself had earlier tried to divert the Percies' attention 

elsewhere following his coronation, a period in which the loyalties of the 

Percies were anything but suspect. This arrangement for surrender of 

Berwick-upon-Tweed and Jedburgh did not therefore prove suspicion of 

Percy's intentions; but rather it demonstrated a continuing chronic unease 

with the dominant position of one family in the North. 

Percy certainly did meet with the king at Pontefract, and he did come 

to an arrangement concerning Berwick-upon-Tweed and Jedburgh. This 

782 CPR 1401-1405, p. 412. 
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was confirmed both by Prince Henry's letter and by the arrangements 

confirmed in the Patent Rolls. However, Walsingham's assertion that this 

was all done as the result of lingering doubts over Percy's loyalty was 

unconfirmed by any other source. One cornerstone of his argument, that 

Percy was viewed with suspicion, was his statement that he only came to 

the king after repeated summons. If this was untrue, as Prince Henry's 

letter strongly suggested, then Walsingham's attitude toward Percy during 

the year or so prior to his flight into Scotland must surely be approached 

with caution. 

Although pardoned and restored to his estates during the parliament 

of January 1404, exactly when was Percy returned to royal favour? For 

example, while it is uncertain exactly when Percy was restored to his place 

in the council, it has been suggested that he was recalled in a list of names 

attached to the minutes of a council meeting on 21 November 1404.783 One 

might infer that this list in fact recorded those summoned to this 

particular council meeting, but that cannot be known for certain. 

Whether or not recalled to the council in November 1404, Percy had 

definitely been summoned to its meeting by January 1405, as 

demonstrated by his own reluctance to attend. On 12 January 1405, in 

response to a summons to attend a meeting at Westminster, Percy wrote to 

the king from Warkworth castle, saying that he had 

... received your honourable letters on Saturday, 3 January 

present, by which I heard of your good estate and 
prosperity, for which I thank God with my whole heart, and 
also how you desire my personal attendance at Westminster 
to counsel with others of your council who will be there on 
the octave of St. Hilary784 to which matter my sovereign lord 

783 Or rather a list of names attached to a second list of names which was in turn 

attached to the council minutes of 21 November 1404: POPC, i, pp. 242-244. 

784 20 January. 
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I beseech that it may please you to consider my late arrival 
in Northumberland and also my great age and weakness 
and the long and difficult journey in these winter conditions, 
and because of this, excuse this time my coming to you, as 
one who will always be prepared to do service to your 
highness to the best of my poor ability. And may it please 
God that I will be as well in body and as good as I have 
desire to do service to you and to your realm. I pray to God, 
my redoubtable sovereign lord, that he will grant you 
honour, life, joy and health for a long time. 
Written at Warkworth the 12th day of January aforesaid. 
Your Humble Mathathias. 785 

This letter raised two distinct possibilities. The first was that the then 

sixty-three year old earl was in fact tired, feeling weak, and therefore 

understandably reluctant to make the long and uncomfortable journey 

south to attend the council meeting. 786 On the face of it, this was entirely 

plausible. The trip from Northumberland to Westminster took some six 
days for a royal messenger to complete in 1381, which must represent the 

absolute minimum time necessary to complete this journey. The 

messenger, delivering the most urgent of communications at the height of 

the Peasants' Revolt, would have enjoyed not only the full support of crown 

resources along the way, but would also have been travelling in much 

more agreeable summer conditions. It is difficult to estimate how long this 

same trip would have taken for an earl and his entourage in miserable 

winter conditions. However, it is not at all difficult to appreciate the 

affection with which the sumptuous comforts of Warkworth castle must 

785 POPC, ii, pp. 103-104. See below, p. 322. 
786 Percy was born in 1341. According to two Alnwick MSS, he was born on the feast of 

the translation of St Martin (4 July). 
Henry his sonne and heire a man of great might 
Supplyed his fathers place as nature did him call 
Borne in the Castle of Scarborow on St Martins night 
Alnwick MS No. 522, f. 123. A rather late - 17th century - `treatise' tracing the descent 

of the house of Percy.; 
In die translaconis sci' Martin epi' Natus fuit iste Henrico Percy vit" in cast' de Scrburgh. 
Alnwick MS no. 80. A pedigree roll of the Percy and Vesci families ending in 1460. 
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have been viewed when considered in comparison with the proposed 
journey to Westminster. 

However, unless Percy was suffering from an acute illness in 
January 1405, his claims of old age, infirmity and weakness do not hold 

water. However uncomfortable it may have been, the prospect of travelling 
from Northumberland to Westminster - in January or at any other time - 
looked much less daunting when compared to the 2'/2 peripatetic years 
that Percy endured following his flight to Scotland in 1405. Travelling from 

England to Scotland, then to Wales, Brittany, France and Flanders before 

returning to Scotland and ultimately to his death in England, this period 

put the lie to any claim on the part of Percy that he was too old or too 

weak to travel to Westminster. It is more likely that this letter was the first 

manifestation of increasingly strained relations between Percy and the 

king, and an early indication of the trouble that would ensue in May. 787 

Tripartite Indenture 

The suggestion that Percy's reluctance to attend council in January 

1405 was indicative of rebellious intentions on his part is supported by the 

strange and troublesome document that we know as the Tripartite 

Indenture. This supposed agreement between Percy, Glendower and 

Edmund Mortimer survives only as an undated, unsealed summary that is 

entirely lacking in diplomatic apparatus. It is therefore impossible to 

conclusively authenticate the document, let alone accurately date it. That 

having been said, the Tripartite Indenture should not simply be discounted 

as fantasy. 

787 Note the similarity between this episode and the refusal of Gloucester and Arundel to 

attend council in February 1397, excusing themselves per infirmitates. Vita Ricardi 
Secundi, p. 137. 
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The Indenture opened with a statement of common purpose, `bound 

by a true league and true friendship and a sure and good union'. 788 They 

agreed to be true to one another, to give warning of `injury intended or 

plotted' against any of the others, and to support and assist the others as 

necessary. 789 It is at this point that the true intent of the agreement 
became clear: 

... 
if, according to God's arrangement, with the passing of 

time, it should appear to the same lords, that they are the 
same persons of whom the prophet speaks, between whom 
the government of Great Britain ought to be divided and 
shared, then they shall labour, and each one of them shall 
labour to his utmost, that this may be brought to effect. 790 

Each of Percy, Mortimer and Glendower were to receive a share of Britain 

to hold in full sovereignty with none of the three having any claim to 

superiority. Glendower was to rule an enlarged Wales, Percy was to receive 

twelve counties stretching from Northumberland as far south as East 

Anglia, and Mortimer was to rule the remainder of England. 791 The 

indenture concluded by stating that any disagreements between two of the 

signatories would be settled by the third. Dating this indenture accurately 

has been problematic, but there is little reason to doubt the most 

commonly accepted date - February 1405.792 

788 Henry Ellis, Original Letters Illustrative of English History, 2nd Series, vol. 1 (London, 
1827), p. 27. 

789 Ellis, Original Letters, p. 27 
790 Ellis, Original Letters, pp. 27-8. 
791 Percy was to receive the following counties: Northumberland, Westmorland, 

Lancashire, York, Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby, Stafford, Leicester, Northampton, 
Warwick and Norfolk: Original Letters, p. 28. That Cumberland and Durham were 
omitted from this list suggests that this may have been a copy of a draft agreement 
rather than the final indenture. Ellis, 

792 In addition to internal evidence - it was inserted into Giles's Chronicle between the 

October 1404 election of Pope Innocent VII and Percy's revolt in the summer of 1405 and 

was given a date of 28 February - this is also the most plausible date with regard to 

Percy who, in the early months of 1405 appears to have been preparing a rebellion, and 

would therefore have been open to the possibilities raised by this remarkable document: 

R. R. Davies, The Revolt of Owain Glyn Dwr, (Oxford, 1997), p. 166. 
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Despite the problems with this document that have been noted 

above, and the frankly bizarre blend of mysticism and realpolitik, it is quite 
likely that the Tripartite Indenture was a serious statement of intent on the 

part of the three signatories. Glendower had recently agreed a treaty with 
the French, and as would be shown by the extraordinary demands 

contained in the Pennal letter of 1406, he was anything but shy in his 

vision for Wales. 793 Mortimer was so firmly in Glendower's camp by this 

time that any peaceful return to England was out of the question and 

Percy was on the verge of open rebellion himself and could only benefit 

from Welsh military assistance. 

The Tripartite Indenture, as it has survived, should not be seen as a 
final agreement between Percy, Glendower and Mortimer. The omission of 

Cumberland and Durham from the list of counties to fall under Percy's 

jurisdiction would surely have been corrected before Percy attached his 

seal. However, it should be regarded as a draft agreement which spelled 

out in principle these three lords' vision for the future of `Great Britain'. 

Although the events of May - June 1405 have long presented 

historians with a wide selection of alternative explanations, there are 

certain facts upon which everyone is agreed. A rebellion, or rebellions, of 

some sort took place in the north of England. This rebellion was serious 

enough to necessitate the personal attention of the king, which in turn led 

eventually to the capture and execution as traitors of Richard Scrope, 

archbishop of York, and the earl Marshal Thomas Mowbray. Shortly after 

793 In the Pennal letter, Glendower announced his intention to switch Welsh allegiance 
from Rome to Avignon; asked for two universities to be founded in Wales; and sought the 

return of the bishopric of St David's to its prior status as a metropolitan see. If this final 

request had been realised, St David's would have assumed jurisdiction not only over the 
Welsh bishoprics, but also Exeter, Bath, Hereford, Worcester and Coventry and Lichfield: 

Davies, The Revolt of Owain Glyn Dwr, pp. 171-2. 
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these executions, Percy and lord Bardolf fled north into Scotland to escape 

the pursuing king. 

Unfortunately, this was the limit of agreement. At various times 

Percy, Bardolf, Scrope, Mowbray, and even Sir William Plumpton had been 

credited with having taken the leading role in what amounted to a grand 

conspiracy, which may or may not have also involved Owain Glyn Dwr and 

supporters of the Mortimer claimant to the English throne. This 

interpretation has viewed the actions of Percy, Bardolf, Scrope and 

Mowbray as having been carefully orchestrated components of a single 

rebellion, the leadership of which has customarily been ascribed to either 

Percy or Scrope. 

Alternatively, the risings have also been divided into two separate 

movements which, although they coincided temporally, had neither 

common goals nor direct links to each other. According to this view, 

Percy's plan was to capture the earl of Westmorland, in what would have 

amounted to a northern coup d'etat, before consolidating his forces as he 

moved southwards to remove Henry from the throne by force. Meanwhile, 

Scrope and Mowbray were independently posting their manifesto on the 

doors of York Minster and gathering their misguided forces on Shipton 

Moor, in a futile attempt to compel reform within the administration. 

Both interpretations are in fact incorrect, although the latter is 

nearer to factual truth. The northern rebellions of 1405 were not the 

constituent parts of a grand conspiracy, 794 nor did they both actually take 

place. Percy and Bardolf, who had not been directly involved with the 

activities of Scrope and Mowbray, were simply in the process of preparing 

a rising of their own when the events surrounding Scrope and Mowbray 

precipitated their flight into Scotland. 
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The grand conspiracy theory rests almost entirely on three pieces of 

evidence, contained in Walsingham's chronicles, the official parliamentary 

record of the trial of Percy and Bardolf, and a letter from the king to his 

council written in May 1405. 

King Henry had been making his way westward towards Wales when 

he received news of renewed trouble in the north. On 22 May he 

abandoned the Welsh campaign and turned northwards, after having 

ordered his supporters in the midlands to array all available able-bodied 

men. 795 On 28 May, he wrote to the council, saying that he felt certain that 

by now it would have 

... come to your notice how the earl of Northumberland, the 
earl Marshal, and lord Bardolf and others of their adherents 
in the northern parts have risen against our royal majesty, 
and how the said earl Marshal holds the field with all the 
power that he has and that he is able to raise from our 
people in that country, many against their will. 796 

Although Henry believed at this point that Percy and Bardolf were actively 

involved in rebellion alongside Mowbray, he was not well-informed as to 

what exactly was happening in the north. As is demonstrated by his 

omission of archbishop Scrope from this letter, his knowledge was severely 

limited at this point, and so one must be wary of accepting it at face value. 

Just as Percy, Gaunt, the bishop of Hereford and earl of Stafford had been 

ill-informed of southern events in 1381, the king and his council were ill- 

informed of northern events in 1405. 

It was easy to see why the king and others might have made the 

assumption that Percy and his supporters were involved in whatever rising 

794 Simon Walker, `Yorkshire Risings of 1405: Texts and Contexts', in Gwilym Dodd and 
Douglas Biggs (eds. ) Henry N: The Establishment of the Regime, 1399-1406, York, 2003, 

p. 163. 
795 CPR, 1405-1408, p. 66; Kirby, Henry IV, p. 185. 

796 POPC. i, p. 264. See below, p. 322. 
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was underway in the spring of 1405. Not only had his adherents been a 

chronic thorn in the side of royal officials trying to administer the north 

since the battle of Shrewsbury, but Percy and Bardolf had recently drawn 

unwanted and unfavourable attention to themselves. Percy had recently 

seized a royal messenger, and Bardolf recently failed to answer a summons 

to attend the king in Wales. 

The exact reason for Percy's seizure of the royal messenger, Robert 

Waterton, was obscure. Waterton was not unknown to Percy prior to his 

seizure. As well as having been in Bolingbroke's army in 1399, he had 

been among those summoned by the king to array their forces against 

Percy in the wake of the battle of Shrewsbury; 797 but he had also served 

alongside Percy in various capacities, 798 and there was no indication of any 

particular animosity between these men prior to May 1405. His seizure 

might indicate that preparations for a Percy/Bardolf revolt were already 

underway, that Waterton had somehow become aware of these 

preparations and as a result was seized. However, according to the record 

of Percy's trial in the 1406 parliament, 

... 
he [Percy] held him and caused him to be held for a long 

time in prison, contrary to his wish, in the castles of 
Warkworth, Alnwick, Berwick and elsewhere, and he would 
not free him on the order or request of our lord the king or 
for any other reason until John Waterton, brother of the 
said Robert, was given as a hostage in his place. 799 

If Robert Waterton had any particular knowledge of a planned revolt, he 

would not have been released, regardless of who was offered as a hostage. 

797 Annales, p. 371; CPR, 1401-1405, p. 294. 
798 They were named together to a commission of the peace in the West Riding in 

November, 1399. In May 1402, they had also been named to a commission to arrest 
those `spreading lies' about the king in Yorkshire: CPR, 1399-1401, p. 563; CPR, 1401- 
1405, p. 129. 

799 RP, iii, p. 605. 
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That Waterton was released strongly suggested that this was some sort of 
personal dispute, not necessarily related in any way to Percy's relationship 

with the king. In spite of this, Waterton was the king's messenger and 
Henry did request his release. The very fact that Percy was willing to seize 

a royal messenger - for whatever reason - and then was unwilling to obey 
the king's order to release him suggested at least some level of strain in 

Percy's relationship with the king. 

Bardolf: 

Thomas, lord Bardolf of Wormgay's involvement in the events of 
1405 was in many ways puzzling. Although Bardolf was a Norfolk knight of 

considerable standing, as well as a member of the council as late as early 
1405,800 he was nevertheless not one to attract the attention of 

chroniclers. For example, his first appearance in the works of Thomas 

Walsingham came in 1405, when he opposed the financial demands of the 

king in London and St Albans. 801 He was even slower to appear in other 

chroniclers' works, not appearing in the Continuatio Eulogii or Usk until his 

flight to Scotland with Percy in 1405.802 If he was of a radical bent prior to 

the events of May-June 1405, he did well to hide his intentions. 

Bardolf, born at Birling, Sussex, 803 in 1368, was the son and heir of 

William, 4th baron Bardolf and his wife Agnes, daughter of Michael, baron 

Poynings. Bardolf's family's connection with Percy extended back beyond 

Thomas to his mother, who requested in her will that Percy supervise the 

800 POPC, I, p. 245 
801 Annales, 402. 
802 Continuatio Eulogii, III, p. 408; Usk, p. 215. 
803 There is, coincidentally, a Birling right next to Warkworth in Northumberland, but 

Bardolf was clearly born in Birling, Sussex, as shown by an inquisition post mortem 
which followed his father's death. The inquisition carried out at Wormgav listed Thomas 
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arrangements for her funeral. 804 Another connection to the Percy family - 
through the Mortimers - came about when Agnes took as her second 
husband Sir Thomas Mortimer. Agnes' sister also married none other than 
Sir Arnold Savage, the famous speaker of the commons in the 1404 

parliament during which Percy secured his pardon. Although his mother 
had clearly been close to Percy, the clearest indication that her son shared 
her sympathies came when his daughter Anne was married to the 

notorious associate of Percy, Sir William Clifford. 805 

Since succeeding his father as the fifth lord Bardolf in 1386, Thomas 

Bardolf had led a respectable, if unspectacular political life. A soldier of 

some renown, Bardolf on one occasion offered to fight against the French 

or Scots `without wages or reward'. It has been claimed that he had been 

convicted of treason, and later pardoned, for taking part in the 1403 

rebellion alongside Hotspur, 806 but this assertion remains uncorroborated. 
If tainted by association with the rebellion, then his restoration was just as 

quick and complete as that of Percy, for he was soon again a trusted 

member of Henry's council, and would remain so right until the early 

months of 1405. Bardolf's relationship with the king was not perfectly 

smooth. In fact, Bardolf could at times be among the king's most 

outspoken critics, and had been recognised as being one of the leaders of 

those who opposed the granting of funds to the king in the early months of 

1405. Beyond this criticism of royal finance, however, there is little in his 

as his father's heir, but added that his age was `not known as he was born in the county 
of Sussex': CIPM, xvi, 7-15 Richard II. 

804 Testamenta Vetusta, vol. I, p. 162. 
805 His other daughter Joan married one William Philipp, who had no apparent 

connection with Percy or any of his supporters. With typical chutzpah, Clifford was 
involved in a series of legal actions in 1412 aimed at recovering various manors and 
properties in Leicesterchire, Sussex and Lincolnshire which should have descended to 
his wife Anne and her sister Joan as heirs of Thomas Bardolf. 

806 Giles Chronicle, p. 42. 
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career prior to 1405 that hints at his coming rebellion. In fact, until his 

failure to heed Henry's summons to join him on the Welsh campaign, there 

was nothing to hint at his increasing disaffection. 

Because of family associations with the Percy, Mortimer and Clifford 

families, it might not at first glance be surprising that he did end his life in 

rebellion and exile, but this would be an overly simplified, backward 

reading of history. As stated above, his mother was a close friend of Percy, 

who also married a Mortimer, and his daughter married sir William 

Clifford. However, there was nothing to suggest that Bardolf himself was 
involved in the aborted attempt to spirit the young Mortimers out of the 

country in early 1405. Nor was there any evidence that he was in any way 

entangled in Clifford's shenanigans of 1403-4. 

Bardolf's refusal to obey the summons to attend Henry in Wales, and 
his subsequent rapid movement north towards Percy, however, was the 

strongest evidence that Percy and Bardolf were up to no good in the 

months prior to their flight to Scotland. Percy's seizure of Waterton could 

well be an incident whose importance had been exaggerated in light of 

subsequent events. Possibly it was simply the result of a personal dispute 

or grievance and not related to Percy's subsequent flight to Scotland. 

Bardolf's sudden movement north was much more difficult to explain 

away, not least because of the shock with which the council received the 

news. 

In May 1405, the council wrote a lengthy letter to the king which 

touched on a wide variety of topics ranging from the governance of Calais 

and Guernsey to the condition of Pevensey castle. 807 It then wrote that it 

had come to their attention that 

... the lord Bardolf recently had secretly transported himself 
towards the Northern parts, 

his manors and places all 

807 POPO, I, pp. 259 - 263. 
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whereof 
we wonder greatly as we thought that he had been 
commanded to transport himself presently to your company 
in the said parts of Wales 

.... 808 

Their surprise was sufficient to occasion their sending lord Roos and the 

chief justice sir William Gascoigne to the north to assess the situation and 
to ensure that the region was being properly defended. 809 The council was 

certainly aware that something was amiss with Bardolf; but it did not 
know quite what it was, and there was no suggestion that they were aware 

of any Northern conspiracy, or that Bardolf was in any way connected with 
Scrope and Mowbray. 

The other principal sources for the `grand conspiracy' theory are 
Walsingham's chronicles and the Record and Process of the Percy and 

Bardolf trial. They are closely linked, the latter having exerted considerable 

influence on composition of the former. 810 

According to the record of Percy's trial in the 1406 parliament, 811 

Percy was `conspiring, plotting and conniving' with Scrope and Mowbray 

prior to their rebellion in May 1405.812 This accusation of conspiracy was 

repeated by Walsingham in his Chronica Majora, which told of the king 

campaigning in Wales when 

808 POPC, I, p. 262. The letter had the appearance of a draft, being heavily edited with 
additions, omissions and corrections. Although the section regarding his manors, goods 
and chattels was struck through, it has been included here. 

809 pOPC, I, p. 262. 
810 Walker, Yorkshire Risings, p. 10. 
811 Percy and Bardolf were tried in absentia in a somewhat strange trial during the long 

parliament of 1406. - 
812 'Item, en mesme le moys de May, le dit Henry de Percy estoit conspirant, conjectant, & 

conseillant, ovesq Richard de Scroop, & Thomas Moubray suis ditz... ': RP, iii, p. 605. 
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... 
he heard that the Archbishop of York and earl of March on 

the one hand, and the earl of Northumberland and lord 
Bardolf on the other hand, had gathered forces together813 

Although not couched in terms as strong as those found in the Record and 
Process, Walsingham's assertion was just as clear: Percy, Bardolf, Scrope 

and Mowbray were involved together in a single act of rebellion: 

congregassent exercitus. They gathered forces together. 

However, as with Walsingham's assertion of widespread distrust of 

Percy in 1404, there is reason to believe that his version of these events 

were influenced by his conflicting loyalties. 814 The passage quoted above 

appeared in the earliest version of Walsingham's chronicle, the Chronica 

Majora. However, his assertion of collusion and cooperation between the 

northern rebels of 1405 is softened in his later versions. 

But this assertion was not supported by other chroniclers. The 

Continuatio Eulogii viewed the actions of Scrope and Mowbray on the one 

hand, and Percy and Bardolf on the other, as being completely separate. In 

this account of these events, Percy and Bardolf appeared only after the 

executions of Scrope and Mowbray, and are were only said to have 

`withdrawn to Scotland' from Berwick-upon-Tweed castle. 815 There was no 

suggestion of any collusion whatsoever with Scrope and Mowbray. 

Lesser chronicles also tended to support the argument that Percy 

was not directly involved in the Scrope/Mowbray rebellion. For example, 

813 'Rex autem, in Wallia Constitutus, cum audisset quod Archiepiscopus Eboracensis et 
Comes Marescallus, ex una parte, et Comes Northumbriae et Dominus de Bardolf, ex altera 
parte, congregassent exercitus, dimissa Wallia, properavit ad partes Eboraci. ' Annales, p. 
407. Literally, `congragessant exerticus' translates as `they brought together armies', but 

the implication was clear: they brought their forces together to form a single army. 
814 Above, p. 245. 
815 'Comes Northumbriae et dominus Bardolf de castro Berwici recesserunt in Scociam. ' 

Continuatio Eulogii, iii, p. 408. 
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although Strecche clearly asserted that Percy and Bardolf were in fact 

rebelling by the time the king began his march against them, he made no 

connection whatsoever between their actions and those of Scrope and 
Mowbray. 816 

The author of a roll chronicle which demonstrated a particular 
interest in the Percies made much the same claim. According to this work, 
Percy was indeed rebelling in 1405; but his actions were completely 

unconnected with those of Scrope and Mowbray. The fact that the latter 

were mentioned only after Percy had already fled to Scotland demonstrated 

not only the author's emphasis on Percy but also the absence of any belief 

in a wider conspiracy. 817 

Similarly, the Northern Chronicle made no connection between Percy 

and the actions of Scrope and Mowbray. Percy again appeared in this 

account only after the executions of Scrope and Mowbray, by which point 

`... the earl of Northumberland, whom the king then was pursuing, then 

fled out of fear to Scotland with Henry de Percy, the son of his son. '818 That 

Percy should have fled out of fear is quite understandable, regardless of 

whether or not he had yet involved himself in open rebellion. Fresh from 

having ordered the execution of an archbishop, the king had turned his 

attention northwards, and there could have been little doubt that his gaze 

had fixed squarely on Percy and his adherents. 

The various Percy chronicles which survive in the archives of 

Alnwick castle were thoroughly unhelpful regarding this question. 

Although one did mention briefly Hotspur's activities in 1403,819 these 

816 `Deinde suis mora rex Henr' versus Berwyk festinan' ubi suerunt rebellantes Comes de 
Northumbrä et Domino Ric's Bardolph... ' BL MS Add. 35295, fol. 263v. 

817 BL MS Add. 29504, fol. 6. 
818 Northern Chronicle, p. 283. 
819 Claiming that Hotspur's actions were carried out `in his soveraigne Lord's cause', i. e. 

in the name of the deposed king Richard. Alnwick MS 522. 
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chronicles notably gave a wide berth to any discussion of the various 

rebellions of 1403-5.820 

As ever, interpreting John Hardyng's accounts presented something 

of a unique challenge. In the first version of his chronicle, Hardyng's 

account agreed with the Continuatio Eulogii and the Northern Chronicle, 

making no association between Percy/Bardolf and Scrope/Mowbray, and 

no assertion of any grand conspiracy. While he portrayed prince John and 

Westmorland as fearful of Northumberland, this likely referred to the 

chronic unrest in the north caused by supporters of Percy rather than to a 

particular, acute threat posed by the earl himself. 821 

In the second version of his work, although Hardyng avoided making 

a direct link between Percy and Scrope/Mowbray, he did assert that 

Percy's men were amongthe rebel forces outside York. Hardyng also viewed 

the events of 1405 as a continuation of Hotspur's efforts of 1403,822 and 

asserted that Percy himself had intended to join the rebels personally at an 

appointed time. 

Then in the yere, as menne remembre it, 
Of his reign the sixte, the bishop Scrop went, 
Therle marshall with hym, of one entent, 

To Yorkes More, and ther assembled power 
Of their owne and their frendes also, 
Of therles menne of Northumberland that were 
To the number of twenty thousand tho, 
Afore the day assigned that was so 
By therle then of Northumberland, 
That were cheften with them should haue städ, 

With other lordes that were to theim assent; 

820 Alnwick MSS 78,79,80,522. 
821 BL MS. Lansdowne 204, fol. 206v; Walker, `Yorkshire Risings', p. 170. 

822 He also believed that Hotspur had counted on Percy's support in 1403, but that his 

father had `failed hym foule': Hardyng, pp. 361-362. 
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But the bishop and therle marshall 
Wher slain afore the day of assignement 
Betwene theim made afore in speciall. 823 

Hardyng attempted in this passage to portray a grand conspiracy involving 

Scrope, Mowbray and Percy as well as `other lordes'. However, as with his 

assertion of another failed grand conspiracy prior to the battle of 

Shrewsbury824 there was little corroboration for his assertion. In addition, 

not only did his emphasis on Scrope and Mowbray alone having `one 

entent' lead one to question the existence of a wider conspiracy, his own 

earlier account of the events of 1405 did not so much as hint of any wider 

conspiracy involving Percy and Bardolf. 

In the first version of his chronicle, Hardyng recounted in some 

detail the names of those knights executed as a result of their association 

with Scrope and Mowbray: 

The Faucomberge the Hastynges and Plumpton 
The Lamplowth the Griffyth and Colvyle 
Which heded were for thair rebellion 
With oute socoure or yit any exile 
The Archbysshop and eke the erle that while 
Lamplowth and eke sir William Plumpton 
To gedyr so were heded by syde Yorke toun. 

At Durham after the Fauconberge and Hastynge 
The Griffyth eke and Colvyl of the Dale 
That knyghtes wer than heded by the kyng 
With out respyte or any longer tale.... 825 

The rubric immediately preceding this passage read: `How certayne 

knyghtes that rose with the Archebisshop and with the Erles Marshall and 

823 Hardyng, pp. 362-363. 
824 "Howe therle of Marche his right, sir Henry Percy and sir Thomas Percy his uncle, erle 

of Worcester, faught with the kyng, and were slain at the battaill of Shrewesburv, wher 

all the lords deceiued them... that were bound to theim by their seales, except therle of 
Stafford: which letters I sawe in the castell of Werkeworth, when I was constable of it... ': 

Hardyng, p. 361. 
825 BL MS Lansdowne 204, fol. 207. 
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Northumb'lond wer hedyd'826 which was as close as Hardyng got in this 

version of his chronicle to actually asserting an actual connection between 
Percy and the other rebels. However, he failed to make any explicit 
connection between them in the text itself and, as was the case with so 
many other chroniclers, offered no explanation as to exactly why the king 

proceeded to march against Percy after executing Scrope and Mowbray. 
In describing the king's march north into Northumberland, Hardyng 

wrote that 

... the kyng rode in to Northumberland and gette the castels 
of the erle of Northumberland and hedyd his rebels that 
held the castel of Berwyk agayn him after the erle was fled 
into Scotland and the lord Bardolf with hym. 827 

But he again failed to explain how Percy had rebelled, what he had done to 

incur the wrath of the king, or what prompted Henry to strike so suddenly 

at Percy's northern strongholds. 

For the second time, Hardyng accused Percy of having participated 

in a rebellion whose failure was brought about by a lack of co-ordination 

and bad timing. In his account of the battle of Shrewsbury, there could be 

no doubt that Percy was cast as the villain of the piece. Hotspur was left 

stranded at the head of an under-strength force because of his father's 

`foule' failure to appear at the appointed time. However, by 1405, 

Hardyng's attitude towards Percy had softened to no blame on Percy for 

failure of the Scrope/Mowbray rebellion, for they had assembled their 

forces too early and were slain `afore the daye of assignment'. 828 Despite 

Hardyng's belief in Percy's involvement in a grand conspiracy, it is 

interesting to note this softening of Hardyng's attitude towards the earl, as 

826 BL MS Lansdowne 204, fol. 207. 
827 This passage is again taken from a rubric rather than the chronicle text itself. 

However, unlike the other rubric cited above, Hardyng did here go on to describe these 

events in the body of his text: BL MS Lansdowne 204, fol. 207. 

828 Hardyng, p. 362. 
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it would have been convenient, as well as politically acceptable, for 

Hardyng to have once again accused Percy of failing to fulfil a promise to 

support a rebellion. 

What then was Percy up to prior to his flight to Scotland? This 

question remains central to this period in Percy's life. It was also, 

unfortunately, a question for which there were few clear answers. It is 

difficult to believe that Percy and Bardolf were in fact part of a wider 

conspiracy involving Scrope, Mowbray and others in May 1405. The 

evidence in support of this view - Walsingham, the Record and Process, 

and king Henry's letter - was not convincing. The king's letter was written 

at a stage when he was clearly lacking in detailed knowledge of events in 

the north. As shown by his omission of Scrope from his list of rebels, he 

was far from well-informed of either the nature of the rebellion or the 

identities of the rebels. 

Walsingham and the Record and Process, although not to be 

dismissed lightly, are also both problematic. Walsingham, as noted by Dr. 

Walker, was in part motivated by a need to reconcile conflicting loyalties. 

No other chronicler supported his assertion that Percy `gathered forces 

together' with Scrope and Mowbray. Perhaps even more significantly, his 

allegation that Percy not only plotted but also even went so far as to 

attempt to seize Westmorland prior to joining Scrope and Mowbray, was 

not corroborated by any other source. Even the Record and Process failed 

to mention this alleged act. Considering the close relationship between 

Westmorland and the crown at this time, it is difficult to imagine how such 

an attempt would have been allowed to slip from the official record, had it 

in fact occurred. Not only was this episode omitted from the Record and 

Process, it was also absent from the pages of any other chronicler, which 

leads one to question whether it did actually occur. 
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The Record and Process itself, like all such documents, must be 

treated with caution. After all, not only was it the official record of a trial, it 

was also an exercise in exoneration and legitimisation. In addition to being 

the record of the trial in absentia of Percy and Bardolf, the Record and 
Process was also used by the crown as a mechanism to legitimise the 

scandalous act that was the execution of archbishop Scrope. By the time 

of their trial, Percy and Bardolf had acquired the taint of guilt as much as 

a result of their flight to Scotland and Wales as by any particular evidence 

against them. By associating Percy and Bardolf with Scrope and Mowbray 

in this way, the crown achieved the dual goal of associating them with 

proven traitors, and of damning Scrope and Mowbray by associating them 

with these rebels who had fled the country to take refuge with the enemies 

of England. 

Although not directly involved with the actions of Scrope and 

Mowbray, Percy and Bardolf were certainly involved in activities of a 

disloyal nature. The friction between Percy and the king which was hinted 

at in the earl's letter excusing himself from attending council, would not in 

any way have been eased by his capture of the royal messenger Robert 

Waterton. But simple tension does not a rebellion make. The greatest 

indication that Percy was on the verge of rebellion was Bardolf's sudden 

and secretive refusal to attend the king, and his movement towards the 

North. 

The reason I say `verge of rebellion' is twofold. First, there is no 

strong evidence, Hardyng notwithstanding, that any of Percy's forces 

actually took to the field against the king in the spring of 1405, and 

Walsingham's account of his alleged attempt to seize Westmorland is 

uncorroborated by any other source. Second, if Percy planned to rebel 

against the king, he would have been a fool to launch any such rebellion 
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from Northumberland. The fact that Hotspur recruited the forces for his 

rebellion in 1403 in Cheshire rather than Northumberland was illustrative 

of the fact that Northumbrians were loyal to the king first and Percy 

second, and there is no reason to suggest that these loyalties had shifted 

in the two intervening years. 

That having been said, Bardolf's movement to the north, their 

subsequent flight to Scotland and obstinate refusal to even attempt to 

defend themselves before parliament strongly indicated that if not yet in 

open rebellion, they were at the very least in the planning stages of 

rebellion by May 1405. That they did not openly rebel was due to the 

timing of the Scrope/Mowbray rebellion in Yorkshire. Once the king had 

crushed that rebellion, his attention already having been roused by 

Bardolf's actions, Percy and Bardolf had little choice but to flee, as the 

Northern Chronicle author stated, `... out of fear to Scotland. '829 

829 Northern Chronicle, p. 283. 
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iii - The End 

The Betrayal of Berwick 

Although there no direct connection existed between the actions of 
Scrope/Mowbray and Percy/Bardolf, Percy and lord Bardolf removed any 
doubts regarding their loyalty to Henry IV through their own acts. By 9 

June 1405, the day after archbishop Scrope's execution, Prince John wrote 

to his father, saying that he had been made aware that Percy, Bardolf and 

their supporters were in control of Berwick-upon-Tweed. More alarming to 

the king must have been the news that the Scottish earl of Orkney was 

also in Berwick-upon-Tweed, in support of Percy and Bardolf. 830 For the 

second time, Percy had actively taken up arms against his king, but for the 

first time, he had done so with the assistance of foreign troops. With his 

new status as an overt rebel, there could have been no return to the king's 

peace for Percy, and his withdrawal into Scotland at this point became 

strategically inevitable. The gravity of the situation was soon confirmed by 

the executions of Mowbray and, especially, Archbishop Scrope. 

Their stay in Berwick-upon-Tweed was understandably brief. It 

offered to Percy and his allies only the most insecure of sanctuaries 

against the combined might of the king and his northern allies, prince 

John and the earl of Westmorland; and as already noted, while 

Northumbrians were willing to support Percy against the Scots, they were 

much less willing to offer support against the king. Apart from his 

immediate following, Percy could not have counted on a broad base of 

support within Northumberland for any rebellion. 

Unsurprisingly the Scots were less hesitant in embracing Percy's 

cause. Exactly when the Scots became aware of events unfolding to the 

830 Royal and Historical Letters, ii, pp. 61-63. 
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south remained unclear. Prince John had written to his father from 

Durham on 9 June, saying 

... may it please your highness to know that I have been 
made to understand by the mayor of Newcastle upon Tyne, 
whereas he says that it has been certified to him by a man 
of the said town, the which man said that he himself saw 
the earl of Orkney of Scotland and the lord Bardolf enter 
into the castle of Berwick-upon-Tweed, with a great 
company of Scots; and they are there in the said castle and 
town with the earl of Northumberland. 831 

Durham lay some 80 miles to the south of Berwick-upon-Tweed, a 

distance which even the fastest of couriers could not cover in one day. 832 

This then made 7 June the latest date upon which Orkney and his men 

could have arrived at Berwick-upon-Tweed. When they marched south 

from Scotland was not certain, and neither was the timing of their receipt 

of news regarding the northern rebellions. 

On 28 May 1405, the day on which Henry IV wrote to his council 

with news of uprisings in the north, king Robert III of Scotland and his 

council met in Linlithgow. Among witnesses to a charter issued there on 

that day were Matthew Glendinning, bishop of Glasgow; Gilbert Greenlaw, 

bishop of Aberdeen; Robert of Erskine; sir James Douglas of Dalkieth and 

Henry Sinclair, earl of Orkney, who would shortly be arriving at Berwick- 

831 '... plese a vostre Hautesse assavoir que moy est done a entendre par le Mair de Noef 
Castell sur Tyne, sicome it dist que feust a luy certifie par un homme du dicte ville, le 

quel homme disoit q'il vist, en sa propre personne, le Cont de Orkenay s'Escoce, et le 
Seignur de Bardolf entrer deins le Chastell de Berewyk, ove un grant compagnie 
d'Escotz; et y sont deins les ditz Chastell et ville ove le Cont de Northumbre. ' Royal and 
Historical Letters, ii, p. 62. This is in some ways an odd reference, as one would expect 
something more concrete to have reached the prince's ears than rumours circulated by 

an unnamed man via the mayor of Newcastle upon Tyne. The anonymous nature of the 

mayor's informant also complicated the chronology as it was unknown whether he was 
an experienced courier or traveller, or whether he was someone who would have taken 

more than two days to reach Durham. The prince's news was received by the king on the 
following day at Ripon, from where he ordered the sheriff of Yorkshire to assemble a 
force to meet him at Berwick where, he had heard, the earl of Northumberland was with 

other traitors. ' Foedera, viii, p. 400. 
832 See above, p. 62. 
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upon-Tweed alongside Bardolf. 833 If the Scots had not received news of the 

unrest in the north of England by this time, it must have arrived shortly 
thereafter. 

Although Linlithgow was less than twenty miles west of Edinburgh, 

the 70-mile journey from there to Berwick-upon-Tweed would have taken 

at least two, possibly three days for the earl and his troops to complete. 834 

This would place Orkney's departure from Linlithgow on 5 or, more likely, 

4 June. 835 However, the question of exactly when the Scots were informed 

of the northern rebellions remains unanswered. What follows is a tentative 

chronology: 836 

Date 

6 May 1405 Beginning of Rising in Yorkshire 

28 May News of risings reached Henry IV in Derby. Henry 

wrote to council to inform them. POPC, i, pp. 264- 

5. 

Robert III in Linlithgow issued charter to St 

Andrews Priory, earl of Orkney among witnesses. 

Liber Cartarum, p. 416. 

30/31 May News of Yorkshire rising reached Linlithgow. 

Late Bardolf travelled to Scotland? 

833 Liber Cartarum Prioratus Sancti Andree in Scotia (Edinburgh: Bannatyne Club, 1841), 
p. 416. 

834 Or quite possibly more, depending on the type of troops that Orkney took with him to 
Berwick-upon-Tweed. The estimate of two to three days applied to mounted troops, and 
it obviously would have taken foot soldiers far longer to reach Berwick-upon-Tweed. 
Unfortunately, there was no indication as to exactly what type of troops Orkney brought 
with him to Berwick-upon-Tweed. However, given the urgency of the situation and the 
alacrity with which the Scots appeared to have reached Berwick-upon-Tweed, it was 
most likely that they were indeed mounted troops. 

835 This of course assumed not only that Orkney was actually present at the issuing of 
the charter in Linlithgow on 28 May, but also that he remained at or near Linlithgow for 
the week following. I do not know if either of these assumptions are valid. 

836 Italics = conjecture on my part. 
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May/early 

June 

41 5 June Bardolf and Orkney left Linlithgow for Berwick- 

upon-Tweed 
7 June Bardolf and Orkney arrived at Berwick-upon- 

Tweed 

8 June Scrope and Mowbray executed 
9 June Prince John wrote to king telling of Bardolf and 

Orkney's arrival at Berwick-upon-Tweed. Royal 

and Historical Letters, ii, pp. 61-63. 

11 June News of executions reached Berwick-upon-Tweed 

11 June Percy wrote letters to Scots, French and duke of 
Orleans 

? June Probably soon after news reached Berwick-upon- 

Tweed of Scrope's execution - Percy sent grandson 
to Scotland. 

? June Percy followed grandson to Scotland, brought him 

to Bishop Wardlaw in St Andrews. 

The prince's letter had Bardolf escorting Orkney into Berwick-upon- 

Tweed. The implications were twofold. First, it removed any doubt that 

Percy and Bardolf had actively sought Scottish assistance in their abortive 

rebellion. Orkney did not arrive unbidden at Berwick-upon-Tweed; he and 

a `great company of Scots' arrived with Bardolf. 837 However, it also 

supported the theory that Percy and Bardolf s rebellion was hastily 

convened and that they had not contacted the Scots prior to the outbreak 

of Scrope and Mowbray's rebellion in Yorkshire. Rather, it suggested that 

upon receiving news of the rapidly unfolding events in Yorkshire, Percy 

837 Royal and Historical Letters, ii, p. 62. 
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withdrew to Berwick-upon-Tweed and sent Bardolf as his envoy to seek 

what assistance he could from the Scots. That there was no prior 

arrangement for the Scots to aid in their rebellion was clear by the sudden 

and apparently unplanned nature of Orkney's intervention. No chronicles 

indicated a significant or sustained effort on the part of the Scots to take 

advantage of the upheaval in England, and Orkney's actions appeared to 

have been more opportunistic than orchestrated. 
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Scotland, Wales and the Continent 

Prodhow, Langley, and also Cockirmouth, 
Alnham, Newsted, deliuered were anone; 
Thei remoued then furth in the south, 
Therle of Northumberland was then gone 
Afore northward to Scotland with grete mone; 
The lord Bardolf with hym thither went, 
And there abode with their suppowelment. 

The sommer next by sea to Wales thei went 
Unto Glendour, and after then to Brytain, 
And so by sea to Flaunders or they stent. 
The other sommer to Scotland came again 
By thest sea, and ther thei did remain 
To the winter then of snowe full depe, 
That thei were slain, for whom ®e folke sore wepe: 

The nynth yere was then of the kyng Henry, 
In Feueryer afore the fastyngange, 
Of Christ his date a thousand certainly, 
Foure hundred and eight counted emong, 
At Bramham more with speres sharp and long; 
In Yorkshire so the Rokeby with them mette, 
Shrief of the shire, with power that he gette. 838 

In these three stanzas, John Hardyng managed effectively to sum 

up the final two and a half years of Percy's life. He lost his castles, fled to 

Scotland, then to Wales and finally to the continent before returning to 

Scotland prior to his final, fatal return to England. These final years 

remain to be re-constructed. When exactly did he arrive in Scotland? Why 

did he flee to Wales? What kind of reception did he receive on the 

continent? Why, ultimately, did he decide to undertake his final invasion of 

England against all odds? 

Following their flight to Scotland in the summer of 1405, Percy and 

Bardolf embarked on what would prove to be two and a half peripatetic 

838 Hardyng, p. 364. 
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years throughout northern Europe in search of support for what had 

finally and indubitably become their cause: the removal of Henry IV from 

the throne of England. Initially, Percy, his grandson and heir Henry, and 
lord Bardolf sought refuge with Percy's long-time rivals the Scots. 

The flight to Scotland and subsequent activities there and abroad 

received surprisingly little notice in the Scottish chronicles. After all, it was 

not just any English magnate who had sought shelter in Scotland - it was 

the Scots' great rival Percy. The Scottish accounts tended to be confused, 

and often incorrect. For example, the Scotichronicon mistook both the 

location and date of Percy's final battle at Bramham Moor. 839 It also 

completely ignored Percy's journeys to Wales, the continent, and back to 

Scotland before his fatal return to England in 1408.840 

However, the Scotichronicon did support the theory that Percy had 

sent his grandson to Scotland prior to his own departure. Initially, the 

Scotichronicon agreed with Hardyng's early version in saying that Percy, his 

grandson and lord Bardolf fled to Scotland together, seeking refuge in the 

household of bishop Wardlaw of St Andrews: 

In 1404, sir Henry de Wardlaw, the new bishop of St 
Andrews, that lavish spender, obtained possession of his 

castle. There he kindly received James earl of Carrick the 
king's son and heir (then a boy of 13) for safe-keeping, and 
treated him in a most humane fashion along with his coeval 
Henry de Percy the third, who a little earlier had fled to 
Scotland for asylum along with his grandfather Henry the 

elder, earl of Northumberland and lord of Cockermouth, 

avoiding the villainy of Henry IV king of England. 841 

839 Scotichronicon, viii, p. 67. 
840 Scotichronicon, viii, pp. 61 - 67. The scarcity of detail regarding Percy's time in 

Scotland contrasted sharply with the account of Gaunt's brief stay in Scotland during 

the peasants' revolt of 1381: Scotichronicon, vii, pp. 391 - 393. 

841 Scotichronicon, viii, p. 61. 
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However, when describing events leading up to Percy's final return to 

England, Bower revisited the story of the Percies' flight. This second 

account differed slightly but significantly from the first: 

At this time many fled from England from the presence of 
King Henry IV and came to King Richard in Scotland. Sir 
Henry Percy senior came with his grandson Henry junior, 
who had come a little earlier and had stayed with his coeval 
our Prince James in St Andrews Castle. 842 

Several things should be noted about this passage. First is that the author 
had clearly bought into myths surrounding the survival of Richard 11.843 

Secondly, its chronology was mistaken both in the timing of Percy's flight 

to Scotland and in the date and location of his death. However, in spite of 

these obvious inaccuracies, Bower chose to include this note about the 

timing of the arrival of Percy's heir in Scotland. It seemed an unusual 

detail to invent, and as noted above, if true, then it seemed likely that 

Percy had in fact sent his grandson to St Andrews prior to leaving England 

himself. The most likely date for this would have been on or shortly after 

11 June, by which time news of the shocking execution of archbishop 

Scrope would probably have reached Berwick-upon-Tweed. Such an action 

would further suggest that Percy had been planning some sort of rebellion, 

and that he had also been in contact with the Scots in order to arrange the 

safe conduct of his grandson out of England. 

Unfortunately, this was not corroborated by other accounts of their 

flight. For example, in the early version of his chronicle, John Hardyng 

stated that the three refugees had fled at the same time: 

842 Scotichronicon, viii, p. 65. Italics are mine. 
843 Although it is interesting to note that at no point did Bower allege that Percy's actions 

against Henry IV were intended to restore Richard to the throne. Rather to the contrary, 
it said that "At the time King Richard could not be persuaded by the governor or any 
others to have a private meeting with the earl of Northumberland. ' Scotichronicon, viii, p. 
67. 
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Whils that the kynge was comynge to Alnewyke 
The Erle was gone to Scotland fled away 
The Lord Bardolf with hym went fro Berwyke 
Henry Percy also his hayre that day 
Elleve yere olde he passed noght I say 
Whom to the kyng Robert than of Scotlande 
He sette to kepe as I can understonde844 

Hardyng's later version did not mention the younger Percy at all. 845 Others 

were similarly obscure: neither Walsingham, Andrew Wyntoun, John 

Benet, nor the Continuatio Eulogii mention the younger Percy in their 

descriptions of the flight to Scotland. 846 And while Usk stated that Percy's 

heir had been left behind in Scotland `as a hostage, ' he gave no 

information on the nature of the Percies' departure to Scotland itself. 847 

The Northern Chronicle appeared to be unique among the English 

chroniclers in agreeing with the early version of Hardyng, by explicitly 

stating that the younger Percy accompanied his grandfather northward: 

... the earl of Northumberland, whom the king then was 
pursuing, then fled out of fear to Scotland with Henry de 
Percy, the son of his son848 

What did Bower mean by `a little earlier'. 849 If the younger Percy arrived in 

St Andrews a matter of days before his grandfather, then the chronicle 

accounts might well all be in agreement. Percy could briefly have stayed on 

in the borders after having sent his grandson ahead to St Andrews. If, 

however, the young Percy was in St Andrews for a significant amount of 

844 Lansdowne 204, fol. 207b. 
845 Above, p. 273; Hardyng, p. 364. 
846 Annales, p. 414; Continuation Eulogii, iii, p. 408; Historia Anglicana, ii, p. 271; G. L. 

Harriss and M. A. Harriss (eds. ) "John Benet's Chronicle" in Camden Miscellany Vol. 
XXIV, 1972, p. 176; Wyntoun, vi, pp. 409-410. 

847 Usk, p. 215. Usk's lack of information was understandable as he too was a political 
refugee at this time. 

848 Northern Chronicle, p. 283. 
849 `Venit enim dominus Henricus Perci senor cum nepote suo Henrico juniore, qui paulo 

ante venerat et cum principe nostro Jacobus coevus in castro Sanctiandr' extiterat': 
Scotichronicon, viii, p. 64. 
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time prior to the arrival of his grandfather, then most likely he had been 

sent ahead to Scotland before his grandfather had even left England, 

immediately after news of Scrope's execution had reached Berwick-upon- 

Tweed. 

Wanderings 

Percy's initial stay in Scotland was to be a short one. According to 
Walsingham, he had initially been welcomed in Scotland with open arms 
by Sir David Fleming. In some ways, Fleming was a surprising choice as 

ally. A border knight whose family roots lay in Wigtown, Fleming had 

attracted notice in the early years of his career more for his skills as a 
border raider and soldier than as a diplomat. However, following the 

capture of the earl of Douglas in 1402 at the battle of Homildon Hill, he 

was among those who moved to fill the political and military void which 

resulted from Douglas' absence. 850 By the spring of 1404, Fleming began to 

take a leading role in Anglo-Scottish diplomatic affairs. In May of that year, 

he was commissioned by Robert III to treat with the English, not only for 

peace but for release of the earl of Douglas and the son of the duke of 

Albany, both in English custody. 851 When, shortly thereafter, he received a 

safe-conduct to come into England with a retinue of twenty, the extent to 

which he was unfamiliar to the English was made clear. The memorandum 

recording the safe conduct simply referred to Fleming as `a noble man Sir 

David Flemyng, knight of the realm of Scotland, '852 clearly not well known 

to the English Chancery. 

850 Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, pp. 246-7; Brown, The Black Douglases, pp. 106-7. 

851 Cal. Doc. Scot., iv, no. 654. 
852 Cal. Doc. Scot., iv, no. 655. The original safe-conduct was to last until the end of June. 

This was later extended to Michaelmas: Cal. Doc. Scot., iv, no. 656. 
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His appointment to treat for release of Douglas was as surprising as 
indicative of the contemporary lack of experienced Scottish diplomats. In 
addition to any natural rivalry that may have resulted, due to the 
proximity of Fleming lands in Wigtown to Douglas lands in Galloway, there 
was also a history of direct antipathy between the two lowland families. 

Fleming's family had held the earldom of Wigtown from its creation 
in 1341 until the early 1370s when earl Thomas Fleming's inability to 

control his tenants led him first to attempt to resign the earldom to the 

crown, and finally to sell it outright to Archibald `the Grim' Douglas, 

possibly an active supporter of those who opposed Fleming in Wigtown in 

the 1360s and 70s. The hostility between the two families had not abated 
by 1405 when Fleming actively worked against Douglas interests. 853 

However, in spite of his antipathy towards the imprisoned earl of Douglas, 
Fleming continued to serve in a diplomatic capacity through the summer 

854 and autumn of 1404. 

However, as so often the case, Walsingham's account was not 

supported by other chroniclers, some of whom were in a far better position 
for the gathering of information. The commonly accepted story was that, 

having been initially welcomed to Scotland by Fleming, Percy stayed in 

Scotland along with his grandson and lord Bardolf until early 1406, when 
they were warned by Fleming of a plot to exchange them with the English 

for Scottish prisoners. 855 On the face of it, this seemed a plausible 

account of events. As one of those who benefited most from the removal of 

853 Brown, The Black Douglases, pp. 64-5,106-7. 
854 Cal. Doc. Scot., iv, nos. 660,664; v, no. 920. 
855 Hardyng offers his normal two differing accounts. His early version supports 

Walsingham's statement that Percy and Bardolf fled after having been warned of their 
impending exchange: To Wales he went in fere... ': Lansdowne 204, fol. 207b. His later 
version makes no mention of this, saying simply that The sommer next by sea to Wales 
thei went... ': Hardyng, p. 364. 
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Douglas from the Scottish political scene, Fleming would obviously not 
have been eager to see his return. Perhaps even more importantly, the 
duke of Albany's son Murdoch Stewart had been taken prisoner at the 
battle of Homildon hill in 1402 and remained in English custody. Albany 

could have been excused for wanting to seize this opportunity to exchange 
Percy for his son. Added to this was the normal dose of Scottish political 
in-fighting which saw the duke of Albany - who, after Robert III's young 
son James, stood next in line to the throne - pitted against the king and 
his supporters, including both Fleming and Orkney, for control of the 
kingdom. 856 

Other chroniclers' accounts cast doubts on this scenario, suggesting 
that it might not have been as straightforward as Walsingham's account 

suggested. Andrew Wyntoun stated that Percy was welcomed not by 

Fleming, but rather by 

be Bischop of Sancte Androwis se, 
pan Mastyr Henry callit was he, 
Ressawit pat erl in his castell, 
And procurit hym par in richt weil 
With gret honour and honeste. 
Til Sancte Iohunston syne passit he. 
He and be lord of Bardew par 
In be town pan duellande war, 
Qwhar be Duk of Albany 
Gert paim be tretit curtasly; 
And pat don off his consail was 
To halde paim in mar sikkyrness 
pan newhande a se syde 
Qwhar dowtis and perillis may fal sum tyde. 857 

One might well question whether Albany wanted Percy and Bardolf in 

Perth for their own safety, as claimed by Wyntoun, or rather to keep them 

near at hand for his own purposes; but Fleming did not figure at all in 

856 For the Scottish political scene, see Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, pp. 278-297. 
857 Wyntoun, vi, pp. 409-410. 
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Wyntoun's account. Although by this time Wyntoun had already taken up 
his duties as prior of St Serf's, on an island in Lochleven, Fife, he remained 
in a position to be well informed of events in and around St Andrews, and 
therefore of events in the wider Scottish political world. Not only was St 
Serf's a satellite of St Andrews, Wyntoun himself was a canon of the priory 

of St Andrews. He was also close to the Leuchars-based family of Wemyss, 

having undertaken the writing of his chronicle at the suggestion of sir 
John Wemyss. 858 

Walter Bower notably omitted Fleming from his account of Percy's 

arrival in Scotland. 859 His account of the events of May-June 1405 were 
both brief and at times contradictory, so one must not read too much into 

this omission. However, Wyntoun's assertion that Percy was welcomed to 

Scotland by Albany rather than Fleming was also supported by the 

Northern Chronicle: 

The earl of Northumberland, who earlier was the Constable, 
lingered for about a year in Scotland with the duke of 
Albany; when he had agreed to a bargain with him, he left 
behind with him, with the security of an oath, his aforesaid 
heir Henry, and proceeded to Wales to seek assistance. 860 

This statement, as well as that of Usk mentioned above, 861 raised the 

question of the status of Percy's heir during his time in Scotland. This 

question has largely been ignored by historians but is central to 

understanding not only Percy's own status in Scotland, but also the 

reason for his journeys to Wales and the continent. 

858 For Wyntoun's career, see Wyntoun, i, pp. xxx-xl. 
859 Scotichronicon, viii, pp. 61,65-7. 
860 Comes vero Northumbrie, qui prius constabularius erat, quasi per annum moram traxit 

in Scocia cum duce Albanie, cum quo pacto initio cum iuramenti securitate reliquit cum illo 
predictum Henricum heredum suum, et perrexit in Walliam pro auxilio habendo: Northern 
Chronicle, p. 283. 

861 Above, p. 276. 
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If, as suggested by Walsingham, and Hardyng in the early version of 
his chronicle, Percy fled to Wales in fear, having been warned by Fleming 

that he was about to be seized by Albany and exchanged for Scottish 

prisoners, then it would have made no sense for Percy to leave his 

grandson and heir behind in Scotland. Although not as rich a prize as his 

grandfather, there could be no doubt that the young Henry Percy would 
have been a valuable bargaining chip in his own right. The above passage 
from the Northern Chronicle suggested that, far from being in fear for his 

life, Percy had come to a mutually-beneficial agreement with the duke of 
Albany. It is uncertain whether Percy exacted an oath from Albany for the 

protection of his grandson, or whether Albany used the heir to extort an 

oath from Percy that he would return, although Usk's description of the 

young Percy heir as a `hostage' would certainly support the latter 

interpretation. However, even if this were the case, the fact that such an 

oath was sworn between these two men at all seriously called into question 
Walsingham's assertion that Percy had to flee for his life. It was, after all, 
Albany who stood to gain most from using Percy to secure the release of 

the Scottish prisoners. Doing so would not only have allowed his own son 

to return to Scotland, the return of the earl of Douglas would also have 

dealt a serious blow to the status of his rivals, Fleming and Orkney. 

Percy was probably not therefore forced to `flee' from Scotland, but 

rather he left of his own volition in an attempt to secure the support of the 

Welsh and French, in preparation for what was intended to be a renewed 

struggle against Henry IV. The simple fact that Percy returned to Scotland 

after travelling to Wales, France and Flanders should call into question the 

assertion that he was in danger there. As Percy was by then a proven 

traitor, Henry would have been even more anxious to get his hands on 

him. Also, by the time of Percy's return to Scotland, the young James I was 
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an English prisoner, giving the Scots even more reason to view Percy as a 
potential component of an exchange. 

While Fleming and Orkney on the one hand and Albany and the son 

of the earl of Douglas on the other were involved in a bitter dispute that 

would lead to the death of Fleming and, ultimately, capture by the English 

of the future James I, it did not necessarily follow that Percy was himself 

caught up in this dispute. The oath sworn between Percy and Albany did 

not appear to be an agreement struck by a man fleeing for his life. It did 

however, look like a bargain arranged between two men who realised that 

their common interests would be best served by working together. Albany, 

by his oath, would protect and shelter the young Percy, while Percy took it 

upon himself to attempt to rally the troops across northern Europe. Usk 

further appeared to have agreed that Percy and Bardolf were under rather 

less duress than Walsingham would have us believe, when he wrote that 

they had gone to Wales `under a safe-conduct', suggesting something 

more of an organised and planned expedition than a sudden flight. 862 

Percy was not in any way dictating the terms of their agreement, for Usk 

also stated clearly that Percy's heir was left in Scotland 'as a hostage. 1863 

Percy and the duke of Albany, apparently realising the advantages 

that would accrue from an alliance of sorts, came to an agreement 

whereby Albany would ensure the security of Percy's grandson, to be 

educated in the household of the bishop of St Andrews, while Percy and 

Bardolf would do all they could to stir up trouble for Henry IV in Wales 

and on the continent. Walsingham also asserted that David Fleming was 

killed as a result of his warning Percy and Bardolf of their imminent fate. 

However, once again, he misread the situation. Fleming did not necessarily 

die as a result of any warning or other assistance he offered to Percy and 

862 Usk, p. 215. 
863 Usk, p. 215. 
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Bardolf, but as the victim of internecine strife within the Scottish political 

community. 
Albany kept his word and the young Percy heir stayed securely - if 

not too freely - in Scotland until the earldom was restored to him in 

1416.864 The eldest Percy, however, would find his part of the bargain 

much more difficult to achieve. Having left Scotland in early 1406, he and 

Bardolf's contact with the rebellious Welsh did not go unnoticed in 

England. When their trial finally came to be held in parliament, it was 

noted that 

... the said Henry Percy is now openly supporting and in 

association and league with the rebels against our lord the 
king in Wales. 865 

The Trial 

At the same time that Percy and Bardolf were in Wales, attempting 

futilely to secure promises of Welsh support, Henry IV and his government 

concluded, somewhat belatedly, the legal process leading to Percy's 

forfeiture and attainder. 

Preserved as an additional roll in the Rotuli Parliamentorum866, the 

`record and process' documented the trial of not only Percy but lord 

Bardolf, indicted as Percy's co-conspirator; and the lords were also asked 

to pass posthumous judgement on the actions of Scrope and Mowbray. 

However, the focus of these proceedings was on Percy. Mowbray and 

Scrope were cursorily dealt with, their executions having made an 

extended revisitation of their crimes neither necessary nor desirable. 

864 GEC, ix, p. 715. 
865 RP, iii, p. 606. Item 12, 
866 RP, iii, pp. 604-7. 
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However, as Percy and Bardolf were both very much alive at the time of 

their trials in absentia, the focus was very much on them. And, as the 

more senior of the two defendants, the proceedings targeted him. 

Legal process against these men had actually begun in the court of 

chivalry, 867 but was removed to parliament. In 1401, the commons had 

requested, and the king agreed, that a statute of 8 Richard II, in which the 

powers of the court of chivalry were defined, should be upheld and 

expanded. Several aspects of the court of chivalry's jurisdiction and powers 

were clarified, but with regard to the trial of Percy and Bardolf, there was 

one particularly relevant addition: 

... that the said Constable and Marshal should not order, by 
force of a judgement or sentence given or to be given in the 
said court at the suit of anyone, the livery of lands or 
tenements of which anyone is seised by freehold, saving at 
all times to the said court orders relating solely to the bodies 

and goods thus attainted. 868 

In effect, this rendered the court of chivalry impotent in cases where the 

defendant was not present or in some way in the custody of the crown, 

because the court was unable to distrain upon the convicted party's lands 

and tenements. As Percy and Bardolf had fled to Scotland in 1405, and 

were still in Wales when their trial in parliament began in June 1406, the 

court of chivalry was clearly not an ideal venue for their trial. 869 

Their trial took place during the aptly named `Long Parliament' of 

1406. The Record and Process consisted of fifteen articles which deal not 

only with Percy and Bardolf, but also with other northern rebels of 1405. 

867 "Whereupon the aforesaid lords, peers of the realm, having fully deliberated and 

discussed this and having seen and heard the tenor of the process submitted to the on 

behalf of the constable of England, held and given in the court of chivalry... " RP, iii, p. 

604. 
868 RP, iii, p. 473. 
869 G. D. Squibb, The High Court of Chivalry (Oxford, 1959), pp. 24-5. 
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Of these fifteen articles, six do not concern Percy and Bardolf's treasonous 

activities directly. 870 The remaining nine articles were: 

Article 6: Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland imprisoned 
or caused to be imprisoned Robert Waterton, who had been 
sent on the king's behalf as a messenger to Percy. Waterton 
was then held against his wish in the castles of Warkworth, 
Alnwick, Berwick and elsewhere, and was only released 
when his brother John Waterton was given as a hostage in 
his place. 
Percy was also conspiring, plotting and conniving with 
Scrope, Mowbray, Hastings and Fauconberge. 871 

Article 7: Percy sent Henry Boynton, William de Lasyngby 
and John de Burton as envoys both to Robert III of Scotland 
and to ambassadors of France concerning alliances to be 
made between Percy, the Scots and the French, `to bring 
about the ruin of our lord the king'. 872 

Articles 8-9: letters sent by Percy to ambassadors of France, 
Robert III, and the duke of Orleans. 873 

Article 10: Percy and accomplices seized Berwick-upon- 
Tweed then delivered the castle and town to the Scots; later 
they encouraged and supported the Scots in their robbing, 
pillaging and burning the town. 874 

870 Article 1 is an introductory article which describes the process by which the trial came 
to be held in parliament; articles 2-4 concern the rebellious activities of sir John 
Fauconberge, sir Ralph Hastings, sir John fitz Randolf, and sir John Colville de Dale; 
article 5 concerns Scrope, Mowbray, Plumpton and Persay; and article 14 returns to the 
question of whether Scrope and Mowbray were guilty of treason. RP, iii, pp. 604-7. 

871 RP, iii, p. 605. As discussed above Percy's actions were separate from those of Scrope, 
Mowbray and the other northern rebels in 1405. It was however far from inconceivable 
that Percy was at least in contact with the other rebels. This is the only time in the 
Record and Process at which Percy was explicitly linked to the other rebels. Their actions 
are otherwise treated as having been independent. 

872 RP, iii, p. 605. 
873 See below, pp. 323-325. 
874 RP, iii, p. 605. 
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Article 11: castles held against the king by `accomplices' of 
Percy875 

Article 12: Percy lingered in Scotland, advising and 
encouraging the Scots to do damage against the king. 
Percy now openly supporting and in association with the 
rebels in Wales. 876 

Article 13: determination by the lords that `these matters are 
treasons' and subsequent summons to appear before 
parliament. If Percy and Bardolf do not appear by 8 July 
then they are to be `convicted and attainted of the aforesaid 
treasons'. 877 

Article 15: Percy and Bardolf did not appear by the deadline, 
but as the proclamation had not been made far enough in 
advance of the deadline in some places, a further 
proclamation was ordered to be made in London, 
summoning them to appear before 3 December. 
As they again failed to appear, they are convicted of treason 
and if they are caught, they are to be hanged, drawn and 
beheaded at the will of the king. The king is also to have the 
forfeiture of all the castles, lordships, manors, lands, 
tenements, rents, services, fees, advowsons and any other 
possessions Percy and Bardolf had as of 6 May 1405, with 
the exception of lands enfoeffed to the use of others. 878 

Perhaps the most extraordinary aspect of Percy's trial was the sheer 

length of the process. In the Record and Process, reference made to a 

proclamation of 19 June 1406 called for Percy and Bardolf to appear 

before parliament by 8 July. This summons was to be repeated by all 

sheriffs throughout the realm. 879 However, a similar summons had been 

made as early as 18 July 1405, when the king summoned Percy and 

Bardolf to answer charges of treason. Although not an integral part of the 

875 RP, iii, p. 605. 
876 RP, iii, p. 606. 
877 RP, iii, p. 606. 
878 RP, iii, pp. 606-7. 
879 CCR, 1405-09, pp. 134-5; Foedera, viii, 442. 
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legal process undertaken first in the court of chivalry and later in 

parliament, this summons could be seen as the beginning of legal attempts 

to bring Percy and Bardolf to justice, a process that did not reach a 

conclusion until 4 December 1406. 

There were several possible reasons for the delay. Initially, the 

English might have hoped that the Scots would agree to exchange Percy 

and Bardolf for Douglas and Murdoch Stewart. However, already seen, the 

Scots were less than enthusiastic about such a proposition. This avenue 

having been cut off, proceedings then initiated under the jurisdiction of the 

court of chivalry. Unfortunately for Henry and his supporters, as also seen 

above, this was a less than ideal venue for this particular trial, as Percy 

and Bardolf were not in the king's hands, rendering the court powerless to 

impose any effective sanctions against them. Even after the proceedings 

against Percy and Bardolf had passed from the court of chivalry to 

parliament, a series of delays ensued. The initial deadline of 8 July 1406 

for their submission was quickly extended when it was claimed that the 

proclamation had not been properly issued in some counties, and a final 

judgment was not rendered in parliament until 4 December 1406.880 

The repeated delays hinted at a certain reluctance on the part of 

either the king, the lords or the commons to pass judgement on Percy. The 

attitude of the commons might have been quite sympathetic to Percy in 

spite of what now appears to have been conclusive evidence of his 

treasonous activities. If Walsingham was to be believed, the common 

people greatly mourned the death of Percy, remembering his `magnificence, 

glory and honour. 1881 Less than two years prior to his death, the 

parliamentary commons showed signs of similar sympathies. It was also 

possible that the lords themselves were reluctant to pass judgment on 

880 Article 15. RP, iii, p. 607. 
881 St Albans Chronicle, p. 28. 
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Percy and Bardolf. Their request for a delay in reaching a decision, as to 
whether Scrope and Mowbray had been guilty of treason, hinted at a 
certain reluctance on their part to pass judgment on their peers. 882 Finally, 
the king himself might have feared a return to the state of restlessness 
that plagued the north in 1403-4. He might simply have been hesitant to 

pass judgment on Percy and Bardolf while there was still a chance that 
they would submit. 883 

However hesitant the participants in Percy's trial might have been to 

pass judgment, when they did so their verdict was as uncompromising as 
it was predictable. Percy and Bardolf, it was pronounced 

... should be convicted of the same treasons as traitors to 
our said lord the king; and that if they are caught they shall 
be hanged, drawn and beheaded at the will of our said lord 
the king. 884 

In addition to a traitor's death, Percy and Bardolf were also condemned to 
forfeiture, of their 

... castles, lordships, manors, lands, tenements, rents, 
services, fees, advowsons, and any other possessions with 
which the said Henry Percy and Thomas Bardolf... had been 
or was enfeoffed or seised in fee-simple... on 6 May in the 
sixth year of the reign of our said lord the king. 885 

The judgment of forfeiture was simply legal confirmation of what had been 

a practical reality since June 1405. Shortly after Percy's flight to Scotland, 

the king had begun the process of parcelling out Percy's possessions and 

882 The added complication of Scrope's status as an archbishop was also undoubtedly a 
factor in their hesitance. 

883 Zein E1-Abedeen Mohammed El-Gazar, Politics and Legislation in England in the Early 
Fifteenth Century: the Parliament of 1406. Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, University of St 
Andrews, April, 2001, p. 185. 

884 RP, ii, p. 607. 
885 RP, ii, p. 607. Lands enfeoffed to the use of others were excluded from this forfeiture. 
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lands to various people, but the greatest beneficiaries were the king's son 
prince John and the earl of Westmorland. 886 

France, Flanders, and Fatal Return 

Percy's stay in Wales was short-lived. However damning his 

association with the rebels in Wales had been to English eyes, Percy's 

arrival represented no significant boost to the Welsh. One has suggested 
Percy and Bardolf were `more of a liability than an asset'887 to Glyn D*r. In 

fact, during his time in Wales, Percy's only achievement of note was being 

soundly defeated in battle by the lord of Powys, Edward Charlton. 888 

It was hardly surprisingly, therefore, that Percy and Bardolf were 

soon on their way to the continent. According to Hardyng, they first 

travelled to Brittany, then to Flanders before returning to Scotland from 

where he launched his last futile invasion. This ignores the time that Percy 

spent in Paris, attempting to secure the support of the French king and 

nobility against Henry IV. 889 

Monstrelet, who was clearly confused as to Percy's identity, 890 wrote 

Then came to Paris to the King and the lords of his blood, 
the English earl of Northumberland and the lord Percy [sic. ], 
who prayed and requested piteously to the King that they 
may have aid of men at arms to make war against king 
Henry of England. 891 

886 CPR, 1405-8, p. 40. The queen received Percy's London house. 
887 Davies, Revolt of Owain Glyn Dwr, p. 122, 
888 Davies, Revolt of Owain Glyn Diür, p. 123; Usk, p. 215. 
889 The early version of Hardyng's chronicle does mention Percy's time in Paris: BL 

Lansdowne 204, fol. 207b. 
890 A confusion which Waurin surprisingly repeated without correction: Waurin, 1399- 

1422, p. 102. 
891 Monstrelet, i, p. 131. 
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According to Monstrelet, Percy utterly failed in securing French support. 
However, if the Monk of St Denis is to be believed, Percy at least received 

moral, if not material, support from the French. Percy, the Monk wrote, 

... came under safe-conduct to France and, according to 
trustworthy report, that he might obtain help from the king 
and the princes of the fleur de lis against Henry of Lancaster 
who occupied the Kingdom of England through tyranny. 892 

Percy went on to compare Henry to Judas, saying that he had stirred up 

sedition and rebellion against his natural lord, Richard II, putting his 

sacrilegious hands on him, finally handing him over to an ignominious 

death. When it was brought to his attention that he himself had not 

escaped suspicion of complicity in Richard's death, Percy repeated his 

claim that Henry had sworn not to kill Richard. He then rehearsed the 

March claim to the throne, and ended his harangue by making an 

impassioned plea for the French king to help him avenge the death of his 

`son' Richard. 893 

After taking a number of days to consider Percy's proposal, the 

French king decided that it was right for him to avenge wrongs and to 

succour the unjustly disinherited. He presented Percy with a letter calling 

on `all inhabitants and subject of England, of whatsoever rank... who wish 

to follow the truth and demonstrate their fidelity... ' 894 to support Percy by 

rising against the usurper Henry. 

Having received this letter from the king, Percy took leave of his 

French hosts. Understandably the Monk of St Denis' account became quite 

inaccurate at this point, saying that Percy travelled immediately from 

France to Scotland, and then was accompanied by James Douglas in his 

invasion of England, who not only defeated an army of Londoners led by 

892 Saint-Denys, iii, p. 426. 
893 Saint-Denys, iii, p. 426. 
894 Saint-Denys, iii, pp. 428-430. 
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the king but also took prince John prisoner. In spite of these later 

inaccuracies, the Monk remains the only reliable source of information for 

Percy's time in Paris, as well as the only real `manifesto' for Percy's actions 

of 1407-8. As Percy himself did not formally issue a manifesto, his speech 

to the French king should be seen as an expression of what had ultimately 

become his cause: avenging the murder of Richard II895 and restoration of 

the crown to its rightful Mortimer heir. 

After leaving Paris, Percy and Bardolf made their way to Flanders 

where they met the exiled Adam Usk, who claims to have become close to 

Percy during their time together in Flanders, saying that: 

... 
because I was frequently in contact with them, King Henry 

was stirred to even greater fury with me when he heard 

about it. 896 

During their time together in Flanders, Usk witnessed a `terrible portent of 

disaster'897 for Percy and Bardolf. At the time, Percy stayed at the 

monastery of Eeckhout, while Bardolf lodged in a hostel in the town. 

As twilight fell on the eve of St Brice's day, a ball of fire 
bigger than a large barrel came flying through the air from 

the direction of England, which seemed to light up the 

world; everybody who saw it was dumb struck, terrified that 
it was going to destroy the town, but it crashed right into 

the belfry of St Mary's, where it split into two pieces which 
then flew off in different directions and landed at the doors 

of the aforesaid earl and lord -a terrible portent of disaster 
for them, as later became apparent. 898 

In spite of offers of `promotion to high office', 899 Usk was not tempted to 

return to England with Percy and Bardolf. When he received news of their 

deaths following the battle of Bramham Moor, Usk did not mourn the 

895 Conveniently ignoring, of course, that it had been Percy himself who had once urged 

Henry to rid himself of the problematic Richard. 
896 Usk, p. 215. 
897 Usk, p. 219. 
898 Usk, p. 219. 
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deaths of his new acquaintances; rather he simply gave thanks to God for 

having guided him to his decision to stay behind. 900 

Having failed to secure any meaningful support from France, or even 

to convince Adam Usk to accompany him on his return to England, Percy 

finally returned to Scotland with his faithful ally Bardolf. Usk reported 

that, having returned to Scotland, Percy was lured back into England 

through the use of counterfeit seals attached to documents which 

promised Percy the kingdom for himself should he return. 901 Taken 

independently, this claim might well be dismissed as pure invention. 

However, two other independent chroniclers lend credence to this story. 

The first was Andrew Wyntoun. According to his account, the duke 

of Albany had been opposed to Percy and Bardolf returning to England, 

believing that they had been tricked into believing that the North would 

rise to the Percy banner. 

Pe Duk of Albany neuirpeles 
Al contrare to par [passage] was, 
And gaf paim consail in Scotlands 
For to be a qwhile bidande; 
For he trowit it was a trayne 
To ger pa twa lordis be slayn902 

Wyntoun's countryman, Walter Bower, was much more specific in his 

account of the treachery that led to Percy's return. 

While this earl [Percy] was staying in Scotland, he wrote 
letters to his former dependants and friends in 
Northumberland in the hope of a fight to the finish against 
King [Henry] with their help so as to recover his 

possessions. He trusted more than the others one of his 
knights called Richard [sic. ] Rokeby, who wrote back to him 

899 Usk, p. 215. 
900 Usk, p. 217. 
901 Usk, p. 215. 
902 Wyntoun, vi, p. 410. 
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in Scotland advising him to gather some Scots and enter 
Northumberland openly; within a few days Englishmen 
would flock to him so that King Henry would be 
miraculously paralysed with fear, and then 
[Northumberland] would win from him either the kingdom 
or at all events an agreeable treaty. Trusting to Rokeby's 
advice therefore and against the wishes and advice of the 
governor [Albany], Percy in seeking to acquire the kingdom 
or England hastened to his death there. 903 

This was in many ways an attractive explanation for Percy's frankly bizarre 

decision to return to England in February 1408.904 In particular, the fact 

that this explanation was offered by no less than three independent 

chroniclers certainly lent it credence. 

Having been assured that the north would rise in support of him, 

Percy moved south through the borders, crossing into England at Carter 

Bar before passing south through Redeswire and Tynedale, before turning 

south through Durham on the way towards Darlington where they spent 

St Valentine's day. 905 The following day they reached Northallerton and 

when, on 16 February, they reached Thirsk, they made a proclamation to 

the effect that 

they had come for the consolation of the people of England 
and to relieve the unjust oppression which had overwhelmed 
them for such a long time. 906 

Percy then called for all those who loved liberty to take up arms and join 

him in his struggle. Although Percy's hopes must have been temporarily 

raised when several people joined his forces, they were quickly dashed 

when he found the sheriff of Yorkshire's forces blocking his path near 

Knaresburgh. Having expected Rokeby to offer support, this must have 

903 Scotichronicon, viii, p. 67. 
904 The section containing Walsingham's account of Percy's final invasion of England is 

entitled The Madness of the earl of Northumberland" (Vesania Comitis Northumbrie) St 

Albans Chronicle, p. 27. 
905 St Albans Chronicle, p. 27. 
906 St Albans Chronicle, p. 27. 
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been a bitter blow for Percy. Moving on first to Tadcaster, Percy finally 

arrived at Bramham Moor, where on Monday 19 February at two o'clock in 
the afternoon, his forces engaged those of sheriff Rokeby. 

The small battle of Bramham Moor was a pathetic end for the once 
mighty Mathathias of the North. His force was utterly routed by the small 
force led by Rokeby. Percy, then aged 67years, at least had the honour to 
fall fighting, avoiding the terrible fate that awaited him had he survived. 
Bardolf, who had been wounded in the fighting, died later that night. 

Following the battle, Percy's head was struck off and carried to 
London where it decorated London Bridge for some four and a half 

months. On 10 March, letters were sent by the king to the mayors, sheriffs 

and bailiffs of Berwick-upon-Tweed, Newcastle upon Tyne, York and 
Lincoln ordering them to 

... receive one quarter of the body of Henry Percy, late earl of 
Northumberland, a traitor to us, which quarter shall be 
delivered to you on our behalf, and that you cause the same 
to be placed in the place of the city aforesaid [the site in 
each case being specified] in the manner which in like case 
heretofore hath been accustomed to be done907 

It was not until 2 July that further writs issued, ordering Percy's remains 

to be released for burial. 

The `Percy Rebellions' of 1403-1408 should not be seen as 

monolithic expressions of the family's avarice, greed and recklessness. 

They were separate episodes that came about under different 

circumstances. In 1403, Hotspur acted on his own, probably without the 

foreknowledge of, and certainly without the active support of, his father. In 

907 Fonblanque, appendix xxxia. Wylie was mistaken in his claim that Percy's body had 
been `parboiled in a pickle of cloves, cumin and anise, then tied in sacks, sealed, and 
distributed. ' It was in fact the body of his son Hotspur which had received this 
treatment. As Hotspur had been buried for some time prior to his exhumation and 
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the spring of 1405, Percy was not yet actively rebelling, although he was in 

the process of preparing to move against the king - likely with the promise 

of support spelled out in the Tripartite Indenture buoying his hopes. As a 

result of the equivocal relationships between Percy and political classes of 
the north of England, this was a plan doomed to failure. Men such as 
Mitford and Heron, whose support in such a venture would have been 

instrumental, simply had too much to lose by turning against their king. 

Percy's final campaign in 1408, ostensibly carried out in the name of 

restoration of justice and rightful rule, was a pitiful last roll of the dice. He 

was easily duped into believing that his tiny force could once again `cause 

the sparks of sedition... to be fanned into a blaze'. 908 His willingness to 

believe this lie was itself the greatest indicator of the depths of frustration 

and despair to which Percy had descended. It is difficult to fault 

Walsingham's assessment of Percy's state of mind as anything other than 

9 madness'. 909 

quartering, it was understandable that his remains would have required a more 
thorough treatment than those of Percy: Eulogium, iii, p. lxv; Wylie, iii, p. 156. 

908 Westminster, p. 21. 
909 See above, p. 293; St. Albans Chronicle, p. 27. 
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Epilogue 

Following Percy's death in 1408, the prospects of his family were 
very uncertain. His grandson, the future second earl of 
Northumberland, 910 remained for many years in his Scottish limbo. The 

possibility of his being restored to the family's estates and allowed to 

assume his rightful position in English society was not seriously 

entertained until 1414. Three things occurred to make this possible. First 

was the death of Henry IV on 20 March 1413. In the wake of Shrewsbury, 

Percy, who had not been involved in the rebellion, was pardoned only to 

turn against his king. Henry was not about to make the same mistake with 
Percy's grandson. Second was the young Percy heir's coming of age on 3 

February 1414, and third was his marriage to Eleanor Neville, widow of 
Richard Despenser. Eleanor was the daughter of Ralph, earl of 
Westmorland and Joan Beaufort, the young king's aunt, and it was she 

who appears to have facilitated Henry Percy's return to England in 

February 1416. 

With the second earl's return to England and elevation to his 

earldom, the struggle to regain his family's position had only begun. 

Although he had been given the right to pursue the recovery of his father 

and grandfather's entailed estates, turning this right into practical 

recovery was another matter entirely. The estates of Percy and Hotspur 

had been parceled out amongst several magnates, the largest portion 

having been granted to the king's brother John, duke of Bedford. There 

was little that the new earl could do to loosen the duke's grip. As late as 

910 Percti's grandson Henry is commonly referred to as the second earl of Northumberland 
although the earldom to which he was raised in 1414 was a new creation, Percy's 
earldom having been dissolved upon his attainder. 
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1439, some four years after the duke's death, Northumberland found it 

necessary to seek an act of parliament to enforce the return of these lands. 

Northumberland was nothing if not determined, and by the time of his 

death in 1455, he had managed to recover nearly all of Percy and 

Hotspur's properties. 

Because of Percy's rebellion, he failed in one of the most 

fundamental responsibilities of the head of a late mediaeval family, leaving 

virtually no legacy for his heir. Percy's grandson was left without a title, 

without a home and without lands. It was only through the second earl's 

dogged pursuit of the recovery of his family's lands that the Percies were 

able to recover their position in English society. 
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Conclusions 

Percy was a much more complex man than has previously been 

suggested. On the border, he was a highly effective figure who won the 

respect of friend and foe alike. His command of border law and procedure 
far outstripped that of any of his contemporaries, including his son 

Hotspur and the earl of Westmorland. When Percy was absent from border 

office for any length of time, upon his return he was frequently faced with 

a tremendous backlog of outstanding petitions and complaints that his 

colleagues had been unable - or unwilling - to deal with. Not only was he 

able to effectively deal with the procedural niceties of march days, he also 

exerted his authority in a genuine effort to enforce border law. In this he 

was highly effective, as demonstrated by the calls from both sides of the 

border for his return to march office in the late 1390's. This is something 

of a new paradigm for effective border leadership in late mediaeval 

England. The image of a fierce, violent marcher lord terrifying his foes into 

submission and perpetuating chaos is replaced by the image of a 

conscientious administrator who consistently attempted to achieve some 

degree of stability on the border. 

Percy was also highly regarded as a mediator. From the early 

account in the Alnwick Chronicle of Percy's eloquence to his ongoing efforts 

to smooth relations between Richard II and the Appellants to his capture of 

Richard II at Conway castle, the image of Percy as mediator was a theme 

that ran throughout his career. 

Other commonly accepted themes that have been called into 

question are the Percy family's rivalry with the Nevilles, and the efforts on 

the part of various people, including Gaunt, Richard II and Henry IV, to 
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elevate the Nevilles to a position of greater power in the north at the 

expense of the Percies. It is quite clear that these two families did 

eventually come into open conflict, but prior to 1405, it is by no means 

certain that their rivalry had escalated to anything approaching that point. 
Throughout the fourteenth century the Percies and Nevilles worked 

together, inter-married and co-operated to a far greater extent than has 

perhaps been previously recognized. There exists as well the possibility 

that one of the most famous examples of their rivalry bursting into violent 

action - Percy's alleged attempt to ambush Westmorland in 1405 - was at 

best a careless repeating of rumour, and at worst an outright fabrication 

by Walsingham. The two families were of course made up of individuals 

who brought with them their own personalities, likes and dislikes, and so 

it is not prudent to make sweeping statements about the relationships 

between all members of the two families. That having been said, Percy, 

Hotspur, John Neville and Ralph Neville were able to work effectively 

together throughout the last decades of the fourteenth century. In addition 

to this, it is by no means clear that Percy was as unsuccessful as has been 

suggested in his attempts to recruit retainers in the far north of England. 

He called upon his associates from Yorkshire -a county with which he 

maintained close personal and official ties - to serve under him on the 

border, but also worked both well and frequently alongside men such as 

Mitford and Heron. That the Northumbrian gentry did not rally en masse 

to his standard at times of crisis or rebellion was not solely a reflection of 

their relationship with Percy. It was also a symptom of their intertwined 

relationships with other northern magnates and the crown. 

Many of the misconceptions regarding Percy, his personality and his 

actions, can be attributed to an historiographical tradition that began with 

Walsingham and was transmitted in part via Shakespeare to modern 
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historians such as de Fonblanque and Brenan. That these perceptions of 

Percy are still current in 21St century historiography is testament not only 

to the willingness of modern authors to at times blindly accept the claims 

of Brenan and de Fonblanque, but also to the dominance of Walsingham's 

works. Many of the errors that persist do so because they come straight 

from the pages of the St Albans chronicler. It is only after one moves 

beyond his works and gives due consideration to other chronicles that it is 

possible to arrive at a rounded portrait of Percy. 
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Appendices 

i. Genealogies 

1. The Percy family. 

Henry, Ist Lord Percy 
of Alnwick 

b. 1272., d 1315 

I 

Eleanor Fitzalan 
dau. of John, earl of Arundel 

d. 1328 

I lenry, 2nd Lord Percy of Idonia, dau. of Robert, Lord 
Alnwick 

b. 1299; d. 1352 
Clifford of Appleby 

(I st) Mary, dau. of Henry, 3rd Lord Percy of (2nd) Joan, dau. of 
Henry, earl of Alnwick John de Orby of 

Lancaster 
F 

b. 1320; d. 1368 T Lincoln 

Marv 

i 
(1st) Margaret, dau. Henry, 4th Lord Percy of (2nd) Maud Lucy 
of Ralph Neville of- Alnwick, Created ist earl of = Sister and heir of 

Raby. Northumberland, 1377 Anthony Lucy. 
d. 1372. T b. 1341; d. 1408 d. 1398 

Elizabeth, dau. of 
Edward Mortimer, 
4th earl of March. 

Sir William Percy 
d 1355 

^-- Richard 

-- Thomas, B. of Norwich 

William 

Margaret 

Maud 

Eleanor 

Isabel 

Sir Thomas, created 
1st earl of Worcester, 

1398. b. 1345; d. 
1403 

Isabel 

Sir Henry Sir Thomas Sir Ralph Alan Margaret 
"Hotspur" d. 1386 d. 1399 

b. 1366; d. 1403 

Eleanor, dau. of Ralph Henry, 2nd earl of Elizabeth 
Neville, 1st earl of = Northumberland m. (1) John, lord Clifford 

Westmoreland. d. 1463. h. 1394, d. 1455 (2) Ralph Neville, 2nd earl of Westmoreland 

This table is based on genealogies provided by J. M. W. Bean, The Estates of the 
Percy Family (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1958), p. 4; and Gerald Brenan, 
A History of the House of Percy (London: Freemantle & Co., 1902), pp. 6,168. 
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2. The Percy and Neville Families (simplified) 

Ralph Neville 

d. 1367 

Alice, 

Dau. Lord Lumley 

Henry Percy 

2nd Percy lord of 
Alnwick 

(1) 

Elizabeth 

Latimer 

(2) 

John Neville 

d. 1388 

Maud Lucy 

Sister and heir of 

Anthony Lucy 

Mary 

Dau. Earl of 
Lancaster 

Henry Percy 

Earl of 
Northumberland 
b. 1341, d. 1408 

Henry Percy 

3rd Percy lord of 

Alnwick 

Margaret Neville 

Widow of William 

lord Ros of Hamelak 

Henry Percy 

"Hotspur" 

b. 1364, d. 1403 

Ralph Neville 

Earl of 

Westmorland 

b. 1364. d. 1425 

--I 

Idonia 

Dau. Lord Clifford 

1 
-1 

Maud 

Percy 

Eleanor 
Neville 

Sir Ralph de 
Lumley 
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ii. Percy's Apology to Gaunt, 9 November 1381 

Mon tres honure seignur liege, quant a ce que en vostre honurable 

et haute presence a Berkhamstede, sanz congie et licence de vous, 

monseignur liege, par ma ignorance je vous desplesa, respoignant 

monseignur d'Espaigne que si est autrement que je ne deveroy de reson 
faire et enmettant mon gage devers mi, je me sumet en vostre grace et 

ordenance et vous prie de pardon de ma desplesance. 

Et monseignur d'Espaigne, quant a ce que en presence mon tres 

redoute seignur le roy a Berkhamsteade je vous respondue par ma 
ignorance autrement que je ne deveroy faire a vous, monseignur, qui estez 
filz a mon tres redoute seignur liege le roy, qi Dieux assoille, et uncle a 

mon tres redoute seignur le roy liege, qi si est, et si haut persone et de si 

tresnoble et regaltee sang come vous estez, monseignur. Et auxint a vous, 

monseignur, qi estez le plus grant seignur et plus haute persone del 

roialme apres mon seignur liege le roy, qi si est, et je de vostre sang et 

alliance, mettant mon gage devers vous en presence mon seignur liege le 

roy, qui si est, je vous prie de vostre pardon et de vostre honurable 

seignurie. 

Mon seignur liege, quant a desobiessance envers vous, Dieux sciet 

que unques nestoit ma voluntee ne entente a desobeir aucunement a 

vostre roiale majestee. Et si aucunce y estoit par ignorance, je me en 

souzmett a vostre gracieuse ordenance. 

Monsiegnur d'Espaigne, si aucune desobeissance estoit fait a vous 

par ignorance ou autrement, ce nestoit mye ma entencion, en suppliant 

que vous me veullez pardoner vostre maltalent. 

Et quant a lautre matire touchante disnaturesse a moy surmyse, je 

ne fu mye si sages ne avisez de faire toutdys le meilliour et en ce que je 

nay faite si naturalement ne si pleinement mon devoir devers vostre 

seignurie, come je purroy avoir fait on come je fuz tenuz, il men poise 
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fortement et vous supplie de vostre bon seignurie, la quele je desire de tout 

mon cuer. 911 

iii. List of Wardens of the Marches towards Scotland, 1377-1403.912 

Date East March (unless otherwise noted) West March 

16 July, 1377 Thomas, bishop of Durham Thomas, bishop of Carlisle 

Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland Roger, lord Clifford 

John, lord Neville Ralph, baron Greystoke 

Thomas Percy William Stapleton 

John Waltham 

Sheriff of Northumberland 

12 Dec. 1377 Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland As in the east 

John, lord Neville 

Roger, lord Clifford 

Ralph, baron Greystoke 

4 June, 1379 Roger, lord Clifford 

Ralph, baron Greystoke 

Hugh, lord Dacre 

4 Nov. 1379 Thomas, bishop of Carlisle 

Ralph, baron Greystoke 

Hugh, lord Dacre 

7 Dec. 1379 William Aton Gilbert Curwen 

Thomas Ilderton Thomas Whitrigg 

John Heron Peter Tilliol 

Alan Heton William Stapleton 

John Strother Amand Monceux 

John Fenwick John Denton 

John Thirlwall 

10 March 1380 Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland Roger, lord Clifford 

Ralph, baron Greystoke Matthew Redman 

29 May 1380 Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland 

Ralph, baron Greystoke 

Peter, lord Mauley 

7 Dec. 1380 Roger, lord Clifford 

911 J. G. R. 1379-1383, no. 1243. 
912 Based on Storey, "Wardens of the Marches, " pp. 609-613. 
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Richard, lord Scrope 

Hugh, lord Dacre 

25 Feb. 1381 Richard, lord Scrope 
16 Dec. 1381 Middle March: 

Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland 

Rest of East March: 

John, lord Neville 

14 March 1382 John, bishop of Durham Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland 

Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland John, lord Neville 
John, lord Neville Roger, lord Clifford 

Hugh, lord Dacre 

16 June 1382 East March: 

John, bishop of Durham 

John, lord Neville 

Ralph, baron Greystoke 

Middle March and Environs of Alnwick and 

Warkworth: 

Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland 

5 July 1382 John, lord Neville 

Roger, lord Clifford 

Hugh, lord Dacre 

22 March 1383 John, bishop of Durham John, lord Neville 

John, lord Neville Roger, lord Clifford 

7 May 1383 John of Gaunt As in the East 

John, bishop of Durham 

Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland 

John, lord Neville 

Roger, lord Clifford 

Richard, lord Scrope 

John Sheppey, dean of Lincoln 

John Waltham, subdean of York 

23 July 1383 Environs of Alnwick and Warkworth: 

Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland 

3 Aug. 1383 John, lord Neville 

Thomas Percy 

Thomas, prior of Drax 

12 Dec. 1383 Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland As in the east 

John, lord Neville 

12 Jan. 1384 Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland 

John, lord Neville 

Thomas Percy 
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1 Feb. 1384 Roger, lord Clifford 

Richard, lord Scrope 

Walter, lord FitzWalter 

30 July 1384 John, bishop of Durham 

Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland 

John, lord Neville 

Roger, lord Clifford 

Hotspur 

As in the East 

1 Aug. 1384 Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland As in the East 

2 Feb. 1385 John, lord Neville 

15 Feb. 1385 John. Lord Neville 

Roger, lord Clifford 

20 May 1385 Hotspur 

27 March 1386 Roger, lord Clifford 

Ralph, baron Greystoke 

Ralph Neville 

Thomas Clifford 

1 April 1386 John, lord Neville 

19 June 1388 Hotspur 

1 July 1388 John, lord Beaumont 

9 Oct. 1388 John Stanley 

1 June 1389 Thomas Mowbray, earl Marshal 

15 June 1389 John, lord Roos 

Ralph, lord Neville 

15 June 1390 Hotspur 

1 June 1391 Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland 

16 June 1395 John, lord Beaumont 

2 June 1396 Hotspur 

15 Sept 1396 John Holland, earl of Huntingdon 

10 Feb. 1398 Edward Duke of Albermarle 

2 Aug. 1399 Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland 

29 July 1403 Ralph Neville, earl of Westmorland 

6 Aug. 1403 John, duke of Bedford Ralph Neville, earl of Westmorland 
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iv. Expedition of 1369913 
Captains of First Army Bannerets Knights Esquires Archers 
John, Duke of Lancaster 6 130 364 1,000 and 

300 Welsh 

Men-at- 
arms 

Humphrey, earl of Hereford 299 600 
Henry, Lord Scrope, Banneret 5 26 72 

Sir Thomas Beauchamp 2 3 

Captains of second 
army 
Edmund, Earl of March 59 160 

Thomas, earl of Oxford 39 80 

William, earl of Salisbury 79 100 

Thomas I, earl of Warwick 99 100 

Bannerets 
Guy, lord Brian 29 30 

Roger, lord Clifford 29 40 

Walter, lord Fitzwalter 19 30 

John, lord Mohun 2 17 40 

Henry Percy 12 47 100 

William, lord Zouche of 

Harrington 

34 40 

Sir John Kiriel (injured, sent 

men in his place) 

1 6 10 

William, lord Latimer 79 100 

Reginald, lord Grey of Ruthyn 29 60 and 100 

Welsh 

Knights 
Sir Richard and Sir John 

Arundel 

48 50 

Sir William Botreaux 9 12 

Sir Lawrence Bromley 5 12 

913 From Sherborne, "Indentured Retinues" p. 722. Numbers in roman type derived from 

accounts, numbers in italics contractual figure. If an account survives and the 

contractual figure is known, the latter is italicised in brackets 
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Sir Hugh Burnell 2 6 

Sir William Burton 5 6 

Sir John Foxley 3 9 
Sir William Moleyns 1 7 18 

Sir Thomas Morieux 2 

Sir Thomas Morwell 5 7 

Sir Lawrence de St. Martin 2 11 

Sir Edward Serne 2 

Esquires 
John Alkbarrow 2 

Thomas Faringdon 2 

William Guildford 5 

Walter Lee 1 4 

Richard Lenche 40 

John Uvedale 3 

John Warbelton 2 
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v. Expedition of 1373914 
Captains Bannerets Knights Esquires Archers 
John, Duke of Lancaster 6 [8] 119 [550] 654 [6211 800 1800] 
Earls 
Hugh, earl of Stafford 8 [81 111 [1111 120 [120J 
William, earl of Suffolk 1 [1] 19 [23] 79 [75] 100 [100] 
Thomas II, earl of Warwick 27 [59] 172 [140] 200 [200] 
Bannerets Men-at- 

arms 
Ralph, lord Basset of Drayton 5 [9] 92 [90] 100 [100] 
Sir William Bardolf 4 [41 35 [35] 40 [40] 
Sir Hugh Calvely 2 [31 98 [96] 100 [100] 

Edward, lord Despenser 34 [59J 265 [240] 300 [300] 

Sir Walter Hewitt 10 50 60 

Henry Percy915 24 [59] 175 [140] 300 [300] 

Sir Robert Willoughby 4 [4] 25 [25] 30 [30] 

Knights 
Sir Gilbert Giffard 29 30 

Sir Richard Green 1 [2] 60 [60] 63 [63] 

Clerk 
John Humbleton 10 10 

Foreign Captains 
John, duke of Brittany 599 400 

John, sire de Gommegnies, 

banneret 

5 54 60 

Knights 
Sir Juan Fernandez Andiero 49 50 

Sir Pedro Comandour -- -- 
Sir John d'Angle 4 

Sir Foucard d'Archeyt 4 5 

Sir Fernando Gutierrez -- -- 
Sir William de Montendre 24 25 

Sir Hold van Nydolf 16 

Sir Gardrad Raymond 1 11 6 

914 From Sherborne, "Indentured Retinues", p. 728. Numbers in roman type derived from 

accounts, numbers in italics contractual figure. If and account survives and the 
contractual figure is known, the latter is in brackets 

915 E. 364/9 m. 60d 
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Sir Thierry Robessart 49 50 

Sir Bernard Seymper 25 12 
Sir Peter van Louphams 12 

Esquires 
Gaillard Begner 29 30 

Pierre de Noailles 3 3 

vi. Commissions, 1368-1405 

Commissions, 1368-1405 

11 

9 

9 of Commissions, by County 7 

5 

3 

15 

13 

1111 3 EI'EI ii u a1oG I 
A III 

CA ONV (D C9 ONVONON ýf (0 00 0N 
(D rrrm ao cD OO GD CU CA W 01 WoO 
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ý 
Year 

  Westmoreland 

Q Cumberland 

  Yorkshire 

  Northumberland 

CD 
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vii. Hotspur's Manifesto, 1403.916 

(English) For as much as many men marvel greatly why the earl of 
Northumberland and sir Henry Percy his first born son, and sir Thomas 
Percy, earl of Worcester, were supporters of king Henry the fourth, to have 
his heritage and to take king Richard and depose him by force, truly I, the 
maker of this book, was brought up from twelve years of age in sir Henry 
Percy's house to the battle of Shrewsbury, where I was with him armed, of 
25 years of age, as I had previously been at Homildon, Cocklaws, and at a 
number of roads and fields with him and knew his intent and had it 
written. Wherefore I have titled in this book that for truth the cause why 
they rose against him may ever more be known. Their quarrel was so 
sweet, devout and by the good advice and counsel of master Richard 
Scrope archbishop of York, for whom God almighty hath shown many 
miracles since that time, and by the counsel of a number of other holy 

men, and also by the counsel of a number of other lords that deceived him, 

and were bound to him by their letters and seals which I saw and had in 
keeping while I was with him, and all their quarrel they sent to king Henry 
in the field, written under the seal of their three arms, by Thomas Knayton 

and Roger Salvayn, squires of sir Henry Percy; which quarrel now follows. 

(Latin) We, Henry Percy earl of Northumberland, constable of England and 
warden of the West March of England towards Scotland, Henry Percy our 
first-born son, warden of the East March of England towards Scotland, 

and Thomas Percy earl of Worcester, spokesmen and defenders of the 

public weal, declare, state, and will prose with our own hands before our 
lord Jesus Christ our supreme judge on this present day, against you, 
Henry duke of Lancaster, who wrongfully and without any legal title except 
that which is born of your own iniquity and the violence of your followers 

presume to call yourself king of England, and your accomplices and 

supporters, that when, following your exile, you returned to England, you 

swore an oath to us at Doncaster upon the holy gospels, which you 
personally held and kissed, concerning the kingdom and the status of 
king, excepting only your own inheritance and that of your wife in 

England; and that our lord King Richard would remain king for the term of 
his life, under the direction, and by the good advice, of the lords spiritual 

916 This prose section was inserted into the second version of Hardyng's chronicle. It was 
inserted in the midst of Hardyng's depiction of the deposition of Richard II and 

coronation of Henry IV. Hardyng, pp. 351-354. Parts of this translation are from Given- 

Wilson, Chronicles of the Revolution, pp. 194-197. 
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and temporal. But then you imprisoned your lord, and our king, in the 
Tower of London until, under threat of death, lie resigned the kingdoms of 
England and France and renounced all his right to the said kingdoms and 
to all his other lands and lordships beyond the sea. By authority of this 
resignation and renunciation you then, on the advice of your followers, 
and supported by the clamour of a crowd of common people whom you 
and your accomplices had gathered together at Westminster, had 

yourself crowned king of the aforesaid kingdoms, and ordered all the 
royal castles and lordships to be seized. All of which was contrary to 
your oath, whereby you are perjured and false. 

Item: we declare, state, and shall prove that whereas you swore to us 
upon the same gospels, at the same time and place, that while you 
lived you would not permit any tenths to be levied from the clergy, or 
fifteenths from the people, or any other tallages from the kingdom of 
England for the use of the kingdom unless it were with the agreement 
of the three estates of the realm in parliament, and only then in cases 
of great necessity, in order to resist enemies of some sort, and for no 
other reason; nevertheless, contrary to that oath of yours, you ordered 
the levy of numerous tenths and fifteenths, as well as other 
impositions and tallages, from the clergy, from the community of 
England, and from the merchants, under threat from your royal 
majesty; whereby you are perjured and false. 

Item: we declare, state, and shall prove that whereas you swore upon 
the same gospels, at the same time and place, that our lord and yours, 
King Richard, would, while he lived and ruled, enjoy his royal 
prerogatives, you traitorously, without either his consent or the 

authority of the lords of the realm, subjected him for fifteen days and 
nights to starvation, filth and cold in your castle of Pontefract, and 
thus murdered him; which is a terrible thing to hear of among 
Christians, and whereby you are perjured and false. 

Item: we declare, state, and shall prove that at the time when our lord 

and yours, King Richard, was so foully put to death as described 

above, you, contrary to your oath, unjustly seized and usurped by force 

the kingdom of England and the name and honour of king of France 

from Edmund Mortimer earl of March, who was then the closest, most 
immediate, and direct heir by succession to England and France, 

following the death of the said Richard; whereby you are perjured and 
false. 
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(English) Many men have been misled, and are still greatly confused, 
upon the following point: they claim that Edmund, earl of Lancaster, 
Leicester and Derby, was the elder son of King Henry III, but, being 
hunchbacked, was unable to become king, as a result of which his 
younger brother Edward became king with his consent; this is alleged 
by some to be supported by an untrue chronicle which was fabricated 
during the time of King Richard II by John of Gaunt duke of Lancaster, 
whereby he hoped to make his son Henry king, when he saw that he 
might not be chosen as King Richard's heir apparent. 

Yet I, John Hardyng, the author of this book, heard the earl of 
Northumberland, who was killed at Bramham Moor in the time of King 
Henry IV, say that this same King Henry, on the feast of St Matthew 
before he became king (21 September 1399), advanced the claims of this 
same chronicle, thereby asserting his title to the crown by descent from 
the said Edmund. Whereupon all the chronicles of Westminster and of 
all the other well-known monasteries were brought in to the council at 
Westminster and examined by the lords, and it was proven by reference 
to all these chronicles that the said King Edward was the elder brother, 
and Edmund the younger brother; nor was he hunchbacked or in any 
other way crippled, but the comeliest person in England apart from his 
brother Edward. Whereupon that chronicle which King Henry had 

produced was rejected and discounted. 

I also heard the earl say that the said King Henry had made King 
Richard resign his right to him in the Tower of London under threat of 
imprisonment and in fear of his life, and had made him draw up a 
renunciation of his right. These instruments were shown to the 

council, and to the parliament which met at Westminster on the day 

after the following feast of Michaelmas, where, on account of his power 
and ambition, and with the support of certain of the lords and 
commons, he was crowned, contrary to the oath which he had made to 
the earl of Northumberland and other lords in the Whitefriars at 
Doncaster, and against the will and the advice of the said earl, his son, 
and Sir Thomas Percy earl of Worcester; for which they were later to 
die, as I well know, having been, armed, in the field at Shrewsbury 

with sir Henry Percy, at the age of 25, having been brought up in his 
house since the age of 12. 
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I also heard the said earl of Northumberland say on a number of 
occasions that he heard Duke John of Lancaster petition, in the 
presence of both the lords in councils and parliaments, and of the 
knights elected to be members of the common house, that he should be 

acknowledged as heir apparent to King Richard, since the king was 
unlikely to have any issue of his body. To which the lords spiritual and 
temporal and the commons in the common house replied, after taking 

spiritual advice, that the earl of March, Roger Mortimer, was his next 
heir to the crown by full descent of blood, and that they would have no 
other; whereupon they asked the question, Who is it who dares to 

suggest that the king will have no issue? ', for he is young and able to 
have children. Being thus disappointed, the duke of Lancaster with his 

council therefore fabricated and forged the aforesaid chronicle saying 
that Edmund was the elder brother, in order to supply his son Henry 

with a title to the crown; and he tried to persuade the aforesaid earl of 
Northumberland and his brother Sir Thomas Percy to go along with it, 

since they were descended, through a sister, from the same Edmund; 
but they refused to do so. 

I heard the earl say on a number of occasions to various people that 

this fabricated chronicle was circulated by the duke to several abbeys 

and friaries, to be kept by them to support his son's claim to inherit 

the crown, which claim he first put forward after he had brought King 

Richard to the Tower; but Earl Percy rejected that claim. 
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viii. Geoffrey Chaucer, The Former Age 

A Blisful lyf, a paisable and a swete 
Ledden the peples in the former age; 
They helde hem payed of fruites, that they ete, 
Which that the feldes yave hem by usage; 
They ne were nat forpampered with outrage; 
Unknown was the quern and eke the melle; 
They etem mast, hawes, and swich poundage, 
And dronken water of the colde welle 
Yit nas the ground nat wounded with the plough, 
But corn up-sprong, unsowe of mannes hond 
The which they gniden, and eete nat half y-nough 
No man yit knew the forwes of his lond; 
No man the fyr out of the flint yit fond; 
Un-korven and un-grobbed lay the vyne; 
No man yit in the morter spyces grond 
To clarre, ne to sause of galantyne. 

No mader, weide, or wood no litestere 
Ne knew; the flees was of his former hewe; 
No flesh ne wiste offence of egge or spere; 
No coyn ne knew man which was fats or trewe; 
No ship yt karfe the waves grene and blewe; 
No marchaunt yit ne fette outlandish ware; 
No trompes for the werres folk ne knewe, 
No toures heye, and walles rounde or square. 

What sholde it han avayled to werreye? 
Ther lay no profit, ther was no richesse, 
But cursed was the tyme, I dare wel seye, 
That men dide hir swety bysinesse 
To grobbe up metal, lurkinge in darknesse, 
And in the rivers first gemmes soghte. 
Allas! Than sprong up all the cursednesse 
Of covetyse, that first our sorwe broghte! 

Thise tyraunts putte hem gladly nat in pres, 
Ne wildnesse, ne no busshes for to winne, 
Ther poverte is, as seith Diogenes, 
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Ther as vitaile is eke so skars and thinne 
That noght but mast or apples is therinne. 
But, ther as bagges been and fat vitaile, 
Ther wol they gon, and spare no sinne 
With al hir ost the cite for t'assaile. 
Yit were no paleis-chaumberes, ne non halles, 
In caves and [in] wodes softe and swete 
Slepten this blessed folk with-oute walles, 
On gras or leaves in parfit quiete. 
No doun of fetheres, ne no bleched shete 
Was kid to hem, but in ssurtee they slepte; 
Hir hertes were al oon, with-oute galles, 
Everich of hem his feith to other kepte. 

Unforged was the hauberk and the plate, 
The lambish peple, voyd of alle vyce, 
Hadden no fantasye to debate, 
But ech of hem wolde other wel cheryce; 
No pryde, non envye, non avaryce, 
No lord, no taylage by no tyrannye; 
Humblesse and pees, good feith, the emperice, 
[Fulfilled erthe of olde curtesye. ] 

Yit was not Jupiter the likerous, 
That first was fader of delicacye 
Come in this world; ne Nembrot, desirous 
To raynen, had nat maad his toures hye. 
Alias, alias! Now may men wepe and crye! 
For in our dayes nis but covetyse 
[And] doublenesse, and tresoun and envye, 
poysoun, manslauhtre, and mordre in sondry wyse. 

Walter W. Skeat, The Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer (Oxford), pp. 118-119. 
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ix. John Gower, Confessio Amantis 
Book 3,3.2251 - 3.2283 

The hihe god of his justice 
That ilke foule horrible vice 
Of homicide he hath forbede, 
Be Moiµses as it was bede. 
Whan goddes Sone also was bore, 
He sende hise anglis doun therfore, 
Whom the Schepherdes herden singe, 
Pes to the men of welwillinge 
In erthe be among ous here. 
So forto speke in this matiere 
After the lawe of charite, 
Ther schal no dedly werre be: 
And ek nature it hath defended 
And in hir lawe pes comended, 
Which is the chief of mannes welthe, 
Of mannes lif, of mannes helthe. 
Bot dedly werre hath his covine 
Of pestilence and of famine, 
Of poverte and of alle wo, 
Wherof this world we blamen so, 
Which now the werre hath under fote, 
Til god himself therof do bote. 
For alle thing which god hath wroght 
In Erthe, werre it bringth to noght: 
The cherche is brent, the priest is slain, 
The wif, the maide is ek forlain, 
The lawe is lore and god unserved: 
I not what mede he hath deserved 
That suche werres ledeth inne. 
If that he do it forto winne, 
Ferst to acompte his grete cost 
Forth with the folk that he hath lost, 
As to the wordes rekeninge 

This excerpt from an electronic edition of G. C. Macaulay (ed. ) The 
Complete Works of John Gower (Oxford, 1899-1902): 
httP: //sunsite. berkeley. edu/OMACL/Confess/2ter. html 
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x. Percy's Possessions 

One of the immediate consequences of Percy's involvement with 

rebellion in 1405 was the forfeiture of his lands, castles, and goods. As 

early as 12 June of that year, his possessions and offices pertaining to 

them began to be distributed by the king. 917 In addition to the lands, 

castles, honours, lordships and offices that one would expect to see 

distributed following a magnate's forfeiture, the surviving records also treat 

us to a glimpse of some of the minutiae of Percy's interests and 

possessions - something which is entirely lacking at any prior point in his 

life. For example, we learn that six oxen and `divers beasts and animals' 

which had been owned by Percy, were granted to a John Boterell and a 

William Lillebourne, respectively. 918We also learn that Percy had operated 

what must have been both an extremely convenient and profitable ferry on 

the river Derwent at Kexby, which is situated directly between York and 

Percy's manor at Pocklington919 in the East Riding. 920 At Kingston upon 

Hull, Percy owned `an old barge called "le Levenard"' which was granted to 

a mariner by the name of Edmund de Thoryn. 921 

However, the most interesting document of all which has survived 

from this process is an inventory listing the contents of Percy's London 

house on the day of its forfeiture. The house, which was granted by Henry 

to his Queen following Percy's forfeiture, 922 contained 

91 7 CPR, 1405-1408, p. 24. 
918 CPR, 1405-1408, p. 68. 
919 The manor itself, along with the bulk of Percy's landed interests, was granted to 

Prince John on 27 June 1405. CPR, 1405-1408, p. 40. 
920 This ferry was granted to a sergeant at arms called John Topclyf. CPR, 1405-1408, p. 

68. 
921 CPR, 1405-1408, p. 58. 
922 It was granted for life to Queen Joan on 22 July 1405. 
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... a silver dish and a cup worth..., a basin with an ewer of 
silver worth 10 marks, a pair of paternosters with a gold 
clasp worth 100s., a girdle of red silk decked with `barres 
bossed' with gold worth 8 marks, 5 dozen pewter vessels 
worth 5 marks, a great pot of brass worth 20s., and iron 
`spete' worth 4s., a `longe pilwe' with small pillowes of silk 
worth 13s., 4d., 3 window panes worth 10s., divers parcels 
of lead worth 40s., a mattress of blue `bokeram' stuffed with 
cotton worth 20s., a lined `towaill' of silk 12 yards long and 
`napekyns' of the same worth 40s., 18 `materas' sold at 
divers times worth 20£, a great chest with 24 pairs of sheets 
worth 103s., 4d., `spanges' of gold and silver wirth 30s., a 
`corked' mantle with another mantle worth 20s., 2 gold 
`hertes' couched with pearls worth 18 marks, a silver and 
gilt pot holding a gallon worth 10 marks, a `whistell' of 7 
`spore de fesant' decked with gold worth 13s. 4d., a gold ring 
with a blue stone worth 26s. 4d., a blue bed with `crownes' 
and `cressantes'923 worth 3s. 4d., a linen coverlet wirth 3s., 
a `wafferyngyron'924 worth 4s., a `banker' with `quyschon' 
worth 3s. 4d., 4 knives with `haftes' of amber worth 40d., 15 
`blankettes' worth 37s. 6d., and a silver and gilt for for 
`grynegynger' worth 6s. 8d. All these were taken away and 
sold by Hugh Worschip, citizen and tailor of London. 925 

There is unfortunately no equivalent of this document from Alnwick, 

Warkworth, Petworth or any other of Percy's principal residences, but this 

inventory does provide a unique insight into the sort of luxury which Percy 

enjoyed whilst staying in London. 

923 If the crescent was in fact used by Percy supporters principally as a badge of war, its 

presence in such a private and domestic item as a bed suggests that the emblem had a 
much more personal meaning for Percy. 

924 The Middle English Dictionary (Ann Arbor, 1999) defines a 'wafferyngyron' as `A device 
for making wafers, probably consisting of paired iron plated designed to impart a 
honeycomb pattern on the cake baked within'. Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland, 
king-maker and fierce Mathathias of the North, owned a waffle iron. The importance of 
waffles to late-mediaeval English culture has perhaps been underestimated as Chaucer 
(Pardoner's tale) and Langland (Piers Plowman A-Text, Passus 6,117) made note of 
`wafereres' and 'waffrers', respectively. 

925 Cal. Inq. Misc., 1399-1422, no. 431. 
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xi. Indenture Settling Debts926 

Ceste endenture faite entre nostre seignur le Roy dune part et monseignur 
Henry de Percy conte de Northumbr dautre part tesmoigne que pur la 
some de sept centz livres le dit conte ad relessez et quit clamez a nostre dit 
seignur le roy par ces presentes toutes les dettes et somes de deniers que 
le dit conte purroit en ascune maner demander de nostre dit seignur le 
Roy pur queconques coustages ou despenses par lui ou ses attornez ou 
deputez euz ou faitez pur la gardeinerie de les marches dengleterre ou 
pour iours de marche tenu ovesqz les escotz ou pur confirmacion de 
trieues ou pur reparacion ou redressailes ou autre causes queconques 
touchantes la dite gardeinerie des dites marches ou des villes et chastelz 
de Kardoill et Rokesburgh et de la ville de Berwyk daucun temps passez 
tanque au iour de la fesance de cestes outre les somes auantdites des 
queles somes ensi a lui paiez avaunt ces heures et sur lui pendantz en 
lesch... [lescheqer - MS soiled] le dit conte serra deschargez premerment a 
cause du reles avantdit. Et aussi pur mesme la some de sept centz livres a 
avantdit le dit conte ad grantez a nostre dit seignur le Roy Payton Heryng 
escot' le quel le dit cont tient en son chastel de Alnewyk come son prisoner 
et ferra le dit conte delivrer le dit Payton au sire de Neville al oeps nostre 
dit seignur le Roy. Et aura le dit conte assignment destre paiez de cynk 
centz livres en lien ou lieux et couenables en partie du paiement de les 
sept centz livres avauntdites. Et les deux centz livres residuez le dit conte 
aura allouance et descharge en les deniers que seriont trouez par lui estre 
duz a nostre dit seignur le Roy et des somes qui devera a nostre dit 
seignur le Roy pur diverses graces que le dit conte pense a impetrer de 
nostre dit seignur le Roy. Et quant a ce que le dit conte demande destre 
des somes qil prist quant il estoit Admirall a cause dycell office saunz eut 
aconter en lescheqer. Acordez est qil monstrera devant le conseil une 
veuede laconte quel il deust rendre des does somes et qil serra pleinement 
deschargez dycelles somes forpris toutesfois que sil fait trovez par la dite 

veue dettour au Roy de plus que deux cent livres adonques du dit plus il 
ferra paiement ou deduction devers nostre dit seignur le Roy en les deux 

centz livrez avauntdites. En tesmoigne de quele chose a la partie de ceste 
endenture demorante devers nostre dit seignur le Roy le dit conte admys 
son seal. Don a Westmonster le xiii iour de novembre Ian du reign de 

nostre dit seignur le Roy disme. 

926 E 101/40/30 
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xii. E 101/40/30 facsimile. Note attached seal showing quartered arms 
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xii. Letters 

Percy to Henry IV 12 January 1405 
BL Cotton Vespasian F. xiii. f. 16. Printed in POPC, ii, pp. 103-4. Written at 
Warkworth castle, 12 January 1405. 

Mon tresredoute seignur soverain, je me recommans humblement a vostre 
magestee roiale. A la quele plese entendre que jay receu voz honurables 
lettres Samady tierce jour de Januer present pa les quelles jay entenduz 
vostre bone estat et prosperitee don't je mercie Dieux de entier cuer et auxi 
coment voud desirez ma personale venue a Westminster pour y conseiller 
ovesque autres de vostre conseille quy y serront en les oeptaves de Seint 
Hiller prochein a la quele matire mon souverain seignur je vous supplie 
que vous plese considerer ma tarde venue en Northumberland et auxi ma 
grande age et faiblesse et la longe et malveys voie en cest temps de yverne 
et sur ce avoir la venue de moy a vous a ceste fois pour excusee come 
celuy qi serra toutdys prest de faire service a vostre hautesse a mon petit 
poaire de corps et biens come jay voluntee de faire service a vous et a 
vostre roialme. Si prie a Dieu mon tresredoute seignur soverain qil vous 
ottroit honoree vie joye et sauntee a treslong duree. 
Escrit a Werkeworthe le xij jour de Januer susdit. 
Vostre humble Matathyas. 

King Henry IV to Council, 28 May 1405 
BL Cotton Cleopatra F. iii. f. 44. Printed in POPC, i, pp. 264-265. Letter from 
the King to his council, 28 May 1405. Written at Derby. 

Reverentz peres en Dieu et treschiers et foiaulx. Nous vous salvons 
souvent en pensons bien quil est venuz jatarde a vostre notice comment le 
Conte de Northumberland, le Conte Mareschal et le Sire de Bardolf et 
autres de leurs ahderentz es parties del Northe se sont levez encountre 
nostre mageste roiale et coment le dit Conte Mareschal tient le champs 
ovec toute le pouvoir quil a et peut lever de nostre peuple en la pays sur 
son chemyn pluseurs maugre leur. Et pur ce que nous nous treions de 
jour en autre vers le dites parties pour resister la malice de noz ditz rebelx, 
nous desirons avoir vostre sage advis en ce que toucher pourra lestat de 

nous et la salvacioun de nostre royaume volons et prions fermement 
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enchargeantz que tantost veues cestes vous vous hastiez devers nous a 
nostre ville de Pontfriet en le maillour arriae que vous pourrez selon vos 
estatz. Et ce ne vuilliez lesser come nous avons entiere confiance de vous 
et sicome vous desirez le bien commun de tout nostre royaume avandit. Et 
nostre seignur vous ait en sa seinte garde. Conne soubz nostre signet a 
nostre ville de Derby le xxviijme jour de May. 

Percy to French ambassadors, 11 June 1405. 

Be it known to all people that we Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland, 
have decreed and declared, and do decree and declare, that Henry 
Boynton, knight, William de Lasingby, esquire, and John de Burton, clerk, 
our general and special attorneys and deputies, shall commune, treat and 
come to an agreement with Sir John Chaverbreliak, Master John Andrew, 
and Reyner Haydeul, commissaries of France, concerning all the details of 
the alliance and treaty which shall be put before them and shown to them 
by our said attorneys, and thereupon to give sureties and obligations on 
our behalf, obliging us by these present documents, sealed with the seal of 
our arms, to accomplish and bring about any kind of agreements which 
may be made with the said commissaries of France by the said Henry de 
Boynton, William, and John, our attorneys, or by two of them, in our 
name, just as if they had been made or agreed by us in person; in 
testimony of which we have appended our aforesaid seal to these present 
documents. Written at Berwick upon Tweed, 11 June, in the year of grace 
1405.927 

Percy to Robert III, 11 June 1405 

Be it known to all men, that we Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland, have 
appointed and assigned and by these present documents do appoint and 
assign Lord Henry Boynton, knight, William Lasingby, esquire, and John 
Burton, clerk, our general and special attorneys and deputies, to 
commune, treat and come to an agreement with the worshipful prince 

927 RP, iii, p. 605. 
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Robert, king of Scotland, and his council, concerning the details of an 
alliance and the treaties which shall be presented or shown by our 
aforesaid attorneys to the said king and his council, and subsequently to 
give sureties and obligations on our behalf, obliging us, by these present 
documents, sealed with the seal of our arms, to conclude any kind of 
agreement that may be made with the said king and his council by the 
aforesaid lord Henry de Boynton, William, and John, our attorneys, or by 
two of them in our name, as if it had been done and agreed by ourselves in 
person. In testimony of which we have appended our aforesaid seal to 
these present documents. Written at Berwick upon Tweed, 11 June, in the 
year of grace 1405.928 

Percy to duke of Orleans, 11 June 1405. 

Most high and most exalted prince, I commend myself to your lordship, 

whom, may it please you to know, I have notified, through my people, Sir 
John Chaverbreliak, Master John Andrew, and John Ardinguille called 
Reyner (ambassadors of the most high and most exalted prince, the king of 
France, your lord and brother) who are in Scotland, as to my intention and 
wish, which I have sent in writing to the king your said lord and brother; 

which is that with the help of God, with your help and that of my many 
allies, I have the intention and firm purpose of upholding the rightful claim 
of my sovereign lord King Richard, if he is alive, and, if he is dead, of 
avenging his death, and also of supporting the rightful claim that my most 
feared lady the queen of England, your niece, rightfully has to the kingdom 

of England; and because of this I am waging war on Henry of Lancaster, at 
present regent of England; and in the hope that you shall aid and support 
this quarrel, and others lodged against the said Henry, I pray and request 
of you that you aid and support me in this, and also aid me with regard to 
the most exalted and most excellent prince the king of France, your said 
lord and brother, so that the matters which I have written to him about, 
and of which the said ambassadors have plainly informed you, shall reach 
a swift and effective conclusion; for in truth, in as far as I can help you 
from here to sustain these quarrels against the said Henry, I shall do so 

willingly to the best of my ability. And may it please you to believe the said 

ambassadors concerning that which they shall say on my behalf. May the 

928 RP, iii, p. 605. 
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Holy Spirit protect you, most high and exalted prince. Written at Berwick, 

etc. 

To the most high and most exalted prince the duke of Orleans, count of 
Valois and of Blois and Beaumont, and lord of Courcy. "929 

929 RP, iii, p. 605. 
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xiii. The Tripartite Indenture930 

In this year the earl of Northumberland made league, confederation and 
alliance with Owen Glendower and Edmund Mortimer, son of Edmund 
formerly earl of march, the tenor and form of which follows. 

In the first place, the same lords, Owen, the Earl, and Edmund, shall 
henceforth be mutually joined, confederated, united and bound by a true 
league and true friendship and a sure and good union. 

Each one of the same lords shall and will pursue and also procure the 
honour and welfare of the other and shall in good faith hinder any losses 
or damage which may come to the knowledge of any one of them, intended 
to be inflicted on either of them by anyone whosoever. 

Each of them shall also act and do with one another, each and every thing 
which pertains and ought to be done and suffered by good, true and 
faithful friends, laying aside all deceit and fraud. 

If at any time any one of the same lords shall know or learn of any loss or 
injury intended or plotted against another by anyone whosoever, he shall 
notify it to the others, as speedily as possible, and shall assist them in that 
particular, so that each may be able to take such measures as may seem 
proper, against such malicious purposes. 

They shall also be anxious, in good faith, to prevent any damage or injury 
aforesaid to any of the said lords, and each of the lords will help the other 
in time of necessity, as far as he can. 

If according to God's arrangement, by the process of time, it should appear 
to the said lords that they are the same persons of whom the prophet 
speaks, between whom the government of Britain ought to be divided and 
shared, then they shall labour, and each one of them shall labour to his 
utmost, that this more effectually may be brought to effect. 

Each of them shall also be content with that portion of the aforesaid 
kingdom, defined as is written below, without further exaction or 

930 Ellis, Original Letters, 21,11 series, vol. 1, pp. 27-28. 
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superiority whatsoever, indeed each of them shall enjoy equal liberty in 
such portion allotted to him. 

Between the same lords, it is unanimously covenanted and agreed, that 
the aforesaid Owen and his heirs shall have the whole of Cymru or Wales, 

within the borders, limits and boundaries mentioned below, from Loegria, 

which is commonly called England, namely from the Severn Sea, as the 

river Severn leads from the sea, going to the north gate of the city of 
Worcester, and from that gate directly to the Ash Tree, commonly called in 
the Cymric or Welsh language Onnen Margion, which grows on the 
highway leading from Bridgenorth to Kynvar, thence by the highway which 
is commonly called the old or ancient road, direct to the head or source of 
the river Trent, thence to the head or source of the river commonly called 
Mersey, thence as that river leads to the sea going down within the 
borders, limits and boundaries aforementioned. 

The earl of Northumberland and his heirs shall have the counties written 
below, namely: Northumberland, Westmorland, Lancashire, York, Lincoln, 
Nottingham, Derby, Stafford, Leicester, Northampton, Warwick, and 
Norfolk. 

The lord Edmund shall have the remainder of the whole of England to him 

and to his successors. 

Should any battle, riot or discord befall between two of the said lords, may 
it never be, then the third of the said lords, inviting to himself good and 
faithful counsel, shall duly correct such discord, riot or battle, whose 

approval or sentence the parties quarrelling shall be bound to obey. 

They shall also be faithful to defend the kingdom against all men, saving 

the oath on the part of the aforesaid Owen, given to the most illustrious 

prince, lords Charles by the grace of God King of the French, in the league 

and covenant made and completed between them. 

That the aforesaid, all and singular, may be well and faithfully observed, 

the said lords, Owen, the earl and Edmund, have sworn, by the holy body 

of the Lord which they now steadfastly gaze upon, and the Holy Gospels by 

them now bodily touched, to observe the premises all and singular, 

inviolably, to their utmost, and have mutually caused their seals to be 

affixed to these presents. 
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xiv. Days served as wardens of the marches by the Percies and Nevilles 
August 1384 -August 1399. 

  Percy 

  Hotspur 

  John Neville 

  Ralph Neville (Never 
principal Warden) 

  Percy 

  Hotspur 

  John Neville 

West March 

1825 
I 

184 1191 

East March 

184 
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xv. The Cockermouth Enfeoffment 

Parcel 1 
Parcel 2 

Both Parcels 

Henry Percy and Matilda his Wife 

Remainder in 
tail male only 
after 
Matilda's 
cleat h 

Henry 
Hotspur 

Remainder 

Feoffees 
John de Waltham 
John de Mitford 
Ranulph de Ereskenay 

Thomas and Ralph 
Percy, sons of the Earl 

j 

Thomas, 
earl of 

Worcester 

Remainder 

Final 
Remainder 

The Cockermouth 
Inheritance 

1 December, 1383 

Heirs of 
Matilda 

Parcel 1: The Castle and Honour of Cockermouth, the manors of Wigton, Braythwayt, 
Popecastre, Lousewater and Dene, two messuages in Carlisle, 4000 acres of 
pasture, 4000 acres of wood in Le Westwarde in Allerdale and a moiety of the 
manor of Kirkebride and St Leonard's chapel, Wygton, held in chief 

Parcel 2: the reversion, in fee simple, of the manors of Caldebek and Ulnedale, and 
one moiety of the manor of Aspatrik, co. Cumberland, after the death of 
Euphemia, late the wife of Reginald de Lucy; the castle and manor of Langely, 
co. Northumberland, the other moiety of the manor of Aspatrik and a third part of 
the barony of Egermond, co. Cumberland, with the advowson of Ulnedale, 
similarly held, after the death of Joan, wife of Matthew de Redmane, knight. 
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